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INTRODUCTION

The cod is one of the most valuaLle and best known of all fishes. In the western
Atlantic it has been caught from as far north as latitude 67° on the west coast of
Greenland (Jensen, 1926, p. 89) to as far south as Cape Hatteras, N. C., and in
European waters from Spitzbergen to the region just southwest of Great Britain.
A few stragglers enter the Bay of Biscay. Along our coast the most southerly ground
where cod are to be found in commercial numbers the year round is off southern
Massachusetts, and it is only from November to l\'1ay when, by migrating, they
invade the region extending from Rhode Island to North Carolina. No commer
cial fishing for cod has been carried on south of Delaware.

The cod has been of great economic importance to North America from the
time of the earliest white settlers to the present era. Sette (lH27, p. 3) points out
that its fishery is probably the most international of any oil' North America, as
no less than five nations take part in it.

During the 30-year period from 1896 to 1925 the annual catch of cod off the
east coast of North America has ranged from 872,000,000 to 1,:339,000,000 pounds,
with an average of 1,103,000,000. Although subject to fluctuations, the general
productivity of the cod fishery neither increased nor decreased during this time.
The catch for the past 30 years has been divided among the five nations con
cerned, as follows: Newfoundland, 49 per cent; Canada, 20 per cent; France, 17 per
cent; United States, 12 per cent; and Portugal, 2 per cent. (Sette, 1927, p. 13.) In
the eastern Atlantic the annual catch of cod amounts to about a billion pounds.

The cod held first rank in the New England vessel fisheries for many years,
but recently with the increasing number of otter trawlers and the improved methods
of preparing and marketing fillets, the haddock has assumed first place. The landings
of eod at Boston, Gloucester, and Portland, expressed in terms of fresh fish, amounted
to 67,098,688 pounds, valued at $2,184,141, during 1923; 1 64,241,619 pounds,
valued at $2,138,306, during 1924;2 82,586,677 pounds, valued at $2,644,582, in
1926;3 and 65,342,013 pounds, valued at $2,146,503, in 1927.4

Europeans as well as Americans have studied its spawning habits, and each
year millions of young cod are artificially hatched and liberated. The cod's pref
erence for certain foods has become known by investigators, who have examined
thousands of stomachs. Statistics have been compiled from year to year on the
amounts of cod and other fish landed at the important markets along the Atlantic
coast and the amounts taken on each of the important fishing banks. Yet, in spite
of all the study that has been devoted to the cod, there are still serious gaps in our
knowledge of its life history.

That bodies of cod move from place to place has long been known by fishermen.
We are reasonably certain that they carry out breeding migrations, for large schools
of fish are found in certain localities only during the spawning period. It is prob
able, too, that bodies of fish move about in search of good feeding grounds, and that
they make some effort to avoid extremes of temperature which arc unfavorable to
them. In general, the smaller fish arc the more stationary while the larger are the
more migratory. Besides the schools of fish which appear to travel en masse, some
individuals, usually the larger fish, seem to lead a nOllladic existence. But even
these may not migrate far in any given direction if we take tagged fish as a criterion.

1 Fishery Industries of the United States for 1923, LJ. S. Bureau of Fisheries.
I Ibid. for 1924.

I Ibid. for 1926.
• Ibid. for 1927.
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In Europe the cod has been studied by means of marking experiments for more
than 25 years, while in American waters, prior to the present experiment, one was
made off Woods Hole, Mass. Although marking experiments have thrown con
siderable light on the behavior of the cod in European waters, particularly on their
migrations, we can not assume that the same conditions obtain along our coast or
that the habits of American and European cod are similar in all respects.

The present investigation was undertaken on April 17, 1923, to study the cod's
life history not only as It matter of biological interest but so that if a decided decline
in the abundance of the fish should ever occur the fishing industry would be able
to adjust itself thereto with as full a knowledge as possible of the fish's habits,
especially of its migrations, duration of life, rate of growth, and size at different
ages. The present study concerns the natural history of the cod after it seeks bot
tom, including fish as small as about 2 inches in length.5 Most of the field work
during 1923-1925 was carried out by means of the Bureau of Fisheries' vessel Halcyon,
commanded by G. W. Carlson. A few fish were tagged by the steamer Fish Hawk,
while speeimen~ and data wore collected by the steamer Gannet. In 1926 the Halcyon
and Fish Hawk were taken out of service, and since that time all investigations have
been carried out with the Albatross II, together with small fishing boats.

It was realized at the start of this cod investigation that an extensive territory
Was available for carrying on operations, including both the shore grounds along the
entire New England coast and the offshore banks such as Georges, Browns, Sable
Island, and the Grand Bunk. As the Halcyon was not suitable for fishing the offshore
banks, operations from 192;~ to 1925 were restl'icted to within about 40 miles of land.

Nantucket Shoals was st'lected for the first tagging partly for this reason, partly
because (a) it is the most southerly region along our shores where cod are caught in
abundance in the summer; (b) there was a strong probability from Smith's (1902)
experiment that a mignl,tion of cod occurs between Nantucket Shoals and the region
from Rhode Islnnd to New ,Tersey, so that definite results might be expected from
the first year's work; (c) cod are abundant in water shoal enough to fish conveniently
with hand lines; (d) boats fish there from time to time; and (e) two of the largest
offshore fishing banks-South Channel and Georges Bank-are adjacent, thus
affording [til opportunity for determining migmtions of cod to and from Nantucket
Shoals.

Opportunity is taken here to thank Dr. Henry B. Bigelow, of Harvard University,
for his helpful advice in the preparation of all pnrts of this paper. Thnnks are also
extended to O. E. Sette for suggestions, temperature records, and other data, and to
R. A. Goflin for specimens of young eod. Acknowledgment is made to Capt. G. W.
Carlson of the Halcyon, and later of the Albatross II, and to the officers of these
vessels for their cooperation, which was so necessary in milking the field work a
success. Finally, I wish to thank fishermen and those connected with the fishing
industry for sending tags from recaptured fish and for supplying information on the
habits of the cod.

HISTORICAL

COD MIGRATIONS IN EUROPEAN WATERS

The first real attempt to determine the mig-rations of cod by means of tagging
experiments was mnde in the North Sea off Scotlnnd, in October and November,
1888, when Hj fish wrre marked with numbered brass labels. (Fulton, 1890, pp.

--_._~- --~.. -----
I SOUle study has heen givnn to narlier stages hy Chnrll\S J. Fish: Produetion !lud Pistrihl11.ioll llf Cod EVJ~s in ~\las..;:at'hll1'\t'1ts

Bay in 1924 and 1925, BtlllC"Jin of Ow Hl1n~a.u of Fisherie:-:. Vol. X LIn, lD27 (192~), I't. n. pp. 2;~I:~-2\H~,
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353-355.) Of these, 3 fish, or 18 per cent, were subsequently recaptured, aU of them
that same winter and all near where they were tagged. By 1892, around the Firth
of Forth, 196 cod had been marked, of which 10, or 5.1 per cent, were subsequently
recaught. Fish as smaU as 7 inches in length were utilized, and only 16 exceeded 20
inches. Most of the recaptures were made locally, the farthest distance away from
the point of tagging being 52 miles, and the mean period of freedom being about
75 days. (Fulton, 1893, p. 189.) Further tagging in the North Sea has been recorded
by Boreley, Strubberg, Graham, Weigold, and others.

Boreley (1909, pp. 2-3) records the tagging of 252 cod in the North Sea from 1904
to 1907, of which 16.6 per cent were recaptured--32 fish within 6 months after tagging,
8 fish 7 to 12 months later, and 2 fish after 13 to 15 months. Most of the cod were
recaptured near the tagging grounds and none were taken outside of the North Sea.
Weigold (1913, p. 119) reports returns from North Sea tagged cod as high as 60 per
cent-181 recaptures from 301 marked fish, most of them 20 to 39 centimeters long.
Nearly all these were recaptured in the vicinity of the tagging grounds.

Strubberg (1922) reports on the marking of cod in Danish waters from 1905 to
1913. Out of a total of 1,547 tagged fish, 338, or about 22 per cent, were subsequently
recaptured within the following time intervals: 316 within 1 year, 19 after 13 to 24
months, 2 after 26 to 29 months, llnd 1 after 47 months. Most of the fish utilized
for tagging ranged in length from ~5 to iO centimeters (10 to 28 inches), and most of
thpse were helow .50 centimeters (20 inches). A greater proportion of the smaller
tagged cod was recaptured than of tJw lnrger (25 pl'r cent of 1,170 sJwcimens less
than 60 centimeters, 10 per cent of 377 specinwns 60 to 109 cen Linwters).

The grent majority of thcsp fish were morc or less 'stationary the first year nfter
tngging, and many had shown no migmtioll up to the beginning of the third year,
which represents about the longest recaptUl'e interval. A few of the larger fish
covered some distance within the North Sea, although the longest migration was
that of a small fiRh (37 centimeters) which traveled 330 miles in 74 days.

Cod tagged in 1921-22 off Flamborough, England, were recaptured near by,
most of them the same winter aud the summer which followed. About 16 per cent
of the cod tagged close to shore were recaptured within about a year, while about 7
per cent of the offshore tagged fish were retaken. (GrahHm, 1924, pp. 47-50.)

Concerning the migration of cod in northern Norw~lY, Hjort (1926, p. 8) points
out that the mnture fish undertake extensive migrations, "thousands of kilometers,"
during the course of a year. He found that therp was a yearly migration from the
Barentz Sea southward along the Norwegian coast and a return mi6'Tation back to
the Barentz Sea. (Ibid., p. 9.)

Around the Faroe Islands 4,093 cod were marked from 1909 to 1913. (Strub
berg, 1916, p. 3.) Most of these were from 30 to 90 centimeters (12 to 3G inches)
long, the majority being below 60 centimeters. From 4,086 of these marked fish,
1,658, or 40.5 per cent, wore subse(lllCntly recHptured. (Ibid., p. 78.) The time
interval for the 1,562 recaptures made from the experiments of 1909-1912 was as
follows: 1,082 fish within 6 months, 334 fish in 7 to 12 months, 113 fish in 13 to 18
months, 26 fish in 19 to 24 months, and 7 fish over 24 months. As a result of all
these cod-marking experiments around the FHroes, the percentage of recaptures from
various lots of fiRh ranged from 14.9 to G2.3, with a mean of 40.6 for all the fiAh.
This being so, Strubberg believes that the values found indicate that from one
;;evouth to one-half (according to locality) "the growing stock of 35-50 centimeter
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fish-the 2-year oIds-are taken annually." (Ibid., p. 79.) The 2 and the 3 year
old fish were virtually stationary, often being recaptured in the same place after
more than 21 months, and a few were even taken later. The older fish were more
migratory, although some of these, too, were stationary. None of the cod left the
Faroes, and only a few moved as far as 60 miles. "* * * it would seem that the
bank (Faroe Bank) has its own stock of cod, * * * the stock, moreover, being
capable of itself replenishing the loss occasioned by a fishery of considerable inten
sity." (Ibid., p. 84.)

Around Iceland cod tagging was done in 1904-5 (Schmidt, 1907) and in 1908-9
(Saemundsson, 1913). During the earlier experiment, in 1904-5, the tagging
occurred on the north and east coasts where a total of 491 cod was marked. Most of
them were 40 to 60 centimeters (16 to 24 inches) long and, according to Schmidt
(1907, p. 13), were not adult fish. Out of one lot of 297 cod tagged off the east coast
in 1904, in a locality where a relatively large amount of fishing was done, 26, or 8.7
per cent, were subsequently recaptured, while of 194 tagged about the same time but
in a locality where very little commercial fishing was done only 3, or 1.6 per cent, were
retaken. Schmidt (1907, p. 15) concludes, and no doubt correctly, that the greater
amount of fishing which obtained in the one locality was responsible for the greater
return of tags. This also points to the localization of the fish, for 20 were taken the
same season, 8 the next, and 1 later, and none migrated farther than a few miles.
Even the 8 reeaptllres made the second season were taken near the tagging grounds,
where they spent the winter and spring in water around 0° C., although they eould
have gone to the south eoast where it. was warmer. (Ibid., p. 17.)

Ood marking the summer of 1905 was done on the north coast of Iceland. Of the
391 fish tagged, most of which were immature, 2 were recaptured in August and Sep
tember, 1905, and 6 from May to October, 1906, all of them on the north and north
west coasts. (Ibid., p. 19.) Subsequently 7 more of these fish were reported
(Saehmndsson, 1913, p. 8); 5 on the north and west coasts and 2 on the west and
southwest coasts. These last two recaptures taken the summer of 1907 are of par
ticular importance, for the fish had reached maturity in the two years since tagging
and had migrated toward the spawning grounds off southern Iceland. Another lot of
26 cod was tagged on the east coast during the summer of 1905, and of these 2 were
recaptured near by the same summer. Ood tagging was continued during the
SUmmers of 1908 and 1909, when 27 and 200 immature fish, respectively, were marked.
The few fish of 1908 were taggeo on the north coast and the one recapture, maoe 13
months later, was from near the tagging locality. During the summer of 1909
tagging was done for the first time on the southwest coast. Twenty-one of the fish
were recaught within 3 months, ann 9 of them within 10 to 14 months. All but lof
the 25 specimens from which good locality records were obtlLined wore taken in
Faxit Bay near where they were tagged. .

As a result of the eod experiments made off Iceland since 1904, it. has been found
that the fry which are carried by currents from the spawning grounds on the south
and west coasts to the north and east coasts stay there for three or four years, but
seek the warmer water off the southern coast of Iceland when maturity approaches.
(Sae:m.undsson, 1913, p. 34.) Schmidt (1907, p. 23) believes that the reason these
north ano east coast Icelandic cod make a spawning migration to the south and west
coasts is that they become more sensitive to the colo water as they near maturity.
Saemundsson (1913, p. 34) states that Iceland has its own stoek of cod because no
recaptures of tagged fish were made outside of thert'.
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The great drop in the number of tagged cod that has been reported recaptured
after more than a year, particularly in those experiments recorded by Boreley (1909)
and Strubberg (1916, 1922), was due in part to the intensity of the local fishing which
removed so many of the marked fish within the first year and in part to the large
number of fish that lost their tags. Graham (1929b, p. 23) points out that the per
centage of marked fish recaptured in a year has frequently been used as a minimum
value in calculating the percentage of the stock taken by the fishermen, and that his
tank experiments make it apparent that this value should be increased to account for
the loss of tags. As we have found in our cod-tagging experiments off the New
England coast (1923-1929) that the loss of tags the first year is very great, it is
evident that the percentage of tags returned is not a good criterion in estimating at
what rate the fishery depletes a stock of fish, other than that the percentage of tags
returned must be considerably less than the actual percentage of the stock of fish
caught. Most of the cod tagged in the European experiments were less than 60
centimeters long, hence it would not seem that death due to old age was an important
factor in the small number of returns subsequent to the first year after marking.

The results of all these cod-tagging experiments agree in one important respect,
namely, that most of the fish remain more or less stationary for long periods and
that each region-the North Sea, coast of Norway, the Faroes, and Iceland-has its
own stock of fish. In a few cases a migration was indicated, as along the coast of
Norway and from the north to the south coast of Iceland.

Certainly the thousands of cod that have been tagged in European waters during
the past 25 years, and the great percentage of recaptures returned by the intensive
fishing which prevailed in all the tagging areas, would have revealed an intermigration
if it had occurred between such localities as the North Sea, the Faroes, and Iceland.
Very likely deep water prevents an intermingling of these various stocks of fiRh,
although Jensen (1905, p. 11) found cod otoliths (Gadus callarias) at the bottom of the
polar deep off the Faroes and comments on the fact that both Hjort and Schmidt
report cod in the upper 60 fathoms in that region, taken with hook and line and with
drift nets, over depths of 350 to 1,000 fathomR. Furthermore, the very fact that cod
in the North Sea and elsewhere did not migrate soon after being tagged, but remained
in the same general locality for several years, indicates that, taken as a whole, they
are not a roving fish even though upon occasion some schools of fish may make
extensive migrations.

The causes of migrations such as those of the Icelandic cod are not so evident,
although it has been suggested that a low temperature and the urge to spawn caused
these fish to seek the southern coast of the island. The fact that cod up to about 4
years of age remain off northern Iceland-i.n the 0° C. water of winter and spring when
they could so easily migrate into warmer water is of interest. There are instances in
American waters, too, where cod are caught in very cold water as, for example, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the Grand Banks where the bottom temperature is
frequently below 0° C.

REVIEW OF COD TAGGING OFF THE NEW ENGLAND COAST

The only previous cod-tagging experiment on the American coast was carried
out during the years 1897-1901 by the United States Fish Commission. (Smith
1902.) These cod were caught primarily for the purpose of securing spawn and wer~
retained in a large cistern at Woods Hole, Mass., until they were spent. All were
caught on Nantucket Shoals during late October and November with hook and line
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by the Fish Commission schooner Grampus and by commercial fishing vessels. The
spent fish were weighed, menAured, tngged, plnced in live cnrs, llnd then towed out
into Vineyard Sound or Buzzards Bay, where they were liberated.

The tags used in this experiment were made from sheet copper, cut in pieces
five-sixteenths to three-fo11l'ths inch long and one-fo11l'th inch wide, with a hole punched
on one end. A fine copper wire was used to attach the tag to the fish. Different
points of attaehment were tried, among them the bases of the three dorsal flns, the
two anal fins, and the upper and lower caudal lobes. Smith cone1uded, however
(ibid., p. 194), that the upper part of the caudal fin near the base was the best.
Smith found that some tags were lost by gradually tearing from the fin, but stated
that the available evidence failed to show that many tags could havc been lost in this
manner. However, no tagged fish were taken by the tagging vessel Grampns, llnd
therefore there was no opportunity in the field to check the number of fish having
scars caused by the tag tearing loose. The fine wire used by Smith would leave
scarcely any wound or scar after it had been lost by the fish, and no fisherman would
have recognize.d a flsh as having lost its tllg. Withont our observations in the field,
we, like Smith, would have greatly underestimated the losses of tags. Then, too, the
tags used by Smith were in two pieces--shect metal and wim-therefore movable and
more liable to loss than the rigid I-piece tags used in the prcsent investigation.

T ABLE I.-Numbers of cod tagged and recaptw'cd as a rcsult of thc marking experiments madc o.tf Wood"
Hole from 1897 to lULU

.-

] )ecemhcr-Jalluary-FehrUfi ry Fi~h

taggel}

Suhse·
qllcntly Percentage

reealJtllred rCl'llJlt tIred

6.2
[,. ()
l.fi
3.7

1897-98 [,(;~
1808-lm------------------------------------------- _ ::::: ::- [1!3

J==J~f_=_:_:_:~_-_:_:_:_:~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::_:_:_:-_::_:_:_:_:~_:_:_:_:_:_:_~_:_:_:_:_:_:~_:_::_:_:_:_:_: __--_-_-_-_:_:_:_::_:- -- l: :~~ :
Total . 1-----4·,-O-19-:i--------l-lt)·-~--·----3--.r-,

~----- .._---_.__._---------~ ._---_._~._._.~ .._.._,--

TABLE 2.-Sumrnary of recapture.~, by localities and rnO'lI_ths, of tagged fish released in the vicinity of
Buzzards Bay during 18.97-1901

1\1 onth rclcfl8cd Locality o!recapture

RHCHlltured

During first year During
second ~rea.r

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. MAYDec. Jan.

~~::I~~~~:;:;:i~"~'N"......, •••.•• 1 ,. :. 11------,------,

~~~~~~y:~~::::i:::: :~~ :::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~_::::: :1-- -- - - - - -- --I
Jalll~;:;v~r.------, Rhode Island_____________ 2 _

~~~~l1!l·t(==-::: ::::-~g::=::::::::::::::::: :::::: 1 2
J~lIl1~; er Long Island_______________ 4

i~~5:::•••I.:,;~;:' ••:••••:•••••••••••••••••:1-_- 1_+_ --, -:.: :. [ I , .
____I

1
1
2

1 _
_____ 1
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In discussing the dispersal and movements of the tagged cod Smith (pp. 199-200)
states that:

Shortly or immediately after their release, there was a well-marked southerly and westerly
movement to the shores of New York and New Jersey, where they remained during the first four
months of the year.

The fish showed but a slight tendency to go to thc eastward of Cape Cod or of Nantucket
Shoals. A few were taken between May and August, southeast of Chatham, but only one was
reported from South Channel and one from Georges * * *

None of the tagged fish has been taken north of Cape Cod. If the schools with which the tagged
fish mingled on Nantueket Shoals and elsewhere behaved as did the tagged fish, it is evident that
the cod inhabitinll; the grounds off southel'Jl New Enll;land, New York, and New Jersey belong to
a distinct body, and are not simply a part of the vast shoals found in Massachusetts Bay and on
the coast of Maine.

The eonelusion seems legitimate that the eod \\'hleh resurt to the shores of New York and
New Jersey in winter do not repJ'l~Sellt an independent body of fish whieh have eome from some off
shore grounds at this season, but arc a part of the great se!lools of ;,!lore cod which also frequent
the southern New England coast.

Some fish released side by side became widely separated in a short time, w!lile other lots ap
peared to keep together for several JIlonths. Some were moved by individual instincts, others
seemed to act en masse. * * *

The tagged cod were found along the Rhode Island shores from November to
.June and on Nantlleket Shoals from April to September. In October and November
only 1 tagged eod WItS reported from Nantllcket Shonls despite the fact that the
GramzJ1l,s fishing there at that time callght 4,000 to G,OOO eod Ilnnllally, lind commer
cill! fishermen were active there during the slime period ('!tch of the yeurs from 1897
to lHOl. Bccallsc of this Smith suggested th!tt the fish which frcqllent Nllntllcket
Shoals in the spring and Slimmer, whntl 41 tagged eod h!td been caught there, rep
resented a different body than was present in the fall when only 1 tagged cod had
been caught.

Bigelow and Welsh (lH24, p. 419)eoncurwith Smith's views on the movements
of the cod in the southern part of its range, for during the period 1901 to 1922 no
further experiments were carried on and no information had come to light that
could alter the preceding conclusions.

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

At this time it is desirable to define the terms used in this book which deal with
the movements of the fish, for these terms often are broadly interpreted and might
ellsily lead to confusion.

A migrlltion applies to a movement of a body of fish from one region to another
and back again.

The term emigration is used to designate a movement of a body of fish away
from II region, presumably not to return.

Similarly, immigration is a movement into a region, presumably to remain.
Individuals which appear to leave the main contingents are referred to as strays

or stragglers.
The word" shoals" standing alone always refers to Nantucket Shoals.

METHODS

The study of migrations was carried on chiefly by tagging experiments. It was
found that by concentrating on restricted parts of the larger fishing grounds, such
as Nantucket Shoals, instead of continually searching for new places to fish, there
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FIGUIlE l,-'J'ypo oC hand·lino goar lIsod by NolV England fJshonnon, showing reel with 50 fathoms of lino, load
1V0ighing 3H pounds, O·foot leader, and hook

FIGURE 2.-Cod I~'ing on measuring board, about to bo tagged
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FIGUJlE 3.-Type or tag, and clamping longs for allachment, used in the New England eod marking experiments

FIGURE 4.-A eod with lag attaehed to the tail. This fish had carried its tag over otle yenr
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was a better chance to get a true picture of seasonal fluctuations in abundance and
size, which would reflect any migrations that might take place.

To insure that only fish in good condition were tagged, most of them were caught
with ordinary hand lines of a kind in general use by commercial fishermen along the
New England coast (fig. 1), for in this way only a small percentage were lost through
injury. The use of the otter trawl was prohibited not only by the uneven and rocky
bottoms fished upon but because a large proportion of net-caught fish are crushed
or drowned by the time they are hauled out of the water. A few hundred of the
fish tagged were caught on long lines, or trawl lines.

The most productive fishing was found in depths of less than 50 fathoms. Greater
depths were generally avoided, for the fish taken there often are "poke blown";
that is, the !esophagus forced into the mouth due to the sudden change of pressure.
Some idea of the losses may be had from the following: In less than 25 fathoms
37,929 cod were caught, of which 8.1 per cent were not suitable for tagging; between
25 and 40 fathoms, 2,730 were caught with an 8 per cent loss; and above 40 fathoms,
2,089 were caught with a loss of 17 per cent.

Frozen herring (Clupea) was used for bait almost exclusively up to 1925, but
after then squid and other baits were used in addition. The herring proved to be
the best all-around hail, off the New England eoast, hut off New York and New
.Jersey conchs (Lunatia), surf clams (Madra), and soft dams (Mya) were found to
be much the hest.

Immediately a[t,cr its captlll'e the fish was laid 011 It IIWaSlll'illg board, its length
recorded, u tag damped to the tail (see fig. 2), a few scales scraped from the side,
and then returned to the water. These operations usually required from 10 to 15
seconds for each fish. Beginning in October, 1927, certain lish were tagged on the
head, chiefly those measuring less thun 30 inches in length.

The desideration has always been, from the time of Fulton's first experiments
(1890, p. 354) in marking eod up to those of Graham (192ge), that the type of ta.g
should be one that would remain on the fish for a reasonably long while, that would
cause no injury, and that would be sufficiently eonspicuous to the fishermen. The
tag adopted for use in the present cod investigation had been used successfully by
Dr. Charles H. Gilbert in marking Pacific salmon llnd is similar to the type com
monly used for ear-marking cattle but smaller, the length being 2X inches when the
tag is extended. These tags (fig. 3) were easily attached to the tail of the fish by
means of a clamp. A tag in place is shown in Figure 4.

It was neeessary that the metal used for the tags withstand the ehcmiel\l action
by sea water for a long period and, after experimentation with various sorts, elim
inuting silver as too eostly, monel metal was finally adopted as the most satisfaetory.
Results obtained from this experimentation are given in Table 3.

~ .;U~ 3.-7'he metals used and the numlJer of tags returned to date for each as a result of the tagging on
Nantucket Shoals during 1923

Metal

----------------------------------- -

Silver•• _. _. _
Aluminum _

~?!:i~l~~~~:~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

=c=::~::~:; I ;~;;:~r~::tage
------------------------1----1----1---

1,000 47 , 4.70
2, 1)23 1021 3. 00

700 35 fl. 00
aoo I4 4_ 66

5,621 134 2. 38

-~-----------~---_I._----
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The small percentage of returns for the monel tags is not considered significant
because the numbers of tags used for the various metals are not comparable. The
metals other than monel were used in April, May, and June, and many of these
tagged fish were recaptured during the summer and fall by tho Ha1cyon, whereas
the fish tagged later in the year with monel tags did not have this same chance of
recapture. In 1!J24, of 4,387 fish tagged with monel tags on Nantucket Shoals, 124
or 2.83 pel' cent, were subsequently recaptured.

Scale samples were obtained from all the cod caught beginning with 1924. The
scales were pressed on the pages of small blank books opposite a number correspond
ing to that of the tagged fish, and in this way they could be easily referred to at any
time. The length of the fish and any other necessary data were kept in suitable
record books.

Having established a method of marking the fish and recording the data, it was
also necessary to advertise the tagging project among the fishermen and fish dealers.
Cooperation naturally resulted, and much credit is due the fishermen for the many
tag records which they have sent in. Without these our data would be wholly
inadequate to justify sound conclusions regarding migrations.

TABULATION OF THE FISH TAGGED

A summary is given in Tables 4 and 5 of all the cod caught to the southward
of Cape Cod and tagged on the present invostigittions. Not ineluded with these
fish are 1,859 cod marked and released directly from the dock of the United States
Bureau of Fisheries biological station at Woods Hole. Mass., during each .January
of the years from 1926 to 1928. Besides these cod tagged between southern New
England and Now Jersey about 16,000 were tagged to the north and east of Cape Cod.

Total. -- -- - - - -- -- -- -- --

1925
May [,..8 Nantucket Shoals_
JUliO 7-12 do _

~~L~~2:~:::::: :::::~Z:::: ::::::::
Oct. 21--28 dc'- _

No Mans Lan(L __

42 331 7,605
---_._-----

47 1,254
34~2 1164

4 2<J 460
4 35 427

--------
18 14,5~ 3,105

4 35 8[)4
4 :l:J~ 673
.5 31 1, 1.58
4 28 1,048
2 10 277
I

I
0 33

-~-~ .._----
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TABLE 5.-The numbers of cod tagged each year from 1923 to 1929 off southern Massachusetts and to the
westward, according to fishing grounds

_-~=~====c,~=,~Locali~~------ - I9~;- 1924 1\;25 i 1926 1927 1928 I- 1929 Total

~~E~[~f::~C"~,~~:-:___-__-:-:;~:;::-:::'II'_'i'--~I'~ ~
Roulld Shoal huoy 4,881 1,105 1,9:12 769 2,949 HG I 100 J2,487
Between Hound Shoal and Rose and Crown huoy'_______ 1,028 7G 388 204 J:l9 I 473 ~,:J08

Hose alld Crown buoy __ --- --- __ -- --- -- -- _-- _ 1,328 80 50:1 __ -- ____ 84 ,- _-- 1 - - - - - 2,Ooll
[) to 12 miles southeast of Hound Shoal buoy -------- 7t1l1 5Jo I: :1 1' --------- 1,:114
ne!W!'ell Hose alld Crown and Oreat Hip buoy'__________ 28 70 1,17:l 4:1 ],:119
Ureal- Hip buoy__________________________________________ :IHi -------- 9'26 I 369 41l:J I 45 81 2,140

zw~~~~l,~~•••~.::.: ••• ~.~=~ ... ]~"~: ~Ji·." ~~:;~,~~-~;!~·I-~,:::i-:,,;:: ~: ~~
SIGNIFICANCE OF A RECAPTURE RECORD

The conclusions concerning the migrations of New England cod must neces
sarily be based largely upon the recapture records as furnished by fishermen and us
obtained by the Bureau of Fisheries vessels Halcyon and Albatross II. Therefore, it
is important to consider how much significance is to be attached to each record.
The factors affecting the recovery of tagged cod which have an important bearing
on this question may be classed as follows: (1) Tho death rate due to tagging tUld
occurring soon thereld'ter; (2) deaths due to old nge, enemies, disease, etc.; (3) the
percentnge of fish which lose their tags before recapture; (4) the intensity of fishing
as affecting the tag returns; and (5) the percentage of recaptured fish which are not
reported. The following discussion concerns chiefly those cod which wore tagged OIl

Nantucket Shoals.
The death rate due to tagging and occurring soon thereajter.-We have attempted

to keep the loss of fi'3h from this cause at a minimum by utilizing uninjured fish only.
Although nearly every fish tagged appeared to be in good condition when returned
to the water, nevertheless it is probable that a small number died from vnrious causes
attributable to the act of tagging. This loss may arbitrarily be set at 5 per cent.

Deaths due to old age, disease, enemies, etc.-Deaths due to old age doubtless occur.
It seems that cod of 48 inches or more in length and upward of 10 years of age lack
the vitality of smaller and younger fish, for they die sooner when taken from the
Water. Fewer of them survive the ordeal of capture and of tagging when returned
to the water. 6 But the great majority of the cod caught for tagging purposes lllwe
been considerably below this size, hence might be expected to live at least five years
longer before old age and consequent weakness would become nn importnnt fnctor in
their denth rate.

Little is known concerning the death rate due to the nttllcks of enemies other
than man among adult or nearly ndult cod. Sharks, ineluJing the spiny dogfish
(Squalus acanthias) are perhaps their chief enemies. Other predaceous fishes such
as the goosefish (Lophius) and the pollock (Pollachi·us virens) prey upon cod, nlthough
the lntter can scarcely be considered a formidable enemy except to the very YOlln~.

The cod itself is cannibalistic, nlthough I have nevel' known one to contnin in its
stomach another larger thnn 12 inches in length. However, it is common to see fresh

• That some do survive is proven by the fact that a number of very large cod hllve been recaptured, SOIllO of them II yellr or
more lifter tagging.
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wounds or healed scars on a cod's body, hence the destruction of adult cod by enemies
may be greater than we now believe and must be considered a factor of some
importance.

Some cod no doubt are killed by parasites and dise/Lse-their most apparent
external parasite, which attaches itself to the gills, being Lerni£a branchialis L. Cod
living in less than 20 fathoms of water are most afflicted with this pest, but we also
found it on cod caught in a depth of 47 fathoms on the northeast part of Georges
Bank and in 40 fathoms on Browns Bank. Commonly three out of four cod from
shoal water have from one to four of these bloodsucking parasites on the gills, and
although many of these fish appear to be healthy it is possible that in time they
become weakened and that some of them die, for as a rule the gills of thin fish are
covered with this parasite. Sumner et al. (1913, p. 644) remark that they are "often
so numerous as to affect the health of the fish." Cod are commonly infested with
other parasites both internal and external, such as nematodes and caligids. External
cancerous growths are occasionally seen, but deaths from this cause must be very
small, for out of about 45,000 cod caught only 1 or 2 fish were afflicted with growths
of this sort. About 1 fish in 1,000 of our catch has been extremely thin, while occa
sional fish, particularly large cod, may be weak and emaciated.

Considering that most of the cod which were tagged on Nantucket Shoals were
neither very small nor very large, that almost all of them were sound and healthy,
and that they were not unduly afflicted with parasites, the number of marked fish
whieh died from old age, enemies other than man, parasites, and disease probably was
not more than 10 to 12 per cent during the first year after tagging. The percentage
would increase each year thereafter as the same stock of fish heclune older.

This is an arbitrary percentage, but the proportion of hU'gel' and therefore older
fish, actually found umong representative stocks of cod suggests that it can not be
much too small or much too large.

Percentage oj.fish which lose their tags within the first year.-The fact that many
fish have been caught showing tag marks 7 or the scar on the side where the scale
sample had heen taken proves that a considerable percentage of the tagged fish lose
their tags while at liberty. 1'his was to be expected, for in the North Sea experiments
it was also found that some of the cod lost their tags. Concerning those marked on
the operculum, Graham (1924, p. 51) writes:

If the mark was tight the skin and flesh rotted under the button ulltil the button almost fell
out in the worst specimens I have, and no doubt did fall out ill others whieh were, COllsCLjUelltly,
not returned. If the mark was loose the wire gradually worked the hole larger alld larger. Home,
however, have been returned in a perfectly healthy condition. In these the mark seemer! to be
just firm, neither tight nor loose, a condition hard to achieve in practice.

Graham mentions that a new tag designed to minimize weight and resistance
to water was tried later but proved a failure.

The loss of the tug from its place of attachment requires a certain period of
time, depending upon the exact point where it is fastened and upon the thickness of
the tail. Cod recaptured one week from the time of tagging show practically no sore
around the tag. One month later soreness has set in, but usually there is no evident
sign that the tag will soon be lost. Three to four months later, on some fish the flesh
is in good condition around the tag, on some suppuration has occurred while others
already have lost their tags. About one year later the condition of the tagged fish

7 By "tag mark" is meant the fresh wound, or healed scar, left when the tag has been lost by "eating" its way through the
akin and flesh of the tail.
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may be classed as follows: (1) The tail may be entirely healed with the tag securely
attached; (2) the tail may be healed but the tag retained by only a small piece of
skin and flesh; (3) suppuration may have set in, although the tag is still secure; (4)
suppuration may have set in and the tag is on the point of dropping off; and (5) a
wound or scar may be left where the tag has eaten its way out of the tail.

We have insufficient data upon which to determine what percentage of the fish
fall into each of these categories a year after tagging, but by far the greater part of
them belong to the fifth class, as they have lost their tags.

The loss of tags may be caused by insecure attachment in the first place, as in
the case of small fish, or by becoming movable because of softened tissue about the
point where it penetrates the flesh. There is perhaps some friction as the tag passes
through the water, and the swimming movements of the fish itself may assist in dis
lodging a loosely attached tag. Sometimes barnacles, hydroids, etc., attach them
selves to the tag and probably aid in its loss.

Some idea of the percentage of cod that lose their tags was obtained from the
marked fish that were recaptured by the Halcyon and tlw Albatross II. A comparison
of the number of tag-scarred fish with the number of recaptured tag-bearing cod that
had been marked at least the year previous gave the following result: In 1924 out of
22 marked cod which fell in this category 15 bore tags and 7 had tag scars; in 1925
out of 12 fish, 6 had tags and 6 had tag scars; in 1926 out of 10 fish, 3 had tags and 7
had tag scars; in 1927 out of 36 cod, 8 had tags and 28 had tag scars; in 1928 out
of 18 fish, 8 had tags and 10 had tag scars; in 1929 out of 7 fish, 2 had tags and [)
had tag scars. The total of our own recaptures, therefore, of cod with tags attached
that had been at liberty at least from one year to the next numbered 42 and those
with tag scars numbered 63.

All the foregoing fish were tagged and recaptured on Nantucket Shoals and most
of them were tagged and reexamined upon recapture by the same person, so it is
difficult to see how the fluctuations in the loss of tags from year to year could be
due to differences in the technique of tagging that would result if more than one
person were involved. While the rate of loss of tags from the tail may diminish
once the healing has been accomplished, nevertheless our records show that after the
fish have been at liberty as long as three and one-half years only about 1 out of 10,000
is recaptured with its tag intact.

In 1927 an attempt was made to reduce the loss of tags and so some of the fish
were tagged on the lower jaw. Although it seemed impossible for the tag to become
dislodged from its place of attachment, yet the percentage of returns from the fish
So tagged has not shown sufficient improvement to justify the discontinuance of the
tail-marking method.

Intensity oj fishing as affecting the tag ret·u,rns.-The intensity of fishing on the
tagging grounds and in localities to which the fish migrate has a direct bearing on
the proportion of the marked fish which are reported recaptured. Unfortunately,
the data available are too incomplete to show what degree of correlation might exist
in this respect. Mention is made in several parts of this report of the catch of cod
taken on Nantucket Shoals and in other regions to which these cod migrate.

The percenta.ge oj recaptured fish whi,ch are not reported.-Although the tags of
some recaptured fish are lost due to various causes, it can be said with assurance
that by far the greater part of those obtained by fishermen are reported.
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SUMMARY OF LOSSES

These various losses of tags and tagged fish might be estimated as follows:
(1) Death rate due to tagging and occurring soon thereafter, 5 per cent; (2) deaths
due to old age, disease, enemies, etc., occurring within the first year after tagging,
10 per cent; and (3) fish losing their tags during the first year, 60 per cent.

Within the first year after marking about 3 per cent of the Nantucket tagged
cod have been reported recaptured and, if 2 per cent be allowed to cover those fish
whose records are not received, the total recovery for this period may be set at 5 per
cent. This, added to the 75 pCI' cent loss just described, would leave approximately
20 per cent of the fish at liberty with their tags still attached at the end of one year.
If this same mte of loss continued there would remain by the end of the second year
only about 4 pCI' cent of the original number of fish that were tagged.

The results have so far agreed very well with this theoretic expectation of tag
returns, for out of 24,450 cod tagged to the southward of Cape Cod from 1923 to 1928
the recaptures reported up to the end of 1929 are divided according to time intervals,
as follows: 630 fish were retaken within the first 12 months after marking; 160, within
13 to 24 months; 10, within 25 to 36 months; 1, within 37 to 48 months; and 1 was
retaken more than 4S months later. As this experiment covered six years of tagging
and an additional year during which tag re~ords could be received, the mean period
was about three and one-half years.

Compared with this temporal segregation of recaptures, the following results
were reported from seveml of the European cod-tagging experiments:

TAllLg G.-The numbers of cod recaptured during certain marking experiments in European waters
arrangcd according to the duration of timc they were at liberty

Time in months

Heference
12 13-24 Over 24

Number

~t~~~.~f~6j~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_:~:::::::::::: :~::~::~ :::~:::~:l~' ~lg
Number

139
19
2

Number
7
:J
o

If it were not that the tags dropped from the tails of so many of the fish, and if
we knew how many, if any, of the cod died as a result of being tagged, the proportion
of tagged fish retaken and the time element would be a most important basis for
deducing the decline in numbers of a particular stock of cod, hence of the drain to
which it might be subjected by the fishery. As it is, however, our returns do not
afford the basis for calculations of this sort nor can the value of a tag record be des
ignated numerically, too much depending on the locality of tagging, on the average
size of the individuals making up the stock of fish, on the intensity of the local fishing,
and perhaps on other factors of which we are not aware at present.
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MIGRATIONS OF COD BETWEEN NANTUCKET SHOALS AND NORTH CAROLINA

EVIDENCE OF MIGRATIONS AS SHOWN BY THE COMMERCIAL FISHERY

It had long been known that cod appeared in the autumn on the grounds extend
ing from Marthas Vineyard, Mass., to Delaware, and even farther south. Since most
of these fish disappeared in summer, it was logical to conclude that they came from
the east "somewhere off New England," but it was not until Smith's experiments
(p. 6) that we had definite proof to show that cod from southern New England do
actually migrate along shore to the Middle Atlantic States region and so form part,
at least, of the stock of fish on these wintering grounds.

Each fall the first scattering cod to the westward of Massachusetts are caught
about the middle of October and apparently are the vanguard of the winter migrants.
Large bodies of cod follow soon after, for good catches are made beginning late in
October or early in November and continue until the end of December. After this pe
riod 8 decline in the catch occurs off western Long Island and northern NewJersey, which
is an indication that the fish continue to migrate westward throughout the fall, but
few arrive aftor Decembcr. Off southern New ,Tersey there is usually no sudden winter
decline in the cnkh of cod per unit of effort, but in this region the fish are scattered
over a large flrcn, not concentmted on rocky h'dges as they are off the northern coast;
hence locfll flllctllations in their nbUlldalH'P throllghout the winter do not throw so
much light on their movements .

•Just what proportion of the shore waters west of Nantucket Shoals is inhabited
by the cod over the winter is not wcll known. If thoy are to be found chiefly confined
to sand, sbell, gravel, and rock bottom, as fishing experience suggests, they are
limited to the area inside the 50-fathom contour and, off Long Island and New
Jersey, within about 50 miles of the shore. Further off the water deepens rapidly
and most of the bottom is soft.

As little fishing is done more than 25 miles from shore to the westward of Nan
tueket Sholl1s, it is not possible to follow the migrations of the cod in the offshore parts
of their range. But the fishery has produced ample evidence that many migrating
cod travel along a route that lies within about 15 miles of the coast. It is witbin this
band that most of the winter's catch of 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 pounds, taken between
Rhode Island and Delaware, is obtained.

Our recent tagging experiments have corroborated tbe general evidence of a cod
migration which has been furnished by the commercial fishery, for each year since
1923 cod tagged on Nantucket Shoals during the summer have been recaptured
between Marthas Vineyard and Delaware during the following fall, winter, and
"pring, and a few have been retaken as far south as Chesapeake Bay. The results of
these experiments follow.

EVIDENCE OF MIGRATIONS AS SHOWN BY TAGGING EXPERIMENTS

COD TAGGED ON NANTUCKET SHOALS

Following the cod westward from Nantucket Shoals, the nearest region that
supports It cod fishery is centered off Rhode Island. As shown in Table 7, many
tagged Nantucket eod have been n~takcn in this locality.

10501 o~:w-----~
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Year tagged

Locality---continued. Recaptures
Fishers Island_____________________ 2
Gull Island_____________ 1
Block Island Souud • 12
Block Island_________ ____ _ ____ _ 22
Montauk Point • • 6

TABLE 7.-Recaptures of tagged Nantucket Shoals cod made within the region from Marthas Vineyard to
Montauk Point

(A) TEMPORAL SUMMARY

=======;===;=====-=-=-=-=~~=====c----=_==o=

Recaptured during the ftr't fall to spring after tagging IReeaptun'd,.during the se.cond
1 ' fall to sprIng after taggmg
i Number

i tagged I-O- ct-.C-N-o-v.-CI-D-e-c-.'-IJ-a-n-c.. Feb. M~l~.- May June oct,-~ov:I-;~~~~:~;

1923 1 _. , 7,514 =--;-I--4-i--~ :~::_ l' ,-:-;- ::__-__ --1-~ --1=~

~g~:.:~:::::::::::::::::::J U?g 1 2 1
; 1 1------ 1 ------ ------ 2 ------ ------ ------

::1i:: :~~:dF':J::. )='2:(' •.••::....;
(B) REGIONAL SUMMARY

Locality: Recaptures
Muskeget ChanneL__________________________________ 1
20 miles southwest of Sankaty Light_ __ __ __ ____ ___ __ 1
No Mans Land and Gay Head 11
Mouth of Narragansett Bay __ ___ ___ __ ___ II
Point Judith___________ __ _____ __ _________ ___ 5
Quonochontaug________ __ __ _ __ __ ________ __ 1

1 There were received, in addition, th" following recapture records from cod tagged in 1112:1: November, 1112.1, 2; December, 1112;',
2; November, 11126, 2; December, 11126, 1; and January, 1927, 1. All except the January record wen. received early in 11127 from the
same fisherman and, as they do not agree with the rest of the table, are excluded because of probable error in the recapture dates.

, This fish was recaptured about 20 miles southwest of Sankaty Light (lat. 40° 50' N. and long. 70" 20' \V.).
'1 cod was caught in August, 11127, in Muskegat Channel (lat. 41° 25' N. and long. 70° Ill' W.).
f The 7recaptures of doubtful date, excluded from the tempoml summary, were taken in Block Island Sound and are included in

the regional distribution.

The numbers of marked cod recaptured, by months, closely parallel the fluc
tuations in the commercial catch, as the best fishing in this region occurs during
November, December, April, and May.

Cod do not enter Long Island Sound farther than the mouth of the Connecticut
River, according to the fishermen of that region, and no recaptures of tagged fish
have been made within the sound west of Gull Island and Fishers Island. Conse
quently, the western route must be along the southern shore of Long Island. That
this is so is shown by the recapture of 26 tagged cod within the sector between Mon
tauk Point and Fire Island Inlet. (Table 8.)

TABLE S.-Recaptures of tagged Nantucket Shoals cod made within the region from west of Montauk
Point to Fire Island Inlet, N. Y.

(AJ TEMPORAL SUMMARY

Recaptured during the first fall to sprIng after tagging

Year tagged

------------,--

Number
tagged

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.
---"-

Apr.

Itecaptured during the
second fall to spring
after tagging

i
Nov. Jan. I Mar.

-_._.. ~- ---_.__ ..•

11123 . -. __ - • _
1924. • _' . . __ . _
11125 ,, __
11126 - -_ - -, - - - _
1927 - __ ._ - -- ------ _
1928 - ----- --. ---- - _

7,514 2 1 2

!:~j 1:::/: ::::::::I-.... --~l'-:--:--:---I-------"'--------I::::::;: :::::::: ::::::~: ::::::::
973 1________ I 1---- ..---1--------1--------1--------1

1

(Il) REGIONAL SUMMARY

Locality: HecaPtures~ I12 mileH west 01 Montauk PoinL. " _
AmagansetL_. __ - -- -- - - - - -- -- -- ,- -- -- - - - , _
Wainscott.. ----------------- --- ------________ 2
Watermill. __ " - . __ .-- 2

I,ocality-Continued.
Quogue _
Westhampton , __
1<'ire Island", _

Recaptures
_________________ 1

- - - --- -- -- - - ~_ II
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Locality-Contlnu",\. Recaptures
Long Branch __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ 2
Bradley Beach___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ __ __ _ 6
Belmar. . _. __ . __ . ___ __ I
Spring Lake . __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ 2
Manasquan . __ . . .. _. 6
Bay Head . . 2
Seaside Park. . __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ I
Barnegat. . __ . . __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 11

The paucity of these recaptures, as compared to those from regions farther east
01 farther west, is partly explained by the fact that there are fewer boats per mile of
coast line which fish for cod within this sector than from Fire Island to Cape May,
and, also, cod may be less concentrated and therefore fewer are caught.

Farther to the westward, from Fire Island to Barnegat Inlet, there is more sport
fishing for cod along the shore than within any locality of equal area along our Atlantic
coast. In addition, there is the usual commercial fishing with pound nets, hand lines,
trawl lines, etc. Consequently, a relatively large number of tagged Nantucket cod
have been recaptured there (Table 9), and useful data have been obtained from fish
ermen and from masters of fishing vessels.

TABLE 9.-Recaptures of tagged Nantucket Shoals cod made within the region from west of Fire Island
Inlet, N. Y., to Barnegat Inlet, N. J.

(Al TEMPORAL SUMMARY
-'==---=======-=-=-=-=._-=c._=-=--=-=======;===

I I Recaptured during the first fall to spring Recaptured during the second Third

I
N 1 ' after tagging fall to spring after tagging season

Year tagged I It~~~~(r 1- - ----- ----- - -~- ----- --- ---

1 ! ~ct~ I Nov. D~'_I ~~nJ Fe". Mar. ~~ oct.: Nov. ~eC'1 Mar.: Apr. Nov.

l&~L::::::::::::: ·-::::-:::1 p~~ I ~.: 1~ lV _. __ ~ 3 ~ ~ l_i. __ .~. 1 1.\':::::: ::::::::

l~:::_J~i 12;;':-;=L3 J::J~:JJ:;E-\:"
(D) REGIONAL SUMMARY

Locality: Hecaptures
Jones Inlet, N. Y..... _ 9
Cholera Bank ., . . _ 26
Long Beach_____ ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ____ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 6
Freeport. . - - I
Rockaway and Amorose Lightship .... 49
Coney Island __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ ___ _ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ 3
Sandy Hook, N. J ._____________ 2
SeabrlghL . __ __ _ _ __ __ 6
Galllee . 4

I This fish was caught in May in a lobster pot off Sandy Hook, N. J.

Here, again, the numbers of tagged fish recaptured agree very well with the trend
of the fishery, for by far the greater part of the season's catch is taken in this region,
during November and December. The sudden decline in the number of tagged fish
taken in January, as compared with December, is in agreement with the big drop in
the catch which takes place at that time. While this may be due in some measure
to a curtailment of fishing, brought about by weather conditions, experience has
shown that cod are much less abundant after the first of the year than they are just
before then.

The data obtained from one fishing ground in this region, the Cholera Bank,
deserves special discussion, for from them unusUl111y complete and desirable informa
tion regarding the coming and going of the cod have been obtained. They serve,
therefore, as one of our best checks on the progress of the cod between Nantucket
Shoals and North Carolina.

The Cholera Bank lies about 18 miles S. 78° E. true from Sandy Hook Point in the
path of cod migrating along shore. It is strategically situated opposite the apex
where Long Island joins New Jersey and where cod going westward along the coast
must turn southward to continue their journey. It is a relatively small ground,
good fishing being limited to perhaps less than a square mile; but in contrast to the
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surrounding smooth bottom, parts of Cholera Bank are rocky, and it is over these
rough places that most of the cod congregate.

A year-round picture of the fish life on the Cholera Bank is made possible by
the considerable amount of sport fishing that is done there from late spring to early
winter 8 and even throughout the winter two or three boats generally visit there.

Our ability to draw inferences as to a migration of cod to the Cholera Bank is
made possible not only by the many pleasure craft which fish there but also by the
local methods of fishing. Instead of fishing a locality at irregular intervals and
drifting about, as commercial hand-line fishermen do, these pleasure boats are to be
found on the bank every day that weather permits. Furthermore, the boats are
anchored in approximately the same place, aided by buoys and land ranges. For
these reasons a better knowledge of the fluctuations of the cod stock can be obtained
from the reported catches for the Cholera Bank than for any other small ground,
and, therefore, these catches are one of the best evidences of a cod migration.

There are good reasons for believing that in the fall migrating cod seek the Cholera
Bank region as an objective, not necessarily to remain throughout the winter but
at least as a stopping place. The large number of cod caught there during a winter
far more than in any other restricted locality west of Rhode Island-is in itself
strong evidence for this belief. Some idea of the number of cod present there during
the height of the season may be had from thp, catch of the Giralda, on which about
100 sport fishermen using rod and reel caught 1,156 cod in four hours on December
9, 1928. If it were assumed that these fall migrants spread out evenly over the ter
ritory bounded by the 30-fathom contour (within which nearly all the known good
cod bottom west of longitude 70° is found), and that those which reached the
Cholera Bank were cod that happened to be in line with it, then, measured by the
catches made on the Cholera, the number of cod migrating south of there would be
very large. But the catches of cod made off New Jersey during the winter and
spring by no means suggest that any such vast number of cod are present along that
part of the coast, as would be the case if the hundred thousand pounds caught each
fall around the Cholera were an unselective sample.

It is particularly important that although the Cholera Bank is less than 1 square
mile in area and although it is fished intensively during November and December
the stock of cod there is maintained throughout this period. This can only mean
that new migrants are arriving daily in large numbers, otherwise the fish would
soon be "caught up." That very few migrants arrive after December is proven by
the sharp reduction in January in the number of cod caught per unit of effort, for at
this time tbere are scarcely enough fish to satisfy the few pleasure craft that venture
out on favorable days.

Further information concerning the status of the cod in the Cholera Bank region
has been furnished by the masters of fishing boats, particularly by Capt. William
W. Stephens and Capt. Jacob Martin, of Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., who have fished
for many years on the grounds off western Long Island and northern New Jersey.
Their experience with the cod in this region agrees with what has already been stated,
namely, that the cod strike in the end of October and are abundant locally until
the end of the year, after which only scattering fish are found. Captain Martin

• During the summer as many as 20 to 40 or more pleasure craft carrying in the aggregate a thousand or more passengers
fish dally on the Cholera Bank for sea bass (Centropri8tes strlatus) and other species. A lull in the fishing occurs early in October,
but with tbe first cod the number or boats is again increased until the cod are depleted in numbers and winter storms blow.
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states that during tbe winter of 1927-28 the first cod was taken October 8 and the
first fair catch on the 24th. Good catches of cod were made the first two weeks of
January, whicb was considered unusual for that period.

In order to learn something of the movements of the cod after they migrate from
Nantucket Shoals to western Long Island, fish were tagged on the Cholera Bank
during November, 1927 and 1928. The recapture records are given in Tables
10 and 11.

TABLE 1O.-Recaptures reported/rom the tagging 0/ 166 cod on the Cholera Bank, N. Y., November 14-21,
1927

Date tagged Chart Date reo I
symbol captured Locality

Nov. 14-. A Nov. 17,IU27 Off Jones Inlet, N. Y.
Do. .. .. · oo. __ B Dec. 27,1927 6 miles south of Jones Inlet.

Nov. 15 __ __ ... __ .. __ .. __ __ C Feb. 17,1928 Off Long Beach, N. Y.
Nov. 16 __ ."" 00....... j) Nov. 21,1927 Bradley Beach, N. J.

Do __ __ __ __ __ .____ b; I Dec. 11,1927 3 miles north of Ambrose Light,qhip, New York.
Nov. 21. __ .. __ __ __ __ 1 F I. D"c. 26,IU27 Easthampton, N. Y.
Nov. 17 __ __ __ __ G I May 15,192R Nantucket Shoals.

Nov. 20 __ :~~.:..~_.:..: ..~~.:..:.. : . .:..:.:::: .. ~ ..:~j~~_15,~~JDelaware Bay. _

TABLE ll.-Recaptures reported/rom the tagging of 134 cod on the Cholera Bank, N. Y., November 8-24,
1928

r::te taaged Chart I D'~te reo Locality
~ symbol captured

------.-------.-- --···1-----1-------------
NOv.21.. __ II I Jan. 19,1929 Ott Cape MaYhN. J.
Nov. 23 . __ J IDec. 16,1928 Off Long Beac , N. Y.

Do. __ __ K Nov.29,1928 3 miles north by west from Ambrose Lightship.
I

These results may be summed up as follows:
1. No recaptures were reported from the Cholera Bank proper, although the

fishing there was very intensive for weeks after the fish were tagged. Accordingly,
as this happened both in 1927 and 1928, we can conclude that the schools of cod
which arrive on the hank in the fall do not remain there for long hut move on to other
grounds.

2. Even though the same individual cod do not tarry long on the Cholera Bank
in the fall, all of them do not necessarily move far, for a number of marked fish
were recaught later in the winter 10 to 20 miles away. This is illustrated by fish
A, B, 0, and E listed in Table 10 and by J and K in Table 11, shown in Figure 5.

3. Some of the cod which reach the Cholera Bank in the fall continue their mi
gration southward. This is shown in Figure 5 by fish D and H.

4. The fish F and G (Table 10 and fig. 5) went eastward and are discussed
on page 33.

The percentage of recaptures resulting from the cod tagged on the Cholera Bank
during November, 1927 and 1928, amounted to only 4.8 and 2.2, respectively. This
was smaller than what might have been expected in view of the very intensive sport
fishing that was carried on there during and directly after the marking experiments,
On the face of this it would seem that most of these fish moved away very soon after
being tagged and, as the number tagged was small, we could expect very few of them
to be reported from the many square miles of cod grounds which extend to the east
ward and to the southward.

With regard to the Cholera Bank cod taken in Delaware Bay in January, 192~

(Table 10), it iB very likely that this fish returned to southern New Engla.nd during
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the spring of 1928 and migrated westward again that fall. If this be so it shows that
New England cod may make more than one winter migration to the New York-North
Carolina region.
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FIGURE 5.-Recaptures made during the winters of }927-28 and 1928-29 from 300 cod tagged on the Cholera Bank during Novem·
ber 1927 and 1928. Each symbol represents one recapture

That southern New England cod continue their migration along the coast of
New Jersey and southward is shown by the many recaptures of marked fish listed in
Table 12.

TABLE 12.-Recapture., of tagged Nantucket Shoals eod made within the region south of Barnegat
Inlet, N. J.

(Al TE;Vl POHAL flU MMAHY
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Locality: Recaptures
Ship Bottom, N. L ... 4
Beach Haven . . __ . ._. ._. ._ fi
Atlantic City . __ . .. _ ___ Rl
Townsends InieL _.. .. . . . __ .. __ 1
Avalon. _.. . . . 1
Wildwood. . . . . _. .. .. __ . __ . 11

Locality: Recaptures
Cape May . . _. .. _ 20
Delaware Bay _ __ 2
Cape Henlopen, DeL .. . . . 2
9 miles ellSt of Indian River._ __ _.. 2
Hog Island, Va __ •... _._ .. __ . _ _. __ ._..... 2
Hampton Roads..... . _... _. _._. __ .......••..• _. 1

We can not assume that the regional distribution of recaptures along New Jersey
reflects a corresponding regional variation in the abundance of fish, because fishing
is much more intensive near the chief centers of population--Atlantic City and Cape
May-than along the intervening stretches; that is, more returns would naturally be
expected there. Without question a good part of the Nantucket cod migrate as far
south as southem New Jersey and Delaware, else we would not have obtained the
relatively large number of recapture records that we did. It will be noted that in this
latter region (Table 12) a greater number of tagged fish were taken from January to
April than from October to December-a result opposite to that which obtained for
the western Long Island-northern New Jersey sector. (Table 9.) This is explained
partly by the fact that the small boats of southern New Jersey fish for cod continuously
throughout the winter, whereas off the northern coast and around New York City fish
ing is considerably curtailed after December and the great amount of sport fishing that
is done there early in the year is reduced to a minimum after January 1. But even
so, cod have been found to be much less plentiful off the northern coast during late
winter and early spring than to the southward between Atlantic City and Delaware
Bay. It would seem, therefore, that a good part of the cod which occupy grounds
between Fire Island and Barnegat Inlet during early winter move farther southward
and spread over the much more extensive grounds there.

Some knowledge as to whether the stock of cod off southern New Jersey are
migrating fish or winter residents has been gained from the experiences of the com
mercial fishermen and from direct observation.

Fishermen, within their own immediate neighborhood, often can follow a body of
cod from day to day, inshore, offshore, or up and down the coast by observing on which
part of the 1 to 3 miles of trawl line the best catch is made. Very often a fishing boat
will lay its trawls in about the same place from week to week and catch cod which
are so nearly the same size as to virtually prove them to be of the same body of fish,
for a much wider variation in si7.e might be expected if they were transients. Such
Was our experience during the course of cod tagging off Atlantic City from March 23
to April 13, 1928. (Fig. g.)

Along the coast of southern New Jersey cod are confined to definite areas,
although they may shift ground a very short distance even over night. In eases
where two trawl lines are set parallel, say about one-fourth of a mile apart, one often
catches 5 to 10 times as many cod as the other. And what proved to be n good "lay"
one day often fnils the next, although the fish may be only a few hundred feet either
side of the trawl. This shifting of the cod for very short distances shows that they
must remain well schooled up at such times. Their movements probably are governed
largely by their food supply. Yet in March, 1929, off Cape May, when I observed
this shifting about of the cod, their stomachs contained the usual bottom forms such
as crabs, shrimps, mollusks, and worms. At this time they had eaten very few sand
eels, which type of food might easily have explained their moving. Although cod
off New Jersey, and probably anywhere west of Rhode Island, often shift short
distances from day to day, this does not argue against the belief based upon our
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present studies, that a school of fish may remain for weeks or months in the same
general locality.

In order to learn something definite concerning the habits of the cod off southern
New Jersey, fish were tagged there in March and April, 1928, and again in the winter
of 1928-29. None of the former were recaptured locally, but records obtained from
the latter (Table 13) are of decided interest.

TABLE 13.-Cod tagged off Atlantic City and off Cape May, N . .I.,jrom December, 1.928, to April, 1929,
witli a record oj all recaptures reported up to Octo/ler, 1929 1

1 See p. 131 for additional records.

'raggiug record Heea.pl,llre record

],oealit.y

2 miles off Wildwood, N. J.
2 miles southeast of North Wildwood.

Inside of Delaware Bay.
Sout.h Channel, otf Massachuset.ts.

Merries Shoals, Cape May.
•'-fat.hom bank, Cape May.

Sout.h Channel.

Nantucket Shoals.

The few recaptures made of the cod tagged off Cape May the winter of 1928-29
prove beyond a doubt that a large part of the cod present there at that time remained
in the same immediate locality without migrating. Thus we have a fish tagged
December 31 and another on January 1 which were retaken in virtually the same
locality 52 and 23 days later, respectively. Of the fish tagged February 13 and 16,
one was retaken 33 days later about 10 miles away and another 59 days later on the
same ground where it was tagged. Another fish l tagged January 22, about 10 miles
off the coast, moved inshore directly afterwards, for five days later it was recaptured
well inside Delaware Bay.

Further proof that these few recapture records of tagged fish are fairly repre
sentative of the body of cod as a whole off Cape May during the winter of 1928-29,
is shown by an analysis of the length frequencies of various samples of cod.

For example, the length-frequency distribution (fig. 0) obtained in part from the
cod tagged off Cape May (Table 13) and in part from cod cllught by fishermen in
Delaware Bay, may be interpreted as follows:

1. The length-frequency distribution for December and January (shown with
long dashes in fig. 6) may be taken as representative of the stock of fish that was
found from 2 to 10 miles off Cape Ma.y throughout those months. Although not
included in the graph, the 93 cod tagged about 8 miles off Atlantic City were of about
the same length distribution as these.

2. A large increase in the proportion of small fish around 21 to 23 inches long
8.nd a decrease in the large fish around 26 to 28 inches long occurred at some time
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beginning in February and lasted until the end of the fishing season in April (shown
by the dotted line in fig. 6). The predominance of the smaller fish was greatest in
February and became less toward April, as if the larger fish gradually returned to the
grounds they occupied during December and January. The cause of the sudden rise
in the proportion of small fish in February may have been due to an influx of a school
of cod of these sizes, to the emigration of the large fish, or to both causes. We believe
that a migration of the larger cod from offshore to inshore (and inside Delaware Bay)
Was the chief cause, as explained in the next paragraph.

3. The solid line in Figure 6 represents an unselected sample of cod taken inside
Delaware Bay on February 25, 1929. Just how representative of the bay as a whole
this sample was and how long cod of these sizes were present can not be said, but,
as fishermen caught good-sized cod there for some time, we have some basis for
believing that the drop in the percentage of 26 to 28 inch cod offshore was caused by
their migration into and around the mouth of Delaware Bay. The recapture of a
tagged offshore (McOries Shoals) cod inside of Delaware Bay (Table 13) makes this
supposition all the more probable.

Letters giving information about the habits of the cod off southern New .Jersey
were received from several fishermen, including Francis Widerstrom, Fred O. Miller,
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and William Hare, of Wildwood; George Williams, of Oape May; and Harry Donath,
of Atlantic Oity. These fishermen state that the first cod appear some time between
October 20 and November 15, aJong shore in 6 to 8 fathoms of water. In January,
February, and March they are found to be more plentiful in13 to 15 fathoms. During
the last of March and in April they again are found in shoaler water, but after about
April 15 virtually none are caught until the next fall, although fishing for other species
of fish is done throughout the summer on the same grounds where cod are caught
during the winter. That all cod do not disappear the middle of April is shown by
the few stragglers that are caught as late as May.

On rare occasions in the past a cod has been taken far up the Delawllre River,
but at the present time, with the increase of commercial activities along the river,
such inAtances are perhaps unknown. Abbott (1871, p. 116) records that-

On the 23d or 24th of January a healthy, strong, active codfish (Morrhlla americana) weighing
nearly four pounds was taken in a drawnet. The stomach of this fish showed it had been in river
water for several days. The fisherman who took this specimen considered it the first instance
of the kind on record, but such ill not the case. Several have been taken about Philadelphia during
the put twenty years.
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Several hundred barrels of cod were taken inside Delaware Bay during Febru
ary, 1928. In February and March, 1929, cod were caught in the lower bay, and
in February, 1930, catches were made as far up as Fortesque.g Various fishermen
interviewed in Wildwood and Cape May asserted that they could not recall com
mercial catches of cod being made inside the bay prior to the winter of 1927-28, but
admitted that before then they had not tried fishing for them. It may be, therefore,
that schools of cod enter the bay each winter.

South of Delaware Bay the recapture of only three tagged cod has been defi
nitely recorded, all of them in 1928, but one fishing concern reports that several
marked fish were taken in the fall of 1927 but the tags had been lost. One of these
southern recaptures is associated with an extraordinary cat~h of cod made in Chesa
peake Bay during March, 1928. Harry R. Houston, commissioner of fisheries of
Virginia, writes on April 5, 1928:

For the first time in the present generation large Ilumbers of cod have been caught inside
Chesapeake Bay, the total catch being about 20,000 pounds. The fish were takell early ill March
in pound !lets from near the eI1j)CS to as far up as Buckroe Beach and ranged in size from 4 to 24
pounds. The Chesapeake Seafood Corporation, of Hampton, Va., caught in one of their pounds
Ileal' Cape Henry a 24-pOllnr! cod bearing 011 its tail tag No. 56379.

Prior to this unusual catch 160 -cod were reported caught in Chesapeake Bay
during the first part of ,January, 1928, by the hOfl,t Hilda Mable while trying out Ii

new otter trawl. Another good catch of cod was reported from the lower Chesapeake
the first half of March, ]930, when as much as 1,000 pounds were taken from a single
trap. The fish weighed up to 35 pounds eaeh. It may be that cod enter Chesapeake
Bay each winter, but that, like in Delaware Bay, their presence is unknown because
there has been very little local fishing at that time. The last pound net is taken up
in the lower bay about December] and the first is put down in the spring about
March 1, so that the presence of cod in the Chesapeake can be made known by means
of pound-net catches only during November, March, and April, and not between
those months.

Two tagged Nantucket Shoals cod have been recaptured in the vicinity of Hog
Island, Va., in pound nets. By a coincidence both fish were recaptured the same
day, Deeember 4, 1928, although not in the same net. Oddly enough, neither of
these cod was tagged during 1928, but one dated back to September 2, at Round
Shoal buoy, and the other to October 17,1927,3 miles northeast of Great Rip buoy,
N antueket Shoals. Even so, it is very likely that both of them left Nantueket
Shoals in the same school, for they mig-rated a distance of about 400 miles.

The winter of 1927-28 appears to have been out of the ordinary as regards the
movements of the cod in the southern part of its winter range, featuring as it did a
migration into various bays ltlong the coast. These catches were as follows:

1. Cod appeared in Sandy Hook Bay, N. ,T., for the first time in many years.
One tagged cod released off Woods Hole was taken there.

2. Cod were clwght inside Great Bay, about 10 miles north from Atlantic City.
This was considered very unusual by the local fishermen.

3. Cod were caught in large numbers inside Delaware Bay for the first time,
because prior to the winter of 1927-28 their presence there in commercial numbers
was not known to the fishermen. One tagged Nantucket cod was taken there.
Good catches were again made in the wintel' of 1928-29 and a cod tagged offshore from
Cape May was taken inside the bay.

t FortesQue, N. J., is about 24 mil88 from Cape May point, inside or Delaware Bay.
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4. For the first time in a generation good catches of cod were made inside
Chesapeake Bay, among which one tagged Nantucket cod was reported.

What brought these cod inside Sandy Hook, Great, Delaware, and Chesapeake
Bays the winter of 1927-28 can not be known definitely, but it is not at all unlikely
that a search for food, together with an unusually large number of fish may have
played an important part. It may be significant that large numbers of sand eels
were present in Delaware Bay that winter and that the stomachs of the cod caught
there were full of them. But if the sand eel drew eod inside Delaware Bay then,
the same can not be said for the winter 1928-29, or at least was not noted by the
fishermen. During the winter of 1928-29 stomachs examined off Cape May showed
that, quantitatively, crabs were the chief food of the cod. They also fed on mollusks
(mostly Lunatia heros), worms, shrimps, and small fishes. Among the latter were
small hake (Urophycis), small sculpins (Myoxocephalus), sand eels (Ammodytes), and
even pipefish (Siphostoma) and seahorses (Hippocampus). The cod caught in the
Chesapeake during early March, 1930, had been feeding on herring (Pomolobus).

COD TAGGED IN THE WOODS HOLE HEGION

The few cod marked off No Mans Land and the recaptures made therefrom
are of especial interest because they were tagged in almost the same place where
Smith (1902) released all of his tagged cod. The following reeapture reeords of our
fish have been received (Table 14):

TABLE 14.-Recapture records of cod tagged 1 to 3 miles off No Mans Land by the" Halcyon"

Number

Tagged

Date Date

Recaptured

Locality

92 ..

33 ..

Apr. 21 to May 2. 1923................ June 1,1923
Aug. 24, 1923
Oct.. 17,1925

Oct. 28, 1925... Feh. 8,1926
Del. 28,1926

No data.
South (,hannel.
No Mans Land.
Off Block Island.
No Mans Laud.

------------------_. __.--- ------- .._._.._--- ..

These recaptures, taken by themselves, are too few upon which to base sound
conclusions regarding the migrations of the cod in this region, but, fortunately, other
records were obtained from subsequent tagging experiments.

None of the 125 cod tagged off No Mans Land was taken west of Rhode Island,
but this can not be considered unusual, because only 8 of Smith's cod, or about
lout of each 500 tagged, were reported from as far as New Jersey, and nearly all of
his western recaptures were made within about 70 miles of the place were the fish
Were released.

Further tagging in this general region consisted of 946 cod marked January 6
and 7,1926; 422 on January 3,1927; and 491 on January 13,1928. Most of thestl
fish were caught in pound nets set near the mouth of Buzzards Bay and were brought
to the Bureau of Fisheries biological station at Woods Hole, where they were held in
an inclosure so that their spawn could be collected and incubated in the hatehery.
After being tagged, they were released directly from the dock at Woods Hole. The
recapture records of these fish are given in Table 15.
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Recaptured during same year
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I year third year
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Localities where recap
tures were made

TABLE i5.-Recaptures made from 1,85.9 cod tagged and released directly from the dock of the United
States Bureau of Fisheries biological station at Woods Hole, Mass., during January of the years
1926, 1927, and 1928

Chatham grounds and
South ChanneL __ ._._._. __

Nantucket Shoals __ -- -- -- .1. -- --, ... ---I
Marthas Vineyard find

No Mans Land __ . __ ....
Rhode Island. __ .... :_ 6
Long IRland . . R
New JerRey ..... _

Jan.1 ;eb. Mar. APr.IMay June July Aug.
---------.---I--i.--I-~__i ---.

i

Recaptures
1
1
2
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

Locality-Continued
Easthampton __ ... .. .... __
Watermill_ _. _.. . _. _.. __ . .. . _' _ .
Westhampton _.... .. .. __
Jones Inlet. _. _. __ . _. . . __ .....
Cholera Bank... __ . . . __ .. __ ._
Sandy Hook Bay. N. J . . . __
Scotland Lightship. . . .. __ .. _. __
Off Barnegat Bay __ . . __ . _. __ . . .
Atlantic City__ . __ . . __
Cape May_•. _. . . . __ . _... _.. _.. __ .. __

Recaptures
__ ........ __ ... 1

.. .. . 1
4
2
4
1
7
7
6
R

Locality:
South ChanneL. __ ___ _ . __ .
Chatham grounds. . __ .......
Nantucket Shoals. . . _
No Mans Land and Gay Head .. ... ..
Mouth of Narragansett Bay. R. L. .. .. __ . __
Point Judith. __ . __ . __ . . __ . . . __
Block Island. _. . ' . . _.
Block Island Sound . .... .. __
Montauk Point. N. Y .. .... __ .. .. . ..
Amagansett_ .. . . __ .. .. _
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FIGURE 7.-Recaptures made east of longitude 72° 40' W. 01 cod tagged off Woods IIole and off No Mans Land. Mass. The dl\rk
symhols represent tagging localities I\nd the open sym bois recapture localities. The number 01 recaptures is given where more
than one

In general, these results closely parallel those of Smith (1902) in that many of
the cod remained off Rhode Island throughout the winter (a few through the sum
mer), some went westward early in winter, and others were recaptured to the east
ward in the spring. There was no evidence that any cod went through Nantucket
Sound. (Fig. 7.)
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COD TAGGED ON THE CHATHAM GROUNDS
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Although but few cod were tagged on the Chatham grounds, the recaptures show
that the fish living there make virtually the same migrations as do those on Nantucket
Shoals (Table 16):

TABLE lB.-Recaptures of cod tagged on the Chatham grounds
-=================c==============

Tagged

Date INumher
tagged Date

Recaptured

Lorality

--------- ---I!-----I~-------.----~

~:~ r.'I~~r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

May 4, 1927 _

June 16, 1927__ • _

i
June 22, 1927 __ . . __ . -..I

t¥hHi~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1
I

3 Sept. 17,1923
108 July 12,1927

July 25,1927
Mar. 28,1928
May -,1928
July 10,1928
Mar. 27,1929

151 May 11,1927_____ do _
Jan. 12,1928
Jan. 23,1928

14H July 26,1927

I
Nov. 21,1927
Jan. -,1928
Oet. 26,1928

31 July 2fl,1927
Rept. 10,192836 __

Ii :::::::::::::::1

Chatham grounds.
Do.

South Channel.
Wildwood, N. J.
Ipswich Bay, Mass.
South Channel.
Off Sandy Hook, N. J.
Chatham grounds.

Do.
Jonrs Bcach, Long Island, N. Y.
Cape May, N. J.
Soutb Channcl.
Barnegat Inlet, N . .r.
Cape May, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
Soutb Channel.
Nantucket Shoals.

Of the 475 cod tagged on the Chatham grounds in 1927, 5 were reported recap
tured between western Long Island and southern New Jersey the winter of 1927-28.
The movements of the two cod tagged in June, 1927, and recaptured on Nantucket
Shoals in September and in October, 1928, can not be known. Possibly these fish
were on their way from the Chatham grounds to the Rhode Island-North Carolina
region at the time they were recaught on the shoals, or they may have made a back
and-forth migration to these wintering grounds during the winter of 1927-28 and upon
their return eastward spent the summer on Nantucket Shoals instead of continuing
to the Chatham grounds. The same uncertainty is attached to the fish recaptured
off Sandy Hook, N. J., in March, 1929, for it may have migrated westward the fall
of 1927 or 1928 or both years.

Those Chatham tagged cod which showed no migration are discussed on page 47
and the fish which went to Ipswich Bay is mentioned on page 39.

EVIDENCE THAT MANY RHODE ISLAND-NORTH CAROLINA COD COME FROM SOUTHERN
MASSACHUSETTS

The small number of cod with tags (less tban 2 per cent) that have been reported
from west of Nantucket Shoals during any winter of record might at first sight lead
one to believe that the grounds off southern Massachusetts contribute but a small
pa.rt of the fish which migrate into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region. But
tnany of the marked fish lose their tags (p. 14) and a good portion of the stock of cod
on the wintering grounds survive the fisbery and return eastward in the spring, thus
failing to enter into the records. An illustration of the tag loss occurred the winter of
1928-29 when two fishermen engaged in tagging cod off Wildwood, N. J., noted three
fish with unmistakable tag scars, but none witb tags, among 653 that were caught.

But the degree of correspondence between tag returns and the total fisbery from
year to year is more significant than the percentage of tagged fish tbat are recaptured.
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In order to determine whether a parallelism existed between the percentage of tagged
Nantucket cod taken to the westward and the amounts of cod caught there by the
fishery each winter, the recaptures for the years 1923 to 1928 are listed in Table 17.

TABLE 17.-Recaptures of cod made the first fall to spring after tagging between Rhode Island and
Virginia, divided according to the locality on Nantucket Shoals where they were marked

I
I Recaptures made between Rhode Island and Virginia.

N umber the first fall to spring following tagging Percent-
Tagging locality on Nantucket Shoals d ..__ ._. age re-

____..__ ._. ~ tagge Oct. Nov. Dec. Ja~.·-;:~.~~~~.I~~:J;.;:;;:t~~captured

~~~i:l~~~~~~;~;;~~:::~~~~~~~~~:~:~~;~:~::: 6,:~ . 1. 2: ~~ : : ~_1 5 ~. 7~ 1:::

g~~:.;":"~'--'"" ,.;:; ~ y}; -'F~I: ~ :~
Round Shoal buoy to Rose and Crown buoy-- --'1 2,246 3 7 II 11 1 -- -- -- 41 I 1__ . -- . 27 1. 20
;,toI2milesESE.ofRollndShoalblloy.-------- 796 ----.--.00. 2 --. i..... - 2 .2.1

Davis;o::~~:::::::::::::::::::-:::::---::::-l=-~I~ ~---~I~~fl:.:-;~-----;- :-::~ -- .:~!~-fl~~~ -- 3~_ =-----~~
192.1 : iii'

Round Shoal buoy to Rose and Crown bUOy .\1 2.562 I 11 i 6 2 3 I .,: I ----- 28 1.00
Oreat Rip' buoy -- _ - .. --- 926 ------ 3,_____ 2 1: 21------ __ 8 .86

1~.~,::~:'E"'~.m''"".''""' .....• ,.::;;<I-;;.i{!~ ..~- ,,~;
1926

Round Shoal buoy to Hose and Crown buoy______ l,lflO ------ ------ 3 1 1 I 7 .60
Oreat Rip buoy__________________________________ 444 1 -_____ 1 .23

TotaL -- -1,604 1 - 3 1 1 j 1 -:-:____ 1 8 - _00
---1---------

1927 .

Round Shoal buoy to Rose and Crown buoy - __ __ 3,287 2 26 8 6 1 6 49 I. 62
Oreat Rip buoy ... .. ·_____ 1,576 2 1 5 5 3 16 1.01
Davis Bank.. .____________________ 157 ------ ------ ------ 1 1 .64

--------------------------
TotaL_____________________________________ 5,020 2 28 8 7 7 11 3 66 1.31

1928 ===!='===========-

~~~~dR1to~:l~;~:-~~-~~o~e-a-~~-~-r-~~~-~~o:-----:::---.! ::::::~~I~ ----~- 2 ----1- ----~- ::::::.-1_ U~
TotaL.. . .. 973 9 3 2 2 1 1 18 1.86

Orand totaL_ ... ------------ =n.-~=;=~~r=;;~~~~~~~~~

No statistics of the cod catch taken in the Rhode Island-Delaware region are
available for these years. But the general opinion of the fishermen was that the
catch of cod during the winters from 1923-24 to 1925-26 were avellage ones, that
1926-27 was slightly below normal, and that the seasons of 1927-28 and 1928-29
were among the best they had ever experienced. The percentage of tagged fish
recaptured, as given in Table 17, followed very closely the trend of the fishery. As
there were no marked changes in fishing intensity during this period, we may conclude
that the years of heaviest migrations from southern Massachusetts are also the years
when the best fishing obtains on the western and southern grounds.

Another interesting point brought out by the segregation of recaptures in Table
17 is that the western part of Nantucket Shoals contributed a larger percentage of its
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stock of cod to the wintering grounds than did the eastern part, if tagged fish may be
taken as a criterion. Thus, from the Round Shoal, Rose and Crown, Pollock Rip
and Bass Rip grounds (northern part of Nantucket Shoals on its western side), where
16,544 cod were tagged, 199 fish, or 1.2 per cent, were recaptured to the westward the
first fall to spring following marking; from the Great Rip grounds (southern part of
Nantucket Shoals on its western side), where 3,350 cod were tagged, 31 fish, or 0.93
per cent, were recaptured; while from Davis Bank and the grounds 5 to 12 miles
east-southeast of Round Shoal buoy (toward the eastern edge of the shoals) only 12
fish, or 0.51 per cent, out of 2,331, were recaptured.

Further proof that the cod which summer off southern Massachusetts make up
a large part of the winter population to the westward has been furnished by an analysis
of the length-frequency distributions of the fish caught in these regions.

The size distribution of all the cod caught by the Halcyon and the Albatross II
on Nantucket Shoals is shown in Figures 15 to 24. It can be seen that relatively few
fish less than 23 inches long were taken on the shoals in 1923 or 1924. In line with
this, very few cod less than 23 inches long were reported caught to the westward of the
shoals during the winters of 1923-24 and 1924-25. The data for 1925 revealed no
outstanding size group off southern Massachnsetts nor to the westward. In 1926
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small cod, particularly 17 to 20 inch fish, predominated on those parts of the shoals
where tagging was done (fig. 19), and during the winter of 1926-27 cod 16 to 22 inches
long were taken between Rhode Island and Delaware in far greater numbers tban for
rnany years past; in fact, they were the dominating size groups there that winter.
The same was true of 1927, when 20 to 24 inch cod predominated on the shoals and
likewise to the westward.

The fall of 1927 it was possible to make a direct comparison between the lengths
of the cod on the Cholera Bank in November and those of the fish present in Nantucket
Shoals the preceding month. These are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the
fish centering around 23 inches formed the dominant size group both on the shoals
and on the Cholera Bank. The 29-inch Nantucket fish were evidently not present
on the Cholera Bank at the time we fished there. These larger fish were caught
chiefly at Great Rip buoy, and it is interesting to note that according to the recapture
dates of these Great Rip 1927 fish (Table 17) they migrated westward from Nantucket
Shoals later in the season than did those from the Round Shoal grounds, which might
account for their absence in our Cholera Bank catches.
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This, however, fails to explain the paucity of cod larger than 27 inches long off
southern New Jersey in March and April, 1928. (Fig. 9.) These fish were caught on
a trawl line during 10 days' fishing. Although the similarity between the two catches
as they appear in the graph is not close, nevertheless the bulk of the cod present off
Atlantic City at that time is best interpreted as of the same stock as had inhabited
Nantucket Shoals in October, 1927, for the following reasons:

1. Nantucket tagged cod were recaptured off southern New Jersey the late
winter and early spring of 1928. (Table 12.)

2. The increase of 2 inches (from 23 to 25) in the predominating lengths of
Nantucket-New Jersey cod may reasonably be charged to the normal growth to be
expected from October to April.

3. The great predominance of 25-inch cod off southern New Jersey was due in
part to a scarcity of fish larger than 27 inches.

4. The local and temporal scarcity of large cod off Atlantic City was not repre
sentative of the coast line or of the winter as a whole, for large cod were reported
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from time to time off Long Island and New Jersey and even as far southward as Chesa
peake Bay.

The next winter, 1928-29, more cod were tagged off southern New Jersey, and,
as a result, it was possible to compare further the lengths of the cod which summer on
Nantucket Shoals with those which winter to the westward. The lengths of these
fish are shown in Figure 10. Like the previous winter, there was a 2-inch difference
in size between the summer and the winter fish, very likely due to growth. As this
increase of 2 inches occurred under very much the same conditions during both years,
it must be considered significant in identifying the stock of cod present on the
southern wintering grounds with that which summers off Nantucket.

The status of the 27-inch Cape May fish is not so clear, for they are of the same
size as the Nantucket fish of the previous fall. Either they had not grown appre
ciably from October to March or they were so mixed with fish from other regions that
their identity was lost.
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According to all the foregoing data on lengths, it would appear, making due
allowance for the difference in size due to growth, that the cod which populate the
grounds off New York and New Jersey (and, no doubt, farther southward) in winter
are chiefly from the same stock which spends the summer off southern New England.

There is no doubt that some of the fish come from other regions such as Georges
Bank and Massachusetts Bay, for numbers of very large cod, such as we have seldom
found on Nantucket Shoals, are talwn from time to time during the wintel' off New
York and New Jersey. But as only 5 cod out of about 16,000 tagged to the northward
of Capc Cod were rcported rccaptlll'ed to (he westward of the shoals (p. 93), it is evi
dent that these northern grounds furnish but a small proportion of the fish which
occupy the southern wintering grounds. Still further evidence is furnished by a
comparison of the scales of the cod living to the northward and southward of Cape
Cod (p. 110), for, considered IlS a whole, it hilS bopn found th~tt the latter fish, but not the
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former, possess the same type of scales as do the cod found off New York and New
Jersey.

SOUTHERN LIMIT OF THE COD

Helatively few ('ate-hI'S of eod have been reported fmm south of Delaware; hence
we have but little knowledge of their migrations or abundance ill that region. If the
intensity of fishing were anywhere near as great as it was north of Delaware Bay, it
is probable that rather large catches of cod would be made in the southernmost part
of their wintering ground. Apparently the fish are more scattered south of New Jer
sey, and it does' not pay to fish for them in competition with the large catches taken
to the northward. Furthermore, even if cod could be caught in fair quantities off
Virginia and North Carolina, it is doubtful if any of the small boats which fish in that
region would make the long trip that would be neeessary to reach the fishing grounds.

That eod do oeeur south of Delaware in marc than scattering numbers hitS been
shown by a catch made by the mltckerel sehooller Relellter, of Gloucester, which caught
Some 600 pounds of large cod about 8 miles south of Cnpe Charles, VIl., on April 5,
1880 (Goode, 1884, p. 202), and by the ('ntches made inside Chesapenke Bay in
January and March, 1028, and in March, 10:30 (p. 24). Other catches of record
include one made by the Glare, which caught 8 cod off Currituck, N. C., on March 22,
1929, while dntgging for croakers, and one made by an otter trawler which took 3
Cod off North Carolina in February, 1929.

Along the shore between Dehtwl1l'e Itnd Chesapeake Bays cod are caught each
fall in pound nets, and for brief periods a SlllltU run occurs. The fnll of 1928, 2 tagged

105919-30---3
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Nantucket cod were taken in nets set off Hog Island, about 22 miles northward of the
Cape Charles (Va.), Lighthouse, which is located at the entrance of Chesapeake
Bay. In addition to these 2 fish several others were recaptured in the same locality,
but their tags were lost.

Smith (1907, p. 382) states that small numbers of cod are taken in fall, winter, and
spring as far south as the latitude of Roanoke Island, N. C., while a few round Cape
Hatteras, and stragglers have been observed about Ocracoke Inlet. (Goode, 1884,
p. 202.) This is the most southerly record for the species. It seems that odd cod
even stray into Pamlico Sound. (Smith, ibid., p. 382.)

RETURN MIGRATION OF COD TO NEW ENGLAND FROM SOUTHERN WINTERING GROUNDS

Having followed the cod to their southern wintering ground in the fall, it is
logical to conclude that in the spring they return to New England waters by some
what the same route. However, while the good catches made in the fall along the
immediate coast from Rhode Island to Delaware indicate that a large part of the cod
follow the shore route westward, the route taken eastward differs from this. Thus,
although good catches are made close to shore off southern New Jersey in March
and April and off eastern Long Island and Rhode Island in April and May, the catches
off western Long Island and northern New Jersey are relatively small after January 1,
with only II slight increase in the spring. This scarcity of cod in the angle, contrasted
with the good catches made in the spring off southern New Jersey and around eastern
Long Island, shows that the fish as they return eastward cut across the New York
hight at the apex of this reentrant angle of the coast line, thus shortening their route.

In the most southerly cod region, around Cape Hatteras, the latest records of
catch are for the first week of April. Farther north, near the mouth of Chesapeake
Bay (off Hog Island), cod are taken in pound nets until about April 15; and along the
coast from Delaware to Nantucket Shoals the following are the latest dates when
tagged cod have heen recaptured and which coincide closely with the end of the
commercial fishery: South of Barnegat Inlet, April 22; Barnegat Inlet to Fire Island,
May 7; east of Fire Island to Montauk Point, May 2; east of Montauk Point to
Marthas Vineyard, May 24.

Cod are seldom caught west of Rhode Island during the summer in spite of the
fact that there is considerable sport and commercial fishing there at that time. The
latest record for Cape May, N. J., is May 23, when 2 cod were taken there by a flounder
dragger. Off northern New Jersey, Capt. Jacob Martin of Sheepshead Bay, N. Y.,
records the capture of a number of cod during July and August and very exceptional
catches of 70 and 35 fish taken on a ground known as the" Farms" on September
22, 1921, and September 22, 1026, respectively. Very likely these fish were "left
overs" from the previous winter.

Apparently very few cod move out to the deeper waters off the Long Island and
New .Jersey coasts to spend the summer, for, although the bottom temperature of
43° to 53° F. at 10 to 50 fathoms (p. 74) is as cool or cooler than the maximum summer
temperatures of Nantucket Shoals, and fin abundant food supply of crustaceans is
present (Linton, 1901, p. 471), tile fishermen who operate along the continental shelf
catch only straggling cod in the summer.

That a few cod summer off Rhode Island is l'roven by the occasional catches that
are made there at that time, hut these have never been large enough to suggest that a
good-sized body of fish are present.
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Corroborating the evidence furnished by the fishery that nearly all the cod which
winter west of Nantucket Shoals leave there by spring, we have definite proof from
tagged fish that a great part of these cod return to the grounds off southern Massa
chusetts to spend the summer. (Fig. 11.) Thus many of the cod tagged off No Mans
Land and Woods Hole by Smith (1902) and on the present investigation (p. 26) sum
mered on Nantucket Shoals, and 2 of the 7 cod that were recaptured from the 166
tagged on the Cholera Bank in November, 1927, had swum eastward, 1 to be recap
tured December 26, 1927, off Easthampton, N. Y. (about 75 miles eastward from the
Cholera Bank), and the other on May 15, 1928, on Nantucket Shoals. In addition,
the 1 recapture to be reported from the 133 cod tagged off Atlantic City in March
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and April, 1928, was taken on Nantucket Shoals July 22, 1928, and 3 of the fish
tagged off Cape May the winter of 1928-29 were recaptured in the Nantucket-South
Channel region the following August and October. (Table 13.)

These 6 recaptured fish which showed a migration from west to east out of a total
of 1,183 tagged to the westward of Rhode Island since 1927 represent a return of only
0.51 per cent, where the returns from the east to west migration have averaged 1.09
per cent out of 22,228 tagged on Nantucket Shoals up to the end of 1928. But jf
thousands of cod had been tagged west of Rhode Island as they were to the eastward
on Nantucket Shoals, and if we had on the shoals the great intensity of sport and
commercial fishing which is carried on in the New York-New .Jersey region, it is very
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likely that a larger percentage of the fish tagged on the wintering grounds would
have been taken to the eastward the following spring and summer.

It is prohable that a small part of the cod are returning to New England waters
throughout the winter, not necessarily waiting until the spring. This is indicated by
the November tagged Cholera Bank cod which was recaptured off Easthampton in
December, already mentioned. Perhaps this straggling eastward throughout the
winter, together with the depletion in the number of fish due to the fishery, etc., may
explain why the fishing during the return migration in the spring is notably poorer,
with the exception of oft' Rhode Island, than during the westward migration in the fall.
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SUMMARY

Each year, beginning about October 15, some of the cod migrate from the grounds
off southern Massachusetts into the region extending from Rhode Island to Delaware
and even as far south as Cape Hatteras, N. C. This migration continues until
December, after which only straggling fish go westward. Cod from north and east
of Cape Cod also join in the fall migration to the westward of Nantucket Shoals, but
they appear to form a minority of the stock of fish on the wintering grounds. The
total number of cod which enter the Rhode Island-North Carolina region each winter
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must be large, for the catch there usually ranges between three and five million
pounds. After the cod leave southern Massachusetts for the wintering grounds to
the westward they drop off along the route anywhere between Rhode Island and North
Carolina. Once established in a particular region, many of the fish remain localized
for a large part of the winter and do not move far until their return eastward in the
spring.

Virtually all the cod from eltst of longitude 70° W. which survive death or capture
after reaching tbe wintering grounds to the westward and southward of Nantucket
Shoals return to New Englund before or during the spring. Some may return east
ward at any time dming tIll' winter, but most of them in March and April, and the
last straggl£'rs leave New .Jersey wuters in May. vYo have as e\'idenee of the return
migration the increased c~ltches of eod off New .Jer"ey and New York, made in 1'larch
Ilnd April us compared with .Januury lwd February, and off Rhode Island in April
and May; the reelipt1ll'e during the sumllwr twd fall ofl' southern New England of eod
tagged of!' New York and New .Jersey the pl'Ovious winter and spring; thf'. migratioll
to Nantucket Shoals in the spring of cod tagged around Buzzllrds Bay and at Woods
Hole during the winter; and the fact that cod are virtually tlbsent west of Rhode Island
during the summer.

MIGRATlON OF COD TO THE NORTH AND EAST OF NANTUCKET SHOALS

MIGRATION TO THE CHATHAM-SOUTH CHANNEL REGION

Only abOll t 10 to 40 miles separa.te t.he eenters of the Chatham-South Channel
region from localities on Nnntllrket Shoals where tagging has been done. (Fig. 12.)
Because of this proximity and a f'onsiderable amoulJ t of f'ommercial fishing which is
done on the grounds adjaeent to the shoals, it was natural that we should expect
many of the Nautueket tagged cod to be recaptured there. But although good
returns were had from the Chatham groundR, where thl' eommercial eatch has of recent
years been small, the recaptures reported from South Channel fell below expeetations.

TABI,E is.-rod ta!l!ll!d on N antllckl!! Shoals and recaptured on the Chatham grounds during the years
1.'128 to 1928

Hcenptnred (lnring the seasons and months shown

Third season

June July Aug;
Second Reason

Dec. Mar. May June July Aug. Sept.

First, ~eas()n

2 2 8 10
2 fi -_ .. _--

1 1 1

.Iune .rnly Aug.

7,514
3, lOA
4,010
1,(lOn
,\,020

117.1

Tagged NUIll·
during- her

tll/(ged

T ABL~; 19.-Cod tagllcd on Nantucket 8hoals and recapturcd 1:n South Channel d1iring the years 19.'i33 to
1928

I Ilecapt.ured during: t.he Roasons and mont.hs shown

I
Num· '1---ragged during-- her.l<'irf;t semmn I 8(\('01111 season Third season

___ . I.tagKed J;I~;iJUly Aug. SeN. oct: !1~~~·II~~~;!IJ~I~l;·~.'I~ IIAU~ i~~l~~~~~~IIIJunle ~Y.iIAUK2· _~~.
i~~ '....·······1 7, .\l~ .... ' 2 I

!~>: ttill' .. 'I '1_:
1 '1 i'I •• :1 ::: 'I ••·'I,'

11 ood Wll6 recaptured In October. 1927.
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The segregation of recaptures given in Tables 18 and 19 indicate that a fair
proportion of the cod living on Nantucket Shoals emigrated to the Chatham-South
Channel region during the spring and summer of the years 1923, 1924, and 1925, and
that relatively few went there during the three years which followed. The contrast
in the magnitude of this emigration during each of the 3-year periods is brought out
in Table 20, which consolidates the Chatham and the South Channel recaptures.

TABLE 20.-The number of tagged Nantucket Shoals cod reported from the Chatham South Channel
region during each year from 1928 to 1928

'l'agged on Nantucket Shoals

"'--"-T~~~~'~-~~~-'..-.-. .c..=_=c.~~c~

Recaptured in t.he Chatham· South Channel
region

Year

1~3 ..
t924 ..
192:; .
1926 .
1927 .
1928 .

Total .

The United States Bureau of Fisheries has collected statisties 10 of the catch of
cod taken each month on the Chatham grounds and South Channel so that there is
opportunity to make a direct comparison between the total number of fish taken and
the number of tagged fish recaptured. These records are listed in Tables 21 and 22.

fABLE 21.-The reported number of Nantucket Shoals tagged cod taken on the Chatham grounds, from
1923 to 1928 by fishing veisels operating out of Boston, Gloucester, and Portland, together with the
catch of cod for each month

Month I
Numher of cod taken by the New EnRland fleet and, in parentheses, the catch of

Nantucket Shoals tagged cod

I'-~;:-__~;2~_' '--1;~.5 1921i ';;;-2~---~;-

January .
February __ .
March ...
ApriL .. __ ... "
May ... __ . ..
June _
July .•.. '" __ .
AURust. .
September -- . .- ---- -- 1

October _ __ .
November _ .
December. ' .. _'.'.' __ .

TotaL ,.

(a) 3,IHH 4,077 I, HM 3,55H 40
a Ii24 3,7:;2 2, :;22 7,0.52 t,042 3,799

a;:J,5(j!) 2,3:{fj (I) U,J49 1,04:{ ],~5(i 1,Oli4
]],,~32 a,finfl 2.0m~ H,{Ul6 1,(;37 6,498
21i,:m 1,073 2,Ilill fi,21:1 (I) I I, fitO 2, :J47
1i,707 (:l) 1.50 (2) 2,810 (2) I, J4H I () (I) J,04:;

J.5H (2) 2,2411 1,71i:l lfi4 (I) 130 (I)
() (S) 1,008 (to) 7, a17 (2:l) 780 (I) .
() (1) llil oml (4) I, J1.5 J:l 2,534
o (I) 1,170 (I) 5tH lOti I 7

2,127 707 (1) l,al\5 294 228
293 I, Ha4 1,774 (1) i :177 I 300 171

51, a53 (I~_=2I, 287~1~__ ~~,.3:~.(~~C30~~ (2!J ]~~90_(_2)_.~~,.8~6_.~).
a The first cod 0: this investigation were marked in April, 1023, so that statistics prior to then call have no relation to the tag

returns.

10 The original staUstics give the catcb of cod in pounds, and the number of fish is estimated here on a basis of 1 fisb for each
10 pounds of catch.
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TABLE 22.-The reported number of Nantucket Shoals tagged cod taken in South Channel from 192."1
to 1928 by fishing vessels operating out of Boston, Gloucester, and Portland together with the catch
of cod for each month

Number of cod taken by the New England fleet and, in parentheses, the catch of Nan
tllcket Shoals tagged cod

Month

1924 1925 1926 1927 1928

t~ibl::;irv---- ---
March_: _-_~~: _ 
ApriL
May __
June __
July .::
August 
September- --
October __ 
November - --
December.- -: --

TotaL _

j-----I---------I----I- ------ ---------

_ 117, Xo:l 27,000 34, 162 50,920 .12, 754 62,115
123 Rflti 37,472 49,6n 40,675 42,48R ll,1,655

_: 1 2ti: f>5S 32,594 28,207 tiO,429 73,992 62,410
_ _ 23,680 42,668 40, 331 I 39,3&1 87,988 59,249

_ I 36,333 31,673 31,286 33,293 (I) 50,528 32,613
_I 90,41.1 I 70,905 (I) 85,449 (2) 83,665 (I) 67,693 67,345

___ I 169,367 (2) 88,961 125,674 (2) 109, 783 (3) 96, 940 95, 599 (I)
___ 'I 164,197 (I). 147,454 (I) 155,831 (7) 1124' 287 (2) 202,296 (1) 247,083 (I.

__ 112,014 (1) 109,542 (I) 168,211 (2) 91,573 (I) 210,0<10 (I) 168,453
__ I 91,613 (1) 140,069 (I) 70,818 (3) 135,100 156,774 (3) 131.410

___ 5R,745 (1) 48,569 52,908 75,579 107,983 )00,181 (I)
__ : 28,970 29,6j5 19,314 ,40,524 67,853 76,222

. t4~6f,7 ~) 860, 552 ~4) 8~~24 (16)\885,271 _~~~~,~~~349-(5~_-;-,~-~~3~~ (3)

tiThe first cod of this illveotigation were marked in April, 1923, so that statistics prior to thell can have no relat-ion with the
ag returns.

The available statistics of the catch of cod taken in the Chatham-South Channel
region are not sufiicicntly complete for the preceding table to give more than a general
idea of the relationship between the number of cod caught and the number of tagged
cod retaken. For example, the records show no catch of cod on the Cha,tham grounds
for the summer of 1923 or for June, 1927, yet a total of 8 tagged fish were taken there
during these periods. (Table 21.) This discrepancy is evidently due to the fact.
that the Chatham grounds and South Channel merge one into the other, so that
boats which fish in this general region might describe their fish as from either place.
Yet in spite of this confusion that may obtain from time to time, it is probable that
fishermen as a rule do distinguish between the two localities and state their catch
correctly as from one or the other.

Only 42 Nantucket Shoals tagged cod were reported among about 6,000,000 cod
caught in South Channel from 1923 to 1928, or 1 for each 142,000, whereas 62 were
reported from the Chatham grounds among about 1U7,000 taken there, or 1 out of
each 2,700. Direct computation would indicate a concentration of Nantucket
tagged cod on the Chatham grounds over fifty times as great as in South Channel.
This figure is undoubtedly too high because more tags were overlooked or lost in the
channel where otter trawling is the prevailing method of fishing than off Chatham
Where much line trawling is done. But in spite of this, the small yield of tagged
cod in the South Channel region affords rather good evidence that comparatively
few Nantucket cod move eastward to the offshore banks.

A comparison of the catches of cod made in the Chatham-South Channel region
during the summer and winter seasons of the years from 1923 to 1928 shows a sur
prising result. On the Chatham grounds only 3 tagged fish were reported among It

catch of about 131,000 cod taken from December to May (about 78 pel' cent of the
total catch), whereas from June to November 59 tagged Nantucket cod were reported
among a catch of about 37,000 fish (22 pel' cent of the total catch). In South Channel
only 1 tagged cod was reported from December to May among about 1,500,000, while
41 tagged fish were recorded from nearly 4,500,000 cod caught from June to November.
This contrast in the numbers of summer and winter recaptures reported from the
Ohatham-South Channel region was not brought about by chance, for the experiment.
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extended over a period of six years, from 1923 to 1928, and the resul ts were very
much the same during each of these years.

It will be noted in Table 20 that nearly all of the recaptures made in the Chatham
South Channel region during 1924 were of fish tagged on Nantucket Shoals in 1923.
This suggests that many of the 1923 cod emigrated eastward the spring of 1924, for
only two of the cod tagged on the shoals in 1924 were retaken to the eastward that
same year, probably because our first tagging was done so late (July) in the season.
Conditions seemed to be right for It large return of tagged cod in 1925 because we
had marked a large number in 1923 and in the summer and fall of 1924. Some of
these were still present on Nnn Lucket Shoals the spring of 1925, and many fish were
tagged that year as early IlS April and May. Thus, there probably were more
tagged cod present on the shoals in MIlY, 1925, tlum during any other period from
1923 to 1928. But although this may partly explain the large return of tags from
the Chatham-South Channel region in 1925, the same line of reasoning can not
explain the paucity of recaptures from 1026 to 1928.

Na obvious cause for the great difl'erence in the numbers of tags reported during
these two 3-year periods has been detected. So far as the yield of the fishery is
concerned, the catches made during 1923 to 1925 were actually smaller than during
1926 to 1928. This being so, it is evident that the difference in the yield of tags is
due not to fishing intensity but to a corresponding difference in the numbers of fish
which took part in the migration from the one region to the other.

It is not fully understood why so many tagged Nantucket cod migrated to the
Chatham-South Channel region during 1923 to 1925 as compared with the following
three years, but there is some indication that temperature, together with the size
of the fish which made lip the adult population on Nantucket Shoals, was a con
tributing cause. For example, it is rather well known that large cod tend to work
their way into deep water and that they are more susceptible to environmental
changes than are small cod. Inasmuch as many of the cod on the shoals in 1923
1925 were upward of 26 to 28 inches long, and very few fish so large were present
there during the next three years, it is not at all unlikely that It IHrge pR.rt of the
former sought the deeper Witters of the ChfLthlUll-South Clut/mol region. The fact
that the summer of 1925, when the greatest number of recaptures was made in the
Chatham-South Channel region, WilS the warmest of the six years milkes this all
the more likely.

Our experience has been that the cod living on the Chatham grounds and on
Nantucket Shoals carry out very much the same migratory schedule, for from both
regions some of the fish move to the westward to spend the winter, while others
straggle to the northward. But, unfortunately, the number of cod tagged on the
Chatham grounds has been too smitH to throw Itny light on the question of an inter
migration between there and the Nantucket grounds. The decided predominance
of the summer recaptures just mentioned seems to indicate that of the Nantucket
cod which summer in the Chatham-South Channel region very few remain to spend
the winter, but what part of them return westwltrd to the shoals to join the migra
tion into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region find what part go north is not
known.

The number of cod which emigrated from Nantucket 1)0 the ChHtham-South
Channel region was not sufficiently large to make a marked impression on the tag
ging data of the shoals. We found, for example, that even during 1923 to 1925
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many of the cod present on the shoals in the spring and early summer were still
there in the fall, and also that the abundance of the cod did not diminish during any
of these summers. It is very likely that fewer cod were involved in anyone of these
summer emigrations to the eastward than in anyone of the fall migrations to the
westward.

This summer migration of cod may be summarized as follows:
1. A summer emigration of cod from Nantucket Shoals to the Chatham-South

Channel region occurred each of the years from 1923 to 1925, during which period
many of the adult fish on the shoals were more than 25 inches in length, while the
emigration was scarcely noticeable from 1926 to 1928, when the fiRh aVNlIged below
this size.

2. According to tngged-fiHh records, few Nantucket cod 1ll0VP past WHl'd beton'
May.

3. Scarcely any of the N llntucket cod which sunlllJel' in th(· Chflthfllll-::-)outh
ChtUlllel region remain there for the winter. Where they go is problematical, but
many of them may roturn westward in the fall either to remain on the shoals or to
continue on to the wintering grounds between Rhode If,land and North Carolina.
A few probably straggle to the northward.

4. During the summers when this emigration occurred the numbers of cod which
took part were probably smaller than the numbers of those that went westward Cfwh
fall to spend the winter.

SCATTERING OF NANTUCKET-CHATHAM COD TO THE NORTHWARD AND EASTWARD

From a total of 22,228 cod tagged on eN antucket Shoals during 1923-1928 and
501 tagged on the Chatham grounds dnring 1927-28 miscellnneous recaptnres WPfe
reported as follows:

Tagging year, 1923: 7,514 Nantucket cod tagged; 276 recaptured; of these 7,
Or 2.5 per cent, WCTe .from miscellaneous localities: 1 on Georges Bank, April, 1923;
1 off Gloucester, August, 1923; 1 on Jefl'reys Ledge, August, 1923; 1 off Plymouth,
November, 1923; 1 off Hampton Beach, N. H., May, 1924; 1 off Portland, ,June,
1923; and 1 on La Have Bank, April, 1925.

Ta.gf:.,ring year, 1924: 3,105 Nantucket cod tagged; 104 recnptnred; of these 4,
Or 4 per cent, were from miscellaneous localities: 2 on Georges Bank, Novemlwr,
1924, and June, 1926; 1 in Barnstable Bay, May, 1925; and 1 on Stellwagen Bank,
March, 1925.

Tagging year 1925: 4,010 Nantucket cod tagged; 143 reeaptured. Of tl108e, 11,
Or 7.7 per eent, were from miscellaneous loenlities: 1 on Georges Bank, Deeember,
1925; 1 off Highland Light, Oetoher, 1926; 3 on Stellwagen Bank, August, Hl25, and
February and .July, 1926; 1 off Marblehead, May, 192G; 1 in Ipswich Bay, May,
1927; 1 in Salem Harbor, July, 1925; 1 off Monhegan, September, 1925; and 20fl'
Mount Desert, February, 1926, and fall of 1927.

Tagging yea,r 1926: 1,606 Nantucket cod tagged; 18 reeaptured. Of thes(', 1 fish,
Or 5.5 per cent, was retaken on Georges Bank in May, 1927.

Tagging year 1927: 5,020 Nantucket cod tagged; 149 recaptured. Of these, 5, or
3.4 per cent, were from miscellaneous localities, as follows: 3 on Georges Bank,
December, 1927, and September and October, 1928; 1 on Stellwagen Bank, November,
1927; and 1 off Nahant, April, 1928. On the Chatham ground 475 eod were tagged
of which 16 were recaptured, 1 of them being in Ipswich Bay in May, 1928.
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Tagging year 1928: 973 Nantucket cod tagged; 23 recaptured; none have been
reported from localities to the northward or eastward. On the Chatham ground 26
cod were tagged and none was recaptured.

The recapture localities of the Nantucket fish which went to the north and east
are shown in Figure 13. Some idea of the amounts of cod caught on certain of these
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FIGURE 13.-Recaptures made to the northward and eastward of Cape Cod (excepting the South Ohannel region) from 22,228
cod tagged on Nantucket Shoals from 1023 to 1928. Each dot indicates one fish

grounds may be had from the following catches landed at Portland, Gloucester, and
Boston during the year 1924: Immediate shore waters, from Cape Cod Bay to
eastern Maine, 5,000,000 pounds; Stellwagen Bank, 280,000 pounds; Jeffreys Ledge,
1,000,000 pounds; and Georges Bank, 21,000,000 pounds. On Browns Bank, from
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which no Nantucket-tagged cod have been reported, the catch of cod landed in
American ports during 1924 amounted to 5,490,000 pounds.

The foregoing list of recaptures shows that-
1. No seasonal migration of cod took place from Nantucket Shoals to any of

these various localities, because the few miscellaneous recaptures were taken during
every month of the year except January.

2. On an average only lout of 800 cod marked on Nantucket Shoals was
reported recaptured to the north and east of Cape Cod. Even allowing for the
tag-scarred fish, which were not reported because they were not recognized by the
fishermen, the percentage of Nantucket cod which stray to the north and (,!lst is
very small according to the tag records.

3. According to the limited amount of ttLgging done on the Chatluull grounds,
this region, too, contributes only a small part of its cod to the northward and eastward.

4. It is evident that most of those fish which do migrate north und east of Nan
tucket Shoals, Chatham, or South Channel follow It route along the shore from
Chatham to Maine. The only offshore records we have are 8 for Georges Bank and
1 for La Have. It would be interesting to know the route of the latter. The
recaptures of Nantucket fish at v!lrious points along the coast of northern New
England suggest that the La Have fish followed the shore route rather than that it
crossed Georges and the deep channel that separates tIl{' latter from the Scotian Banks.

The 8 Georges Bank recaptures of Nantucket-tagged cod just mentioned are so
few that they constitute further evidence that most of those cod which do migrate
north from the shoals select the shore rather than the offshore route, and they give
SOllle indication as to why so few recaptures in the face of intensive fishing were
reported from the South Channel region, namely, that relatively few cod migrate
eastward from Nantucket Shoals to the offshore grounds.

The many unknown factors having to do with the migrations and behavior of the
cod, together with the element of chance which always plays a large part in our
fisheries, make it unwise to give too much credence to these numerical data. For
example, it is probable that the loss of tags tends to reduce the number of returns
frolll northern localities more than from the local or the western migration recaptures
of Nantucket cod because the time intervals in the former average somewhat longer
than for the latter. But even so, we arc justified in saying that on the basis of tag
returns over a period of six years only a relatively small proportion of the stock of
Nantucket-Chatham cod move to regions east or north of the Chatham grounds and
South Channel each year.

COD WHICH GAVE NO EVIDENCE OF MIGRATING

In all previous cod-tagging experiments it has been found that a large part of
the fish marked remained for a period of months or years in the immediate locality
Where they were released. Most of these fish were taken within the first few months,
before enough time had elapsed for them to lose their tags, but of those which retained
their tags some were retaken as much as a year or more later. Thus many of the
cod tagged off the mouth of Buzzards Bay during the winter by Smith (1902) remained
near by until spring, when they migrated eastward to Nantucket Shoals, which is
the nearest year-round cod ground. And in European waters many of the cod
tagged in the North Sea off the Faroes and around Norway and Iceland were reca.p
tured months later without having shown a migration of more than It few miles.
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We expected, then, that many of the cod which were tagged on Nantucket
Shoals and elsewhere along the New England coast would remain localized for some
time, although we could not be sure that fish would remain from one year to the
next or for longer periods. However, as the following records show, many of the
cod tagged off southern Massachusetts were recaptured a long time later in the same
place where they had been released.

LOCALIZATION AS SHOWN BY TAGGED FISH

WOOD" HOLE Jn~GI()N

In this loonlity, ItS nlrendy stated, cud are present throughuut the winter, but
IllIlSt of theIll ~o eastward to spend tIw SIJIlJIIwr. Cod tagged hy Smith (1 (02) re
Tllained near by from ell.r1y winter to laU~ spring (Table 2, p. 7); nnd of the cod tagged
ill .January Oil tlw pl"Psent investigation 2 were recaptmed nenr by in August, Table
Hi, nnd several of the fish L!Lkt~/l in the fall probably remained throughout the yonI'
almost Oil the VCI-y spot where they were tagged. In this clitegory may be placed
the 2 cod tagged ofl' No 1<IHns Land and recaptured there one and two and a half
years later, respectively (p. 25). It is possible that these fish could have summered on
Nantuckrt Shoals, but if they did the chance of their being recaught in the same place
where they were tagged appears to be remote.

NANTUCKET ~HOAL~

Om most extensive data on the locnlization of the cod come from Nantucket
Shoals, where so ma,J1'y fish have been marked and recaptured, so that from these
ample proof has been obtained that some cod rema.in in this region throughout the
summer, or from one year to the next. A record of all those cod which were both
tagged and recaptured on Nantucket Shoals is given in the table which follows.

TABLE 23.-Co,J tagged on Nnnt11.cket Shoals and 8nb.~equently recaptured on Nantucket Shoals 1

Tagged

!lute

Heeaptured

1924 192"

r,
3
,': 1
I !•. ,.

I Tbe months of Decemher, January, February, and March are not included in these tltbles because very little flsblng Is done on
l\"entucket Shoals during the winter \ so that at that season there is little opportunit.y for recapturing taggerl fish.

I 1 cod was recaptured In Decemoer, 1923.
, 1 cod Wll.8 recaptured In J8nuary, 1925.
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TABLE 23.-00d tagged on Nantucket Shoals and subsequently re capt'ured on Nantucket Shoals
Continued

19291927

Recaptured

1926

"-------~--~_ ..~._._~._- -----~-----

1928 i
-----~----~ _·_---·--I~··----

1'
2 ' .. 12 '* ~ '* )'* .. :: ..

~ ~I~:~ ,I en §.c ~! 1~ 1S!,!. ~ ~
~ f' ~ID. ~15 ;;'l~ -3' ~ ~ t ~ihic. ~I~!~~' ~
~I~ <I~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ < ~ 0 ~!~:~O_I~I~ ~. 0

964 ~ - - : '---~l-J----=~_ ---- 1 =1= __J~[~ ~~_ =
I I i I

2 ~~~~ -T-TI;;~: ~~~~::~: :~:~,~::~ ~~~~ ::~: ~:~iJ~~~ ~~~~I~~~~ ~~:~ :~~~ ~::~........ .... ,,'I ' ,I i···
::1[: ::'I:'I:~)J:H1r';I,:,::

1-_1 1__ -j- --- --- - - 1- -' __12 I! _ 1
~:t--- ---- -- -- ---,---- ----I - - ----, --1-- - ---- - --r 1

R93
280

854
672

1,158
1, 32.?

1,08:1
1,497
1,264
1,176

1,606

~llm·

berDare

Tagged II
-~--'~---~--

1924:
Sept. 6-12 " _

1925:

re~~ tTz::::::::::::::::::
Aug. 20-25 _
Oct. Hl, 24-30 _

1926:
Sept.5-1L. _

1927:

re~~ t7~25:::::::::::::::::
Aug. 31, Sept. 3 _
Oct. 14-17 . _

1928:

t~{ ~t;L:::::::_::::::

The recaptures given in Tahle 23 prove conclusively that part of the cod living;
on Nantucket Shoals one summer are to be found thcrP a yeltf or more later. A few
tagged fish were retaken on the sholl1s in the winter, in contmst to the lack of recap
tures at that time in the Chatham-South Channel region, where a large number of cod
Were caught. That the number of tagged fish taken monthly did not follow more
closely the fluctuations in the commercial catch (Tablc 24) was due to the fact that
l1lUch depended upon what part of the shoals the fishermen were operating. Very
often a large proportion of the cod were caught along the eastern edge of the grounds
by haddock fishermen and the numbcr of cod tags received from this source was small.
We have here a good indication that many of the cod living on the shoals remain
localized for an extended time. This is shown further by the comparison between tbe
number of marked fish taken by the tagging vessels, which, of course, fished on the
tagging grounds, with that taken by commercial fishermen who generally fished about
10 to 40 miles away. Throughout the period from 1923 to 1928 the Halcyon and the
Albatross II recaptured on the shoals proper 122 Nantucket cod with tags attached,
among about 24,000 cod caught, whereas commercial fishing boats reported only 137,
among a catch of about 866,000. To make this difference more striking, the time
element between the dates of tagging and recapture was very much the same for the
fish retaken by fishermen and those retaken by us. The average number of days the
fish recaptured by us were at liberty was 72 in 1923, 232 in 1924, 193 in 1925, 336 in
1926, 246 in 1927, and 378 in 1928. Thus it can be seen that sufiicient time hltd
elapsed for these fish to have emigrated to other regions if they had so desired.
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TABLE 24.-1'he reported number of Nantucket Shoals tagged cod taken on Nantucket Shoals from 1923
to 1928 by fishing vessels operating out of Boston, Gloucester, and Portland, together with the catch
of cod for each month

26

I
1927 1928'

---_._-----

2 1,931 364
847 323
364 659

2
:J64 9,192

1,759 21;,3M
6 (5) 706 12,387
.> (3) 15,615 (I) 9,897 (I)
7 (2) 14,970 35,811
4 (4) I1J,678 (2) 44,269 (6)
7 (4) 19,038 (7) 104,202 (4)

(2) 10,177 (0) 4,966
777 5,208

--
I (20) 86,820 (16) 255, 693 (11)

Month

========~==========-===--==-=-====-=============

I
Number of cod taken by New England fleet and, in parentheses, number of Nantucket

Shoals tagged cod 1

I 1923 I 1921 1925 I 19

--- ,--- ------- -----1---
January_____ -----1------ I 1,947 3,775 (1); 58
(4~ebruary __ . _ _____________________ 1, (;66 I

~:t~::::::-_::::::::::::::::::::::::J 3,331 .5,32¥ gj 3H~~ ~g 7,58
June 10,908 12,129 (I) 12,108 7,45
July______________ __ 28,260 (.5) 40,718 (4) 6,704 (4) J8,37
AugusL 21,077 (5) 9,806 (2) 2S,9a9 (10) 15,22
September. 52,805 (12) 4,905 (2) 3,041 (6) 12,27
October._________________________________ 32,768 (17) 33,693 (5) 15,201 (0) 26,84
November.______ 2,2ifl (2) 9,187 17,900 (1) 17,090
DecembeL_________ 51fJ (2) 8,619 1,528 2,728

~---~-'----------_._-------

__ ~'~~~=:~_.:.=:=:=:~:_:_:_:_:::lH)(), 207_ (43~ 126, 451 (I~~__ 128,_~~~~~08, W

1 rrhese statistics were obtained from monthly bulletins, giving the catch landed by vessels in Boston, Gloucester, and Port
land, issued by the Bureau of Fisheries_ Tbe number of fish is estimated here on a basis of 1 fish for each 10 pounds of catch.

'In addition to the recaptures reported for J928 there were taken on Nantucket Shoals 2 Woods Hole tagged cod (l in March
J in October), 1 Cholera Bank cod in May and 1 Atlantic City cod in July.

More proof that cod remain on Nantucket Shoals for an extended period is had
from the records of catch, per unit of effort, made by the Halcyon and the Albatros,~

II, which show that throughout the summer, at lellst, the cod population WIlS very
stahle. This is shown in Table 25.

TARl,F] 25.---The calrh I)f cod made by the tagging vessels on Nantucket Shoals from April to October,
1923~1928 per unit of effort I

Cod caught Catch of cod per hour on a basis of six lines fishing

Month

~ = ~I~ ~I~ ~ = ~ ~ ~I~

~;~1~~~~~~_3_<>::~:~ -J,-~~J- ~~:~_::~ ----~f~ !-~:~~~~: f~i;ri --:-~; ~U -: :-:-- -~r.~ ~-:-:-: ~~i~i: __ :- --~
June" ~___ 748~1

~u~:usi~:~::- -- --i:970- 1,420 --i:292-
1

1::::::::::::::1 I' 47.0 30.8 ---41:6-1:-:::::: ::::--:1
1

__ 16_0
SepternbeT. ----------- 1,454 1,063 -------- 1,911 1,460 ------- 25.5 aO.8 1 a:J.o 42.0 __
October'-- 2,730 9.55 1,441

1

,-------- 1,2\)4 304_ 38.4 _ 15~o __ a8.0- ----- 44.5 i 8.7

I 'rhi, table iu(:ludes all cod caught whether or not they were tagged. It should be remembered that pollock and haddock were
caught with the cod, so that the catch of fish per hour was greater than the figures for the cod alone.

, Fishing was done the last week of May, 1923, and the first week of May, J925.
a Two cruises were made during October each year from 1923 to 1925.

It can be seen that the catch of cod was most uniform throughout the summer
months, while the greatest fluctuations took place in the fall and spring, at which
seasons, respectively, cod were departing from and returning to Nantucket Shoals
from their wintering grounds to the westward. It is possible that the stock of fish
would be kept fairly constant if cod emigrated during the summer and were replaced
by new immigrants. But as few Nantucket tagged cod have been retaken to the
north and east of the grounds off southern Massachusetts at any time, it is quite
evident that the summer population retains its numerical strength chiefly because
most of the fish remain localized.

Certain of the extreme catches given in the preceding table can be explained, at
least in part. Thus the small catch made on the first cruise in 1923, which was the
first to be made on the present investigation, might be laid partly to our unfamiliarity
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of the best fishing grounds. The large catch made in May, 1927, was due to the
presence near Round Shoal buoy--one of our chief tagging grounds-of a dense school
of medium-sized cod. They probably extended over a large part of Nantucket
shoals, for cod were more plentiful on all of our tagging grounds off Nantucket
during 1927 than during any of the other years.

The wide fluctuations in the October catch are of interest because it is during this
month that the westward migration commences. Thus it would seem that in October,
1924, a large part of the fish had already started westward at the time we fished the
shoals. In October, 1928, this was still more apparent, for although during the
early and middle parts of the month there occurred one of the best catches of cod on
the shoals ever made by commercial vessels (Table 24, p. 44), fish were relatively
scarce at the time we fished there during the end of the month.

While we can not be sure that the results obtained on the tagging grounds hold for
all of Nantucket Shoals, it is very likely that they represent the conditions over a
large part. Numerical data dealing with the catch of fish pcr l~nit of efl'ort should
always be interpreted broadly, because chance is always an important fuetor in th(\
finding of fish, especially when only one vessel is operating, and some yuriation in th('
catch would occur from this cause alone even though the stock of fish relllllined
virtually the same as to numbers from month to month or from year to yonI'.

Other evidence that cod remllin localized 011 Nantucket Shoals for an extended
period is shown by the time sequence and the tag-number sequence of the recaptures,
for it was noted that many of the marked fish were retaken in almost identically the
same place where they had been tagged and that often when one fish WI1R recllught
others would follow soon after as long as we fished the same ground.

Thus the Halcyon recaptured 6 cod on August 20, 1925, at Round Shoal buoy by
drifting repeatedly over a small spot about onc-half mile long during two and one-half
hours of actual fishing. These recaptures were taken at the following minutes of the
day: 3,3.15,3.25,3.35,3.40, and 4.10 p. m. :Five of these fish had been tagged at
Round Shoal buoy the previous May and June. In contrast to this we fished 20 miles
to the southward, around Great Rip, from August 23 to 25, for 18 hours, and caught
about 1,000 cod, among which there was not one tagged fish. The reason for this was
apparent, for we had not tagged any cod at Great Rip since 1923, whereas several
thousands of fish had been tagged around Round Shoal buoy between October, 1923,
and June, 1925; hence the good return of tagged fish which we obtained there in
August, 1925. Not only does this show that a large part of the fish remained on the
shoals but that they did not move far from the inunediate.vieinity of the tagging
grounds, else we probably would have caught some of them around Great Rip.

Another case of this sort occurred at Round Shoal buoy on October 3, 1925,
when seven hours' actual fishing was done there and Gtagged cod were recaptured bv
the Halcyon, as follows: 8.20,8.30,10.40,10.45,10.50 a. m., and 1.30 p. m. All thes"e
fish had been tagged at Round Shoal buoy between April, 1924, and August, 1925, on
four different cruises.

Other instances of this kind were found not only on Nantucket Shoals but on
other grounds in the Gulf of Maine as well. Off the coast of Maine in pu,rticular, where
We have tagged and recaptured many cod close to shore, and thus could take precise
bearings on our tagging localities, there were many instances where tagged fish were
recallght in rapid succession and often of nearly consecutive number. There is a good
example of this off Petit Manan, east of Mount Desert, Me., where on .July 13, Hl25,
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we tagged 168 cod and on July 14, 226 cod. Returning there on September 14, 1925,
the Halcyon recaptured 9 of the cod tagged on .July 14, but none of those tagged on the
13th. Although fishing was done off Petit Manan most of the day on September 14,
8 of the recaptured tagged fish were taken within the space of 22 minutes and the
ninth was taken about an hour later, as follows: 1,1.10,1.15,1.17,1.17,1.20,1.21,
1.22, and 2.15 p. m.

The tag-number sequence of recaptures points to the localization of the cod per
haps even better than do the time sequences, for if cod of nearly consecutive tag
numbers are recaptured months later, on the same date and in the same place, we can
be reasonably certain that such fish belonged to a school which held together during
the interim.

TABLE 26.-Records of Nantucket Shoals cod of nearly consecutive tag numbers which were recaptured
on the same or nearly the same day in the same locality where they were tagged

Tagged at Round Recaptured at or I

I
Tagged at Round Recaptured at or

near Round Tag numbers near Round Tag numbersShoal huoy Shoal huoy Shoal buoy Shoal huoy

-~-~..------~...- -_._--~_._---~-

June 24, 192.1...... Oct. 6,1923...... , 10708,10768. May 4,1927 ....•. Sept. 3, 1927___ .. 47472,47499.
June 28,1923_.. _.. Oct. 3,1923..•... 1 231,300,336. MAY 6,1927•..... June 17-27,1927. 47778,47977,48053, 48075,

Do_ .. _..... ' Oct. 4,1923...... : 277,303. 48087, 48090.
Do .... __ ..... Oct. 15, 1923..... ' 248,231,283,37.0. Do .. ____ ..... Sopt.I-3, 1927"'147738, 47856, 48022, 48155,
Do ...... -_.- Oct. 24, 1923..... ! 232,272. 48328.

Aug. 17, 1923..... _ Sept. 3, 1923 __ .. ·1558,627. Do ..... ___ ... Oct. 8, 1927... _.. 47801,47803,47809.
Aug. 18, 1923..... Sept. 17, 1923. __ .' 916,917,919. Do"_,-__ ...... Nov. 16-19, 1927. 47776,47944,48020,48025,
Oct. 15,1923. __ ... July 13-16, 1924--1486, 4111. Juno 18,1927..--"1 Sopt. 1·2, 1927. __ 149103,49141,49247.

Most of the recaptures given in Table 26 were taken by the tagging vessels, but
in a few cases commercial fishermen made the catch. Examples were selected only
from the tagging years 1923 and 1927, because we had opportunity to tag and re
capture more cod on Nantucket Shoals those years than any of the others. However,
each of the years from 1923 to 1928 produced virtually the same result as regards the
close association of the individuals making up various small schools of cod.

Those cod retaken (by the Halcyon) in October, 1923, as a result of the tagging
done the preceding June, show how stationary the fish must have been on Nantucket
Shoals that summer. The May, 1927, cod recaptured November 16-19, 1927, are
particularly interesting, for they are the latest group of fall recaptures to be taken
on the shoals. It is possible these fish did not migrate over the winter; but that
part of the May, 1927, cod had already gone westward, is shown by the recapture on
November 16 to 21, 1927, of 4 cod of this same school (Nos. 47545, 47715, 47854, and
48324) off northern New Jersey. It will be noted that the recapture dates of these
latter fish coincide with those of the fish retaken on the shoals just mentioned, and it
is also noteworthy that, as all of them were tagged on May 6,1927, the body of fish to
which they belonged must have held together rather well, in spite of the fact that they
had traveled westward about 200 miles. Other examples of this could be cited.

Another interesting point bearing on the localization of Nantucket cod during
the summer is furnished by the records of cod which were recaptured more than
once. Such records were made possible because all of the 120 cod retaken and again
released on the shoals by the tagging vessels were liable to be recaught a second time.
Those fish which fell in this category are listed in Table 27.
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TABLE 27.-l'agged cod that were recaptured more than once

47

Tag number

Date of
tagging on
Nantucket

Shoals

First recap
ture,

Nantucket
Shoals

Second recapture and locality

~~L----------------------------------------June 28,llll:l i Oet. 3,11l~:l Oct. 15, 11123, Nantucket Shoals.
7 .. do (Jet. 4,1Vl:l Jan. 5, 1924, Hockaway, N. Y.

12017 1 Aug. ](j,l!I~:i ' oct. 6, HI~3 Jan. 2, 1924, Hockaway, N. Y.
18674 . , JUly 15'111~41 oct. 27, 1II~4 Oec. 7, 1924, Cholera Bank, N. Y.
21216 . ' Sept. 8,1924 May 6, 19~5 Aug. 7, 192,<;, Nantucket Shoals.
~1380-------------------------.-------------Sept. 11,1924 Oct. 18,1924 Sept.12,1925, Nantucket Shoals.~015_.~-~- . . _.' ~ -~-.J~I'~5'1925__ ~U~:_20,_~~<; O_ct.~~1~2~,o~.~~~a~_P~~~_~a~t~~~~~1~

The additional check given by these" second" recaptures throws further light
on the behavior of Nantucket Shoals cod. Thus we have cod Nos. 21216 and 21380,
whose recapture records indicate that they may have spent the winter on the shoals
without having migrated westward, for they were caught three times in the same
irnmediate locality; and cod Nos. 277, ]2017, and 18674, which, although they did
winter in the New York region, nevertheless spent the sUlllmer, lip to at least October,
on the shoals. It is of interest to note that although ('od No. 28015 was recaptured
locally, both on August 20 and on October 27, the last recltpturo being off Great
Point, was Itt the extreme western part of the shoals-an indication that this fish
had begun its migration into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region.

TilE CHATHAM GROUNDS

Although only a small number of cod were tagged on the Chatham grounds,
several of them were recaptured a sufficient time later to indicate that part of the
stock of fish spent the summer there without migrating away. (See 'fable 16 on
p. 27.) So, although no tagged Chatham ground cod were recaptured locally during
the winter or during the summer which followed, this is perhaps due to the small
number of fish that were marked, coupled with the inevitable loss of tags rather than
to all the fish having moved away.

LOCALIZATION AS SHOWN BY LENGTH FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

Up to this point we have discussed the localization of cod on Nantucket Shoals
as shown by tagged fish. Although this method has thrown considerable light on
the rnovements of the cod, it has been found possible to corroborate and even to
alllplify the results obtained from tagged fish by an analysis of length-frequency
distributions.

It is obvious that if the relative proportion of fish of different lengths on a certain
ground varies from month to month, or from year to year, not in accord with the
normal growth schedule, either some age classes have been locally depleted or others
reinforced. Consequently, we may hope to trace the movements of bodies of fish
onto or away from any given bank, or the interchange of schools between different
banks, by analyzing the length frequencies of unselected catches taken at intervals.

We concentrated our tagging, therefore, on certain parts of Nantucket Shoals
(fig. 14), for by so doing it was possible to detect slight changes in the lengths of any
given body of fish and also to learn whether many of them emigrated away or whether
new immigrants had appeared in the locality in question.

105919-30--4
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The lengths 11 given in the following grapbs (figs. 15 to 24) were taken from cod
caught by the Halcyon and the Albatross II, including all those that were tagged
plus some which were injured and killed. It is not possible to say how nearly these
hook-CllUght fish are representative of the population, but there is no apparent
reason to doubt the adequacy of tlJe samples for the purposes of the present study,
at least for the sizes large enough to take the hook readily.
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FIGURE H.-The three buoys on Nantucket Shoals~Round Shoal, Rose and Crown, and Oreat Hip-around which much of the
cod tagging was d'me. The shaded area~ mpresent depths of le~s than 10 fathoms

Our length frequencies start from 1923, the first year of the present investigation.
Prior to then no lengths for cod caught on Nantucket Shoals were available, so that
we had no means of knowing what a normal year might be or how the sizes would
fluctuate. That they did fluctuate is shown in Table 28.

11 All the fish were measured to within the nearest quarter inch and grouped in inch classes, those »t the half inch being included
with the next highest inch; tlmt is, 207' to 21~ inches were classed as 21 inches
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1923

Below 1414_ ---.----- ---- -
15 --------------- 0.1

TABLE 28.-Size di8tribution of all the cod caught on Nantucket Shoal8 during tagging operations 1923
1929

Per cen Cat eaeh lcngth l'er cent at each length

Length in inches I-----c--.--~.----·- ~~- Lengt.h in inches . -

1024 _~~ _1~~+~~ 1028 1!12\1 .1~~3_II024 19251102611927 I 1928 1029

0.10.6 o.lio.7 30_. 7.815.7 5.~!-1.-1i;.9--1.2 2.8
. 4 1. 3 O. 1 . 1 I I. 5 O. 0 :ll. -- -- _-- -- -- 5. 0 I 6. ° 3. 3 i • 41' I. I 1. I 1. 3
.6 1.S 1.0 .1 J.O .6 82 :l.tl! 5.:! 20! 4 .7 .5 2.7

.1 .S 1.0 4.3 I .3 1.5 2.7 3:1.. 22'.051 2.M I:U 1 :4 .6 .4 .4

.3 .7 1.018.0 .7 2.2 S,8 84._______________ 2.7 1.2 .4 .5 .3 .6

.5 .4 :l.4 17.9 2.1 5.2 1O.2 35.. 1.61 1.6 1.0 .1[ .5 .4 .2
1.2 .7 6.n 15.8 6.4 5.7 9.4 3U .. 1.31 1.1 .M 1 .1

1

.4 .n .n
1.7 1.3 KO 10.9 1:l.3 6.7 7.2 37________________ .6 .9 .4 [ .0 .1 .3 .3
2.8 2.3 9.0 6.0 17.6 7.1 4.0 13M---_____________ .6, .2 .6 .1 .1 .0 .2
2.5 5.4 9.6 4.3 15.9 8.0 6.2130________________ .'331 .1 .3

1
.n .1 .0 .0

2.6 10.0 5.0 3.6 12.1 10.7 8.2 40________________ .2.3.0.1.0.0
3.9 11.4 3.8 4.7 8,0 1l.6 10.n Above4O"_______ .61 .5 .7! .0 .1 .2 .4
7.6 12.8 4.1 5.6 5.7 11.9 6.0' --------------

U: 8 ~: g ~: g ~: ~ U ~: ~ t: g I 'l'ot>lL 100.0 ,100.0 100.0 :100. 0 ~9. 7 99.7 'I ~:
13.4 5.5 7.4 1. 3 2.6 3.4 4.4' Number meas- I 1 I
J2.1 5.5 5.8 1.2 2.3 2.0 3.7 I ured .. 7,654 13.102 4,142 :1,8785,712 1,042 704

___-'-- -'-_--'-_-C. .~.__~l I I

One point which stands out in this table is the small number of cod below 16
inches and above 32 inches in length. The' SClll'city of the small fish in our catches was
due in some degree to the selectiveness of the hook-and-line gear. However, using
this same gear along the coast of Maine, we have caught many cod as small as 11
inches and a few of 10 inches in length; hence it would appear that our failure to
catch small fish on Nantucket Shoals, except at rare intervals indicates either that
they are not present or that their feeding habits difi'er from cod inhabiting the more
northern waters. The latter is not likely. With regard to the larger fish, there are
strong indications that they tend to move into deeper water and that their scarcity
On Nantucket Shoals is not due entirely to the local fishing.

It will be noted that each year from 1923 to 1929 certain size groups were domi
nant, as, for example, the 26 to 29 inch group in 1923, the 23 to 26 inch group in 1924,
etc. The causes for the progressive dedine in the dominant sizes which occurred an
nually from 1923 to 1926 and the progressive increase which occurred thereafter afford
an interesting problem. The decline appears to have been caused by the emigration of
fish away from and the immigration of new fish to the shoals, while the increase
resulted from the growth registered by the same school of cod which occupied the
Nantucket grounds for at least three years. These changes will be taken up in
detail.

As an aid to a better understanding of the graphs and text which follow, each of
the six outstanding schools of cod found on Nantucket Shoals from 1923 to 1929 is
designated by a symbol (A, B, 0, D, E, or F).

The term" stock" of fish is meant to cover the entire population inhabiting the
region in question. "School," "group," "age class," and "length class" are used
alrnost synonymously to refer to one particular part of the fish population, such as the
A. group in Figure 15. In this case it is obvious that while one age class is outstanding
alllong the A fish there is an overlapping of younger and older fish and the term
"group" or it school" should not be interpreted to refer to only one age class. As
the analysis of the length frequencies given here is made chiefly to determine the
llligrations of bodies of cod and changes in the population on the various tagging
grounds, age and rate of growth are mentioned only when necessary as an aid in
understanding the data. These important subjects "age" 11nd "rate of growth"
are discussed in a later chapter.
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LENGTHS OF NANTUCKET SHOALS COD IN 1923

40

On all the grounds fished by us during 1923 very much the same frequency
distribution was obtained, indicating that one school of cod covered a good part of
the shoals. It was not until October that on one of the tagging grounds the length
distribution was altered somewhat by the appearance of a body of small fish (fig. 15,
No.1, symbol B) which had not been noted from April to September. The A fish
centered around 26 to 28 inches on all the grounds and at Great Rip the 29-inch size
was included in addition.

The fact that the length-frequency distribution of the Nantucket Shoals cod
remained rather constant throughout the summer of 1923 suggests that relatively
few immigrants arrived during that season, else the frequencies would probably
have altered materially. And as the catch of fish taken by the Hrrlcyon per unit of
effort did not fall during the summer, it appears that the emigration of Nantucket
cod to the Chatham-South Channel region, already referred to, involved a relatively
small part of the population.

:J: \5 r----r----,·-r---- -._-.- ---- --/IA~~--- ---r: r B !J ~~~\---+----I-N-2-l1---+--1
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FIGURE Ir•.-No. I =length-frequency distribution of 1,144 cod CUtlght fit Uouu<l Shofll huoy Juno 22-2S (solid line), find 1,071
caught October 3-6,192:1 (broken line). No. £=Iength-frequency distribution of i~8 cod caught .5 to 12 miles ESE. of
Round Shoal buoy July 14-16, 1924

LENGTHS OF NANTUCKET HHOALS COD IN 1924

The first cruise in 1924 was not made until .July. Two localities were fished
at that time, namely, the Round Shoal buoy grounds where we tagged throughout
1923 and a new tagging ground situated 5 to 12 miles east-southeast from this buoy.

We noticed at once that the lengths of the cod taken in July, 1924, differed con
siderably from those obtained during any month or on any tngging ground during
1923. (Figs. 15 and 16.)

At Round Shoal buoy cod of the A group had disappeared, their place being taken
by what can be recognized as the B group, now centering around 23 to 25 inches,
evidently having grown to this size since the previous season when it was last seen
at 20 to 22 inches. But on the new tagging ground, 5 to 12 miles east-southeast
of Round Shoal buoy, however, the catch was dominated by the A group (fig. 15,
No.2), which had increased in length sinee the Sllmml'r of 1923. Unfortunately,
no tagging was done in 1923 on the grounds east-southeast from Round Shoal buoy;
but it would seem that many of these A group fish had moved to there, as indicated
by the recapture of the Halcyon, 12 miles east-southeast of Round Shoal buoy, of a
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31-inch cod which had been tagged when 29 inches long in August, 1923, in the
immediate vicinity of the buoy. Furthermore, many of the cod tagged in 1923 on
Nantucket Shoals were subsequently recaptured during 1924 and 1925 a little to the
eastward on the Chatham grounds and South Channel. And to show that it was
chiefly this predominating size group which carried out this eastern migration we
have the following data: 5,015 fish, or 66.4 per cent of the total of 7,554 cod caught
On Nantucket Shoals in 1923, were 25 to 30 inches in length (A cod), while 23 fish,
Or 74.2 per cent of the total of 31 recaptures made on the Chatham grounds and in
South Channel, from June, 1924, to August, 1925, were of cod which measured 25 to
30 inches on Nantucket Shoals in 1923.
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With this evidenne we can eonclude that most of the individuals belonging to
this great school of fish (1923 A cod) immigrated to the Chatham-South Channel
region some time between the faU of 1923 and the slimmer of 1924, for thev were not
observed on N nntuckot Shoals thereafter. :Many of them probably migr'ated wegt
Ward in the fall of 1n23, the survivol's of this migrntion returning to Nantucket
Shoals in the spring and continuing eHstward toward the Chfl.tham grounds. Almost
aU the fish above 3:~ inchrs likewise left the Round Sholll buoy grounds over the
winter of 1923-24, for they were not prpscnt there the summer of 1924.

The 20 to 22 inch fish, H, which first appeared in October, 1923 (fig. 15, No. 1),
evidently immigrated to Nan tuckot Shoals in huge numbers some time during the
~nter of 1923-24, for on our July cl'uise we found that they formed the predominnt
lUg group at Round Shoal buoy. (Fig. 1H, No. ].) They had grown to 23 to 2S!inches
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during the interim. That these fish belonged to the same school present the preceding
fall is indicated by the Halcyon's recapture at Round Shoal buoy in July, 1924, of
12 cod 23 to 25 inches long, 5 of which measured 19 to 23 inches long when tagged
there in 1923. Apparently this 23 to 25 school, B, was a large one, for even on the
grounds 5 to 12 miles east-southeast of the buoy they were abundant enough to
stand out in the length-frequency distribution (fig. 15, No.2), although they were
greatly exceeded in numbers by the 28 to 32 inch cod that were presumably moving
eastward.

On the cruise made September 6 to 11, 1024, most of the fishing was done on the
grounds extending from Round Shoal buoy to Rose and Crown buoy. Practically
the same size distribution was obtained from tho 298 cod caught at the Round Shoal
buoy grounds as from the 637 caught between the buoys, so the total catch of 964
fish from both localities are combined in the graph. (Fig. 16, No.2.) On the grounds
6 to 8 miles east-southeast of Round Shoal buoy the remnant of the 1923 A cod
present in July, 1924, had seemingly disappeared by September, as only a few scatter
ing fish were taken there at that time.

It is apparent that the 23 to 25 inch July cod (fig. 16, No. 1) were predominant
on the tagging grounds in'September; but at that time, due to increased growth, they
were 23 to 26 inches long. (Fig. 16, No.2.) Small fish were absent and large fish
above 33 inches were still scarce. The picture was, therefore, almost exactly the same
as obtained at Round Shoal buoy in July, 1924, and illustrates how stationary the
cod must have been throughout the SlllJUner.

Two successive cruises were made to Nantucket Shoals within the period October
16-28, 1924, and, as shown by Figure 16, No.3, the size distribution which obtained
in July and September was very much altered. Whereas the July and September
length frequencies showed that no important immigration or emigration of cod
occurred to at· from Nan tllcket Shoals thrOllghout the summer (unless a school of
cod migrated to or from Nantucket Shoals and had the same length frequencies as
the fish already on the shoals; such an instance is possible but not probable, as our
data have shown), the October distribution showed that migrations of some sort
were taking place, otherwise such It disturbance in the sizes of the cod present would
not have occurred. The 23 to 26 inch R cod of .July and September still formed a
large part of the stock of fish present from Round Shoal to Rose and Crown buoys in
October, but at least two other schools of cod had appeared in this region. One of
them was comprised of 1.5 to 17 inch cod and will be designated as G fish. These,
although apparently few in number, were destined to form a very important part of
the stock of fish on Nantucket Shoals in 1925. The other school was a somewhat
heterogeneous lot of large cod centering around 30 to 32 inches, some of which were
present previously. The presence in October of these latter two size groups naturally
tended to reduce the proportion of B cod considerably below that which was present
in September. The departure of some of the B cod to the westward would also have
reduced their percentage in the total stock of fish.

The appearance in October of these two schools of cod (15 to 17 inches and 30 to
32 inches, fig. 16, No.3) agreed with the results of our cod tagging the year before,
which showed that cod school up and migrate to the westward of Nantucket Shoals
in the fall. It is possible that the cod centering around 30 to 32 inches may have
been a return of part of the L1 fish which predominated on Nantucket Shoals in 1923
and which last were traced to the east-southeast of Round Shoal buoy in July, 1924
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(fig. 15, No.2), or they may have come from some part of the shoals where no tagging
had been done and from where, therefore, no length frequencies had been obtained.
It is more likely, however, that the cod centering around 30 to 32 inches, as well as
the 15 to 17 inch fish, a, came from grounds north or east of the shoals, because we
learned in the years which followed 1924 that at least a small part of the cod living on
Stellwagen Bank, Georges Bank, and particularly in the Chatham-South Channel
region join in the fall migration to the westward of Nantucket Shoals.

Around Great Rip buoy and Davis Bank 89 cod were taken in October-too few
to show graphically. There were, however, no small fish present, and a predominance
of sizes, irregularly distributed between 25 and 34 inches, suggesting that some of
the Round Shoal B cod (23 to 26 inches) as well as of the school of uncertain identity
(30 to 32 inches) extended that far south on the shoals.

The year 1924 in summary:
The dominant size group of cod, A, present in 1923 on all the Nantucket Shoals

tagging grounds left the Round Shoal-Rose and Crown buoy grounds some time before
JUly, 1924, and they were found to be traveling eastward toward the Chatham
South Channel region during that month. The B cod which first appeared on the
Round Shoal buoy grounds in October, 1923, formed the dominant group on the
various Nantucket Shoals tagging grounds throughout the summer of 1924. They
appeared in large numbers some time between October, 1923, and July, 1924, but
just when we can not say surely, as no fish tagging was done within this period.
Very likely most of them migrated to and occupied the Nantucket Shoals grounds
before the close of 1923. The stock of cod inhabiting the shoals throughout the sum
tner of 1924 carried out no migrations that included la.rge numbers of fish, nor were
their numbers augmented materially during that period, but during October, 1924,
a school of cod that was apparently on its way westward to spend the winter appeared
on the tagging grounds. Some of these very likely remained on Nantucket Shoals
throughout the winter nnd did not continue westward.

T,FlNIl1'IIK OJ'" N AN1'UCKET SHOALS COD IN 1925

No track was kept of the cod on Nantl1ckot Shoals during the winter of 1924-2,1)
nor during any of the other winters throughout our tagging operations. We are obligf\d,
therefore, to jump from the faLL to the next spring or S11lumer in taking up the analysis
of the length frequencies.

In preparing the length data for our May cruise to Nantucket Shoals in 1925
the Round Shoal to Rose and Crown region was subdivided into three areas--one
being within about a mile of Round Shoal buoy, another in the vicinity of Rose and
Crown ])11oy, and the other between the two buoys, which were about 6 miles apart.
Vcry much the same length frequencies were obtained from each of these areas,
excepting that a slightly greuter proportion of larger fish was taken around Rose
and Crown buoy, and, because there was no important difference, all the lengths
lV-ere combined in the same graph. (Fig. 17, No. 1.)

This first cruise to the shoals was particularly interesting, for there was some
speculation as to whether the small cod below 20 inches in length, which first appeared
the prec('ding October, would still b(' tlwre in the spring. It will be remembered
(fig. 16, No.3) that in October, 1\)21, a smull peak was formed by tIl(' 15 to 17 inch
fish, a, which sizes comprised 7.4 per cent of the total eatch of cod. This same stock
Of fish, a, was present on the shoals in the spring of 1925 and 11pparentlywas augmented
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by additional immigrants. Due to growth, the 15 to 17 inch October, 1924, cod were
18 to 20 inches long in May, 1925, and these sizes formed 29.7 per cent of the total
catch of cod. (Fig. 17, No. 1.) The tagging locality in May, 1925, was the same as
that where all the fish given in Figure 16, No.3 (October, 1924), were taken, namely,
Round Shoal buoy to Rose and Crown buoy. The 23 to 26 inch cod, B, which com~

prised a major group in October, 1924, were present on the same tagging grounds
and in about the same proportion. They had, of course, grown in length and the
23-inch fish were fading out of the picture while the 24 to 27 inch lengths dominated.

The second cruise to Nantncket Shoals in 1925 was made in June and the size
distribution is given in Figure 17, No.2.
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Most of the fishing in June was 6 to 12 miles east-sontheast of Round Shoal
buoy on the grounds where the last of the A cod were found in July, 1924. Enough
cod were caught in the imn1f'diate vicinity of the huoy, however, to show that in
June the same 18 to 20 inch ~chool, 0, had remained from the previous month (fig.
17, No.2) and apparently no migration occured in the meantime.

The 24 to 27 inch fish, B, so plentiful in May, 1925, were represented in June
chiefly by the 26-inch size. The number of cod caught in .June, however, was too
small to draw conclusions other than that the stock of cod around Round Shoal buov
was essentially the same~as in May. U
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The stock of cod 6 to 12 miles east-southeast (fig. 18, No. 1) differed in their
length frequencies from those living in the immediate vicinity of the buoy, for we
~ound (1) that the 18 to 20 inch fish, 0, so dominant at the buoy were barely discern
Ible to the east-southeast, while (2) the 25 to 28 inch fish, B, weakly represented by
26-inch fish at the buoy, were the dominant group to the east-southeast. A good
proportion of larger fish above 28 inches also were present cast-southeast of the buoy;
~nd, though the group was not well enough defined to indicate its origin, it is not
~Illprobable that many of them were from the A group that were tl'l1ced to this locality
In 1924. The 2.5 to 28 inch cod, B, were apparently the same school which inhabited
~he east-southeast grounds in July, 1924 (fig. 15, No.2), when they were 23 to 26
Inches long. This, together with the fact that there was a marked decrease in the
proportion of B cod present on the Round Shoal buoy grounds in June, 1925, as com
pared with May, indicated that this school moved eastward between early May and
early June to join the fish already living on the grounds {j to 12 miles east-southeast.
This same sort of migration occurred in 1924, when our A fish were traced to these
grounds. The results obtained in August, which follow, likewise favor this theory.
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Fishing Was restricted to the grounds near Round Shoal buoy and Great Rip buoy
on our next cruise to Nantucket Shoals, August 21-25, 1925.

The 0 school, which predominated at Round Shoal buoy in June, HJ25, with a
Peak at 19 inches, was still the dominant group in August, but the peak had moved
to 20 inches (fig. 17, No.3), doubtlossly, because the fish increased that much in
length. The B school which was on the wane from May to June, 1925, formed a still
slnaller part of the stock of fisb near Round Shoal buoy by August. The sharp peak
~t 26 inches in June, 1925 (fig. 17, No.2), had flattened and centered around 27 to 28
Inches by August, due partly to increased growth and partly to the larger sample of
fish obtained the latter month. It is apparent from the results of our fishing in May,
.June, and August that the B cod were leaving the Round Shoal buoy grounds. As it
Was during this time that an emigration of tagged cod occurred from Nantucket Shoals
to the Chatham-South Channel region, and as B cod were dominant eltst-southeltst
of the buoy in June, 1925, and were still well represented at Great Rip buoy in August,
1925, it is apparent, that they moved from Round Shoal buoy in an east-to-south
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direction. A new school of cod, D, appeared at Round Shoal buoy in August, 1925,
and the sizes of its individuals formed a small peak at 14 inches. If these small cod
had passed out of the picture by October they would scarcely desorve passing men~

tion, but it happened that they were the forerunnors of the most dominant group
of cod, including the largest number of individuals, of any school found on Nantucket
Shoals during the years 1923-1929. There were, then, three distinct scbools of fish
on the Round Shoal buoy grounds-the dominant C school, the B school of secondary
importance and fading out of the picture, and the D school just forming and destined
to become the greatest of all within the next two years.

The first fishing on the Great Rip grounds in 1925 was not started until Aug
ust. Unfortunately, no cod were tagged there during 1924, so that we have fewer data
to compare than for the Round Shoal-Rose and Crown region. We found, however,
that the C cod were of secondary importance, the B cod were dominant, and the D
cod had not yet appeared. (Fig. 18, No.2.)

It will be noted that the length frequencies of tbe B and the C cod at Great Rip
do not coincide with those of Round Shoal buoy, and the question might justly arise
as to whether too much dependence is being placed on tbe length frequencies alone
as a means of identifying these schools of fish. While the B cod differ very little, the
peak of the Great Rip C cod lies between 21 and 22 inches instead of between 20 and
21 inches, as at Round Shoal. A similar situation was found to exist in 1926, when
IS-inch cod were present at Round Shoal and 20-illCh cod at Great Rip (fig. 19), but
an analysis of scale samples of these fish showed that the difference in length was
caused by an increase in the rate of growth due probably to a more abundant food
suppi} at Great Rip rather than to a difference in age (p. 58).

During October, 1925, two cruises were made to Nantucket Shoals, the first
from the 1st to the 6th and the second from the 24th to tho 30th. On each of these
cruises fishing was restricted to the Round Shoal to Rose and Crown grounds.

Although we could have reasonably expected some diffp['onces brtwoen the length
frequency distribution of the late October fish as compared with that of the fish taken
earlier in the month, due to emigrations and immigrations which are apt to occur at
that time, the lengths were very much the same on both cruises; hence, they have
been combined in Figure 17, No.4. 'I'hl'!'O Wl're, however, somewhat fewer cod
prm-;ent late in Octoher, for whereas u eaLch of 40 fish per hour per unit of eO'ort was
made early in the month only :{O fish per hour were taken the end of tihe mont,h. This
indicated that some of the cod had already started westward by October 24. If
cod from east or north of Nantucket Shoals were migrating westward by the end of
October there were not enough of them on the Round Shoal grounds at the end of
October to materially affect the length-frequency distribution which had obtained
since the preceding August. A comparison of Figure 17, No.3, with Figure 17, No.4,
will show how remarkably stable the stock of fish was from summer to fall.

The year 1925 may be summed up as follows:
On the Round Shoal to Rose and Crown grounds the stock of cod was so much

the same from month to month that there can be no question but what the major
part of the fish, as we found them on our first cruise in May, remained in the imme~

diate vicinity of these tagging grounds throughout the spring, summer, and fall.
Briefly, the outstanding features of this stock of fish were that the 0 cod remained
predominant throughout the period from May to October; the B cod, although
present at all times, consistently declined in dominance from May to October; and,
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a new school of cod, D, appeared for the first time in August, 1925, and was still
present in October.

On the grounds 6 to 12 miles east-southeast of Round Shoal buoy, where we fished
only once during 1925, the B cod formed the chief part of the stock of fish. A lack
of comparable data for these grounds, such as we have for the Round Shoal to Rose
and Crown grounds, precludes a worth-while discussion based on Figure 18, No.1,
alone. The recapture of an unusually large proportion of the Round Shoal to Rose
and Crown tagged cod to the southeast and northeast (Chatham and South Channel)
during the summer, together with the waning of the B cod on these grounds, indica,tes
that the B cod were dominant 6 to 12 miles east-southeast because they had moved
eastward from the western part of Nantucket Shoals.

At Great Rip buoy, where tagging was done only in August, practically the same
stock of cod was present as in the Round Shoal to Rose and Crown region, excepting
that the B cod were much more prominent.
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LENGTHS OF NANTUCKET SHOALS COD CAUGHT IN 1926

Only one eruise was made to Nantucket Shoals in 1926, but a good sample of
the cod living in the Round Shoal to Rose and Crown region (1,395 fish) and around
Great Rip (483 fish) was obtained. It was found in September that the Round
Shoal to Rose and Crown B cod which declined in dominance throughout 1925 were
entirely eliminated from the picture, and the 0 cod which were predominant through
out 1925 were now relegated to secondary importance. (Fig. 19, No. 1.) The D
cod had forged ahead into first place, in fact, comprised about four-fifths of all the fish.

At Great Rip buoy virtually the same stock of cod was present as around Rose
and Crown and Round Shoal buoys, about 14 to 20 miles to the northward. Even the
B cod, so dominant at Great Rip in August, 1925 (fig. 18, No.2), had disappeared from
there by September, 1926 (fig. 19, No, 2). The 0 cod which in August, 1925, a.veraged
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about 1 inch longer than the Round Shoal a cod had increased their dominant
lengths from 21 to 22 to 25 to 26 inches.

The D cod formed the dominant school at Great Rip in September. The fact
that they averaged about 2 inches greater in length than the Round Shoal fish caused
some speculation as to whether the fish from these two regions belonged to a hamal·
ogous group, particularly as no D fish were found at Great Rip the preceding August.
The problem appeared to be whether or not the 18-inch Round Shoal to Rose and
Crown cod were the same age as the 20-inch Great Rip cod. It seemed entirely pos
sible that if the Great Rip fish found more and better food over an extended period
than the Round Shoal fish they could have amaRsed a net gain of about 2 inches in
length in about a year's time.

Fortunately, scale samples of all these fish had been obtained, so that by a study
of these it was possible to see if such a growth was registered. As the smaller size
group, D, made up the larger part of the stock of cod at both Round Shoal and Great
Rip Bouys, the scales of these fish were examined, but time was not taken to compare
the a Round Shoal cod with the supposedly a Great Rip cod.

Taking them in the order of their tag numbers, the scales were studied of the
first 50 Round Shoal cod that measured 16X to 19X inches (which sizes are rated at
17 to 19 inches on the graphs), and the first 50 Great Rip cod that measured 18X to
21 X inches (19 to 21 inches on the graphs), thus including the dominant group of
D cod in each locality. All these fish proved to be between 2 and 3 years of age, except
2 Round Shoal and 1 Great Rip fish. In addition to these lotR of scales another, con
sisting of 49 fish from Round Shoal, 18}6 to 21% inches long, was compared with the
Great Rip fish of the same size. The first two lots of scales are given in the table which
follows:

TABLE 29.-A comparison in the number of perilJheral circuli formed on the scales of certain cod living
at Great Rip and Round Shoal buoys, Nantucket Shoals, during Ihe summer oj 1.926

Hound Shoal buoy (lreat Rip buoy

-··----~--T----·--_.-- ---------.-. ------.-------

I..ength in inches

AvnTage
Numher num~er
of fish of penpl,·

ernl
drculi

Length in inches

Average
N h numher
'o':Wsl;r of periph

eral
circuli

.._.. ---- ·_-_·__..·_--_..------1--·--

W~-1614 • __ - • -- -_ ---- --- - - -- - - - --
17-17% • . _- - . _._
18-18% . _._

19-1914--- -_ - _--- - -- - - -- - ----- - - - - - - - -. _-_

.)
17
18
8

n. 4 18~-18H _
n.2 19-10:1'- • _
n.7 20-20% . .. . _
f). 6 21-21 H ~ ~ _

6
]9
2()

4

6.6
8.6
8.6
8.7

TotaL --- ---. --- ----- --- -_ -_-_-_ 48 5.6 TotaL . _ 49 8.4

As all these fish were of the same age, aR measured in years, if would matter
little if the larger fish (19 to 21 inches) had hatched a few months before the smaller
oneR (17 to 19 inches~ because the scales of all of them began the formation of the
"summer" rings at about the same time during 1926. Therefore, if circuli indicate
growth the greater number formed at the periphery of the Great Rip scales is a
good indication that these fish were growing at a faster rate than the Round Shoal
fish. Even the 18X to 21X inch Round Shoal cod (which may be considered the
fastest growing of the D fish at Round Shoal) averaged only 7 peripheral circuli as
compared to 8.4 for the Great Rip fish of the same size (which may be considered as
average growing D fish at Great Rip.)
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Further evidence that Great Rip eod grow somewhat faster than Round Shoal
cod is indieated by the Round Shoal 0 eod, which centered around 24 inches in Sep
tember, 1926, as against 26 inches for the Great Rip fish (fig. 19), and by the D cod,
~hich in June, 1927, had a peak at 21 inehes at Round Shoal compared with 22
Inches at Great Rip (figs. 20 No.1, and 22 No.2). We are justified, therefore, in
considering the 19 to 21 inch Great Rip eod and the 17 to 1\) inch Round Shoal fish
as parts of the SILme group (D cod, fig. 19).

During 1926, therefore, the stocks of cod at Great Rip and at Hound Shoal
buoy were essentially the same and had in common the following:

1. A complete absence of small cod below 14 inches, excepting those too small
to take the hook and concerning whose presence we have only meager information.

2. An almost complete absence of large cod of more than 34 inches in length.
3. Two outstanding size groups of fish-a dominant group composed of 2-year

olds (in their third year) averaging about 18 inches long at Round Shoal buoy and
around 20 inches long at Great Rip buoy, and a group of secondary importance,
composed presumably mostly of 3-year olds, averaging around 24 to 25 inches at
!tound Shoal buoy and 26 inches at Great Rip huoy. The difference in size in each
l~stance was due most probably to the rate of gro\vth of the fish within their respec
tIve areas.

LENGTH O~' NANTUCKET COD IN 1927

The first cruise to NILIltucket Shoals in 1927 WllS made early in May, at which
time, 1,159 cod were caught. .

At no time sineI' we began our cod tagging in April, 1923, did one size group
stand out so prominently as on this cruise. (Fig. 20, No.1.) It was apparent, too,
that the 20-inch peak of May, 1927, and the 18-inch peak of September, 1926 (fig.
19, No.1), were formed by the same stock of fish. with the difference in size being
due to growth.

A few scales of these 20-inch May, 1927, cod, D, were examined and they proved
to have three annual rings as expected in place of the two annuli plus the wide
Peripheral circuli possessed by the September, 1926, 18-inch fish. Even more positive
Proof was furnished by the scales of recaptured fish. It so happened that in May,
1927, only one September, 1926, cod was recaptured with its tag still attached (other
September, 1926, Nantucket Shoals cod were recaptured by us in June and Septem
ber, 1927). This fish, which was 19~ inches long and possessed two annuli in Sep
tember, 1926, was 22X inches long and had three annuli in May, 1927.

The 0 cod of September, 1926, were practically out of the picture in May,
~ 927, as there was then only a bare suspicion of them at 26 inches. A very few
arge cod, above 34 inches, were present in May, 1927, at Round Shoal buoy (fig.

20, No.1), although they were absent in 1926. They might have represented part
?f a sehool of cod which came from Georges Bank or elsewhere to join the cod migrat
lng westward toward New .Jersey in the fall. But it was surprising that the stock
of cod in May, 1927, was so nearly like that of September, 1926-the only changes
of note being the disappearance of the (J cod and appearance of a few large fish.
d At Great Rip buoy only 93 eod were eaught in May, 1927, the small catch being

Ue to weather conditions and other factors rather than to a scarcity of fish. Ordi
narily so few fish would be insuffieient upon which to draw conclusions, but in the
iresent instance we can be justified in utilizing the September, 1926, and June,

927, catches at Great Rip to interpret conditions there in May. (Fig. 22, No.2.)
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It appeared, therefore, that the 22 to 23 inch cod, D, caught in May were of the
same stock that were 20 inches long in September, 1926. (Fig. 19, No.2.) It will
be noted, also, that the 2-inch advantage in length which the Great Rip fish possessed
in September, 1926, over the Round Shoal cod remained the same in May, 1927.
The C school of cod which formed a good part of the total stock of fish at Great Rip
in September, 1926, was practically out of the picture in May, 1927, just as it waS
at Round Shoal buoy.
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Tagging on the Chatham grounds for the first time during the present investi
gation was done in May, 1927. It was interesting to find that there, as on the
Round Shoal buoy grounds, the D cod, with a peak at 20 inches, formed the domi
nating school. (Fig. 21.) They were not, however, as sharply defined as were the
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Round Shoal cod, owing to the presence of larger fish, for whereas only a small per
centage of the fish exceeded 24 inches long at Round Shoal buoy an appreciable
percentage did so on the Chatham grounds. In the latter locality the small peak at
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FIGURE 21.-Length-frequency distribution of 2119 cod caught on the Chatham grounds, about 12 miles ENE. of Round
Shoal buoy, May 3--4 (solid curve), and 161 caught June 16, 1927 (broken cnrve)

26 inches suggests that the Round Shoal 0 cod of September, 1926, may have mi
grated over the Chatham grounds and that a remnant of them were left behind.
~r it may be that the 0 cod were present in large numbers on the Chatham grounds
In 1926 and that the few present in May, 1927, were a remnant left behind after the
others had departed.

As a result of the fishing just described, it was found that the same school of
cod which was dominant on Nantucket Shoals in 1926 was even more so in May,
1927, extending from Round Shoal buoy to at least 10 or 12 miles east-northeast on
the Chatham grounds and about 20 miles southward to Great Rip buoy.

The second cruise to Nantucket Shoals in 1927 was made in June. The length
frequencies of the cod caught then were almost identical to those taken in May at
aU three localities-Round Shoal buoy, Great Rip buoy, and the Chatham grounds.

At Round Shoal buoy the great peak of 20 inches in May had been flattened
Very slightly and stood at 21 inches in June (fig. 20, No.1), due to growth of the
fish. All the large fish above 32 inches had moved away, probably to deeper water.

At Great Rip the D cod were dominant at 22 to 24 inches, compared to 20 to
22 at Round Shoal. (Fig. 20, No.1, and 22, No.2.) The curve for June is smoother
than that of May because a much larger sample of fish was taken, but virtually the
sall1e stock was present both months.

On the Chatham grounds the May and June distribution is likewise very much
the same, with the 20-inch peak moved over to 21 inches due to growth (fig. 21), just
as occurred at Round Shoal buoy.
h Tagging also was done east of Davis Bank in June, 1927, and, although we

ad no previous data with which to compare, it is evident that the D cod extended
~o that region. (Fig. 22, No. 1.) Davis Bank lies about equidistant from Round
hoal and Great Rip buoys, and it was interesting to find that while the D cod were

20 to 22 inches on the Round Shoal grounds and 22 to 24 inches on the Great Rip
grOunds they were 20 to 23 inches on Davis Bank. Whether it was water tempera
tUre or food which caused the small differences in the size of the cod living on these
three grounds, the intermediate position of Davis Bank appears to connect up the
Conditions existing on the other two.
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On the next cruise to Nantucket Shoals we fished from August 31 to September
3, 1927, chiefly in the vicinity of Round Shoal and Rose and Crown buoys where
1,468 cod were caught. Unquestionably the D cod were still present and fully as
dominant as in May and June. The peak still remained at 21 inches at Round
Shoal buoy (fig. 20, No.2), indicating that the fish had not grown appreeiably during
the interim from late June to the end of August.

It is hard to understand why the fish showed an inel'ease of 1 ineh in length
from MiLY to June and only about three-fourths ineh from June to August-a period
when we eould have expected them to grow fully as fast us during the spring. Yet
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the frequency distributions as shown by Figure 20 show mthel' conclusively thnt we
are dealing with the same stock of fish.

During very limited fishing on the Chatham grounds 38 eod were caught oIl
September 2-too few to show graphically--but it is signifieallt that 10 of these
belonged to the 21-inch elass, indieating that the D cod were still the dominant school
there as they were in May and June.

The last cruise to Nantucket Shoals in 1927 was made in Oetober, when fishing
was done from the 14th to the 17th. Both Round Shoal and Great Rip were fished,
but not the Chatham grounds.
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At Round Shoal buoy a relatively small sample of cod was obtained (275 fish),
but it was sufficient to show that the same stock of cod present throughout the spring
and summer was still there. (Fig. 20, No.3.) Although October begins the western
migration of cod from Nantucket Shoals and from grounds to the north and east,
the lengths of the Round Shoal October cod do not suggest that there had been even a
small influx of foreign cod. We did, however, find cod somewhat less plentiful on the
Round Shoal grounds in the fall than during the spring and summer of 1927, so that a
small part of the stock of fish could have already started westward without such a
fact being registered in the graph. Again, the dominant length of the D cod remained
at 21 inches, as it did during the period from June to late August, and it would
appear from this that these cod grew but little throughout the summer.

At Great Rip we had a somewhat different situation in October, 1927. (Fig. 22,
No.3.) The D cod were still dominant at 23 to 25 inches, compared to 22 to 24
inches in June, 1927, but a new school with individuals greater than 26 inches long
arrived on the grounds some time between the middle of June and October. Appar
ently this school was not very large, for it was not found between Round Shoal and
Rose and Crown buoys. (Fig. 20, No.3) It is likely that these larger fish were on
their way westward and that they originated from a region other than Nantucket
Shoals or, at any rate, from a part of the shoals where no tagging had been done.

Summing up the year 1927, we find that the same school of cod was distributed
OVer all the tagging grounds throughout the spring, summer, and fall. These fish,
designated as the D cod, were first noted on Nantucket Shoals in August, 1925
(fig. 17, No.3), when they were around 14 inches long and formed only a relatively
small part of the total stock of cod. In October, 1925, the D cod were just a little
more prominent than in August. (Fig. 17, No.4.) They were next found on the one
cruise made in 1926 in September at both Great Rip and Round Shoal, where they
formed the dominant school. At Great Rip in 1926 the individuals of the D school
centered around 20 inches long and at Round Shoal around 18 inches. Throughout
1927 this D school was even more dominant than in 1926 and monopolized all the
tagging grounds at all times, excepting at Great Rip, where a small school of large
fish appeared in the fall.

A smaller percentage of Nantucket cod was recaptured to the westward during
the winter of 1926-27 than during any of the other winters since 1923, so it is apparent
that a large part of the D cod remained stationary on Nantucket Shoals throughout
1926 and 1927, neither emigrating during those summers nor migrating westward
dUring the winter.' As the G cod disappeared from the shoals during the winter
of 1926-27 most of them probably migrated westward the fall of 1926, but a large part
of the catch made in the Rhode Island-North Carolina region that winter evidently
Consisted of fish which migrated from parts of Nantucket Shoals, where no tagging
had been done, as well as from the regions to the north and east of Nantucket. If
lllany of the cod came from the latter locality they did not pass over the Nantucket
tagging grounds when we were fishing there in October, 1926, nor were they present
on the shoals during 1927, or they would have been detected then in the length
irequencies of the fish caught. Such of these fish as survived the winter in the Rhode
sland-North Carolina region returned eastward in the spring and evidently did not

stop on Nantucket Shoals.
105919-30--5
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LENGTHS OF NANTUCKET COD IN 1928

Two tagging cruises were made to Nantucket Shoals during 1928-the first
from July 14 to 21 and the second from October 24 to 29.

It was found on the July cruise that the D cod still formed the dominant school
on the Round Shoal buoy grounds (fig. 23, No.1) as they did throughout 1926 and
1927. The very sharp peak made by the D cod in October, 1927 (fig. 20, No.3),
had been considerably reduced by July, 1928, due perhaps to the increase in age of
the fish, which resulted in a greater variability in the lengths and to the appearance
of a school of smaller cod, E. These E cod, centering around 18 inches long, migrated
to the Round Shoal buoy grounds some time between October, 1927, and July, 1928.
1t will be noted that these fish appeared in very much the same way as the B cod
which eventually supplanted the A (fig. 15, No. 1), the 0 cod which supplanted the
B (fig. 16, No.3), and the D cod which replaced the 0 (fig. 17, Nos. 3 and 4). It is
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possible, therefore, that while the E cod formed a relatively small part of the stock
of fish in July, 1928, they might become the dominant group on Nantucket Shoals in
1929 and perhaps in 1930.

At Great Rip in July unfavorable weather conditions interfered with operations,
with the result that only a few hours' fishing was done there and but 54 cod caught.
The lengths of these are not shown graphically, but 7 fish, or 13 per cent of the catch,
belonged to the 19-inch size and were possibly E cod; and 28 fish, or 52 per cent,
belonged to sizes ranging from 23 to 27 inches, suggesting that if a large enough
sample had been obtained the D cod, which were mostly 23 to 25 inches long at
Great Rip in October, 1927, would be found still inhabiting this region.

Out of a total of 748 cod caught at Round Shoal and Great Rip only 4 fish were
less than 15 inches long and only 8 fish were more than 31 inches long, so that the
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humber of fish above and below these sizes present on the tagging grounds was
negligible.

On the cruise made to Nantucket Shoals O(~tober 24 to 29, 1928, fewer cod were
found than at any other time since the beginning of this investigation (p. 44). The
A..lbatross II was shifted no less than forty times within the area bounded by Round
Shoal buoy, Great Rip buoy, and the Chatham grounds in an attempt to find fish,
but only 304 cod were caught. The lengths of these fish are given in Figure 23, No.2.
Because of the small catch of cod and the necessity of combining the several tagging
grounds on Nantucket Shoals in order to show graphically an adequate sample, only
a general comparison can be made between the October fish and those caught at
Round Shoal buoy the previous July.
. The E and the D cod were still present in October, although the gain of about 2
Inches in length registered by each of these groups appears to be somewhat greater
t~an we might have expected, judging by previous records, as, for example, the vety
slIght gain in length made by the D cod from June to October, 1927. As to the
status of the 14-inch cod in October, 1928, they may have just attained a size large
enough to take a baited hook or they may have migrated from elsewhere. Their
origin is discussed on page 92. Aside from the smallest fish which were caught in
October, the length frequencies show that very much the same stock of cod was present
then as in July, and that, therefore, few cod from other regions migrated to the
tagging grounds on Nantucket Shoals during the interim.

LENGTHS OF' NANTUCKET SHOALS COD IN 1929

By the summer of 1929 the D cod which were so abundant in July, 1928, and
Which appeared to be well represented in October, 1928, had disappeared from Nan
tUcket Shoals. (Fig. 23.) It is likely that it was these fish which made up a large
part of the migrating body which went westward the faU of 1928, and as a result
lllany of them were caught by the fishery, and the survivors which returned in the
Spring of 1929 were too scattered to show up in the frequency distribution on the
tagging grounds between Round Shoal and Rose and Crown buoys.
. The prediction made in 1928 that the E cod might become the dominant body
1n 1929, and possibly in 1930, apparently will not materialize, for in June, 1929,
they formed about the same proportion of the stock of fish as they did the previous
October, and in all probability they will pass out of the picture over the winter of
1929-30. It seems, therefore, that the E cod were a much smaller school than were
the D fish which were the dominant body of cod on the shoals throughout 1926, 1927,
and 1928.

The status of the cod centering around 17 to 19 inches and designated as F fish,
Which were present in June, 1929, is rather uncertain, but, judging from the results
obtained during the previous years, they were most likely derived from the fish
arOund 14 inches long present in October, 1928. Whether these F fish are present
On Nantucket shoals in 1930 or later depends partly on how abundant and wide
SPread they are and on how many of them migrate into the Rhode Island-North
Carolina region the fall of 1929. As at least one school of cod is present on the
~hoals each year, it would seem that the F fish would be the most likely inhabitants
In 1930.

On the Great Rip tagging grounds only 80 cod were caught in June, 1929, and
~re not shown graphically. It was found, however, that 21 of these, or about one
Ourth the total, were 18 to 20 inches long, or in the c~ltegory of the F' Round Shoal-
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FIGURE 24.-Length-frequency distributions, based on Tnble 28, of nli cod
caught on Nantucket Shoals from 1923 to 1929 by the lIalevon and the
Albatross II. The symbols A to D refer to the same stocks of fish as
given on Figures 15 to 23

Rose and Crown fish. Here,
again, as in almost all previous
cases, the Great Rip fish aver
aged slightly larger than the
Round Shoal-Rose and Crown
fish, which is added proof that
fish living in this region grow a
little faster than those living 10
to 20 miles farther northward,
around the other two buoys.

We found further evidence
in June, 1929, that large cod do
not remain on Nantucket shoals
for an extended period. At that
time scarcely 1 per cent of the
catch made by the Albatross 11
consisted of fish more than 34
inches long.

It was found, therefore, that
during 1929, up to .June, the D
cod which were first noted in
August, 1925, and some of which
were still present the fall of
1928, had virtually disappeared;
that the E cod, which appeared
in July, 1928, were on the wane;
and that the F fish of October,
1928, had become the dominant
school of cod on the tagging
grounds.

The length distributions of
all the cod caught on Nantucket
Shoals from 1923 to 1929 by the
Halcyon and the Albatross II are
shown in Figure 24 and might
be summarized as follows:

1. Length frequencies have
shown that the cod population
on Nantucket Shoals is rather
stable from spring to fall of most
years and that usually relatively
few cod migrate to or from the
shoals throughout the summer.

2. In the fall of some years
a marked temporary change in
the length-frequency distribution
shows that" foreign" cod pass by
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Nantucket Shoals at this time, evidently on their way westward, while in the fall of
other years virtually no "foreign" cod could be recognized on the Nantucket tagging
grounds at the time we fished there.

3. The relationship of lengths (corroborated by tagging experiments) from year
to year indicates that (u) an appreciable part of the Nantucket Shoals cod do not
rnigrate westward over the winter, but remain stationary; (b) many of those Nan
tucket cod which do migrate westward and survive the winter return to Nantucket
Shoals the next spring; (c) cod which migrate from such banks as Georges or Stell
~agen into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region pass by Nantucket Shoals, and
In the spring such" foreign" fish return to the eastward and do not tarry on the shoals,
else at that time they would have revealed themselves by their size distribution.

4. Six distinct bodies of cod were found on Nantucket Shoals during our tagging
Operations from 1923 to 1929. One of these was present when we began fishing the
sPring of 1923; one appeared in the fall of each of the years 1923, 1924, and 1925;
and two the fall of 1928. By the year following their first appearance each of these
schools in turn formed a dominating size and age group.

5. The dominant sizes of five schools of cod when they first appeared in the
length-frequency distribution were 21 to 23 inchefl, 15 to 17 inches, 14 to 16 inches,
17 to 19 inches, and 14 inches. These appeared, respectively, during the years 1923,
1924, 1925, and the last two during 1928.

6. Cod below 16 inches were scarce in our catches, due perhaps partly to the
selectiveness of our hook-and-line gear, but the sudden appearance of cod as large
as 17 to 19 inches and 21 to 23 inches, as just noted, indicates that such fish migrated
frorn some other region rather tilltn that they grew up on the shoals from the fry or
Yearling stage.

7. The smaller cod on Nantucket Shoals are not as migratory as the larger fish.
Cod less than abou t 24 inches long are apt to remain there for an extended period,
While fish about 2S to ;~() inches long and larger tend to move into deeper water. The
Scarcity of large cod on the shoals is, therefore, not due entirely to depletions caused
by the fishery.

8. Length frequencies have shown that fish belonging to the same group may
average 1 or 2 inches longer on the flouthern part. of Na,ntuclwt Shoals than on the
northern, due probahly to faflter growth.

POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR THE MIGRATIONS MADE BY SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND COD

What is known of other species of fish suggests that spawning, food, and tempera
ture are the most probable stimuli which induce cod to migrate. Unquestionably
aU cod, taken as a whole on both sides of the Atlantic, do not carry out the same
rnigratory schedule. In faet, the cod is a poor example of a migra.toryfish, for nIl
tagging experiments that hl1ve beon made in tho past have flhown that a large part of
the Cod living on II gr(lllnd ono SOIl$On will be found there a, yea,r later and sometimes
longer. Obviously only mature fish carry out II spa\vning migration, hut whether
?r.not cod migrate in order to spawn depends on local circumstances such as depth, as
It Is believed that to deposit their eggs they usually seek water shoaler than 35 fathoms.

Many fishes along our shores are present during only part of the year, making
their appearance and disappearance regularly ttt certain seasons. Apparently tem
Perature has either a direet or an indirect influence all such migrations. The cod,
taken by and large, is not one of the "disappearing" fish, lor on most of the grollnds
Which it frequents it is found throughout the year. Whether or not cod shift ground
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to avoid extremes of temperature seems to depend somewhltt on the age of the fish.
For example, Schmidt (1907, p. 23) found that cod during their first few years of life
remained localized in the cold water of the north and east coasts of Ice.land, but that
as they approached maturity Itnd the urge to spawn they migrated to a warmer
region on the south coast, probably because they became more sensitive to external
conditions.

The extremes of temperature in which cod have been found range from around
0° to about 15° C. and occasionally as high as 16° to 17° C., although in any given

75' 70' 65'

FlflURE 2.).- Routes taken hy ced which migrate or emigrate from Nantucket ~hoal,. The ficures indicate the numher of recaP'
tlues reported lrom each general locality lrom 1923 to Octoher, 1929. Total DUmn"r of (,od tagged on Nantucket Shonls, 22.228

region the range ordinarily would be smaller than this. Bodies of cod living in very
cold water, therefore, might respond differently to a given temperature than cod
living in moderately cold water. Huntsman (1925), writing of the cod around the
mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, states that" For them 50° F. is rather too warn1
and 32° F. too cold, and possibly 40° to 45° F. would Lc considered just right. They
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leave northern waters on the approach of winter and pass that season in the ocean
south of Newfoundland." In the Barentz Sea, where the annual temperature range
on bottom is from about 0° to about 5°, Averinzev (1928, p. 117-126) found that cod
and haddock appeared to change ground in order to keep in water of 3° to 4°, shunning
0°, although even in the latter temperature some cod were caught. However, these
latter observations do not prove that the cod shifted ground as a result of a direct
thermal stimulus, for it may have been that in the warmer water a more abundant
food supply was present and attracted the cod thither.

The nature and extent of the cod's migrations depend largely on the geography
?f its environment, in conjunction with the other factors just mentioned. For
Instance, the maturing Icelandic cod which migrate from the north to the south
Coasts might very well continue farther if it were not for the deep water (400 to
600 meters) between there and the Faroes. In the same way the migrations of
the Faroes fish are restricted because this bank is surrounded by water deeper than
that ordinarily frequented by the cod. The long migrations of European cod,
from Lofoton to the Finmark coast (Hjort, 1914, fig. 69), and from Finmark back
to Lofoton and even southward (ibid., fig. 134), and of American cod from New
England to as far as North Carolina, are allowed by the fact that there are no depth
barriers to stop them, and the temperature, at certain seasons at least, is favorable
all along the route. But passive factors such as these can not be supposed to pro
vide a stimulus for a regular seasonal migration.

Nftntucket Shoftls cod make two distinct migrations-one into the Rhode Island
.North Carolinft region each winter and the other, during certain summers, into the
Ohatham-South Channel region near by. (Fig. 25.) As these two migrations
differ in route, seftson, and regulftrity of performance, the possible causes for them
are discussed sepftmtely.

There are, in addition to the fish just mentioned, which travel over a definite
llligratory route, other cod which straggle into the region north of Cape Cod. Why
so few cod go eastward and north from southern Massachusetts is not known. Appar
ently these southern grounds ftfford a very fftvorable environment for the cod, so
that most of the fish which enter it remain there for an extended period. This
Could still be true, and yet there would be no danger of the cod overpopulftting
~he grounds, for not only is a regular fishery carried on there most of the year, but
In addition large numbers of them are caught during their sojourn on the wintering
grounds to the westwftrd.

THE WINTER MIGRATION

Spawning as a possible cGnse.-It might be considered significant that the
spawning period of the cod off the New England coast coincides with the time when
the migmtion to the westward of Nantucket Shoals takes place. But Nantucket
Shoals itself is an important spawning ground, and it is not likely that cod from
there would journey as far as 200 or 300 miles west and south to spawn in 11 region
apparently unsuitable for them during the summ(w when so many othf'T cod rf'main
to spawn ~n the shoals, while others gather there for that purpose.

It might again be suggested that the cod which summer on Nantueket Shoals
are the ones which go west for the winter, and that the fish which spawn in winter
on the shoals come from farther east. But tag records have shown that most of
the few fish tagged on Stcllwagcn, Georges Bank, and off Nova Scotia, and whieh
are known to have migrated toward N antueket Shoals, passed on, for they were
recaptured between Block Island, R. 1., and Roekaway, N. Y. Furthermore.
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a few of the cod tagged in summer on Nantucket Shoals have been recaptured there
in winter, and many marked fish retaken almost on the same spot the year fol~

lowing strengthen the suspicion that such cod did not migrate to Rhode Island
or westward over the winter.

Although spawning apparently does not prompt this westward migration,
neither did it deter it, because cod are known to spawn all along the migratory
route, at least as far as southern New Jersey, as appears from the following lines of
evidence:

Off eastern Long Island Fred P. Bradford states that cod with spawn are taken
throughout the winter and a few even as late as the first week in April.

On the Cholera Bank, off western Long Island, N. Y., out of 166 fish the Alba~

tross II caught 34 males and 6 females from November 14 to 21, 1927, so ripe that
the milt or eggs flowed from the vent when the fish were laid on the measuring
board. Again, from November 8 to 24, 1928, there were 28 ripe males and 2 ripe
females among the 134 cod that were caught.

For the region off southern New Jersey, Smith (1902, p. 208) records nearly
ripe cod off Atlantic City. On the present investigation fishermen in southern
New .Jersey reported that each winter many cod were taken "with large milts and
roes." The majority of these slHlwning cod are taken in November and December,
while a few are found throughout the winter, find a sllJall run occurs in lnte 11arch
and early April, at the end of the season. During our tagging operations] 3 ripe
males and 1 female were noted alllong 9:3 cod caught off Atlantic City December
12 to 19, 1928, and 5 ripe males were among] 33 cod caught there in March and
April, 1928. No record was kept by the fishermen who tagged cod for us off Cape
May the winter of 1928-29, but they reported that ripe fish were caught from time
to time.

During March and April, ] 929, and in May, ] 927, O. Eo Sette reports that
the Albatross I l caught cod lnrva.~ to fiS far south as the region hptw{\(,n Delaw Me

Bay. and North Carolina, and others were caught in this region on cruises made in
February, March, find April, 1930.

Although in some years almost all the cod t,lIlwn to thn west of Rhode Jsland
are adult (over about 20 inches long), sometimes, as in the fall of ] H26, Illany fish
as small as 16 inehcs arc caught. The L1lbatross I I on a chance otter~trawl haul
made Fehruary 28, 1929, off northern New Jersey caught 6 cod which were of the
following total lengths: 14, 15%, 16, 17%, and 23% inches. Some of these were
males and some females. All were immature, except the largest one. The pres
ence, at times, of these immature cod west of Rhode Island offers further eviden"ce
that this is not fundamentally a spawning migration, even though cod may spawn
off New .Jersey just as freely I1S on Nantllcket Shoals.

Food.-The same foods that are the staple diet of the cod on Nantucket Shoals
largely crabs (Cancer, HyaR, Libinill,), shrimps, worms, ~mall hottom fishes, etc.
are plentiful on all suitable bottoms along the western migratory route.

Crabs, which form the bulk of the cod's food off southern Massachusetts, arc
present there throughout the year, so it is not hecause of the seasonal scareity of thoro
that cod go west. In the New York-New .Jersey region roek crabs (Cancer) arc
plentiful the year around; thus, the roturn from Now Jersey back to Nantucket
Shoals in the spring is not induced by It local exhaustion of this food. It is obvious
that other bottom forms slich as worms, sm~JI molJusks, shrimps, etc., can havo
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no influence on the migration of Nantucket cod, because they are always present
all along our coast.

Cod will eat any fish that they can catch, especially the small silvery species
that travel in dense schools, and so are easily caught. The most important of these
are capelin (Mallotus), herring (Clupea), and sand eels (Ammodytes).

Capelin, of course, are restricted to arctic and subarctic regions and hardly
extend south to Maine along our coast. But it is of interest to note that in the far
north cod pursue capelin for long distances, feeding voraciously upon them. This
OCCurs regularly off Labrador and Greenland and also off the Finmark and M urman
coasts, as noted by Hjort (1914, p. 113).

Cod often feed on herring, both small and large, and there is evidence that they
Pursue this food, at least for short distances. But Clupea are not particularly
Plentiful off the southern coast of Cape Cod, while to the westward of Montauk
~oint they are relatively scarce, and hence could hardly induce the cod's migration
Into that region.

The sand eel (Ammodytes) is the only one of the really important fish foods of
the cod that is found in abundance on Nantucket Shoals and on the wintering grounds
to the westward. But although the season when sand eels are abundant alongshore,
West of Massachusetts, coincides with the season when cod are present there, we have
no proof that cod are induced westward in order to feed upon them. This is made
apparent by the fact that although AnllIlodytes is important to the cod to the westward
of the shoals, as well as throughout most of the cod's mnge, the food that must be
depended upon there from day to dfly is the same sort as on all suitable bottoms off
the New England coast, namely, crabs, shrimps, mollusks, brittle stars, worms, and
occasional fishes of various species. Thus there is no basis for explaining this as a
feeding migration.

. Gompet'l:tion for food between the cod and other fish('s Of! Nant11cket Shoals and the
Wtnten:ng gr01/nd to the westward.--l t would secll! that ordinnrily cod were givpn
relatively little seriolls competition for their food supply by othpr species of fish,
Particularly on Nlintucket Shoals, for in this region only till', haddock lind the pollock,
taken both from the point of size and of nbundfiTlCe, can be considered at nil of im
Portnnce in t,his re.speet. But ns haddock ellt chiefly the smaller CTustncea.IlS and
lttollusks, of a size generally disdained by the cod, it seems obvious that neither fish
COlnpetes very seriously for the other's food supply. The same can be said with
~espect to the pollock, for the latter feeds largely on squid and fish find, on Nantucket
bhOals at least, eats very sparingly of the larger crustaceans which make up the

ulk of the cod's food.
To the westward of Nantucket Shoals, excepting possibly the Rhode Island

region, neither the haddock nor the pollock are sufIiciently plentiful to afl'ect the
~~d's food supply. But in this westward region other speeies occur nbundantly
( at are rarely found on th(l shoals, including tllP sra bass (Cpnkopristes), the. t.aut.og
t~autoga) and the summer flounder (paralichthys). It. so happpns t.hat throughout
. e summer these species occupy the same rocky bottoms, wrecks, etc., that are
~habited by some of the cod during the winter, but this alternative oecupation of
the grounds goes on year after year, so it is apparent that neither body of fish exhausts
he other's food supply. Even if the summer fish did reduce considrl'ubly the food

SUPPly on the rough hottoms, it remains that mueh tho larger part of the schools of
Co l . '

( dIstribute themselves over sandy, shelly, and gravelly bottoms whose area far
cJecceds that of the rocky bottom and whose food supply is scarcely disturbed by the
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summer species just mentioned. It appears evident, therefore, that competition for
food between the cod of Nantucket Shoals and other species of fish has little of
nothing to do with causing them to migrate westward from the shoals in the fall or
in limiting their stay on the wintering grounds.

Enemies.-Enemies in the form of other fishes do not drive cod from Nantucket
Shoals. Its only important and widespread enemy there is the dogfish (Squalus),
but although the dogfish migrate southward in great hordes from the Gulf of Maine
to at least the Chesapeake Capes, the first of them appear off New York or New
Jersey about a week before the cod, not after them or with them, and they pass 011

and are not seen again, except for a straggler, anywhere on the cod grounds frortl
Nantucket Shoals to Delaware until the following April when the water has warmed
to about 5.5 0 C. (42 0 F.). Although both dogfish and cod may migrate westward
from Nantucket Shoals at the same time during part of November, cod continue to
leave the shoals until well into December, long after the dogfish have passed.

Salinity.-No exhaustive attempt has been made here to correlate the presence
and abundance of cod with the salinity of the water. On grounds where cod are
present the year around the following salinity data have been taken from Bigelow
(1927, p. 815-19): Below 150 meters (about 80 fathoms) the salinity fluctuates only
about 0.5 per mille throllgrout the year and ranges around 33.7 to 34.2. At depthS
of 100 to 150 meters (about 55 to 80 fathoms), in the coastal zone between Cape Cod
and Cape Sable, the variation runs from about :32.38 to 34.11, according to depth,
locality, and date. In the 40 to 100 meter zone (about 22 to 55 fathoms), which
includes most of the cod grounds off our coast, the range in salinity throughout the
year is about 31.8 to 33.2 per mille.

On Nantucket Shoals there appears to be very little fluctuation in the salinity
during the summer, autumn, and winter, when, at 20 to 40 meters (11 to 22 fathoms),
it probably is around 32 to 32..5 per mille, while in the spring it is only slightly lower.

An indication that cod are not lIsually influenced to migrate by ordinary changeS
in salinity may be had from our tagging experiments in the immediate shore waterS
of Maine which showed that many of the cod remained localized from one year to the
next, although the water freshens there in the spring more than it does offshore. In
line with this, Needler (1929, p. 9) fOlmd that in the Gulf of St. Lawrence cod are
often caught in a salinity around 30 per mille, whicb is fresber than that found on
bottom on the banks off New England.

Therefore there is no reason to believe that fluctuations in salinity cause cod
living along tbe New Englnnd coast, particularly those on Nantucket Shoals, to
make extensive migrations.

Temperature.--One of the striking things about the migration of cod from
southern Massachusetts into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region is that it beginS
each year in October. For this reason it would appear that a falling water tempera
ture was the stimulus which sent the fish on their journey.

As Nantucket, Shoals is the most southerly year-around cod ground along our
c9ast, we migbt reasonably expect that seasonal differences in water temperature
would have more influence on the migrations of the cod living there thun would be
the case in an intermediate region where the extremes of temperature would not be
as great. However, an examination of the data for the Nltntucket-Delaware regioll
is not so reassuring.

Temperatures taken on Nantucket Shoals are given in Table 31. In general it
can be said that the water there roaches a maximum of about 11 ° to 15.5° C. (.52 0
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to 60° F.) in the late summer, the degree depending on whether it is a cold or ~ warm
Year. The minimum temperature in late winter probably is somewhere between 2°
and 3° C. (3.5.6° to 37.4° F.), for on February 24, 1929, we found it to be 1.4° C.
(34.5° F.) on the surface and 2.6° C. (36.7° F.) on the bottom in 11 fathoms off Round
Shoal buoy where so many of our cod were tagged on the shoals from April to October.

We naturally examine with interest the tempera.tures west of longitude 70° W.,
particularly those of late summer, in the hope of finding some explanation as to why
cod go there in the fall to spend the winter but leave again in the spring. The tem
Peratures given in Table 30 were selected to cover (a) the period when the first cod
migrate westward from Nantucket Shoals, (b) the period of maximum migration, (c)
midwinter, (d) the period in the spring when the last of the cod are believed to !<'ave
their southern wintering grounds, and (e) the period in summer when maximum
temperatures obtain and when cod have seldom been found west of Rhode Island.
The temperatures which are listed were taken on or within II few meters of the
bottom and eltCh represents a different station. Those recorded prior to 1926 were
taken from Bigelow (1915,1917, 1922, 1927) and those after were obtained by the
Halcyon and the Albatross II on tagging and hydrographic cruises.

TABLE 30.-Bottom water temperatures from west of Nantucket Shoals

[All POSItIons listed are true positions. The letters before the station numbers are to be interpreted as follow", A = Albatr088 II;
G=Grampu8; and H=[{alcyon]

======-===::====T===---============~===C:===='=

1----·I----I-------~~~~

nefer_
ence Station
No.-

Dat.e Position Locality

Depth Temperatur~

Meters ~~~. 0 C. 0 F.

--~. --~-------

IMay 2." 1927
0

Off J.fartha8 Vinevard and /rhode Island

A 20261 41 0(\ N. 10 miles S. by E. from No Mans 1,al1<!- .. _..... _...... 30 H\ 7.7 45.8
70 47 W.

2 G 10357 July 2fi,IUIfJ 41 11 N. .1 miles SE. from No Mans 1,an'!- ......... _.......... _ 25 13 14.3 51.7
70 44 W.

G loaM __ ... do __ 40 m N. 28 miles SE. from No Mans Land._. __ .. _______ .. ____ . 30 16 12.1 1\.1. H
70 18 W.

G JO:l55 July 20, J916 40 4:\ N. 57 miles SE. from No Mans Land____________________ . 30 Jfi J1. 0 .11. 8
6U 5:1 W.

5 G 10:154 .. __ .do _____ .. 40 26 N. 80 miles SE. from 1"0 Mans Land..... ________________ 70 38 fi.J 43.0
60 24 W.

6

::d:i6ii~l~~~~lo:. :~~~-
------------ 1 mile NW. from Gay Head, l\1arthas Vineyard _______ 1:1 7 16.1 61.07 2~ miles SW. from Gay Head, Marthas Vineyard ____ 27 Jft 15.0 60.88 -;jii"i7'N~' 57 miles S. hy W. from No Mans Land _______________ . 110 60 15.4 50.7
70 57 W.

9 010263 Aug. 27,1914 41 J2 N. 6 miles SW. from No lllaHs Land .. ________ .. _________ J7 1:1.3 55.0

10
70 57 W.

010258 Aug. 25, 1014 41 03 N. 13 miles S. from No Mans Land______ .. __ . __ .... __ .. __ 30 16 12. I 53.8
11

70 .11 W .
010259 ..... do ____ "_ 40 :14 N. 41 miles S. from No Mans Land______ .. _______________ 55 30 0.7 40.5

12 70 41\ W.
G 10262 Aug. 26, 1914140 02 N. 80 miles S from east end of Marthas Vineyard_________ 180 08 10.3 50.5

13 ____ .do _______ ~g
26 W.

G 10260 03 N. 80 miles S. from west end of Marthas Vlneyard________ 140 71; J1. 4 52.2
14

41 W.
010331 Oct. 22, 1015 41 JO N. 4 miles E. from west eud of Marthus Vineyard_______ .. 30 J6 14.5 .,8.0

J5
70 55 W.

010332 __ ... do _______ 40 51 N. 24 miles S. by W. from No Mans Land_____ ... ______ . 00 28 1:3. 1 55.1
16

70 fib W.
010333 ____ .do __ .. __ . 40 26 N. 48 miles S. by W. from No Mans Land ____________ .... 80 44 11.9 53. ,j

17

1

70 56 W.
Oct. 28, 102.1 41 J2 N. 4 miles S. from No Mans Land __ . __ .. ____ 18 10 12.1 fta. R

IS 1________ .
70 51 W.

net. '.!', Ht',~ , 41 18 N 8 miles E. from wP"t end of Marth",' \'uH')',ml :n IS 117 53.0

____ do __ .... 1 ~: 00 W.
In I II N. 6 miJps E. from Block Island_ ~2 12 117 oa.o--. ---- - --
20 ! 28 W

G 10405 No-. 10,1916 1 41 17 1". 10 miles E. from weet Gild of !\brtho, \'inc·y:m1. 30 15 E5 54.4

21 I 7J 03 W.
(} 10406 Nov. II, IDIG 40 37 N. 34 mile:' 'J. from Block leland ..... _____ . ______________ . CO 32 10 0 50.0

2') 7J 19 w.
-1 G 10407 . __ .. do__ .... __ 40 03 N. ~7miJes~. by \~. from Hloek ISI:lllL. __ . _____ . ______ j no ·19 -15. S

~3 I 71 43 W. I

I G 104O, _____ d6________ 1 ~i 5:! N. so :llIks~. \'y \\. fro:u DlJck L.!.l1l,L_. __ . ____________ . ISO 1
DS Ie. 3 fll. ~1

4;' W,
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TABLE 30.-Bottom water temperatures from west of Nantucket Shoals-Continued

[All positions listed are true positions. The letters before the station numbers are to be interpreted as follows: A ~AlbatToaa J1;
G~OTamjJu,; and H=HalcvonJ

.>2 A 20304 Feb. 17, 1928 aR
74

: ~:: -~~;r(:O;,-;~~~-1 ~
74

[OS A 20414 Mar. 4, H12\1 3~

71
5t) A 20415 do .~ _j ~~

57 A 20421 Apr. 14, 1!1291 :J8
74

r,s .\ 204:1S Apr. 19,1:12\1 i :J."
I 74

.)9 A 20m . .'10 '_1 ~~

fjO' A 20436 010 -I ~j

61 A :;022S May 19, I\J27 i ~~

62 A 20235 M,ly ::0, 1~27 I ~n

(;;1! A 20237 do ._1 ~~
G4 .\ 20244 , M"y 21,1\127 i ;:~

Co G 1037<> IAug. 1I, law I :J~
, 74

,52, Z

M.o

45.0

40.6

45. 1

42.4

44. Z

47. 1

4:J. 7

OJ. 9

55.0
!l4.4
52.5
51. 4
54. 0
sa. 7
,>a. Z

40.4

47.8

n9
42.6

8. R

3.3

5.9

5.5 41. 9

7.2

S.4

Ii. 8

12.9

9.0 48.4

4.8 40.6

[0, H 42.4

7.9 40. Z

3.0 38.5

2. I 35. 8

4.430.9

6.044. 4

7.545. 5

11. 4 I 52.5

4.7' 40.5

5.2 41. 4

5. () 41. 0

9.5 49. Z

II.!l 53,4

8. 1 46.6

12. fi

12. fi

12.1 oa.8

10.1

11.4

4.8

7.a

21. 0

12.7
12.0
I!. 4
](I. ~

12.2
12.1
11. ~

o C. 0 F.

Temperature

411

24

22

24

22

IS

25

8

61

3~

41

82

24

28

12

12

16

32

11

19

10
III
III
10
10
10
12

2R

41

12

16

a~

93

32

8

7S

40

GO

22

ao
fiO

45

50

ao

ao

4.>

28

!
22 I
ao I
45

1

70

80 .

35

18
18
1~

1~

IH
IS

\/0

28

47

22

30

40

60

15

40 I
14

Depth

110

200

170

150

Metersl,Fath'oms

24 miles E. by S. from Fire Island Lighl.._. .

Locality

H> miles SE. by S. from Fort Wadswortb, N. Y .

Off Lonu island, N. Y.

21 miles SE. from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y. __ .. _

20 miles SJ~. by S. from Fort "'''"adsworth, N. Y _

49 miles ~H~. 72 E. (rom Fort \Vadsworth, N. Y _

70 mile, SlI. from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ._._. _

V3 miles HE. from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y _._

110 milt's HE. from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y._

47 miles SE. from Fort Wadsworth. N. Y. __ . _

13 miles B. by W. from Shinneeoek f,ighL. . .

10 miles EHB. from Fort Wadswort.h, N. Y .•. _.... _

24 milo, BE. hy E. from Fort Wadsworth, N. L __ . _

40 milos SE. by 1';. from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ..

na millls ~g. hy E. from Fort \Vadsworth, N. Y _

H4 milos HI·~. H E. from Fort \VadswoJ't.h, N. Y _

95 miles HE. by '-:.fro1l1 Fort \Vadsworth, N. Y _

11:2 mill'S ~·n:. by E. from Fort \Vadsworth, N. '.t~ _

20miks S\V. hy S. (rom Montauk PoinL _

21 N.
44 W.
23 N.
52 \V.
04 N.
14 W.
49 N.
5~ W.
3:1 ;,.
33 W.
z:J N.
1~ W.
20 N.
48 W.
00 N.
20 W.
a9 N.
a4 W.
2!l N.
11; W.
22 N.
:;S W.
1a N.
21 W.
01 N.
llfl V\r.
41 N.
39 W.
40 N.
nw.
:J4 ~.

01 W.
50 N.
07 W.
a2 N.
44 W.

Chol"ra Bank.
___ flo

do _
: ~ d()~
1._ <10______ __ _ _

:Hl N. i"7 -IJ1-i(l~~- -l;:-s-~:-.·ir~)-n-l- ~;j-rp- I:~fall('fl;iiht:_
00 w. i
Jt) N. I ao miles ESP;. from Fir<' IsJ:md f,ight.
1fl W.
.>1 N. I r,() milt's ";810:. fro", Fir<' I,hinrl LighL
2:1 W.
a7 N. i 'iilllli"" 1';81';. fWIII Virr, f,lanrl LighL
(j\1 W'I,'

Off Nrw ,fuuV
i

10 N. "llilllliJ;)s I·m. hy E. Irom Cllpe May Light. ._. __
3~ W.
24 N. 48mBe" SE. by P;. from Cape May Lil(ht. _
l:l w.1
42 N. I 10 milos SSE. from Cn!,o May JAght.
01 \V.I
30 N. :{7 mile~ BE. frol1l (.~H,pn May TAght .
25 W, I
£:0 N. I5t; nlill's HE. ~~ Ij:. front (~ape May J,ighL.
04 W.
41 N. I 15 lIlile" S. by";. from C"P" May LighL __
M W'I
;J(I N. I 41 mile, SE. frol1l ("1''' May Light.
1.'; \V.:
21 N. ; .>S miles ,; v.. from Capp May LIght..
O:J w. i
11 N. I 74 miles SE. from Cape May Light.. 
4:1 W.
4:2 K. : C3 miles E. H S. fronl Barnczat Llr;hL __
17 W. ' I
~o N '110 miks E. by S. from Absecon LIghL . __
11 W.
11 N. 30miks ESE. from Ahsceon Light. ~ __ . . __ .. _

~~ ~.. 140 miles SE. from Cape .""bY LiShL . __ ••. _
]ti "\V. j I

4.":\'. Umil",; SSE. from C"pe May LighL._. ... j·

mw.!

PositionDate

:J!J
72

do._. 3[1
7'2

__ do

Nov. 14,11127
Nov. 1.>, 19~7
Nov. 20,1927 10 '24 N.
Nov. 21,1927 n 37 W.
Nov. 10,102H
i'\ov. 15.1H2X I
Nov. l:t. H~2X 10

73
. do 40

72
A 20375

A 2o:l76

A 211377

(1103M do. __

G 1036<1 do_.

G 10367

A ~0:J74

29

27

~----- ~~

I
24 ----------i Feb. 21, 1925 ~~

A 2040.31' Feb. 28,1929 40
73

A 20402 I-----do... --. i~

A 20401 1----dO.- ~~
A 20400 1 do. 3\)

72
A 20399 Feb. 27,1929 3!l

72
A 20232 May l!l, 1927 40

73
A 20230 . do. 40

73
A 20253 May 24,1927 40

72
G 10007 July 13,1913 40

7a
G 10302 Aug. 1, HJJO 40

7;{
40
n
40
7~

(} 1036,> AUI(. 2,19W :JII
72

_.do._. 39
72
au
72

G 10390 Aug. 20,I!lHi 40
72

010390 '10 40
72

26

25

28

36

32

33

41

39

35

30

42
43
44
4.5
46
47
4R

37

40

34

49

31

3H

,0;0

51

Refer·
ence Station
No.
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TABLE 30.-Bottom water temperatures from west of Nantucket Shoals-Continued
[A.1I PO 't'Sl IOns listed are true positions. The letters before the 81 at ion numbers are to be interpreted as follows: A=Albatro81 Il;

G=Grampus; and I1=IIalcyon]

===---=====;=====;=====;================0;====0;====

Positiou

----- I----I
66 u 10377 Aug. 10,19\6 ;8
67 74

U 10379 Ang. 11, 1916 ~1

68 Q 10375 Aug. 4,1916 38
69 74Cl 10373 - do . 38

73

Depth Temperature
~--------,--

8 15.8 m.4

32 4.540.1

13 10.9 51. Ii

22 Ii. 2 43. I

I~

25

40

Meters ~~~- 0 C. 0 F.
Locality

~------------~----------
Off New Jersey-Continued

54 N. II miles E. by S. from ("ape Jl-lay Ugbt. _
44 W.
4U N'I ~ll11iles ESE. from Cape M,\y LighL _
35 W.
59 N. 40 miles E. ~ N. frollll'ape May Light. _
08 W.
57 N. Iili miles E. from Cape l\Iay LighL _
85 W.

Date

nefer.
~ce Stationo.

15 8 3.4 38.1

40 22[ 5.7 42.2

20 11 5.0 41. 0

30 16 7.2 45.0

180 98 9.6 49.4

South of New Jersey

70 A 20407 Mar. 3, Hl29

71 A 20408 do _

37 58 N. 15 miles E. by N. from Assateague Light... _
75 02 W.
:17 47 N. 35 miles E. Ly S. from Assateague Ligh!. _
74 40 W.

72 A 20412 do 31i 52 N. 33 miles E. H S. from Cape Henry Ligh!. . _
73 n 20 W.

A 204]] do 31i 49 N. 49 miles E. ~4 S. from Cape Henry Light __ . _
74 75 00 W.

A 20410 - do . 36 45 N. 70 millis E. Ly S. from Cape Henry Ugh!. _
74 36 W.

~--~-~---_.. ---~----~~---,-----_ .._---~~---_ ..._.._---.,._----_. - . -----~-~-- --

fi . Combined with what we know of this migration from other sources such as
shmg, tagged fish, etc., these temperatures may be interpreted as follows:

h When the first schools of cod migrate westward from Nantucket Shoals the latter
Cali of October they leave behind them temperatures ranging from about 9° to 13°
.. (48° to 55° F.) and enter a region that is somewhat warmer. In this region
lIn:mediately to the westward of the shoals, off Marthas Vineyard and Rhode Island,
te:mperatures the end of October (reference numbers 14 to 19, Table 30) in 18 to 80
:meters out to about 50 miles from shore have ranged from 11.7° to 14.5° C. (53° to
58° F.). At this time the warmer water is found near shore, but many of the fish
~ake. this route, judging from the number that are caught within a few miles of shore
ate In October. By November, when the migration of cod is in full swing, the bottom

te:mperatures are very much the same near shore as they are further off. Appa
rehn.tly the cooling of the water in the fall plays an important part in bringing about
t e migration and even though the earliest fall migrants which leave in October enter
a region. sligh~ly warmer than Nantucket Shoals at the time, the temperatures are not
~ high that they afford a barrier to a movement of cod farther to the westward.

he fall migrants continue their journey, therefore, with the water becoming cooler
an.d Cooler flS the season advances. They do not, however, keep pace with the
:~:mperaturebut migrate rapidly and appear off New Jersey only about a week after

ey pass Rhode Island.
h In the late winter the shore waters west of N antueket Shoals are much cooler

t an. the offshore (reference numbers 21 to 29, 52 to 56,70 to 74, Table 30), but after
the Cod reach there in the late fall most of them appear to remain localized until thesp .
. rmg. In general, the cod off the New Jersey coast may move offshore a few miles
1ll the coldest part of the winter, probably to seek water that is 1° or 2° warmer, but
there are times, as in January and February, 1928 and 1929, when good catches were
n.1ade in the shoal water of Delaware Bay, that they remain inshore.

The cod leave their southern wintering grounds and return north and east to
SOuthern Massachusetts in the spring, after the water has started to warm. By the
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middle of April the majority of the cod have left the New York-New Jersey region,
although at that time the water there is still much cooler than it is in the fall when
the first cod arrive. A comparison of the Cholera Bank temperatures obtained in
November with those taken off Cape May in mid-April will illustrate this (reference
numbers 42 to 47 and 57 and 58). A further example is furnished by our results off
Atlantic City, N. J., in 1928, when on April 1 it was 4 0 C. (39 0 F.) in 7 fathoms
where cod were being caught and only 5.50 C. (42 0 F.) in the same place on April 13,
by which time most of the cod had departed (as noted by the almost daily catches of
the fishermen).

Even in May the water is still comparatively cool along the New Jersey shore,
for during the middle of that month temperatures of 4.7 0 to 7.3 0 C. (40.5 0 to 45.1 0 F.)
were found off the coast about 10 to 60 miles, while off Long Island, late in the month,
a reading of 50 C. (41 0 F.) was obtained. Further eastward, in the vicinity of No
Mans Land, the temperature in 16 fathoms taken late in the month was 7.7 0 C.
(45.80 F.) (reference numbers 1, 30 to 32, 61 to 64, Table 30).

In all these cases the water temperature was well below the maximum which
obtains on Nantucket Shoals and on many of the cod grounds off New England
during the summer, so it is apparent that cod leave the region west of Rhode Island in
the spring at least two months before the bottom water approaches the warmth that
exists on their summering grounds on Nantucket Shoals.

During the summer, although there are virtually no cod caught west of Rhode
Island, there are places which are presumably good cod ground where the tempera
ture is as low and even lower than that on Nantucket Shoals. For instance, in the
region 40 to 112 miles southeast by east from New York City (reference numbers 35
to 39) and 40 to 66 miles east of Cape May Light N. J. (reference numbers 68 and 69)
temperatures ranging from 4.5 0 to 8.1 0 C. (40.1 0 to 46.6 0 F.) prevailed in August, 1916.
The fact remains, however, that during the summer a large proportion of the best cod
ground to the westward of Nantucket Shoals is covered by water, the temperature of
which approaches or exceeds the maximum ordinarily tolerated by cod.

Neither the spawning instinct, the availability of food, changes in salinity, nor
the presence of enemies appear, therefore, to be the cause of the annual migration of
cod from southern Massachusetts into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region.
Our present knowledge indicates that ordinarily cod tend to spread and occupy all
suitable grounds unless prevented by depth or temperature barriers. As no depth
barrier exists between Nantucket Shoals and the grounds to the westward, it would
seem that temperature is the more direct cause, particularly as the migration is
seasonal and the departure of cod from the shoals begins each fall when the water
commences to cool. This assumption does not cover the return migration in the
spring quite as well, because the grounds are vacated well in advance of temperatures
high enough to constitute a barrier, as judged by the degree of warmth tolerated by
cod on Nantucket Shoals in the summer. Nor does it explain why there is not an
extensive spread of Nantucket Shoals cod to the north and east.
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THE SUMMER MIGRATION

Spawning.-A spawning immigration, bringing foreign cod to the Chatham-South
Ohannel region during the winter, may explain why the commercial catch holds up
So well at that season. But this can not explain the summer movement of cod
thither from Nantucket Shoals, because spawning in any amount is confined to the
autumn, winter, and early spring. And we have no evidence from recaptures of any
llligration of cod eastward or northward from Nantucket Shoals during the spawning
season.

Food.-Except in cases where cod could be observed following bait, such as sand
eels (Ammodytes) or young herring (Clupea), it is difficult to ascertain what effect
regional or seasonal variations in their food supply may have on their migrations. It
has been observed that the bulk of the cod's food on Nantucket Shoals and on the
~hatham grounds consists of large crustaceans. No cod stomachs have, been exam
l1l.ed in South Channel, but, being primarily a haddock ground, we can reasonably
assume that the food supply as a whole is less attractive to the cod there than on the
Ohatham grounds or Nantucket Shoals. Two hauls with a fine-meshed shrimp trawl
lllade in South Channel by the Albatross II on June 13, 1929, caught very little cod
fOod such as crabs, medium-sized mollusks, worms, etc., but considerably more sam
Pling must be done before a good picture of the food supply and bottom in the channel
Can be obtained.

If it should be proven that the food on the Chatham grounds is more attractive
to the cod than the food in South Channel, it might explain why the former locality
has yielded a greater portion of tagged Nantucket cod than has the channel region.
But it would not necessarily prove that Nantucket cod migrate to the Chatham'
grounds primarily in search of better feeding grounds. On the contrary, nearly all
the cod stomachs examined on Nantucket Shoals held a large amount of food, or at
least as much as the stomachs of fish caught on various other banks, and nearly all
~he fish caught by us were fat and healthy. Equally, if food were scarce on the Chat-

ll.tn grounds few fish would live there and the region would have yielded a much
slllaller number of tagged Nantucket cod than was actually the case. So while it is
aPParent that the Chatham grounds ranks about the same as.Nantucket Shoals in
ha\7ing sufficient cod food for holding bodies of fish the year around, yet there is no
b.asis for believing that the food supply affords the chief stimulus for an intermigra
tlOll. between the two grounds.

Temperature.-There is no cod ground off our coast that has the peculiar temper
ature variations that obtain to the southeastward of Cape Cod, for there, on Nan
tUcket Shoals, a close similarity exists between the surface and bottom temperatures,
due to the tidal currents sweeping over its uneven bottom contour and thus stirring
Up the water, while, in contrast to this, the waters in the Chatham-South Channel
r~gion are stratified as to temperature, except for very brief periods in the spring and
~ e fall: . Temperature, therefor~, ap~ears to offer a hopeful field of investigation for
eternunmg the cause of such mIgratIOns of cod as occur between these two regions,

Particularly as these have taken place, according to our tagged fish, only during the
SUtntner.
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TABLE 31.-Various water temperatures, selected to show the wide difference between Nantucket Shoals
and the Chatham-South Channel region, particularly in summer 1

25 ••• _ Oct. 22,1025 1 mile S. from Round Shoal buoy .

15 ••• __ do __ 1l-'2 mill'S SSg. from Houne! Shoal huoy __

23 do IJ.j! miles S. from Round Shoal huoy_ __ ..

Meters! Fath· o C. of.oms
.._._~- --

0 0 3.3 37.9
0 0 5.0 41. 0

15 8 5.4 41. 7
24 13 5.4 41. 7
0 () 5.5 42.0

20 11 5.6 42.1
0 () 5.5 42.0

22 12 5.9 42.6
0 0 5.5 42.0

13 7 6.0 42.8
22 12 6.0 42.8

() 0 8.a 47.0
30 16 8. 4 I 47.1
24 13 9.1 I 48.4
0 0 10.0 . 50.0
9 5 10.5 50.9

18 10 10.5 50.9
27 15 10.4 50.7
0 0 11. 7 53.0

22 12 11. 9 53.4
0 0 11. 3 52.4
0 5 11. 6 i 52.8

18 10 11. 2 I 52.2
0 0 12.8 I 55.0

10 5 12.8 55.0
20, 11 12.8 55.0
40 22 12.8 55.0
0 0 11. 6 52.8

13 7 11.4 52.5
22 12 11. 2 52.2
0 0 11. 6 52.8
9 5 11. 6 52.8

20 11 11. 6 52.8
0 0 11. 7 53.0

1,5 8 11. 5 .52.7
25 14 11. 7 [i3.0
0 0 13.3 56.0

24 13 13.2 55.8
0 0 16. 4 61. 5

22 12 15.6 60.0
0 0 14.5 ,5R. 0

22 12 14.6 [lB. 2
0 0 13.8 56.8

13 7 14.2 57.6
24 13 14.3 [,7.8
0 0 13.9 57.0

If, 8 14.1 .57.4
22 12 14.41 ti7.9
0 0 10.0 50.0

20 11 10.3 50.5
11 6 13.9 57.0
0 0 12.2 51.0

13 7 12.7 54.8

23 I 14 12.8 5.5.0

1~ I
11. 6 52. V

13 12.0 53.6
24 12.0 ,53.6
0 0 11. 6 52.9

13 7 11. 9 53.4
26 14 1~1. 5 56.3
0 0 10.8 51. 4

11 6 9.4 48.9
22 12 9.4 48. 9

Locality

Nantucket Shoats

Houne! Shoal huoy.. __ ........ __ ... ...... __ .......

IH miles SSW. from Hose ane! Crown uuoy.

Hose and Crown huoy __ .... __ _

Great Hip huoy . __ __ .

Hose and Crown buoy...... _......... _ __
n~ miles Sfm. from Hound Shoal buoy .

1 mile E. from Round Shoal buoy... ...... ..

1 mile NE. from Rose and Crown uuoy _

Position

~g ~~~. 34 miles S. from Hound Shoal huoy.... __ . .

41 27 N.
69 43 W.

Date

Aug. 21, 1925

Aug. 20,1925

July 21,1928A 20361

i
I

II 10647 Apr. 27,19231 .. : ... _.'.. __ 1

A 20221 May 4,1927 'j .. .. __

I
May 7,1927 1.. _.

...............do 1-- ..
............do· · ..I ..

IJuno 7,1925

1

.. -- -- 1 milo SSI'. from Hound Shoal buoy __ .

June 17,1927 _.1 Houne! Shoal buoy __ .
11 10655 July 15,1924 I ~~ ~~~. 10 miles ESE. from Hound Shoal buoy .

3

1
2

6

7
8

20

21
22

11

13

12

18

16 Aug. 23.1925 41 21 N.
69 43 W.

17 • __ __ ..do Great Ripbuoy __ __ .. __

Aug. 24.19251 do __ __ __ .

19 do , 41 10 N. 4 miles E. from Great Hip buoy __ ..

Sept. 2, 1927 t.6.~ .•~~.~.. Round Shoal buoy __ .

Sept. 7. HJ261 l-2 mile NE. from Round Shoal huoy .
Oct. 1.1925 __ 1 2 miles N~;. from Hose and Crown buoy .

Ref·
erence Station'

No.

24 do 41 24 N. 5 miles SE. from Hound Shoal buoy .
69 37 W.

14 __..do _ 2 miles ENE. from Houml Shoal buoy. __ . __ ..

9 July 19,1928 41 27 N.
69 43 W.

10 __ .._•.do Great Hip huoy ..

Chatham grounds

26 A 20220 May 3,1927 41 36 N. i 13 miles NE. true from Round Shoal huoy. 0 0 5.5 42.0
69 31 W. 18 10 4. 6 40. 3

36 20 4. 4 3V. 9
54 30 4. 4 39. 9

27 __ • __ 1 Juue 7,1925 41 42 N. 6 miles E. true from Chatham Light. 0 0 12.7 54.8
69 48 W. 42 23 6.5 43.7

28 '-A"203"'4'a"l JJuUnlye 17,1925 41 22 N. 15 miles E. by S. true from Hound Shonl buoy -...... 0 0 9.7 49.5
69 23 W·

I
, I ~1 i~ i ~:: :U

211 13,1028 41 41N. l:lrnilesE.truefromChathamI.ight. _.. 0 0115.4 59.7
69 39 W. 12 7 11. 3 52. 3

I 47 2tl 5.9 42.6

1 The temperatures prior to 1926 are from n. B. Bigelow, Physical OceanograjJhy of the Gulf of Maine, 1927 Tables 4 to 18 pp.
978-1014. Also reeorded in Bigelow 1915 and 1917. ' ,

'Station A=Alhatross II; G=Grarnpus; ll=llalcyon.
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l'ABLE 31.-Various water temperatures, selected to show the wide di.tference between Nantucket Shoals
and the Chatham-South Channel region, particularly in summer-Continued

-
Refer
enee
:No.

30

31

33

35

36

37

,\./h'ol!
~ Depth· Temperature

Station Date Position Locality
Meters Fath- o C. of.oms

~-----
0 , Chatham groundl-Contlnued

-- .. -- .. - ... - July 19,1928 41 35N. 12 miles NE. true from Round Shoal buoy __ ••..••.••. 0 0 15.8 60.5
69 32W. 11 6 15.4 59.8

16 9 n.6 5$.5
18 10 10.8

a~22 12 9.5
44 24 6.6 44.0

G 10085 Aug. 4,1913 41 39N. 12 mnes E. from Chatham Light••. _._ .•. _. ___ •••••••. 0 0 17.5 f13.5
69 42W. 18 10 6.4 43.6

48 26 5.8 42.4
G 10257 Aug. 24,1914 41 39N. 6 miles E. from Chatham Light ..•.•._.••• _._ •..•_••.• 0 0 20.0 68.0

69 49W. 25 14 6.8 44. 2
South Channel

A 20345 July 16, 1928 41 16 N. 19 mnes SE. by E. true from Round Shoal buoy __ .... 0 0 11.6 52.8
69 23 W. 20 11 7.0 44.6

4'> 24 .>.3 41.5
G 10354 July 25,1916 40 26 N. 57 miles SSE, true from Sankaty Head, Nantucket.. .. 0 0 13.6 56.5

69 24 W. 30 16 8.7 47.7
70 39 6.1 43.0

George8 Bank (wu/ern part)

G 10059 July 9,1913 41 06N. 68 mnes BE. by EH E. true from Chatham Light. .• __ 0 0 13.3 56.0
68 42 W. 71 14 12.6 54.6

55 30 12.6 54.6
G 10347 July 23, 1916 41 06N. 64 mnes SE. by E. true from Chatham Light. __ ....._ 0 0 11. 4 52.5

68 51 W. 30 16 10.9 51. 6
60 32 9.6 49.3

G 10348 .• __ .do.••. __• 40 49N. 90 miles BE. by E. true from Chatham Light. ..., •• __ 0 0 11. 7 53.0
68 21 W. 25 14 11. 3 52.4

50 27 11. 2 52.2
A 20212 Sept. 5,1926 41 12N. 68 miles SE. by E. true from Chatham Ligbt. •.._._ .• 0 . 0 13.9 57

68 35W. 13 7 14.8 .18.6
53 2Il 13.7 56.6

It can be seen from Table 31 that there is a striking difference in the summer
temperature on bottom between Nantucket Shoals and the Chatham-South Channel
region, the latter being much the cooler. If then cod on the shoals wish to avoid the
rela.tively warm water (50° to 60° F.) that obtains there in summer they need migrate
eastward only 10 to 15 miles to find an environment of about 40° to 45° F., and
even a shorter distance to find intermediate temperatures. Yet, only a small part
of the Nantucket cod population at times make this summer emigration, for it was
'only the years from 1923 to 1925 during this investigation that the number was at
all appreciable, as only stragglors journeyed eastward from 1926 to 1928.

If a good series of temperatures had been obtained for each of these years some
Correlation between the warmth of the water and the tendency of cod to emigrate
eastward from the shoals might have been found. But our records are too incom
plete for such an analysis. It was found, however, that during 1925, which was the
~ll.rmest yea.r of the six, considerably more cod did move eastward into cooler water
t ~n during any of the other years of record. (See Table 20, p. 36.) But in spite of
hIs result we have no substantial proof based on temperature alone that Nantucket

Cod shift ground to avoid warm water in summer.
f So far as the tendency for cod to seek cooler water is concerned, the small dif
~rences that exist in the maximum temperatures on the sh,oals each summer appear

he of less importance than the average size of the adult and near-adult cod which
:ll.ke up the population there. For example, if the lengths of the cod caught by
. : Halcyon and the Albatross II are averaged for the three years from 1923 to 1925,
w en a perceptible emigration of Nantucket cod occurred to the eastward, and for

105919-30--0
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tho thrre years from 1926 to 1928, when fewer fish emigrated, the following result is
obtained:

From 1923 to 1925 the weighted mean length of the 14,629 cod tagged on Nan
tucket Shoals was 26.6 inches. Recaptures of these fish reported from the Chatham
South Channel region throughout the same period amount to 83 fish, or 0.56 per
cent of the total number tagged. (See Table 28 for length distributions.) From
1926 to 1928 the weighted mean length of the 7,599 cod tagged on the shoals was
22.43 inches. Recaptures of these fish reported from the Chatham-South Channel
region throughout the same period amount to 7 fish, or 0.09 per cent of the total
;1 ttlll bel' tagged.

Although the percentages of recapture in both cases are very small, they are
based on a large number of fish and involve a mean period of about one and one-half
years in each case; hence are significant. Of chief importance is the fact that the
proportion of cod which are known to have made this journey during 1923-1925, when
their average size was 26.6 inches, was about six times as great as during 1926-1928,
when the average size was only 22.4 inches. That this difference in the percentage of
recaptures was not due to a corresponding difference in fishing intensity for the two
3-year periods has been pointed out on page 38.

Further evidence showing that there is a tendency for the larger Nantucket cod
rather than the smaller to emigrate to the Chatham-South Channel region may be had
from the following data: Out of 37 cod tagged on the shoals in 1924 and recaptured
there in 1924 and 1925, 21 fish were 25 inches long or less, while 16 were 26 inches or
more at the time they were tagged; the average size was 25.3 inches. Out of 18 cod
tagged on the shoals in 1924 and recaptured in the Chatham-South Channel region in
1924 and 1925, 5 fish were 25 inches long or less, while 13 were 26 inches or morei
the average size was 27.7 inches. Of the cod tagged on the shoals in 1925 good rec
ords were obtained for 25 local recaptures, and 15 of these fish were 25 inches long or
less at the time they were tagged and 10 were 26 inches or more; the average size waS
24.5 inches. In contrast to this, of 17 cod tagged on the shoals in 1925 and recap
tured in the Chatham-South Channel region that same year, 5 were 25 inches long or
less, while 12 were 26 inches or more; the average length was 27.4 inches.

According to these results, when Nantueket cod average upward of about 26
inches in length a larger proportion of them immigrate eastward into the cooler water'
of the Chatham-South Channel region than when the fish average smaller than this,
and when in addition the summer is a warm one, as in 1925, it would seem that opti
mum eonditions for this immigration prevail.

SIZE OF THE COD POPULATION ON NANTUCKET SHOALS

One of the most desirable results that can come from an investigation of this sort
is a knowledge of the size of the cod population in the locality under consideration.
Fortunately, for the Nantucket Shoals region we have obtained what seems to be
sufficient data to give some idea of the general order of magnitude of the stock of
g;rown cod that were present there from 1923 to 1928. In order to make such aD
estimate, there are, of course, both known and unknown factors that must be dealt
\\ ith. Under the known we have the number of cod both tagged and recaptured by

, I' own vpssels, while under the unknown there are the reductions in the numbers of
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1b.arked fish present on the tagging ground due to the fishery, natural deaths, and
e1b.igrations, which, if they could be closely estimated, would add considerable
aCCuracy to the calculations.

In addition certain basic assumptions must be made, for whether the estimated
PoPulation of the tagging grounds can be extended to include all the grounds on
:Nantucket Shoals depends on (a) whether we are justified in assuming that cod are
equally abundant on all the ground in this region which appears to be suitable for
them, and (b) whether the estimate of the total area of both the tagging grounds and
aU of the shoals is correct.

As for the first assumption, we have no definite data as to the density of cod on
:Nnntucket Shoals except for the tagging ground, but it is known that fishing vessels
1b.ake good catches in places other than this ground; in fact, most of the commercial
Catch of cod on the shoals is taken along the eastern ltnd southern parts where no
1b.arking has been done. If, therefore, all the bottom on the shoals which supports
cod, containing as it does some areas where the fish are concentrated and others where
they are sparse, be averaged, it is probable that the density of cod in the region desig
Nated as the" tagging ground" is very much the same fiB t,hat on any other part of

antucket Shoals of about the same area and average depth.
With regard to the area of the tagging ground, it is estimated to comprise about

one-fourteenth of the totttl, for almost all of our fishing there was done along a strip
~bout 20 miles long and 2~~ miles wide. The total area of cod bottom on the shoals
IS estimated at about 700 square miles.

An estimation of the size of the cod population on the tagging ground must
depend largely on the number of marked fish that were present there, aVl1ilable for
r~capture, during the spring to fall of the years 1923 to 1929. Unfortunately, it is
~lrtually impossible to gage this accurately, for we have scarcely any data that throw
19ht on the degree of gain or loss in the number of marked fisQ. present from year to
hear. We can, however, obtain some idea of what the minimum population may

aVe been.
A hypothetical example may make this clear. Suppose, for instance, that all the

C?d tagged on Nantucket Shoals during one year disappeared by the next, but that
VIrtually all these fish were available for recapture on the tagging ground during the
s~rnrner when they were tagged. (We have some basis for making this last assump
tIon, for most of the fish remain localized during the summer and the chief losses
Would be caused by natural deaths and by recaptures made by the fishery; these would
Dl'obably be small in so short a time interval.) Under such circumstances, if 5,000
cO.d were caught and tagged on the shoals from the spring to the fall of one year you
1b.lght say that, taking the whole period as a unit, an average of about 2,500 of them
:el'e available for recapture there by a tagging vessel during the course of its fishing
~ the shoals that year. If 20 of these fish were recaptured by the time the catch

o . 5,000 had been completed, then we might conclude that 1 fish out of each 250
WIthin that area designated as the" tagging ground" had been marked. The total
POPUlation of the tagging grounds would be, therefore, two hundred and fifty times the
nU1b.ber of marked fish available, or 250 X 2,500, which gives It result of 625,000.
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Applying this method of calculation to the number of cod actually caught,
tagged, or recaptured by the tagging vessels on Nantucket Shoals as given in Table
32, the following interpretation might be made:

TABLE 32.-The ratio of marleed to unmarked cod on Nantucket Shoals, as found by the tagging ves
sels, together with the estimated number of marked fish that on the average, were available for recap
lure there I

Year
Approxi·

mate catch
01 cod

Estimated
Average Marked cod Ratio of

of marked recaptured marked to
co,l avail- by tagglng unmarked

able for vessels fish
recapture

Number Number Number
1923.........•.•._._ _. __ ._....•.. __ ....•. _ _.. _.....•• _ 8,100 3,750 32 1:2;';6

!Im~:~-:mm-~m:::~~~~m_:-:~-~~::~~~:::~:~:---:-:-~I __i_:F_:_, :_:r__;_, !_!_, !_,~_~
Average " • .• .. .! 3,571 1,689 27 1: 132

I

I The number of cod caught by the tagging vessels includes the injure'! fish lIS well as those utilized for tagging, for it is upon
the total catch that the ratio i< hased. The estimated number available for recapture, on the average, is approximately one-half
of the l\Ctual number tagged during each year of record. The recaptures taken by the tagging vessels include tag·scarred fish lIS well
88 those bearing tags.

From 1923 to 1929 an average of 3,571 cod were caught annually by the tagging
vessels on the regular tagging ground, among which 27 12 bore tags or tag scars.
This is a ratio of 1 marked fish to 132 that were unmarked. If an average of 1,689
fish (see Table 32) were available for recapture on the tagging ground the popula
tion of this ground, during the summer at least, might be set at 1,689 X 132, or
about 223,000. If the assumptions are correct regarding the density of fish and
proportionate area of the tagging ground with respect to all of the shoals, then the
total population might be estimated at about 3,000,000 cod of marketable size.

This, however, should be looked upon as somewhere near the minimum number,
based as it is on the supposition that of the cod present one summer on the tagging
ground virtually none remain until the next. But not all the individual cod present
one summer have left the shoals by the next, for although about 7 per cent of the
marked fish were taken annually by the fishery (2.29 per cent were actually reported
and the remainder include the estimated number of tag-scarred fish and those with
tags which were not reported), part of them die from natural causes, while others
emigrate to other regions. Recaptures made on the tagging ground one and even
two years later ('fable 23) show that part of the cod either remain for that length of
time or reappear there.

What proportion of the fish remain on the tagging ground from one year to the
next is not known, and any attempt to determine this by calculations based on recap
tures made one or two years after marking by the tagging vessels would be subject
to error due to loss of tags. However, the returns of tagged cod give at least a mini
mum idea of the carry-over from one year to the next. From Table 23 it may be
calculated that the recaptures during the second year after release average about
50 per cent as high as during the first season. The persistence of characteristic size
groups in frequency distributions also indicates a substantial carry-over from one
year to the next. If we assume that there were available for recapture not only most

12 A large part of these were recaptured 6 months or more after tagging, and so fit rather well with tha other data.
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of the fish marked the same year but in addition about 50 per cent of the fish that
Were marked the year before, then the summer cod population of the shoals could
be estimated at 4,500,000. Probably the average population of the shoals lies
between 3,000,000 and 4,500,000 cod.

It is of course, not practicable to set a numerical value for the average number
of cod present on Nantucket Shoals during each year of this investigation as many
unknown factors were involved, but if the deductions just given are substantially
sound they will give a general idea of the population's general order of magnitude.

It would be interesting to know what proportion of the grown fish are lost to
Nantucket Shoals each year by deaths and emigrations, for whatever their number
tnay be they seem to be replaced by other fish, thus keeping the population at some
Where near an equilibrium. (See catches per unit of effort made during the summer,
Table 25, p. 44.) It appears, therefore, that immigrants and small fish growing to
tnarket size on Nantucket Shoals are enough to maintain the stock there, so at the
Present time there is no apparent reason for believing that this ground is overfished.

ORIGIN OF NANTUCKET SHOALS COD

The means by which the cod population may be kept up on Nantucket Shoals or
On any other cod ground are (a) local production, (b) the drifting of fry from other
regions, (c) the immigration of bottom fry, and (d) the immigration of older fish.
AnYone or two of these sources may prove to be of considerably more importance
than the others, depending on various factors, but particularly on the geographic
lOcation of the ground in question and on the hydrographic conditions which obtain.
. The important part played by these latter-that is, tempe.rature and currents
In the distribution of fish eggs and larvre is well known to all who have worked on
such problems. (See Bigelow, 1926, p. 69-78.) The fact that cod eggs and larvae
tnay be carried long distances from the place they were produced, has been illus
trated by Schmidt's (1909, p. 22) results when he found large numbers of cod eggs
and fry on the north and east coasts of Iceland, although spawning takes place only
On the south and west coasts. And, as the bottom fry of the cod have been found in
large numbers in the Baltic and in the White Sea, where adult fish seldom, if ever,
sPawn, the number of larvre transported by the currents must be vast in some
cases, as Damas (1909, p. 127) points out.

The same currents which carry the eggs and larvre passively along also probably
Control to a large extent the destiny of the young fry, although as these near the
~ot~om stage they evidently are able to govern their vertical migrations, if not their
onzontal. Sal's (1869), in his classic account of the Norwegian cod, found that

the first few days after hatching the larvre are kept at the surface by the yolk
sac, but after this is absorbed they begin a more independent existence, although
they are not able to resist the currents. Schmidt (1909, p. 20) found that the
Youngest or earliest stages are found nearest the surface and the larger ones farther
down. M'Intosh (1897, p. 194), speaking of cod larvre in Scottish waters, states
that by the time they are as small as one-half to three-fourths of an inch, they may
~e8cend considerably in the water. This general thesis has since been corroborated
Y many observers, both in Europe and in America. The smallest cod taken on
~ottom in the North Sea by Graham (1926, p. 12) were 30-52 millimeters (1%-2 inches)
ang.
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It is a general belief that it requires about six to eight weeks from the time cod
eggs are hatched until the fry reach the permanent bottom-dwelling stage, though
there is certainly much variation in this respect.

LOCAL PRODUCTION OF COD ON NANTUCK~T SHOALS

Cod spawn on Nantucket Shoals from November to April, but chiefly during
December and January. As the circulation of the water and to some extent its
temperature on and near Nantucket Shoals, govern the destiny of the cod eggs
spawned there, it will be of interest to consider whether many of the resultant eggs
and larvre may be expected to remain there in large numbers and so to maintain the
stock of Nantucket Shoals cod by local production, or whether they tend to drift
away.

For the winter period we have almost no data on the nontidal current for the
Nantucket Shoals region that would bear on the drift of cod eggs spawned there
other than that compiled by Bigelow (1927, p. 864) from the current measurements
made by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1913-14 at Nantucket
Lightship. These measurements, each of 29 days' duration, showed a dominant set
averaging 5.3 miles per 24 hours N. 86° W., during October, when very few cod spawn
on the shoals, while during each of the months from November to March, with the
exception of January, covering the chief spawning season, the set was toward the
east and south quadrant, its mean direction S. 51 ° E.; its mean velocity 2.6 miles
per day. In the spring, by which time nearly all the local spawning has been com
pleted, the set was again toward the north and west, the average for April being
N. 75° W. at 1.4 miles and for May N. 62° W. at 4.3 miles per 24 hours.

It is true that in the summer Bigelow (1927, fig. 174) found that the dominant
drift divides on Nantucket Shoals, one pll,rt going in a general westerly and the
other in a general easterly direction. But as we have no proof that this condition
obtains in winter, and some indication that it may be altered, no sound discussion
on the subject, for that season, can be given at the present time.

A good series of winter temperatures is lacking for Nantucket Shoals, but, judging
from the 10° to 12° C. surface records obtained in October, it is probable that they
would range from an average of about 8° C. for November to the 2° to 3° C. obtained
in late February (1929) by the Albatross II. The incubation period for cod eggs
at thesc tcmpcratures ra,nges from about 11 to 23-28 days.

If the Nantucket Lightship winter-currcnt measurements are typical for most
of the shoals each year, then it is apparent that the southeastward drift of 27~ to 3
miles per day would carry off most of the cod eggs spawned there before they hatch
and that the resultant fry would travel considerably farther before reaching the
bottom stage. Consequently, it may be accepted that only a negligible part of the
cod living on Nantucket Shoals grow up there from eggs produced locally. Hence,
we must look elsewhere for the source of the small cod fry that are known to be present
on Nantucket Shoals in the summer (p. 91).

THE PROBABLE DRIFT OF COD FRY FROM OTHER REGIONS TO NANTUCKET SHOALS

It is probable that during most of the winter almost every square mile of water
off the New England coast contains some cod eggs, Iarvre, and fry; for spawning
occurs on suitable grounds, both inshore and offshore, over a large part of the Gulf
of Maine and through a period extending from O<'j;ober to April or May. The
number of fish which spawn in this region each year is very large and the number
of eggs produced is enormous.
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Given favorable currents, any area in the Gulf of Maine is thus a potential source
of supply for any cod ground there; hence for Nantucket Shoals the question of the
circulation of the water is the cnlCial one in this connection. More specifically,
Whether or not Nantucket Shoals is particularly favored with cod fry depends upon
Whether the nontidal drift flows toward that region from important spawning grounds
far enough away for the eggs and larvre to develop into bottom-dwelling fry by the
time they reach the shoals.

For determining the general circulation of the ocean off the New England coast
llumerous drift-bottle and current-meter experiments have been made by Bigelow
and others. The drift-bottle experiments at best can give but a rough pieture of
the circulation of the upper stratum. Conditions may change from day to day, so
that an average result, covering perhaps one to two months of time, is all that can
be obtained as to routes and velocities between the setting out and recovery of the
bottles. However, it is almost certain that part of the drifting cod eggs, larvre, and
to some extent the fry, folloy,r the same route as the bottles. Up to the present the
experiments made with these latter furnish our most dependable means of tracing
the destiny, in a general Wfl,y, of the cod spawn discharged in any particular part
of the Gulf of Maine.

Bigelow (1927, p. 972) found that the Gulf of Maine is dominated by an anti
clockwise nontidal circulation, differing in velocity and in detail with the season.
A rough picture of the circulation in July and August is given in Figure 26. As the
Currents from offshore do not pass over the cod grounds south of Cape Cod, except
possibly by Il long and tortuous course, they are not treated here. To the westward
of Nantucket, although little is known of the conditions existing in winter, the fact
that Bigelow found a shore drift to the Rhode Island-North Carolina region in sum
lner, carrying flotsam away from the shoals, suggests that this region does not con
stitute a prolific source for Nantucky Shoals fry. A large number of cod spawn in
this westward region, so that a study of its hydrography presents an important
problem for the future.

The dominant drift in the Gulf of Maine, which sets in a southwesterly direction
along the coast of Maine, veers to the eastward well off Cape Cod, and thence toward
:Nova Scotia, but part of it follows the coast southward past Cape Cod and down to
:Nantucket Shoals. It is this part of the drift that is of most importance in bringing
to Nantucket Shoals pelagic cod fry originating from eggs spawned to the north
Ward of Cape Cod.

In late winter and early spring the northeast-southwest drift along the coast of
Maine and southward past Cape Cod is most definite and reaches its greatest velocity
of the year. Bigelow (ibid., p. 975) states that" under these circumstances flotsam
of any kind (buoyant fish eggs, for instance, or the larvre hatched therefrom) that
lnay drift from the north into the northern side of Massachusetts Bay or that may be
produced there tends to drift out of its southern side." This being so, we have
favorable conditions for the drift of cod fry to Nantucket Shoals from regions north
of Cape Cod, providing that the velocity of drift is such that the resultant fry will
reach the southern Massachusetts region at a time when they are seeking the bottom.
. With regard to the velocity -of the dominant nontidal drift in the Gulf of Maine
In so far as it affects the destiny of cod fry, the year falls into two periods-a wintoc
season from October to May, when prevailing northwesterly winds enhance the
speed of the current along the shores of Maine and Massachusetts and hold it c1os~
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in, and a summer season from June to September, when prevailing south and south
westerly winds both retard it and direct it offshore.

The following velocities for the winter and spring have been ohtained for the
region between the Bay of Fundy and Nantucket Shoals.

FIGVRII 26.-Schematlc repre.-entation of the dominant non tidal circulation of the Oulf of Maine, July to August. (After
Bigelow, 1927)

At Portland Lightship measurements made by the United States Coast arid
Geodetic Survey (Bigelow, 1927, p. 861) show a mean dominant set of about 8 miles
Ii day to the south and west from October to December of two different years, Accord
ing to prevailing winds, the October:Pece:rnber conditions probably continue until
May.
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ttecoveries from It litle of drift bottles fUll 1() miles off Cape AnIi, Mass.,. in April,

1!}26 (Bigelow, ibid., p. 818), show~d the following periods of drift betwMn there and
the Nantucket Shoals region: 1 bottle Was recovered 32 dltys later at Race Point,
Oape Cod, a distance of about 37 miles, or lln average velocity of 1.15 miles per
day; 13 2 bottles went to Chatham, 70 mill:\s, in 30 IU1d 38 dayt'l, respectively, at an
average for the two of 2.09 miles; another Was taken off Monomoy, Ca.pe Cod, after
49 days, 75 miles, at 1.53 miles per day; 2 reached the island of Nantucket, the mean
rates being 57 days, 115 milljs, at 2 miles per day; and another went to the south
shore of Marthas Vineyard in: 74 days, about 130 miles, at 1.76 miles per day.

The following results werb obtained from a line of drift bottles set out in Massa
chusetts Bay February 6 and 7, 1925 (Bigelow, 1927, p. 876, and Fish, 1928, p. 277):
Out of 90 bottles 27, or 30 per cent, were recovered, of which 4 went around Cape
Cod or toward the Nantucket Shoals region. Of these 1 was reported 29 miles east
SOutheast from Stellwagen Bank (there is some doubt about the exact locality of
recovery) 9 days later and about 49 miles away, a velocity of 5.4 miles per day;
2 Were taken on tbe south shore of Nantucket, 88 miles in 128 days, and 80 miles in
144 days, respectively, from the place and time of release, an average velocity of
0.62 mile per day (these latter may have been delayed inside the arm of Cape Cod
or elsewhere); and 1 was recovered after 149 days, off Fire Island, N. Y., and had
traveled about 220 miles, at an average velocity of 1.48 miles per day.

In May, 1925, drift bottles were put out in various parts of Massachusetts
Bay. (Bigelow, 1927, p. 877, and Fish, 1928, p. 278.) The recoveries include
2 bottles which crossed the bay in 5 and 6 days, at a velocity of 3.6 and 2.5 miles,
respectively; 1 bottle went from the southern tip of Stellwagen Bank to 75 miles
Southeast by east from Cape Cod Light (which places it in South Channel), a distance
of about 90 miles in 22 days at 4.1 miles a day; another went to Dennisport" on the
Southern coast of Cape Cod, ;about 80 miles in 17 days at 4.7 miles per day; while
another was found near Edg$'town, Marthas Vineyard, 6.'5 days later, a distance of
about 120 miles from its place ~f release near the middle of Cape Cod Bay, and average
velocity of about 1.8 miles pet day.

In addition to these drift bottle records, current measurements by the Unikd
~tates Coast and Geodetic S~rvey (Bigelow, 1927, p. 864) were made along the out
SI~e coast of Cape Cod. Tliat the current runs strong there is shown by the 12
llliles per day southward drift that was obtained off Nauset Light. Current meas
llrelllents taken from June to ~ptember, 1911, at Pollock Rip Lightship and at Round
Shoal Lightship, which are cln the fringe of Nantucket Shoals at the entrance to
Nantucket Sound, showed a[dominant drift toward the southeast at velocities of
9 to 10 and 2 to 3 miles per 24 hours, respectively.
. As a result of these vanous bottle experiments and current measurements there
IS SOIne evidence that during the winter and spring the velocity of that part of the
~Ol1J.inant drift whieh sets southward ~long the coast of Ma~ne and out and a~'ound
Aape Cod to southern Massachusetts IS of about the followmg order of magmtudc:

bout 5 to 8 miles per 24 hours from eastern Maine to Cape Ann, 2 to 5 miles across
~assachusetts Bay to the north tip of Cape Cod, and about 2% miles from Cape
Ann to the Nantucket Shoals region. The latter rate is based on the average velocity
~f eight bottles which drifted from Cape Ann and Massachusetts Bay to South
~el, Nantucket, and Marthas Vineyard.)
\Ve~' 'rhese are minimum velocities, for, no dOUbt, some of the drllt bottles were anobonld 011 tile allOnl for some time before the1

'0 fOund.
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According to these velocities, it is evident that fry coming from eggs spawned
between eastern Maine and Cape Cod are carried to Nantucket Shoals in a relatively
short time. Many of them, no doubt, drift far beyond before attaining the bottom-
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FIGURE 27.-Chlet spawning grounds at cod In the western side at the !;luU at Maine. (Atter Bigelow. 1925)

dwelling stage. Fish (1928, p. 283) found newly spawned cod eggs in the westerl)
part of Massachusetts Bay and late embryos in the eastern part and concluded that
the anticlockwise drift carried them out of the ba.y before they h!1tched. We ha",e
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also the catches of cod larvre 14 made by the Albatross II along the outer coast of
Cape Cod. These included a catch on May 28, 1927, off Race Point, of 148 larvre
a~ to 6~ millimeters long, taken in one haul, and another off Cape Cod Light on the
Sltme date of 1941arvre which measured 3~ to 9}f millimeters. It is apparent from the
s~ze of these larvlE that they would be carried beyond the Nantucket region by the
time they reltched the bottom stage.

It is safe to assume that most of the eggs spawned north of Cape Cod hatch in 15
to 30 days, depending on the SMSon and, therefore, the temperature. If approxi
lllately 50 days are allowed for the development of the larvre and fry, it CRn be seen
that spawning grounds located 65 to 80 "drift days" away and in line with the south
erly drift are well situated for supplying southern Massachusetts with fry. Excep
tions, of course, would occur, for the velocity of drift might be greater some months
than others; eggs spawned early in the season might hatch in as little as 10 days;
and delays en route, such as might be caused by eddies, would enhance or retard
the chances of fry reaching the shoals, depending upon how far they had to drift.

Along the course of the southerly drift there are various important spawning
grounds. Farthest north and east, between Cape Elizabeth and the Bay of Fundy 16

the grounds are scattering and small, but in the aggregate a large number of cod eggs
are probably produced there. More important spawning grounds are located between
Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth (chiefly in Ipswich Bay), and others between Cape
Ann and Cape Cod. (Fig. 27.)

Although cod spawn throughout the winter in most localities, the time when the
height of egg production occurs may vary even on two grounds close together. Thus
Bigelow (1924, p. 422) shows that on the north side of Cape Ann ripe fish are not
COlIlmon until January or February and much of the spawning occurs from February
to April, while off Plymouth, only 50 miles distant, the important part of the season
USually is in January and February. Fish (1928, p. 290) found considerable spawning
taking place off Plymouth as early as November 12, in 1924. Between Cape Eliza
beth and the Mount Desert region most of the spawning takes place from March
to May.

Variation in the incubation period of the eggs (see Table 33), according to tem
Perature, makes it pertinent to consider the approximate conditions which exist
OVer the spawning grounds which lie in the path of the drift toward N I1ntucket
Shoals at the time of spawning.

TABLE 33.-Period of incubation for cod eggs G

-----------_._.~_...._-_._-.-._-
I

Water temper- Water temper- Water temper· I Water temper-
ature ature ature ature

Days Days
---~--

Days Da)s

OF. o C. of. o C. of. o C. of. o C.

_.. _.~ ---- -- ------------ ------
31 -0.8 60 36 2.2 25 41 5.0 16 46 7.8 11
32 0.0 40 37 2.8 23 42 5.5 15 47 8.3 HHI
33 +0.11 3l\ 38 3.3 21 43 6.1 14
34 1. ~ 31 39 3.9 19 44 6.7 13
35 1. 28 40 4.4 17 45 7.2 12

• From A Manual of Fish Culture, p. 206, In Report U. S. Commissioner 01 Fisheries, Pt. XXIII, for 1897.

Il~These larvID were discovered among plankton hauls made by O. E. Sette during mackerel Investigations.
11 ".Because of the unusual physical Qondltlons of the water In the Bay of Fundy, larvro from pclal{lc e·IlIlS arc rare there. (See

untsman, 1918c, p. 65.)
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The coast of Maine from the Bay of Fundy to Gape Elizabeth.-For this long
stretch of coast it is difficult to set an average time and place for the spawning of
the cod or an average temperature. Cod eggs spawned there in March would hatch
in about 25 to 31 days in the 1° to 2° C. temperatures prevailing, 16 to 19 days in
4° to 5° C. water in April, and 11 to 14 days in 6° to 8° C. water in May. The dis
tance from this region to Nantucket Shoals, over the shortest route that can be taken
by the dominant drift, is about 180 to 360 miles. Arbitrarily assuming an average
drift rate of 3 miles per day, it would require 60 to 120 days for flotsam to cover the
distance from this region to the shoals. Allowing an incubation period of 12 to 28
days for the eggs and a pelagic existence of about 50 days for the larvre and fry, they
would travel 62 to 78 days before the latter reached the stage when they seek bottom:

This region, therefore, constitutes one of the most probable sources of the cod
fry found on bottom on Nantucket Shoals.

Cape Elizabeth to Cape Ann.-Eggs spawned in this region in ,January, drifting
southward and around Cape Cod, would incubate in a temperature averi\ging around
3° C., while in February and Mareh it would be closer to 2° C. During the principal
part of the spawning season, therefore, hatching would there require about 23 to 28
days. The center of this region is about 150 miles distant from the shoals, along the
probable route of the drift, which at an average velocity of 3 miles a day would carry
flotsam to Nantucket Shoals in about 50 days. Allowing 73 to 78 days of drift for
the eggs, larvre, and fry, it appears that most of the latter would pass well beyond
the shoals before seeking bottom and, consequently, that this region is less favorably
situated than the preceding with respect to stocking the shoals with cod fry. .

Massachusetts Bay region.-Cod eggs spawned here as early as November would
hatch in about 10 days in gO C. water, while in December the period would be 14 to
19 days, {or the temperature then ranges from 4° to 6° C. In January and February,
when much of the spawning occurs in this region, the temperatures along the route
to Nantucket Shoals average about 2° C.; hence the incubation period occupies 25
to 28 days. The distance from both the Plymouth gro unda and Stellwagen Bank
to Nantucket Shoals is about 80 mileR, and the time req uircd for flotsam to accom
plish the drift at 3 miles per day would be about 27 days. From the time the eggs are
spawned there cod fry would drift about 60 to 75 days before taking to the bottom,
by which time those which passed over the shoals would probably go far beyond. It
seems clear that this region is much less favorably located than others farther north
for supplying the shoals with cod fry.

These estimates, rough at the best, are meant to apply to the principal spawning
grounds along the western part of the Gulf of Maine, to the height of the spawning
period, and to the approximate velocity of the dominant drift along a direct course.
For example, spawning on most of the grounds progresses throughout the winter,
so that while as many eggs, or more, may be deposited during one or two months (when
the season is at its height,) ItS dnring the rest of the season combined, the secondary
period, in the aggregate is very important. And it is possible tha.t fry may at such
times reach the shoals from grounds that do not contribute to the former at the height
of the breeding season.

Although many cod fry are carried past Nantucket Shoals by the dominant drift,
the probability must not be overlooked that some of these seek bottom near by and
thus are an important factor in keeping up the stock of cod off southern New England
in general/ if not on Nantucket Shoals in particular. .
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In sum, cod eggs spawned along the coast of Maine east of Cape Elizabeth are
probably the most prolific source of the cod fry present on Nantucket Shoals.

THE PRESENCE OF JUVENILE COD ON NANTUCKET SHOALS

In American waters little is known concerning the habits and migrations of young
cod from the time they first take to the bottom until they are about 2 years old
~about 12 to 14 inches long). Consequently, we must turn to European sources for
Information as to this stage in the cod's life.

Off the Norwegian coast, Hjort and Dahl (1900, p. 154), in summing up Sar's
findings on the cod, point out that cod fry approach the shores in summer and in
autumn when about 10 to 12 centimeters (about 4 to 5 inches) long. They live close
by the shore in sandy bays and in the uppermost seaweed. McIntosh (1897,
p. 194-195) states that in Scottish waters the fry freq uent shallow rock pools, but that
they go offshore as they become older. Schmidt (1907, p. 16) records cod fry 4 to 5
centimeters (172 to 2 inches) long in the fjords around Iceland in September, while'
"ariaus European investigators mention the presence of young fry floating under jelly
fish (Cyanea). Not all records of the fry have been from alongshore, for Hjort
~H114, p. 10) states that, although the younger stages live as a rule in shallow water
~n the southerly regions, observations made to the northward (east of VI1rdo and
In the Varanger Fjord) have shown that small cod, from the earliest bottom stages
uPward, are to be found widely distributed throughout great parts of the Bar~ntz

Sea, even as deep as 100 to 200 fathoms.
How closely the habits of European and American cod fry agree, particularly

With respect to the environment in which they pass their first year, is not yet known.
We have no proof that cod fry make extensive migrations off the New EBgland
COast. Comparatively few have been found in the immediate shore waters during
recent collecting, although offshore they were quite generally scattered over all good
COd bottom wherever experimental hauls were made between Nantucket Shoals and
SOuthern Nova Scotia.

A few hauls made on Nantucket Shoals with a small otter trawl 16 yielded the
following young cod:

Haul No. 1.-June 22,1927; 10 miles east of Round Shoal buoy; one-half hour;
depth, 21 fathoms; 5 cod, 63 to 93 millimeters long (2.5 to 3.7 inches).
f Haul No. 2.-June 24, 1927; near Great Rip buoy; one-half hour; depth, 12
athoms ; 14 cod, of which 12 were 61 to 122 millimeters (2.4 to 4.8 inches) and the

other two, 297 and 343 millimeters long (11.7 and 13.5 inches).
f Haul No. S.-October 16, 1927; near Great Rip buoy; one-half hour; depth, 12
athoms ; 2 cod, 184 and 203 millimeters long (7.2 and 8 inches).

1 In addition to the fry taken in trawls others were found in the stomachs oft rger fish, chiefly cod. As a rule about 8 or 10 young cod from about 3 to 7 inches
s:g Were found per 100 stomachs examined not only in cod caught on Nantucket

oals but in many other localities as well.
h Although small cod less than 8 inches long and not over about 1 year of age
a"e been found quite generally distributed over Nantucket Shoals and other offshore

founds, only a small part of them appear to survive there, for a striking paucity of
~ittle larger, between 8 and 15 inches long or 1 and 2 years of age, has been

lin ~. 'rhe traWl used had a spread oC about 30 Ceet between tbe boards and was ot "'·inch square mesh. Usually the cod cnd was
e with bobbinet oC about %2-inch mesh.
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found. This is illustrated by the following list of the smallest cod which we caught
on Nantucket Shoals with hook and line:

TABLE 34.-The total catch of cod less than 1fl inches lana taken by the " Halcyon" and" Albatross I I"
on Nantucket Shoals from 1923 to 1928 with hook and line

Number below 16 inches 1

Date Cod ., ., .,
[ll

~
Datecaught 1l " ".c .c .c

• .s " " " 3.8 .8 .S .S... ;::l ::; := ~
0... Eo<

- - - - -

Number below 16 inches 1

~-----------

Cod .,
[ll [ll [ll [ll

caught ".c .c .c .c .c
" " " " " ~.8 .S .S .S .S... ;::l ::; := ~... Eo<

-- - -- - - -

12 18 34 ---- - - - - -Total. ______ ... 23,440 2 11 25 93 132 263
a 7 10
1 3 5

15 16 45
36 47 92

... __ ......... _ ..... 2 2
1 2 1 2 6

.... _ ..... __ ••• 2 __ ... :4

5 __ ... _.... 7 12
1 1 16 13 31

1923:
April-May __ ..
May .
June .. __ .. __ ..
AugusL.... __
Septemher.. _
October ..

1924:
July ..
September.. .. ..
October _._ .......

192.,:
May.. _ ..
June .
Aug-usL _ _
October _

336 _ _ . .. __ 1 .. _
411 . __ ...

1,144 __ __ . __ 2 __ 2
1,700 _._ __ .. __ .
1,352 _ '"'' __ ..__ .. .

::;;; ~~~:: ;;J::;;; :::~: ;;;;; ::-:~
884 4

8.,2 .
671 I .. _

1,29i 2 3 9
1,328 ..... __ ... 9

1926:
September.. _

1927:May' _
June ' ... __ __
September _. __
October .

1928:
July__ . __ ... __ .. __
October__ . __ .. _

1,878

1,252
1,701
1,4f,Jl
1,291

748
304

2 17 19

1 Nonc were caught under 11 inches.
'In addition there were caught on the Chatham grounds 460 cod. whioh included one 14 and one 15 Inch IIsh.

The question naturally arises as to what extent selectiveness of the hook-aud-line
gear is responsible for the very small proportion of cod below 16 inches that was
taken, for we found fish so small to be scarce not only on Nantucket Shoals but in
all our catches made on the off~hore banks as well. Alongshore the results have
been much different, for there we have caught large numbers of cod 12 to 15 inches
long with the same sort of hooks as was used in the Nantucket region. For example
in the shore waters off Mount Desert, Me., where we caught 9,894 cod from 1924 to
1928, a total of 38 per cent of the cod (compared with 1 per cent for Nantucket
Shoals, was less than 16 inches long, divided according to size, as follows: 10 inches,
5; 11 inches, 76; 12 inches, 416; 13 inches, 959; 14 inches, 1,163; and 15 inches, 1,139
fish.

The scarcity of these small cod in our catches on Nantucket Shoals and other
offshore grounds might be due, to a small extent, to the aggressiveness of the large
fish in seizing the bait, but this possibility fails to explain the vast difference in the
percentage of young fish taken in the shore waters as compared with the offshore.

It will be of great importance to know with certainty what now seems a proba
bility, nfimely, whether the large numbers of cod fry scattered over our offshore banks
are almost completely wiped out by the depredations of larger fish, for if this be so
our stock of adults must be drawn largely from the nurseries alongshore such as that
along the coast of Maine. More sampling must be done with nets as well as with
various sizes of hooks before we can hope to answer this question. Observations along
this line were made in September, 1929, when I observed the catches in 40 hauls
made by a commercial otter trawler on the northeastern part of Georges Bank.
Although the bunt of the net used was of a mesh fine enough (I inch square) to retain
cod at least as small as 10 inches in length, only a few hundred (fig. 28) were sIlJall
enough to fit in the 10 to 15 inch class. (The catch of cod consisted of several thousand
fish, nearly all of them between18 to 45 inches long.)
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It seems apparent that only to a small extent do the cod fry which seek bottom
on Nantucket Shoals contribute to the stock of fish there, for, whatever may happen
to them, few survive on the shoals after they reach about 1 year of age. Consequently,
the population must be kept up largely by the immigration of older cod (young
adults and near adults) from other localities. A discussion of these follows.

IMMIGRATIONS TO NANTUCKET SHOALS OF ADULT AND NEARLY ADULT COD

That schools of medium-sized cod appear on Nantucket Shoals from time to time
Was learned from the length-frequency distributions of the fish caught by the Halcyon
llnd the Albatross II. Unfortunately, none of these fish bore tags from other grounds;
hence, definite information as to their source is lacking. However, recaptures taken
along a route to Nantucket Shoals and beyond of cod tagged to the north and east of
Cape Cod throw some light on this question. Their records follow.
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FIGlJltE 28.-I,ength·frequency distribution of the young cod caught in an otter trawl during the course of a week's
fishing on northeastern Georges Balik September 1l}-25, 1929. Smoothed once by a moving average of 3

d . Year 1923.-0nly 12 cod were tagged on grounds other ~han Nantucket Shoals
t~l'lIlg 1923-all on Stellwagen bank (between Cape Cod and Cape Ann). Out of the

fee recaptures subsequently made one fish was taken at Rockaway, N. Y.
Year 192J,..-A total of 3,144 cod was tagged along shore between New Hampshire

end Mount Desert, Me., and on the following offshore banks: Stellwagen Bank,
oone Island, Jeffreys Ledge, and Platts Bank. There were 396 recaptures reported,

~f Which the following fish migrated toward or past Nantucket Shoals: 2 fish were
2llk.en 10 to 23 miles off Highland Light, Cape Cod; 2 off Chatham, 3 in South Channel,

neal' Round Shoal buoy on Nantucket Shoals, and 1 at Rockaway, N. Y.· In
~d~ition a southerly direction was taken by one of the fish tagged near Portland,
t hlCh was recaught on Stellwagen Bank, and by 2 Mount Desert cod, 1 of which was
ak.en on Jeffreys Ledge and 1 on Platts Bank.
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Year 1925.-A total of 6,389 cod was tagged on the same grounds north of Cape
Cod as in 1924, of which 918 were subsequently reported recaptured. Of these 1
Stellwagen cod was taken off Atlantic, City N. J., and there is a somewhat doubtful
record of a Mount Desert fish taken off Race Point, Cape Cod. In addition, Mount
Desert cod were taken, 1 each at Matinicus, Portland Lightship, and Ipswich Bay.

Year 1926.-Tagging was restricted somewhat this year, and the number of
cod tagged other than on Nantucket Shoals amounted to 1,016 on Georges Bank
and 945 off Mount Desert. The subsequent recaptures numbered 169 and included
1 Georges Bank cod, which was taken off Rhode Island, and 1 Mount Desert fish,
which was caught off Matinicus, Me.

Year 1927.-A total of 3,190 cod was tagged in the following localities: Georges
Bank, Browns Bank, Cashes Ledge, Jeffreys Ledge, Platts Bank, Stellwagen Bank,
and off Mount Desert. The recaptures reported numbered 298, of which 2 came frqm
South Channel. In addition, a Browns Bank cod was taken off Magnolia, Mass.,
and a Platts Bank cod was taken off Plymouth, Mass.

Year 1928.-During this year 1,285 cod were tagged in the Gulf of Maine, north
and east of Nantucket Shoals and South Channel; and from these 33 recaptures were
reported, of which 4 were taken along the route to Nantucket Shoals. Two of these
were cod from the northeastern part of Georges Bank, 1 of which was taken on the
southwestern part of the bank and 1 on Nantucket Shoals. One cod migrated from
Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, to the Chatham grounds, while another migrated from
Stellwagen Bank to Rhode Island.

This summary shows that only 29 tagged cod out of 1,817 recaptures reported
from 15,981, marked on grounds other than Nantucket Shoals and Chatham, from
1923 to 1928, showed a tendency to migrate toward Nantucket Shoals. Of these
29 only 19 cod, or about 1 per cent of the total recaptures, were taken in the Nan
tucket-Chatham-South Channel region proper and on the wintering grounds to the
westward. This result, taken by itself, would seem to indicate that no important
migration to Nantucket Shoals occurred from any of the grounds where we have
tagged a large number of fish to the north and east throughout the six years of this
experiment. However, if the region north and east of Massachusetts be taken bY'
sections the dispersals made by these fish take on added interest.

Only 5 cod out of about 10,000 that were tagged along shore between Cape Eliz
abeth and Mount Desert, Me., were recaptured along a route to southern Massa
chusetts. This region, therefore, is not a likely source of the young adult cod which
appear on Nantucket Shoals from time to time. Although the coast of Maine appears
to play an unimportant rMe with regard to supplying Nantucket Shoals with adult
cod, we must not lose sight of the fact that the shore waters there form one of the
greatest nurseries for young cod along our coast, and that most of the 10,000 fish
which were tagged off Mount Desert were younger (3 years old or less) than the cod
tagged elsewhere in the Gulf of Maine. It may be that as these fish grow older,
reaching upward of 4 years of age and move out into deeper water, that many of thern
may find their way into the southern Massachusetts region, probably by way of the
offshore banks. Direct evidence of this from marked fish is lacking, because nearly
all these fish would have lost their tags during the long period elapsing before their
meanderings could bring them to the Nantucket region.

A small proportion of the cod living on Platts Bank and Cashes Ledge, and·
probably in their general vicinity, emigrate toward southern Massachusetts, for 6
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tagged cod (out of 1,600 marked) from these banks were recaptured along the coast
of Cape Cod.

Ir some of the cod from the north and east of Cape Cod which migrate to the
Wintering grounds between Rhode Island and North Carolina drop off, either on their
Way southward or on their return northward, to live on Nantucket Shoals, then the
stock of fish in this latter region is kept up partly by grown fish from the Massachu
setts Bay region and from the offshore grounds between southern Nova Scotia and
Georges Bank. Evidence of this is shown by the following data: Out of a total of
only 196 cod tagged on SteUwagen Bank, in Massachusetts Bay, from 1923 to 1928,
1 fish was recaptured between Rhode Island and New Jersey during the fall of each
of the years 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1928 (no cod were tagged in Massachusetts Bay in
1926 and only 10 in 1927), showing that there was a decided tendency for some of
these fish to go southward each year.

That some of the cod living offshore migrate to or beyond Nantucket Shoals is
Shown by the following recapture records: 1 of the 263 cod which we tagged off Cape
Sable in 1928 was retaken off Chatham, Mass. On Browns Bank, 1,100 cod were
tagged in 1927-28; and of the 28 recaptures reported up to the end of 1929, 2 fish
had crossed the deep channel to the south and west, for 1 of them was taken
on Georges Bank and the other in South Channel. On the northeastern part of
Georges Bank, about 150 miles from Nantucket Shoals, 1,598 cod were tagged from
1926 to 1928, of which only 12 were reported recaptured. But 3 of these, or one-fourth
of the total, have been recorded from along the route to southern New England, as
fOllows: 1 cod, tagged September 26, 1928, in about latitude 42° 00' N., longitude 66°
22' \V., was retaken on October 20 about 100 miles to the westward, toward Nan
tUcket Shoals; while another 'fish tagged on the same date and in the same locality
Was recaptured on the shoals in May, 1929; of the cod tagged on Georges Bank in
A\lgl.lst, 1926, 1 was recaptured off Rhode Island in April, 1927. Some cod were
tagged off southern Nova Scotia by the Biological Board of Canada. Among the
recaptures are several fish taken on Georges Bank and several taken off Rhode Island.

SUMMAUY

The size of the summer population of adult or nearly adult cod on Nantucket
Shoals from 1923 to 1928 might be roughly estimated at between 3,000,000 and
4,500,000 fish.
h Immigrant fish and the young which grow up in the Nantucket Shoals region

a\7e been sufficient to keep up the population there by offsetting losses due to deaths
and . .enllgratIOns.

A large part of the cod fry which seek bottom on Nantucket Shoals appear to
COlll.e from eggs deposited along the coast of Maine. But although fry may be
elentiful on the shoals, it would seem that they contribute only in a small way in
f ceping up the local population, for relatively few 1 to 2 year old cod have been
°Und there.

b Indications are that the stock of cod on Nantucket Shoals is kept up chiefly
hY th~ i~migration of you~g adult and near-adult fish. Recaptures of tagged fish
baVe indICated that the regIOn to the northward of Cape Cod contributes annually
(;Ut a small number of adult cod to the Nantucket Shoals grounds. The South

hannel grounds and the southwest pnrt of Georges Bank appear to be a. more
Probable source, for, although scarcely any cod were tagged there and we have no

105919-3{}---7
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direct evidence, these grounds are adjacent to Nantucket Shoals and support a large
stock of fish. Another indication that a large part of the Nantucket adult cod are
derived from near-by regions and not from the northward is to be had from scale
studies which have shown that the cod to the north of Cape Cod differ materially
from those to the southward in the early growth of their scales (p. 110).

AGE AND RATE OF GROWTH OF COD, PARTICULARLY THOSE ON NANTUCKET SHOALS

On the present investigation we did not specialize in a study of the factors which
cause fluctuations in growth other than the collections of water temperatures and
observations on the cod's food. We were concerned, however, in determining the
growth of the cod in various parts of its habitat along the New England coast and in
doing this utilized three methods, namely, length frequencies, scales, and growth
registered by recaptured tagged fish.

Many observations have been made, especially in European waters, on the
age and rate of growth of cod. The majority of the records obtained cover only
the first year of growth, because most of the collections have been of young fish
that were obviously in their first year of life. Even up to the completion of the
second year records are not lacking, but Ahove this agf' oata hecome fewer Ano fewer
as the fish grow older.

There is no particular rate of growth nor any average size at a given age that,
will cover the cod for all parts of its range. Environmental conditions affect growth
in some cases to a marked degree, for in general the cod in Europe appear to grow
more slowly than off the coast of America, and growth evidently is more rapid in the
southern part of the fish's range than in the northern.

There has been much discussion as to whether food or temperature is the more
important in regulating the growth of fish ano various experiments in this direction
have been undertaken.

Fulton (1904, pp. 170-171) believed that temperature was of flrst importance
because it acted directly on the metabolism of the fish and affected the rapidity of
digestion. He pointed out in his experiments with cod, haddock, and other species
that fish gave up feeding altogether when the water became very cold (less than 3.80

C.), because under such conditions the ferments upon which oigestion depends
acted slowly or not at all. Appetite waits on digestion, and the latter may be cor
related with the metabolism in the tissues. Cod and haddock living in cold-water
aquaria in the winter were sluggish and moved about very little, whereas fish kept
in artificially heated aquaria were very active and had a good appetite. However,
3.8° C. does not mark a critical temperature below which all cod cease feeding, fof
in some of the regions where cod live the year around, as off Labrador, Greenland,
Iceland, and on the Grand Bank, the temperature is below 3.8° C. most of the time.
Jensen (1926, p. 91), fishing for cod (Gadus callarias) off the west coast of Greenland
with hooks baited with frozen herring, caught virtually no fish during June, when the
bottom temperature on Fyllas Bank ranged from 0.20° to 1.06° C., but made good
catches early in July at temperatures of 0.87° to 1.68° C. and again the middle of
the month at 2.09° to 2.74° C. and Hjort and Ruud (1929, p. 17) record that the
Michael Sars found excellent hand-line fishing for cod on August 5, 1924, in latitude
63° 55' N., longitude 53° W., in 67 meters, where the temperature was about 1.60

C. The cod had been feeding on shrimps, amphipods, crabs, and sand eels. Cod ill
this region, therefore, feed when the temperature is appreciably below 3° C.
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Undoubtedly there is some correlation between temperature and the desire of
the cod to take food, but we know comparatively little on this subject with respect
1..0 the various" races" of Gadus callal'ias. Certainly we could expect Labrador cod,
hVing in a temperature of, say, -1 ° to + 5° C: to behave differently than Nantucket
cod living in a temperature of 2° to 15° C. Yet even the latter fish do not cease
feeding in the winter when the temperature drops below 3° C.

Along the New England coast an examination of cod stomachs at different
seasons has shown that more food is eaten in summer than in winter. This, of course,
lllay be due as much to a fulling off in the food supply as to a loss of appetite due to
It low temperature, for in February, 1928, off Delaware Bay, we found that instead
of the cod being on their regular feeding grounds in 4° to 5° C. water they were
around and inside the bay feeding on sand eels (Ammodytes) in about 2° C. water.

Cutler (1918, p. 488) kept flounders and plaice in water of various temperatures,
lhade observations on the scales, and concluded that the amount of food did not
affect the production of summer and winter bands, but that the formation of wide
sclerites (generally produced during rapid growth) was due to high water temperatures
While low temperatures resulted in narrow ones.

Winge (1915, p. 18), in his work on cod scales, SUIllS up the effects of temperaturl1
ltnd food on the growth of the cod, us follows: "Everything seems to indicate that
the rate of growth of the cod is highly dependent upon conditions of temperature in
the water, although perhaps in the main indirectly through the effect of temperature
IlPon the quantity of nourishment."

Some light is thrown on the effects of temperature in retarding or increasing
the rate of growth of cod fry by observntions made in Norwegian waters. Dannevig
(1925, p. 7) cites a rearing experiment carried out by Capt. G. M. Dannevig in 1886.
A.t that time newly hatched cod larvre placed in a pond, grew from a length of
3 millimeters on April 2G to an avemge length of 10 millimeters by May 31. A
second experiment of the same sort, but made later in the spring, was carried out
near Arendal on May 25, 1909, where Dannevig (1919, p. 45; 1925, p. 8) released
about 100,000 1 to 2 day old cod larvre (4 millimeters long) in the station's rearing
Pond in water having l\. temperat.ure of 9.5° C. The InrvlB grew ns follows: June 12
they ltveraged about 20.5 millimeters (2 fish); June 16, 27.5 millimeters (2 fish);
and on June 18, 24.5 millimeters (8 fish). The tempernture in the pond on June 16
was 20° to 21.4° C. nnd must have been considembly wnrmer thnn thnt which obtnined
dllring the experiment in 1886. This difference is reflected in the rate of growth,
for wherens the cod in 1886 avernged only 10 millimeters in length at 35 dnys old
(A.pril 26 to May 31), those reared in warm water in 1909 had reached a length of
~bout 25 millimeters in 25 to 26 days (May 23-24 to June 18). Although other
a?tors, such as the food supply, may hnve had some influence in bringing about
~hlS difference in rnte of growth, it seems obvious thnt temperature played the most
llllportant part.

II. Thompson (lH26, p. 6) is inclined to helieve that the n.mount of food more
~han temperature decides the rate of growth, although haddock and gadoids which
e had under observation in aquaria had It lessened desire for food from January to

March. He concluded that, in geneml, cnptive lUlddock living in water of about the
S8.111e temperature as at sea but supplied with a regular diet grow about twice as fast
as they would under natural conditions.
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Duff (1929, p. 16), who studied Sable Island (Nova Scotia) cod, concluded that
adult fish in this region reach their maximum rate of growth during May, June, and
July, and their minimum during January and February.

Whether it be temperature or food that is the more important factor in bringing
about fluctuations in the rate of growth of cod, it has been found that, according to
the scales, a period of rapid and of slow growth occurs each year, alternating through
out the life of the fish.

EVIDENCE FROM LENGTH FREQUENCIES

The first attempts at determining the age of cod were based upon length fre
quencies. (Hjort, 1914, p. 121.) In discussing the length-frequency method of age
determination, first applied to fish by Peterson (1892), it is pointed out by Dahl
(1909, p. 759) that this method is workable as a rule only up to the third year. He
says further (ibid.):

The method in fact rests on the supposition, that the start in size which the fry of one year
possesses compared to the fry resulting from next year's spawning, that this start in size is retained
also during subsequent years.

To a certain extent this holds good, where the spawning season is short, and where growth is
uniform. But experience shows that a long spawning season, unequal growth in different years and
different localities, besides active and passive migrations, combine to blot out the "annual groups" in
most species after the lapse of very few years. After the lapse of even one year the single individuals
of a year group could not in all cases be recognized as belonging to a certain group and after a lapse
of a few years a recognition of the year classes even as groups became almost impossible.

It would seem that the cod falls in that category, which makes it difficult to
determine age classes by tbe length-frequency method for the spawning season is long,
the fry carry out passive and many of the adults active migrations, and there is a
regional variation in the rate of growth. But in spite of these difficulties year classes
up to the third, and in some cases even to the fifth, may be recognized, provided fair
sized samples of fish are measured from each locality that is selected for study.

In European waters Graham (1926, p. 24) found tbat North Sea cod fry averaged
about 3.6 centimeters early in July, 4.8 centimeters early in August, and 7.9 centi
meters late in September.

Dannevig (1925, p. 10) found the average size of cod seined near Arendal,
Norway, on the Skagerrack, to be 8 to 12 centimeters in October. Fry of these sizeEl
were placed in a rearing pond and attained a length of about 15 centimeters (6 inches)
by the following April when presumably about 1 year old.

Off the east coast of Scotland, Fulton (1901, p. 227) found that cod batched
around April were 4Y2 inches long by November, 5X inches by December, and 5%
inches by January.

Off the east coast of England, Wallace (1923, p. 17) found that the lengths of
yearling cod ranged from 3 to 7 centimeters (1% to 2% inches) in July and from 5 to
14 centimeters (2 to 5Y2 inches) in October, but the number of cod so taken were too
few to form dependable modes.

In the Irish Sea, Johnstone et a1. (1924, p. 8) report catches of young cod taken
by a prawn trawler, as follows: August, 137 fish, 4 to 19 centimeters, average 8.1
centimeters (3.19 inches); October, 64 fish, 9 to 19 centimeters, average 13.56 centi
meters (5.34 inches); November and December, 48 fisb, 9 to 19 centimeters, average
14.23 centimeters, (5.60 incbes).

Off the east coast of Iceland, where tbe bottom water temperature is around 0° C.
a good part of the year and where cod live from the fry stage until they are several
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years old, they reach a length of about 7 to 8 centimeters (3 inches) in April when
about 1 year old. But in tbe warmer water off the southern coast of Iceland and
around the Faroes "the cod grow much more in their first year." (Schmidt, 1907, p.
16-17.)

Around the Faroes cod spawn from February to May, and by early June the fry
are about 1 to 2 centimeters long; by August, 5 to 6 centimeters; and by the following
May and June, at the age of 1 year, 9 to 22 centimeters, with an average of about 16
centimeters (6.3 inches). At the end of their second year they average about 30 to
35 centimeters (12 to 14 inches). (Strubberg, 1916, p. 80-84.)

In the Barents Sea cod IX years old were fOUlld to average about 12 centimeters
(4% inches) in length. (Hjort, 1914, p. 129.)

According to these results, European cod grow during their first year to a length
of about 6 inches in the North Sea, 5 inches around the Faroes and southern Iceland,
~ inches off the east coast of Iceland, and 4 inches in the Barents Sea. Thus its growth
IS l1lore rapid in the southern part of its range than in the northern.

Very few catches of cod fry numerous enough for rate-of-growth determinations
by llleans of length frequencies have been made in American waters. Bigelow and
!Velsh (1924, p. 420-21) cite the IX to 3 inch fry caught by Earll (1880) off Cape Ann
III June, and the experiment of Smith (1901, p. 307), who obtained records of growth
from the survivors of about 2,000,000 newly hatched larvre which were placed in a
lagoon at Woods Hole on January 11. The fry were seined periodically and exhibited
the following growth:

TABLE 35.-Lengths of cod fry seined at Woods Hole, Mass

"'==-===========c====;=====~;==========~====r======
Avorage length Average length

Extreme
le~~Ar.s, ---,.-

MllIl·meters meters Inches

Date
InchesMIIII·

meters

Extreme
lengths, 1----,---11

milll·
meters

Date

"----...._------. ------ ---11------·-----1---------
29-38
34-49
35-51

32.9
40.0
42.8

1.3 May 25.... __ •. _.. _••. _..••••.•.•
1. 6 June (L ••..._... __ _
1. 7 June 20 • __

28-68
71-76
73-77

64
75.5
75

2.5
3.0
3.0

---------_.,---_._----------_._------"-,..__ .__._ ..,_. __.----_._-------~-~------

In addition to these, other cod fry have been seined off Woods Hole during spring
alld summer collecting, and from time to time some of these were preserved and in
this way became available for study. These specimens, together with others taken
011 Nantucket Shoals by the Albatross II with a small otter trawl, are listed in the
table which follows:

l'ABLE 36.-The lengths of cod fry less than 6 inches long taken in miscellaneous catches off southern
Massachusetts,from 1913 to 1927

Num· Range
Average size

Num· .Ral,lge
Average size

Locality and date ber of In size, I,ocallty and date ber of In s17.e,
specl. milll- MiIIl· spec!· mlll!· MlIlI·mens meters meters Inches mens meters meters Inches

---- ------
ds ~ole region: Woods Hole reglon-Contd.
PrJ),1913..... __ .••.. __ .. 5 36-44 40 1.6 June, 1916... __________ .._ 24 43-60 52 2.0rll,1921. ___ .. ______ . ___ 1 27 27 1.1 July, 1913___________.. ____ 3 79-107 97 3.8ay,1916 _____ .... _______ 7 47-59 52 2.0 July, 1914... ____________ ._ 2 67-90 79 3.1ay,1923 _____________ .. _ 7 43-70 56 2.2 Nantucket Shoals region:
ay, 1924.. ___ .. ___ ...... 14 38-43 40 1.6 June, 1927. ____...__________ 17 61-117 85 3.3
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These records give a general idea of the growth of cod fry off southern New
England up to the age of about 6 months. At that time (in midsummer) they are
about 3 to 4 inches long.

It is but natural that there should be considerable variation in the size of the
fry taken in the same cateh. Not only is there some difference in the rate of growth
among the fry, but the long spawning season malws it possible to catch on the same
date fish all of which are less than 1 yenr old but some of which are flS much as 6
months older than others. Thus in July or August 3 and 9 month old cod may be
tnken together. As a rule, however, although there may be a wide difference between
the extreme sizes in a large catch of cod fry, most of the fish lIrc of a rather uniform
size, indicating either that they were derived from eggs spawned in some definite
area and at a particular time during the spawning season, or that fish of a size tend
to school together.

It is unfortunate that no catches of cod fry adequate for length-frequency deter
minations have been recorded from southern Massachusetts for the fall or the winter.
But the many specimens of cod about 5 to 7 inches long observed in the stomachs of
fish caught on Nantucket Shoals in September and October indieate that the fry
living in this region attain a length of about 7 to 8 inches long when approximately
1 year old.

The scarcity of cod between 10 and 15 inches long taken in our eatches on N an
tucket Shoals already has been commented upon. Length-frequency data for these
sizes are therefore lacking for this region, but some idea of the rate of growtb of 1 to 2
yenr old southern Massachusetts cod might be hnd from a cateh thnt was observed
on Georges Bank. (Fig. 28.) These fish were taken in September and had a well
defined mode at 30 centimeters (about 12 inehes). Their seales showed but one
annulus, with a wide periphery of summl'r growth, so they were probably about 1% to
1% years old.

If these fish are of the usual size attained by 1~6 to 1%year old cod on the offshore
grounds in the Gulf of Maine and if the ratl' of growth of the fish on Nantucket
Shoals does not differ materially from this, then we might expect cod in the latter
region to be about 14 to 15 inches long by the time they are 2 years of age.

Data on the growth of cod 2 years or more of age have been obtained from the
length-frequency distributions of cod caught throughout our fish-tagging operations.
Graphs dealing with these fish have already been given (figs. 15 to 24) in discussing the
stock of fish on Nantucket Shoals. From these certain groups of fish have been
selected to show rate of growth and arc presented in the table which follows. The
mean length of the cod in each group was calculated by selceting arbi tT'llrily as many
inch classes (usually three or four) as 'can be identified with a mode. For example,
the average size of the B group of July 13-17,1924 (fig. 16,No. 1),wascalculatedto
be 23.9 inches by obtaining the weighted mean of the 23,24, ltnd 2fi inch fish. This
method must admit of some degree of error in locating the modll] length of each
group, but this is unavoidable beeause it is impossible to obtain the tnw mean length
of the fish included in a "dominant group," as the limits of Ruch a group are in this
~ase unknown. But even if these limits were known, they probably would alter the
calculated length but little.

The value of these calculations depends largely on whether or not, we are dealing
for the most part with fish from the same population. That we are doing so is sug
gested) T he ease with which the dominant groups A to D (fig. 24) CAn be identified
from the time they were first found on Nantucket Shoals until they passed out 0{
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0.35
. Hi
.00
.50
.70
• :10
.30
.25
.40
.20
.25

the picture there. Furthermore, in spite of certain unknown factors that must of
necessity he involved in a calculation of this sort, the data have an unusual degree
of reliilbility because they include the records of thousands of cod living under natural
Conditions during all seasons.

TAIlLE 37.-Rate of growth of cod caught on Nantucket Shoals from 1924 to 1928, as determined from
lenrlth frequencies

! Average Average: r Rate ef

I
Av 'rage date length Average date length lnerease I 'I'jme I growth? t. of doml- of capture of domi- in length" interval, per

" cap Ille uant size nant size illches I ill days I month of
group group 30 days

i------- -j
~.. -----------.. . . .. _.. -'I.lUIV 14. H12.11 2:1.1l ~ept.. 10,1924 24.8 0.7!! il8
C..-- , Rer;t. 10, \924 24.6 May 8,192:; 2:;.0 1.0 I 2:l11c----:::::::::::--- ------------------- .-1 May 0,11l2.;' i 1\1.0! June 9,102" 1\1.0 i .0 I 34!

Dg:::::::::_::-~---:-.-.:-. -.. -. ----III~~:;~~ 2~',i~~~i ~K~ ~~~f.' 2~:i;:~P, ~7:~: l:it ~~!
_ . _ _ _ _ _ .. _, Oct. 8, JI125 : 21.:1 'Rept. 8.11l21; 24.4 3.1 I' :1:1:,

~::::::::::::::---- - ----:-: --..:-- I ~':r;{~O i.lg2~-! i~:~-~1-,,~10·;':iIl27.1 ~t:l i n I ~3~
D---------------------------- --------- --- ! :'-lay ;',lim [ 20.4 Jnne 20,1\J27 2\,0 I .0 i 46
})------------------------- -- _ _ _ _ _ ! lune 20,1\127 I 2\,0 Sept. I, jg27 21..;' I .Ii I 73

~~:~~~--:~:~--:~:~~:_-.:.~-_~~-~-IS~)~_~~\I~~: 2~~1Iy 17,~g~ _ 24.l _2_.5....:.-__319 ,

It was interesting to find, as might be expected, that there was a sensonat differ
enCe in the rate of growth. Thus in 'fable 37 the fish included in the two spring rec
ords (0.00 and DAD) averaged 0.20 inch of growth per month, in the four summer rec
?rds (0.35,0.50,0.70,0.20) 0.44 inch, in the two faIt to spring records (0.15,0.25) 0.20
Inch, and in the three records which embraced nearly a year's time (0.30, 0.30, 0.25)
0.28 inch. Accordingly, these Nantucket SholtIs cod made their slowest growth from
the fall to spring and their fastest during the summer.

At an average rate of growth of 0.28 inch per month the growth per year would be
a~out 3.4 inches. Making allowances for somewhat faster and slower growth, it.
lilIght be said that, based on the length-frequency method of determination, cod from
about 15 to 2fj inches long living on Nnntucket Shoals increase in length about 2%
to 4 inches a year.

EVIDENCE FROM TAGGED FISH

Our reconls of growth made by I'Ccfl,ptured tagged eod have yielded perhaps the
li10st dependable information, for they are based more on faet than on theory. Of
course some degree of error may obtain even here, for we can not be sure thnt in all
cases the growth of a tagged fish wns the smuc as it w(H1ld have been if the fish had
lleVer been tagged. The suppuration which often occurR nro1l1l0 the point where the
tag is attached to !1 fish has n.ll'Oa.dy been described. 1t is probahte that in a cnse of
eltcessive irritation normal growth is curtailed; in fact, we hnve n few instances where
~o~ recaptured n year or so after tagging, in poor condition, had gnined scaTeely a.ny
,hlng in length. But eliminating such records from our ealculations Ilnd considering
?nl~ the fish that were in reasonably good to fine condition when recaptured, we are
~~8tIfied in neeepting the growths flS being almost the same AS they would have bee,n

the fish had not been tagged.
4l The growth records of tagged cod obtained by the tagging vessels Halcyon and
d batr088 II and those furnished by fishermen were at first separated in order to

etermine whether the results varied appreciably, for while all of our recaptures were
:easured by the same standard and usually by the same person, those of the fishermen
thay have been measured by a number of different methods. It was found, however,

at the two groups of data agreed very well, and, therefore, the records were com-
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bined in the table which follows. About one half of these remeasurements were made
on Nantucket Shoals by the tagging vessels, while the half which came from fishermen
were from fish nearly all of which were recaptured between Rhode Island and Delaware.

TABLE 38.-Increase in growth registered by Nantucket Shoals cod between the time of tagging and
recapture

Lengths of fish in inches at time of tagging

17 to 20 --- - - - - - - - - --
21 to 24 .. __ . __
25 to 28 -- - - -- -- -- - - -_. __
29 to 32 • - .. _
33 to 35 • - _

Average
time in
months Average

Number from date increase
of fish of tagging per month

that fish in inches
were re-
captured

28 8.4 0.32
58 5.3 .33
54 5.8 .21
35 6.7 .22
6 7.7 .19

The average time of recapture from the date of tagging, given in Table 38, in
cludes many records of fish caught after they had been at liberty only one to three
months, but these are balanced by other recaptures made as much as 20 to 24 months
later. The average increase per month was obtained from each individual recapture
record. Thus, a fish recaptured after two months showing a gain in length of 0.50
inch would be classed at a rate of 0.25 inch per month, as would also a fish taken 12
months later showing an increase of 3 inches.

We are justified in using the increase in length per month to calculate the increase
per year because cod recaptured after they had been at liberty for more than one year
had not grown at a rate appreciably different from those which had been at lib
ertyonly a few months. Data on the 12 to 24 month fish are as follows: Fish 17 to
20 inches long at the time of tagging grew 0.29 inch per month (8 fish); 21 to 24
inch fish, 0.30 inch (10 fish); 25 to 28 inch fish, 0.22 inch (9 fish); 29 to 32 inch fish,
0.25 inch (8 fish); and the 33 to 35 inch fish, 0.19 inch (2 fish).

Among the individual records of fish taken long after tagging are the following:
A 28-inch cod gained 5 inches in 18 months; a 26}~-inch cod gained 5.25 inches; It

16%-inch fish gained 6.25 inches in 20 months; a 16%-inch cod gained ]] X inches in
24 months; and a 23}~-inch cod gained 3 inches in 37 months. This latter fish was in
poor condition and its growth was considerably below normal. It was not included
in Table 38.

An attempt was made to detect a difference in growth between winter and summer
by segregating the recaptured and remeasured cod into two groups. But as none of
the fish fell wholly within the winter season, no marked difference in the rate of growth
was noted between those fish tagged in the fall (September-October) and recaptured
in the spring (April-May) and those tagged in the spring and recaptured in the fall,
possibly because in each instance there was a fast and a slow growing period which
balanced each other. A seasonal difference in the rate of growth was more evident
from our length-frequency data.

According to the growth registered by tagged fish, Nantucket cod 17 to 24 inches
long increase in length about 4 inches a year, while fish 25 to 35 inches long increase
about 2~ inches a year. These size segregations were made arbitrarily, for it is ob
vious that there is not a sharp demarcation between the two groups, and as the fish
become older there is a gradual decrease in the gain in length that occurs each year.
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. Increases in growth registered by recaptured tagged fish were very much the same
In European waters as off our own coast.

Gains in length shown by the cod tagged in Scottish waters by Fulton (1889
.1892) amounted to about one-fourth to one-half inch in several months for fish rang
Ing in length from 14 to 25 inches. The greatest increase was that made by a 15~-inch

cod which measured 18 inches about seven months later (Fulton, 1893, p. 190). Ful
ton believed that the abrasion caused by the tag retarded natural growth. (Ibid.,
P.l77.)

Schmidt (1907, p. 17) obtained only four dependable remeasurements from
recaptured cod as a result of the tagging around Iceland in 1904 and 1905. These
fish, about 20 to 24 inches long when tagged, increased about 2~ inches a year. Later
tagging experiments done in Faxa Bay, on the southwest coast of Iceland, showed that
8 of the cod (40 to 66 centimeters long when marked), recaptured 10 to 14 months later,
had increased in length about 18 centimeters (7 inches) per year. This was a more
rapid rate of growth than was found on the north and east coasts of Iceland, where
the water is colder. (Saemundsson, 1913, p. 30.)
. Three cod (38 to 43 centimeters) tagged off the Faroes in August and recaptured
III May, nine months later, had increased in length about 12 centimeters. (Winge,
1915, p. 13.) In Danish waters some lots of tagged cod (35 to 57 centimeters) in
creased about 12 centimeters (47f inches) during the first year after marking, while
others (45 to 65 centimeters) increased only 7 to 9 centimeters. (Strubberg, 1922,
P.33.)

According to these few records obtained from recaptured tagged cod, fish from
about 14 to 25 inches long grew about 17f to 3 inches in length during one year off the
east coast of Scotland, 3 to 47f inches in Danish waters, and as much as 6 to 7 inches
off the Faroes and the southwest coast of Iceland. The latter appears to be much too
high, especially when it was found that fry living around the Faroes and southern
Iceland grew more slowly than those living in the North Sea (p. 99). The data on
\\'hich these records are bused are very meager, and, as Saemundsson (1913, p. 30)
says, with respect to the Icelandic fish, they should be accepted with caution. If
reliable remeasurements had been obtained from a large number of recaptured tagged
~s~ instead of but few it is probable that cod ranging in length from 14 to 26 inches,
l~lng in the North Sea, would show an average increase of about 3 inches a year,
WIth the smaller fish gaining somewhat more than the larger; in other words, very much
the same rate of growth as was found for southern New England cod.

EVIDENCE FROM SCALE 8TUDIES

b No attempt will be mude here to give a detailed account of the studies that have
. (een made on fish scales. This has been well covered by such authors as Thomson

1904), Dahl (1909), Taylor (1916), Lee (1920), Van Gosten (1929), and Graham
~~29b). Growth of the cod's scale has been described by Cunningham (1905) and

lnge (1915) and scales in general by Paget (1920) and Creaser (1926).
In this paper I have compared the growth and age of the cod according to its

~cales with that shown by length frequencies and the actual growth made by marked
ah.. Data are also presented concerning the zones of growth laid down on the scales,

i-art!cularly the first growth zone and its significance in throwing light on the migra
lOlls of the cod.
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The scales of cod afford perhaps the most ready means for determining age ann
rate of growth. Up to the sixth or seventh year they are reasonably dependable,
but beyond this age they become increasingly difficult to interpret. Occasionally a
very old fish has remarkably well-defined scales, and such fish assist in placing the more
doubtful ones in their approximate year class.

Not only has the scale method of flge determination for the cod been verified by
tagged fish, but scnles have been compared with otoliths and skeletal structures.
Winge (191:i, p. 19) found that the number of growth zones laid down on the otoliths
agreed very well with the number of winter or slow-growing zones on the scale. The
oldest cod examined by Winge was ] :Hf years old according to its scales, compared
with a cletermination of about 14% yrars according to its otoliths. Cunningham
(1905, pp. 137-139), workin;!: with rather yOlmg cod, found that the number of annual
zones laid down on the scales and on the otoliths WllS the same. He also utilized the
pectoral girdle and the vertebral, hut found these skeletal structures to be untrust
worthy as a means of d<'trmnining age. Sflemundsson (1923, p. 6-7) used otoliths,
the coracoid, and the pelvic bone in determining the age of Icelandic cod and was
able to check the age of compa.ratively young otoliths with the scales. Graham
(1929a, Pt. I, p. 42) concludes that by using the precise method of making scale
tracings (Graham, 1926) the majority of cod scales will give a correct age reading.
He found, too, that otoliths showed some degree of correspondence with the scales.

Typical cod scales under mngni fication somewhat resemble a thumb print.
They arc usually oval in shape and I1re marked with concentric rings, or circuli, the
first one of which is generally offcenter, away from the pigmented part of the scale.
The numerous circuli form growth zones, each of which, with the exception of possibly
the first growth zone which may have all its circuli about eqnally spaced, is divided
into two parts-one composed of widely spaced circuli, the result of rapid growth,
and the other of closely spaced circuli formed during a period of relatively slower
growth. (Fig. 29.) The wide and the narrow circuli in each zone, when taken
together, are IH'lieved to mark about one year of growth. Winge (1915, p. 10, figs.
5a and 5b) shows by meam; of tagged Faroe cod, which were recaptured one to two
years later, that a "minimum," or annulns, is formed during the winter. That
one annulus forms each year has been found on the present investigation, too, for
those tagged fish reeaptmed a year later had the additional year of growth registered
on their scales. (Fig. 30.)

It is the seasonal variation in growth registered on the scales that permits the
age of the fish to he calculated by this means. And as there may be regional differ
ences in growth dependent upon the physicl1l and biologicl1l conditions of the fish's
immediate environment, each cod region that differs appreciably from another in
temperature, food supply, etc., offers a sepllmte problem with respect to the interpre
tation of the growth zones on the scu.les.

Winge (1915, p. 12) found that cod from the Faroes grew more rapidly and laid
down widely spaced circuli on their scales in summer and closely spaced circuli in
winter. It was his opinion th!it cod in other localities probably do the same.
Saemundsson (1923, p. 27), who worked with the cod around Iceland, found, according
to the scales and otoliths, that the most mpid growth took place on the south coast,
with a gradual decrease !is one goes to the right around the island. The slowest growth
was found on the east coast. At Arendal, Norway, Dannevig (1925, p. 21), who
experimented with young cod in a rearing pond which had very much the same char
acterifll'tics as the sea which it adjoined, raised some of the fry to an age of 2~ years.
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FIGUIlE 29.-Scale or a cod 17 inches long, in its third year, showing narrow and wide circllli. 'l'he scale on the lert is
roeused to accentuate the ridges or the platelots, or sclerites, whilo tho one on the right is rocusod to show tho basal
parts

leJGUIlE 30.-'l'ho seale on tho lort shows a cod in its rourth yea,', tag~ed on Nantucket hoals. Octobor 17, 192<1, length
25% inches, 'rho ono on tho right is rrom tho samo fish in its firth year, recapturod on Nantuckot Shoals, Octo
bor 24,1925, length 30~~ inches (+ 21)
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lIe found that the formation of the closely spaced circuli took place in the Jate summer
or autumn and the widely spaced circuli during the winter. Because of this, he statef'
that the term "winter zone" should be abandoned and suggests using "zones of
minimum sc1erites, or resting zones." Dannevig intimates, however (ibid., p. 22),
t~at scales taken from cod living under natural conditions might have produced
dlfferent results. Duff (1929, p. 11), who studied the peripheral circuli of cod 50 to
55 centimeters long caught on the Sable Island Banks (Nova Scotifl), found that the
zone of broad circuli was formed on the scales from March to July, ine1usive, Hnd
most of the narrow circuli from August to December. Such few circuli as fOrJtwd
during January and February were narrow.

Ordinarily the widely spaced circuli on tho seales of southern New Ellgland ('od

~re laid down from April to September or October nnd the closely spaced circuli d m··
I~g the remainder of the year. Some of them, however, begin adding widely spnc('d
CIrculi as early as February and March and the narrow circuli may start to form as
early as August. Occasionally a fish is found that exhibits rapid scale growth during
the winter as well as the summer. For eXl1mple, It sample of 51 adult cod caught off
Atlantic City, N. J., within the period from March 23 to April 2, 1\128, showed the
follOWing peripheral growth on their scales: 39 fish had only closely spaced circuli;
11 fish had from 1 to 4 widely spaced circuli, indicating that more rapid growth had
begun as early I1S February (if not January) flnd the beginning of March; while 1 fish
had 6 very wide circuli, which appeared to represent a full year's (its fourth) growth.

In regions where food and temperature fluetuate widely we can expect, and often
do find, that the scales arc more sharply defined as to age than in regions where more
stable conditions obtain. J. S. Thomson (1904, p. 99) made observations on a whiting
~adus merlangus) from the time it was a month or so old (10 to 20 millimeters) in
fay, 1902, until it died in July, 1903, and was 8% inches long. 'l'he fish had been
ed regularly during this time and the water temperature in the aquarium was fajrl.v

COnstant, although there waS a marked difference between summer Ilnd winter.
tJPon examination the scales of this fish showed uniform growth, without distinet
areas of summer and winter growth such as was registered on seales of other young
Whiting taken from the sea. Thomson believed, therefore, that it is variation in food
~UPply rather than variation in tempemture which influenees metabolism nne!
~Il.directly brings about the formation of annual rings on seales. Mention has already
een made of H. Thompson's experiments (1926, p. 4), showing inerease in growth

~u.e to an ample food supply; of .Fulton's experiment 0904, p. 1G2), showing that a
Ow- water temperature retards feeding and, I1S he suggests, growth; and of Cutler's

{))(periment (1918, p. 488), from which he concludes thl1t temperature and not food
caUsed the summer and winter bands 011 the scales of flounders.
. Winge (1915, p. 13) throws some light on the role which the environment plays
In the spacing of the circuli on the eod's scales. Three of his eod which had been
tagged August 16, 1911, off the Faroes (about 15, H), and 17 inches long), wen'
recaptured on the same ground, two on May 17 and one on May 25, 1B12. Rcalf1
salhples had been taken at the time of tagging and flgain when the fish were recap
~u.red nine months later. As the fish were recaptured in the same place where they
ad been tagged, it was assumed that they had not migrated away and had lived

together under the same conditions during that time. Winge plotted curves showing
the distance between the circuli, utilizing five scales for each fish. Not only did each
of the five scales from the same fish exhibit the same fluctuations but the scales for
all three fish showed that they had resyonded in the same wa.y to environments,l
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conditions between the time of tagging and recapture and also for some time previous
to then. A mean growth curve of the five scales examined from each of these fish
is given in Figure 31, in which the broken line A sets off the growth of the scales for

40
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A B
FIGURE 31.-" Mean scale" curves for three companion cod taken off the Faroes. A, at the time of

first capture, August 16,1911; B, at the time of second capture, May 17-25, 1912. (Arter Winge)

a time preceding the capture of the fish on August 16,1911, and B the growth between
then and May 17 to 25, 1912. The scale of another cod recaptured 6 to 8 miles away
from the three fish just mentioned showed different fluctuations in growth.

Winge's results, just cited, throw so much light on the question of growth, as
registered on the scales of the cod according to the response of the fish to its environ
ment, that I have examined sca'es from New England tagged cod in order to see
whether they, too, would exhibit this result.

The scales were studied of several cod that had been tagged together and which
were recaptured in the same locality more than a year later. Fish of about the same
size were selected. Starting from the focus and running along a radius extending to
the periphery, the distance between the circuli was measured under rather high
magnification and the results were arranged graphically. But in none of the six or
eight fish examined was I able to get such 11 dear-cut agreement in the fluctuations
of growth as was obtained by Winge. For example, a comparison was made of the
scales of 2 Nantucket cod tagged May 6, 1927, and recaptured by the Albatross II
July 19, 1928. These fish were 1872 and 1972 inches long, respectively, on the former
date and both of them were 22 inches long on the latter. Although these cod had
very likely lived in close association for over a year, one of them gained 1 inch more
in length than the other; and, although each of them had added an annulus to its scales,
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the minor fluctuations in growth, circulus compared with circulus, did not appear to
correspond.

The first zone of growth on the cod's scales presents difficulties, for it is often
hard to calculate whether it represents the first full year of growth or only part of a
Year. Scales first appear when cod fry are about 172 inches (38 millimeters) long,
about six to eight weeks after hatching and at about the time they take to the bottom.
As cod larvre hatch from fall to late spring, it is possible that the formation of the
first" annulus" might be completed on the scales of some fish when they are only 6
Or 8 months old, while others may be as old as 12 or 14 months.

It is assumed that the widely spaced circuli which marks the beginning of the
Second year's growth begin to form the first spring following the fall to spring that
the fish was hatched. The demarcation between the first annulus and beginning of
the second zone of growth is generally sharp on the scales of cod living off our coast,
but is not so clear on the scales of some European fish. Graham (1926, p. 346),
stUdying North Sea cod, measured the distance between circuli on the cod scale very
lUuch as did Winge (1915) in order to determine the limit of the first "winter" zone.
lIe gives his technique (ibid., p. 351) as follows:

. The width of the narrowest pair of adjacent sclerites in the innermost suspected narrow zone
~s taken on dividers and fitted to the width of the widest sclerite in the adjacent wide zone outside
It. If the dividers fall within it the narrow zone is the first "winter" ring. If they span or straddle
the wide sclerite the criterion rejects the suspected narrow zone. .

Graham did his measuring directly on the projected scale, magnified about 100
diameters. While this method apparently is helpful in identifying a secondary
l1linimum within the first zone of growth, it, of course, can not determine whether
the 15 or 20 circuli within the first zone represents 6, 8, or 12 months of growth.

While the trend of growth should be the same on all typical scales found on the
same fish, there is considerable variation in the number of circuli, depending on what
Part of the body the scale is found, as already pointed out by various investigators.
~he small scales along the back, near the head, or on the belly do not have as many
c~rculi as the large scales along the side. And even two scales lying almost side by
SIde may vary somewhat in the number of their circuli. For example, Winge (1915,
P. 6) found on a fish with two distinct minima on all of its scales that a large scale
from between the lateral line and the second dorsal had 48 circuli, a scale from the
base of the pectoral had 45, and a scale from the dorsal area, obliquely in the rear of
~he eyes, had 32. Because of this variation, it is difficult to compare the fluctuations
In growth as between two scales from the same fish or between scales from two fish
of about the same size, living together, unless comparable scales having about the
same number of circuli are selected.

In order to gain some idea of the average number of circuli that form on the
s~les of southern Massachusetts cod during their first full year of growth, the scales
of fish less than a year old were examined, with the following result:

TABLE 39.-Num/Jer of circuli on the scales in relation to length of juvenile fish

Number of specimens Length
RanRe in

nUlnber of
circuli

AveraRe
nunlher of

eircllli
NUTnber or speeimcllS LcnRth

Range in Average
nnmber of number of

circnli circuli

6.1
7.5
7.8

10.0
10.0

I Millimeters I Millimeters

[:~:.::..:~ !l~··l~ H11-.:.......:.. :jl~ ~;
---- . .._._.L . . .. _. _ _ ..
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These tiny scales were sampled by scraping a scapel along the side of a specimen
and wiping on a slide. By so doing, scales were taken from a large part of the body
and they included the smaller ones along the back and near the median line of the
belly as well as the larger ones along the middle of the side. The smaller scales had
fewer circuli than the larger, so that the count obtained from anyone fish might run
from 2 to 5, 4 to 6, 5 to 8, etc. A variation of this sort is shown by Meek (1916, p.
219), who records cod of about 5.8 centimeters taken in July, with 0 to 2 circuli; and
in October, fish 6.9 centimeters long with 2 to 4 circuli, and fish 11.1 centimeters
with 7 to 9 circuli on their scales.

The fish listed in Table 39 were taken during several collecting years. In general,
the smaller ones were caught in April and May and the larger in June and July.
Accordingly, southern Massachusetts cod 4 or 5 inches long in the summer have
about 8 to 12 circuli on their scales. Such fish are less than 1 year old, so that by the
time a full year has been completed the number of circuli should be appreciably greater
than 12. Young cod caught between Cape Cod and eastern Maine had nearly the
same circulus count, with respect to their size, as did the southern Massachusetts cod,
but as we had only 17 young fish from Maine (50 to 120 millimeters long) taken not.
from April to .July but from August to September, a fair comparison could not he
made.

Five cod caught on Nantucket Shoals in October, selected at random, had the
following circulus count on their scales: Length of fish 1.56 millimeters, scale circuli
21 to 22; 168 millimeters, 21; 171 millimeters, 21; 189 millimeters, 21; 197 millimeters,
19 to 21. All these scales had only one zone of growth, but as they were caught well
into the fall they probably were nearly 1 year old. Another specimen 178 millimeters
long, taken with the above ones, had 13 closely spaced circuli in the first zone of scale
growth, followed by 5 widely spaced circuli. This fish apparently hatched in 8

different season than the others.
It is not understood why the 156 millimeters cod had as many circuli as the 198

millimeter fish, for whether they were the same age, with one growing faster than the
other, or whether they grew at the same rate, with one being older than the other,
one might expect the larger fish to have the more circuli on its scales.

According to the scale growth of the few 156 to 197 millimeters cod, presumably
nearly 1 year old, taken off southern Massachusetts, we could expect that cod living
in this region, from the fry to adult stage, should have about 20 to 22 circuli on their
scales within the first zone at the end of about one complete year of growth. To
determine this, the scales of adult Nantucket cod were examined. The first growth
zone on some of these scales, no doubt, represented somewhat less than a full year'S
growth and on others somewhat more, but, as a large sample was utilized, the average
must have been just about between.
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1'AllLE 40.-7'he number of circu.li formed on the scales of Nantucket Shoals cod within the first zone of
growth (presumably the first year's growth), segregated according to the size of the fish

Length of fish, inehes Number of
fish

Average
Il111nbcr of
cjn~uli in
first zone
of growth

Lengl h of fish, i!lC'l!es

~~- ----- - -- ------- --- --------- - -

22-- - - -- -- - --- - -- ------ - --

fi~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~-.: ~ ~:.-•-::-::::::::
27 - - -- •..•.. -
28' - -'-
2\1 -. --. - -
30' --.-.- -. -- --' ... '.-

6
4

11
12
19
35
6U
79
U3
55
30

22.0
l~. [)
20.4
Ill. 0
20.3
10.7
10.7
20.1
20. fi
20. 9
20.7

31. __ - ... - ..... -- .... -.- -- .. - .... 1
02 ~ ~~ . _
3:1. _. __ . ' .. __ __
34. .. ... ... __ . __
35. __ ._. __
:In . __ .
:17 __ ... __
:J8.

Total

17
17
2
5
5
8

19. ~
18.8
18.0
21. 2
21. 6
18.9

19.0

20.2

As the scales of this sample of adult Nantucket Shoals cod had an average of
about 20 circuli in the first growth zone of their scales, or about the SIIllle number as
the 156 to 197 millimeters yearling cod just mentioned, it is evident that approxi
l1lately this number is formed when the fish have completed their first year. Therefon~

When the first growth zone contains relatively few circuli, say 10 to 15, it is llpparent,
that these represent less than one year's growth, and when the number is large, S!ly

over 25, it is probable that they are the result of more than one year's growth.
One striking result brought out by the tabulation given in TIlble 40 is that tho

average number of circuli in the first growth zone on tho scale is about the smne.
l'egardless of whether the fish were as small as 22 or 24 inehes long or whether they
Were as large as 36 or 38. This is as it should be if we are to believe that cod do not.
S.hed their scales but retain them from the time they first form, throughout thei r
~Ifetime. Regenerated scales which take the place of those which are lost (through
Injury) can always be easily detected by a central area without circuli, which often
takes up about one-half of the entire scale. Creaser (1926) and Van Oosten (1929)
have established experimentally the correctness of this interpretlttion of these contl'l1l
areas devoid of circuli.

Segregation oj cod stocks as shown by scale strueture.-Perhaps the greatest vuIue
to be obtained from a study of the first-zone circuli is the light which it throws on the
origin and migrations of the cod, for it seems apparent that if the growth of the scales
from two separated grounds should differ, then no general intermingling of the cod
dwelling in the two regions in question will have occurred. The fact that Winge
(1915, p. 15) found that cod living around the Faroe Islands usually form only about
12 eirculi on their scales during their first year of life, much fewer than Nantucket
Cod, led to an examination of cod scales from various localities along the New Engltmd
C?ast. The chief object of this was to determine whether there was a noticeable
dIfference in the first-zone circulus count, all the average, between the cod living to the
ll?rthward of Cape Cod and those living to the southward; and, if so, whet.her the
d1fferenee was great enough and consistent enough to separate the New England
Cod into two or more great stocks of fish.
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TABLE 41.-The number of circuli formed within the first zone of growth on the 8cales of cod living north
of Cape Cod compared with those living to the southward

TotaL . . ' . _.. __ . . _ 15.3298 _

i

I
, Average

number of
Number of, Average circuli with'

fish ,length, in the first
I inches growth zone

_--1---- _:f sc~_
i

21 i 23. 1 I 15.8
53 38.2 13. 9
41 I ~8. 0 I 16.0
40 : 16. 1 15. 4

I
35 r 18.7 16.9

_ , 35 i 26.0 14.9
29 i 25. 3 15. 6

1 4_4_1 2_2_.6_1 14.9

--1

Date

i\eptember, 1928__
January. 192L __
September, 1928.
August, 1924 _
August, 1928 __
April, 1927. . __ .. _
July, 1924 . __
October, 1925. _

North of Cape Cod;
Browns bank __
Northeast Georges bank _. __

Do. . __ . . __ . __ . __ ..
Mount Desert, Me . _. __

Do . _ __ .. . __
Platts bank __ . _. .. __ .. ' __
Stellwagen bank. _

Do . __ . _
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j<'IGURE 32.-Frequency-distribution of the number of circuli within the first zone of growth on the
scales of the cod listed In Table 41. Broken line for the north of Cape Cod; solid line for the south
of Cape Cod. Smoothed ounce by a 3-class moving average

There is unquestionably a significant difference in the count of the first-year
scale circuli between the cod living north of Cape Cod and those living to the southward
in the samples presented in Table 41. All these scale samples were selected at random,
without respect to the size of the fish, so that small, medium, and large cod are included
in almost every group of scales that was studied. Both the north of Cape Cod and
the south of Cape Cod scales gave a simple mode in the frequency distribution of
the first-year circulus count, as shown in Figure 32.

Regardless of what may have caused this marked difference (whether differences
in the rate of growth or in the time of spawning), the fact that it exists indicates that
the stocks of cod living north and east of Cape Cod are for the most part distinct froIll
those living to the southward in that the fish from the two regions do not intermingle
in a large way.
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This conclusion is supported by the results of our tagging both to the north and
the south of Cape Cod and was much the same conclusion arrived at by Smith some
25 years before (p. 8), when he found that none of his cod were reported recaptured to
the northward of Cape Cod.

As most of the cod given in Table 41 averaged from 22 to 28 inches long and
~ere from 3 to 5 years old, it is apparent that up until that age most of them remained
In the general vicinity of the region where they first took to the bottom as fry. If
this were not the case and if there were an extensive intermigration of cod between
~antucket Shoals and grounds to the northward, then we could expect very little
difference in the count of first-year circuli between the fish living to the northward
of Cape Cod and those living to the southward.

No scale samples were obtained from cod living in the western part of Georges
Bank, intermediate between the northeastern part of the bank and the Nantucket
South Channel region, so we do not know if the fish from there have a first growth
zone circulus count that falls somewhere between 15 and 20. But a sample of scales
taken from 45 cod caught May 3, 1927, on the Chatham grounds 13 miles northeast
of the most northern tagging ground on Nantucket Shoals had an average of 18.1
first-zone eircllli, which number falls between the averages of 14.9-15.6 obtained on
Stellwagen Bank and the 19-20.6 found in the Nalltucket-South Channel region.17

The fact that the scales of cod caught on the Cholera Bank near New York City
and off Atlantic City, N. J., agree in circulus count with those from the Nantucket
Shoals region and disagree with those from the north and east of Cape Cod is signifi
cant, for we have here further proof that the grounds off southern New England supply
a large part of the cod which migrate each winter to the Rhode Island-North Carolina
region.

Beyond the first growth zone the differences in scale circulus count between the
Cod living north of Cape Cod and those to the southward tend to disappear, so that
from the third year on the count is virtually the same for both groups of fish.

Age and rate oj growth oj cod as determinedjrom their scales.-Lea's (910) method
of determining the annual growth 18 of fish by means of their scales has been used by
\'arious investigators with more or less success. It was based on the supposition that
the scales and body of a fish grow at proportionately the same rate, at least nearly
~nough so that the lengths calculated for each year of life would be essentially correct.

ther investigators using this method have found that, although it is workable, cor
l'ective factors must be established for each species because, as Lee (1920, p. 21)
Paints out, the ratio of length of the scale to the length of the fish changes with age.
fi Thompson (1923, p. 75) points out in the case of the haddock that the scales
al'st appear along the flank of the body and then only when the fish has reached about
thcentimeters in length and that the size of the first platelet is proportionately smaller
fi an that of the fish, so that about a half centimeter must be added to the calculated
t~~t-year size. Scales which appear later on other parts of the body may increase
a IS error to as much as 2% centimeters. Cod scales, too, appear when the fry is about
~,an~the first ones are found along the_~L~s of~~~ bo~~_~_~_

6go ~7:rhe South Channel scales wcre obtained from fish caught on the extremo western edge of South Channel In about longitude
edg W., latitude 41° 17' N., which is to the southward of the Chatham grounds and which might, in fact, be termed the eastern

e, Of Nantucket Shoals.
lOll • AnnUal growth is calculated by measuring the growth zones along any convenient radius on the scale and comparing each

e With the total length of the radius selected and the total length of the fish.

105919-30-8
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Age 01 scale

Winge (1915, p. 11), working with the cod, concluded that there was a close
agreement between the growth of the scales and that of the fish. He selected 7
scales from each of 4 fish (31 to 43 centimeters long) at the time of tagging and again
1 to 2 years later, when these fish were recaptured (when 43 to 66 centimeters long.)
As a result he found that each of the scales examined from the same fish increased in
size in approximately the same proportion and that in each case the "increments of
growth in scale and cod, respectively, are very nearly directly proportional." How
ever, Huntsman (1919, pp. 65-66) points out that the scales of Winge's smallest cod
had grown somewhat faster than the fish, while the scales of the larger cod had grown
proportionately less than the fish, and states that" these results indicate a definite
change in the growth of the scale relative to the growth of the fish, namely, an early
more rapid and a later less rapid growth. This is similar to what I have found for
other fish by a different method." Huntsman (1918a) discusses the errors resulting
from calculating lengths from the annuli formed on the scales and describes a method
for reducing the degree of error. Duff (1929, p. 10) concurs with Huntsman's views,
for he found that the mte of growth of the cod and its scales are not equal but vary
throughout the year, and that the scales of small fish were longer in proportion to the
length of the fish than the scales of large cod.

Lee (1912, p. 15) found that on herring and haddock scales the calculated lengthS
attained at 1 year of age were larger for the younger fish than for the older. For
example, the scales from one lot of haddock made it appear that on their first birth
day the 2-year-old fish averaged 18.3 centimeters; the 3-year fish, 17.6 centimeters;
the 4-year fish, 16.6 centimeters; and the 5-year fish, 15.1 centimeters. This same
progressive decline obtained for the second and succeeding years, making it seem that
with increasing age the fish showed a decreasing mte of growth in the calculated
values for each year of their lives. This is called by Lee" the phenomenon of appar
ent change in the growth rate." Thompson (1923, p. 15) concurs with the findings
of Lee in regard to the haddock, for he found that while there was little error if
1+ -year old haddock were used in calculating the size attained at 1 year of age the
error increased as the scales from older fish were examined.

Whether the rate of growth calculated from cod scales will show a progressive
decrease, as was found with the scales of haddock and certain other fish, is not
definitely known at present. According to the sample of scales given in Table 42,
there appears to be a slight tendency of this sort which, although not shown by the
averages, manifests itself in the 6, 7, and 8 inch values of the III, IV, and V year
classes.

TABLE 42.-Length attained at the completion of the first growth zone as calculated from the scales of
'Nantucket Shoals cod of various ages caught during the summer of 1923

"c.==~

Calculated length in inches at completion 01 first growth zone

---c---,--.---.-c----c--~-~--C'-·-------------

3 4 I 5 I 6 7 8 I 9 10 11 11 12 13 Total Avel'1lge

._. ... ....---- ._- ._.....-- _. '-' --_. . -- ---------
-;':mber Number; Number Number Number'NumberlNumber Number Number NumlJer Number Number Inc/le~

II. . __ . 00 • ._00 __ • 00 5 I 8 1 1 --.----- ----.--- .------- 15 7'93
IIL______________ 3 5 16 17 29 i 19 9 4 5 .------- .----... 107 6'18
IV 1 ~ ~ ~1 100 I 65 23 21 10 1 1 339 7'18

fl~~:~~:~:~~:~_:::' '!:~:)!};:}J':~: 1U
. I __~~___ I '-. ______
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The number of fish included in the III, IV, and V year classes in this table appear
.to be sufficient to give a good idea of the frequency distribution of lengths at the"
cOlllpletion of the first growth zone for this particular sample of fish. Thus the III
and the IV year olds present simple modes at 7 inches, while the V-year fish have two
tnodes, at 6 and at 10 inches, respectively. This does not necessarily imply that the
V-year fish during their first year of life were divided into slow-growing and fast
growing groups. What is more probable, the fish may have originated from dif
ferent spawning periods, for the 6-inch fish might have come from eggs deposited
late in winter, while the lO-inch fish could have hatched early in the winter. If this
were so the difference in the calculated first-year size (between 6 and 10 inches)
could be due largely to a difference in age and not to rate of growth.

'rhe role of the circulus count in defining the first full year of growth already has
been discussed.

In order to show the relation between the calculated lengths at the end of the first
Year and the number of circuli formed in the first growth zone, most of the III, IV,
and V year scales included in the preceding table have been arranged in Table 43
according to number of first-zone circuli.

l'ABLE 43.-Relation between number of first-zone circuli and calculated length at the formation of the
first annulus

Fish

Average
length, in

iIlchllll,
calculated
from first
growth

zone

Average :1 Average I
i length, in length, in

<'irc I" I' inches, I inches.
Utin first zone IcaICUI,8.t.ed Fish Circuli in first zone c",lculated Fish Circuli In first zone

from first from first
growth growth

zone zone
-------- ----- -- _._~--------

~iC""""""1 "3~;' 1 16-17 6.0 5624-2.1.... __ _.... 7.8 58

i~~~~:~:::~::.:~~j .._iL. :t_}t~L:::::::::::~~ H ~~i .~~:::::~:_::::::::~__l~:~ _~~

fi It is significant that the calculated lengths of fish with 20 to 21 circuli in the
. rst-growth zone of their scales averaged 7 inches, for this agrees with the 7 to 8
~ches estimated as the average size at 1 year attained by southern New England cod,
. ased on collections of juveniles. In Table 44, which follows, therefore, the extremes
1.ll the calculated sizes for each age group are due partly to a difference in age, as
~easured by months. This is particularly evident in the I-year class, which may
InclUde individuals as young as about 8 months and as old as about 15 months, but
WOuld not be so evident with the higher age classes, for the first year's discrepancy,
n~t being cumulative, would tend to be of less and less importance in comparison
With the actual differences in the rates of growth which do exist.
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TABLE 44.-Frequency distribution of the calculated lengths at the end of each year of life, as determined
from the scales of cod caught on Nantucket Shoals during the summer of 1923

Complete years of gro:t-h--- II '.","" ,,::..~~=':.:;=~~

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

----- .------ --I -------
I

t:::::::::::::::: 1~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ! ~:::::::::::::::: :::: :::: 2~ I~~ ~~ :::~ :::: :::: :::: ::::
6 __ •• __ •.• __ . • 22 3 . •
7._. .___ 3 1._._ ._ •• •
8_ ••••. . __ ._ .._ 7 .• .'
9 .____________ 3 1 _._. __ •. _
10 ._ .•. 8 1 ., __
II. __ . .

1_. ._'
I ._.
I ._.
2 •

_________ .__ I 2 •
1 •

23 . -'-T'--! 51 58 ---- 1_· __ ---- -.-- -- .. i AverAge length .•. R. 7

1

15.1

1

:20.824.827.731.133.636.138.741. 0

24 ----!----I 38 80 L::.:.c-'- ---. ---- .-~~ 1___ __ _ ' __ . _

These calculated sizes for each year of life may be subject to a small correction
because body and scale growth are not in exact proportion. But that they are approxi~

mately correct is indicated by their close agreement with the ages with respect to 6

known size, of the samples of fish listed in the table and graph which follow:

TABLE 45.-Age of cod as determined from the scales

Summer-caught cod, by age and sIze

Sonth Channel, June, 1929 Nantucket Sh~:~~'I:i3ay to Septem· Nantucket Shoals, July, 1924

~~--~-;-~~-- 6~ T;~-- 2~ I 3~ 4~ 5~ I 6~ 7~ 1~ 2~, 3H-4-~- -;~,- 6~-;H
------------- .----. --1- ---- ----- -- _.. _. -- --- --.-. -----
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TABLE 45.-Age of cod as determined from the scales-Continued

=-- ------=------ ---- --------============= =,=-============='=-_._-------
Autumn'caught cod, by age

and sizeSummer·caught cod, by age and size
I

I
1_- _

Length in inches I ~an~u_c~~S~~~~' JUI~, ~~_I Summary Nantucket Shoals, octo~r,1923

1 1~2 2~2: 3~ 4~ 5~ 1~ 2~ 3~ 4~ 5~ 6~ 7~ 2'l4 3'l4 4'l4 5'l4 6'l4

-._-----_.--- ------ - - -- -- ---- --- --------------

___ ~ ~ • M _

1 . _. •••.•..
3. _ _ __ .
5 I _..•.• _.

II 5 __ .. __
11 21 1 .
14 31 __ .
3 28 3 __ ...•

27 5 .
13 3 .
S 2 .....•
I 2 ...•...--... ~C:::

'l'otaL._ .•... _! I I( 9 6 I 21 81 344 ~68 185 59i 171 12 49 132 21 2

~~erage length .... [--12_ 0 l7.Ol 22.2 24.3 --au; ---u;; 20.0[-23.827.4 30.4 32.91 36.0 2l.2 25.6 27.9 -30. 5~
~_=_~~.-._==__---_:=:_~=:::-:c=_:::::_.:.._===-;"::"::::=::::.;_::::::__:_:_:-.;:___:":::'"~~"_.::_:::::_:c;:.~_~::c:.-=~=~=.:~_::;:=::::;:_.:_~:=~==.,...::_...:...:...~:.:::=__" ~_

Win ter-caugbt
cod, by age
and size, At·
lanttc City,
N. J., March,
1928

A utumn·caught cod, by age and size

Length in inches

1-------,------,-----,-------

Nantucket Shoals, Octo· b~gk~e~aO' I Cholera Bank, I Summary
ber, 1928 vember, 1927 November, 1928 I

1-----.---,-----,---,---,--1·-,-.------ ,,1------------- ---------
__ n. ~~ ~~_ 4~~ ~o~~ 6~' 2% 3'l4 4'l4 1% ~-' 3% I~% i~~. 2'l4! 3'l4 ~'H ~~~I ~~. 3 4

12
14·--··-· -..... 1_._._ -- .•.. - -....•. - - -.. -1-.-- 1 .1 -.. - __ .
iF:::·····-· .-......... ~ :~:~ :~:~ :::: :::: :::: :~~: :::: :::: :::i :::: :::: ::': ~ -i- -.. - .

~::~:~::m:~: ··1' •••. •••• ....i ...• •.• •••.. Ii ••••},;!ll~::·,:,· m
~::.--.- - -- -.! ~ ; ::::: ~ ? '--j ~ -.. t I~ --'2 .

~.~ •.~~: ~: ::.: ..:~.~~.. '.::.:'.;:.~ :.' :.~ :.~~.I .. ~.: -.. ~. :::L:~ ~::~ :::~ L.~ :.;. ~:~~ ~ !:::: :~:~ ~ ::J :~~U~~ ;;;~ lE+~:~
29····--··-..-.---_ _... ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -::: :::: ~ i :::: :::: Ii ~~ "'31:::: :::: ~ ; ::::

- - - -- - - - - - - ---- --- - ---- --- ----- - ---

---- ---- -~-- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----
---- ---- ---- ---- - -- ---- ---- ----

.\vera
otaL

.. -.- - .~!_~_D_~.~ __2_5 ~'--':I_II...! ~.~_~~~~~ __z:_3_3~ 8 I
Ke length. _ p4. 9

1
20. I 22. 6 26. 3 32. 0j33. 0 21. 21ZS' 2\25. 0 16. 0

1
20. I 23. 5 27. 4 15.020.624.327.730.534.6

1
22.024.927.531. 0------------------_.._---_... . -------_._--
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The calculated lengths (broken line) in Figure 33 include a large part of the fish
given in Table 44, while the lengths at time of capture include all those given in Table
45. The calculated lengths suggest that during their earlier growth the fish had
been slightly smaller at each year of age than the fish of those same ages proved to be
when measured. But the difference is so small that the curves confirm rather than
contradict each other with respect to the approximate sizes attained at particular
ages.
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FIGURE 33.-Rate of growth of cod caught to the southward of Cape Coel, as determineel from their scales

It is interesting to see whether the dominant lengths of the cod living on Nan
tucket Shoals during this experiment were in agreement with the growth curve·
An attempt to do this is made in Table 46. In this case the age was first estimated
according to the lengths of the fish and the season when they were caught, without
regard to their scales.
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TABLE 46.-Estimated ages of Nantucket Shoals cod, based on season of capture and lengths of the fish 1

23.9 ... __ ._._. 21. 0
24. 6 24. 4 21. 5
25.6 __ .. • •. __ . _

24.0

Average length of dominant
size group

Estimated age in years

! m::~::::::: :~::::::::::::: :::~
4" ~ __ ~ ~ _~ ~ _~ __ ~ ~ ~ __ ~ _
4>.,~_ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~_ .. __ .. ~ __ ~.~

Estimated age in years

~-=====~~~~==,=~~=~~~=_=_=~_=~~===~~o_=~-=~=_==~= __=_=~=.~.~=._=_=~=_=_=_=_=_=~~====;-==-=-=-=_-=-==== __===
i Average length of dominant
I size group

:--------~-

IB group C group D group I B group C group D group

----------------I---I!~---~--'--------------
1~L !2>' ... ~ ..... ~----- - --~ .-.--- --.- ..•... -- .. - .. -. 15.1

~~:~~~~::~:~:::::::::::::::~~:::: ~::::::: ~: ~ ~~ ~~:~ ~~~~
3>L::::::~:~::~:·~-::~. ~~_ .~~ 21.3 ~t:~

I These data were oblaim'd from Tllble 37.

All these fish wore caught in the same immediate locality (bet,ween Round Shoal
and Rose and Crown buoys), and while the Band C cod were dominant during the
!ears 1924 to 1926, the D fish were dominant during the years 1926 to 1928. This
IS perhaps the first time that observations dealing with the growth of the cod have
been made over a period of years on the same stock of fish living in a particular
locality, and to do this it was necessary, of course, that a good part of the population
remain localized from one year to the next.

That these estimated ages are approximately correct is shown by the agreement
of the Band C groups with the growth curve, ann this would seem to lend con
siderable weight t~ the correctness of the calculations. The D cod, however, suggest
a rate of growth that is much different than that of the B or the C groups, for in effect
the former required a year longer to reach a certain length than did either of the
latter. Because of this, an examination of some of the seales was made in order
definitely to locate the fish in their correct age classes. The results are given in
Table 47.

IVIII

Age I

lJ

Total
__._~~. ._ nnmbor

exanl
Ined

Average
longtll,
inches

flroup

TABLE 47.-Age, according to scales, of certain groups of cod listed in Table 46
~-----. -~~=.=.=~==~~-~~====

IAverage I' Age I n~~~~~r II

Oroull l~ngth, I ~---I--- exatll-
lUelles I! II rII I IV ined

-~-- . I

:-... --~=--~~:-~-~ ~t~ ;:::I:~:~: -l~I'"-ii- 1~: K:::::::- ~ {~:~- ,,49_ J--2~~--gi
g:::~:~~~~~:~:~~~: 21.3 .--.-- 50 _. .1 .__ 50 j}----~,,~~- .. ~,,-- 20.4 -•.. -- --.... 25 .. . 2"

24.4 .... _. 1 21 . __ .. _ 22 ]) ..... ~ ._~._~ 24.0 _. . __ . 10 45 55--------- _. __ ._.~-" _._--- _._---_ ..._".__._--,------~._-_.~~ ------_ .._~_._~_._._-----------

"'er I jThe age given here represents cOIllpleted years of growth. For example, the III·year old fish had 3 annuli on their scales and
e n their fourth year.

. The segregation of ages given in Table 47 seems to prove conclusively that the
dIstribution given in Table 46 is essentially correct, hence it appears that the D
Cod grew more slowly than the fish belonging to either of the other groups.

The cause of this difference in the rate of growth of the D cod, as compared with
the other two groups, is not definitely known. It was thought that perhaps they
Would exhibit some peculiarities of scale growth that would set them apart from the
other groups, but an examination showed that the circulus count was in general
~greement with all the other samples of southern New England cod whose scales
2ll.~e thus far been studied, for those D cod listed in Table 47 had an average of about
1 In the first growth zone.
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It would be natural to look to the scales of the 15.1-inch D cod as a means of
ascertaining the early growth of this group of fish. (Table 46.) But this may have
given an erroneous result, because these fish centering around 15 inches were probably
the largest individuals of their class on account of the selectiveness of hook-and-line
gear. However, lengths calculated from the scales of older fish showed that at the
completion of the first growth zone the C cod were 8.1 inches long, while the D cod
were but 6.3 inches, and that therefore much of the 3-inch difference in size between
the C and the D cod at 2% years of age had already been made early in the life of the
fish.

It was considered that the D cod possibly were genetically or inherently a slow'
growing group. Such might be the case if they originated from eggs spawned in
northern waters where cod presumably grow more slowly than they do to the south'
ward. It is possible that under unusual circumstances the larvm and fry from such
eggs might reach the Nantucket region, but that this happened in the present instance
is not likely. It is more probable that the difference in growth was due to unusually
favorable conditions which may have obtained during 1923 when the C cod hatched
as compared with 1924 when the D brood originated.

These various growth and age determinations might be summed up as follows:
1. Length frequencies obtained from time to time from what were presumablY

the same stocks of fish indicate that on Nantucket Shoals cod 15 to 26 inches long
increase in length about 272 to 4 inches a year.

2. Recaptures of tagged Nantucket Shoals cod have shown that fish 17 to 24
inches long grow about 4 inches a year, while fish 25 to 35 inches long grow about
272 inches a year, the smaller fish in each of their length groups and those in the
preceding paragraph showing a somewhat greater increment than the larger.

3. GlOwth was somewhat faster during the summer than from fall to spring.

TABLE 48.-A ge with respect to size

.. - ;~~he811 ;;;;;, ~~'" ,. ,,:~. "~.,,
Estimated from length-frequency distributions .. 7-8 14-1fl 19-22, 23-25 --
Calculated size, according to scale growth ! 7 15 21 i 25 27-2
Size, according to age determinations from seales ' , 16-17 22 25-26 28-2!

! I i __~_

RESUME OF CONCLUSIONS

1. Cod are to be found on Nantucket Shoals throughout the year, but are most
abundant there froJll spring to fall.

2. The stock of cod living on Nantucket Shoals, consisting chiefly of young
adult and nearly adult fish, is for the most part distinct from that living to the
north and east of southern Massachusetts, for there is no general intermingling of
the fish belonging to these regions. This conclusion is supported by the recapture
records of tagged fish and by scale studies. According to the first named, only B

very small percentage of the Nantucket cod stray to the north and east annually,
and, conversely, only a few cod tagged to the north and east stray to Nantucket
Shoals.

3. A large part of the Nantucket Shoals cod population make a fall migration
into the Rhode Island-North Carolina region, where most of them remain until the
spring. These fish are joined by others from the north and east of Cape Cod; but
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t~at southern New England cod form the bulk of the fish which occupy these
WIntering grounds is indicated by the paucity of recaptures there of fish tagged to
the northward and eastward of Cape Cod and by the general similarity in length
frequencies between the population in this wintering region and the summer cod on
:Nantucket Shoals. In the spring the fish return eastward, tho majority of them
stopping to summer on Nantuckot Shoals, but others, chiefly the larger fish, most
of which probably came from the north and east of Cape Cod, continue on to deeper
Water.

4. The number of cod which take part in this migration must be large, for the
Catch made each winter between Rhode Island and Delaware has ranged between
three and fivo million pounds.

5. Many of the cod spawn on these wintering grounds, but whether most of the
reSultant larvre are carried southward by the currents and are lost or whether many
return to New England waters and thus help replenish the stock there is not known
at tllis time.

6. The earliest migrants go west from Nantucket Shoals about the middle of Octo
ber the movement of fish reaching its height during November and subsiding toward
the end of December, after which it virtually ceases. The migration back to the
eastward occurs chiefly during March and April, although a few fish may return as
early as December and a few as late as May.

7. Temperature, either directly or indirectly, may be tbe cause of this migration,
for the cod leave in the fall when the water begins to cool and return eastward in
the spring when it hegins to waTm, although there seems to be no correlation between
a particular temperature and the coming or going of the fish.

8. During the summer a cod is ra.rely caught west of Rhode Island and relatively
~w eVen off the latter coast, although the summer bottom temperature in the New

ork-Delaware region is as low or lower over certain of the grounds frequented by
the cod in winter than it is on Nantucket. Shoals.

9. Part of the cod living on Nantucket Shoals emigrate eastward to the ChathaID
S011th Channel region during certain summers. This emigration was most apparent
d11ring the three years from 1923 to 1925, when most of the Nantucket cod averaged
UPWard of 25 inches in length, and was scarcely noticeable, by means of tagged fish,
d11ring the three years from 1926 to 1928, when the fish were smaller. Not only
the size of the fish but temperature, too, appears to influence this emigration, for it
"'as largest during that year (1925), which was somewhat warmer on Nantucket
Shoals than any of the others.

10. Fewer cod took part in the summer eastward emigrations than in the fall
Westward migrations, for length-frequency distributions, recaptures of tagged fish,
and the abundance of the fish as shown by the catch per unit of effort, showed that
a largE) part of the cod population on the shoals remained localized throughout the
S\lrnrn,Jr.

. 11. The average summer cod population on Nantucket Shoals from 1923 to 1928
tnight be roughly estimated as between three million and four and one-half million
adult and nearly adult fish.
U . 12. Tbe number of grown cod which live on Nantucket Shoals appears to be fairly
lliform from year to year. Losses are caused by (a) deaths from natural causes,

(b) fish taken by the fishery riot only on Nantucket Shoals but also on the wintering
gro11nds to the westward, and (0) emigrations to other regions. The gains are brought
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about by (a) cod fry which take to the bottom on Nantucket Shoals and reach ma
turity there and (b) the immigration of older fish.

13. A large part of the cod fry which seek bottom on Nantucket Shoals appear
to come from eggs spawned along the coast of Maine. But so few fish between 1
and 2 yeafs of age have been found on the shoals that it is probable that the fry
succeed only in a small way in keeping up the stock of adult fish.

14. The stock of cod on Nantucket Shoals is kept up chiefly by young adult
and nearly adult fish which immigrate from other regions. (Recaptures of tagged
fish indicate that most of these immigrants come from the offshore grounds and
that very few come from alongshore to the eastward of Cape Ann.)

15. Georges Bank and South Channel, because of their proximity and the large
stock of cod which they support, and because they formed the route of a good
proportion of the tagged cod which immigrated to southern New England, are the
most likely source of the cod which appear in schools on Nantucket Shoals from time
to time.

16. The same individual cod may remain on Nantucket Shoals for two or three
years or, if some of them winter to the westward, they may be found on the shoals
for several successive summers. But cod do not remain on the shoals indefinitely,
for the great majority of the grown fish are between 18 and 30 inches long, and the
larger ones of this size group tend to move away into deeper water. Few remain
after they reach 34 inches, while those above 40 inches form less than 1 per cent of
the population, although in deep water on the offshore banks these latter fish maY
often form from 10 to 20 per cent of the catch.

17. Cod living off southern Massachusetts are approximately 7 to 8 incheS
long at 1 year of age, 14 to 17 inches at 2 years, 19 to 22 inches at 3 years, 23 to
26 inches at 4 years, and 27 to 29 inches at 5 years.

TABULATION OF THE RECAPTURES

TABLE 4Q.-A list of all the recaptures oj cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and souther""
New Jersey

(Those marked with an asterisk (0) were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Ilalcyon or the Albatross II]

==================;==============
Tagged Reeaptured I

---------- -'-.-- ---1------,----------------

Tal( ILengthNo.

-----
Locality Date Date Locality

-------"

Nantucket Shoals
Inches

11004 30 Rose and ('rown buoy_------ Apr. 19,1923 July 30,1923 South Channel.
11020 34 __ - __ 00 . do .do Nantucket Shoals_
11037 38 do___ __ ------- __do June 7,1923 Portland, Me.
11058 31 ! <!o do ', l\lay 30,1U24 Nantucket Shoals (3r,~~)_

11161 as>", do - ----- -------- --- -\pr. 27,1!)23 _ July 16,1923 South Channel.

m~~ ~>41:::-:~~~:-:--------------"X,,~loi1~i\J23i~~~.. ium Na';i~cketShoalH
11446 21>" do_ __ _ 010_ Au/(. 31,1923 _ South Channel.
11462 28 do__ _ do_ __ Oct. 24,19231 Nantucket ShoalH.
11466 32 1---dO-- - _do___ Oct. 16,1923 NantucketShoals\3:\J,j.'
IIm7 26H do___ _ do Dec. 29,1923 Cape May, N_J.
11611 20>'1 do -- -- --- ~ ray 24, 1923 Dec. 27, 1923 Manasquan, N ..1.
11621 20 1__ -- _do -- --- - - -- -- -- - - -- - -- -- -- - -- -__do__ Jan. 7,1\125 Westhampton, N. Y. (27h)_
11622 26>2 do ------ -- -- do__ Nov. 4,1923 Seabright,N.J.
11675 26~21 dO - -- - --- -- - -- --- --- -- ---- - do_ -- -----'I June 29,1923 Off Chatham.
11714 19H .do. . - - - -- - May 25, 1923 July 13,1924 Nantucket Shoals (2H').·
11725 23 .do -- .. -do.------

i
Nov. 29,1923 Plymouth, Mass.

11726 34~ _.. __ do .. . do 1 Nov. ~,1923 Cholera Bank, N. Y_ (37).
11737 30H .. do._ ... _.. .... __ .. .do_._. May 24,1924 Nantucket Shoals.

:mg ~~I:::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::::::! ~~lJe ~U= Off iS~~tham.
11833 28 .do. - "_" __ ' __ ' - __ .' - -. do. - .: July 6,1923 Nantucket Shoal~.
11863 21joi. .do. . ... May 26,1923 , Dec. 11,1933 Bayhll6d, N. J.

t In e68eIi where a 1Isb W811 meaeured U(1OD rooapture, bhe length, In Inoh.., 1II11ftD In~.
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
New Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (.) were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the IIalcvon or the Albatross II]

~=::====================;================
Tagged Reealltured

LocalityDateDateLocality

'---------,---.-.---.-- --_·_·-·_·_~,-·----I·-----.-------------_..
Tag
No. I,ength

....-- -.-..------.-...---.---.---. -----·1-----1

Nanlnckel Shoals-Continued
Inches

~~ .~~~~~n.<I.C~o.w~.~~~~.~~~~~~~::. __ .... :1.~I.~~I;~: ~::~.1 ~~~: i~: i~~
2614 do .. __ . . .\ dO. :. Oct. 24,1923
26l~ __ do.. __ __ . __ do. ' Oct. 15,1923
31 __ do __ ..-, do. ' Aug. 28,1923
30~i __do __ .. ..I Sept. 5,1923 1.,\Ug . 14,1924
28 __do .. __ __1·, __ .<10....__ : I ec. 4,1923
29 .do..... ..." Sept. 7,1923 ' Mar. 23,1924
25l4. <Io . __ " .. __ .do.. __ .. .I Fall, 1925
32~ do __ ..I do 1 Sept. 11,1924
25~ __ . __do __ . __ __ . ...do l Fall, 1925
28 __ ...do __ __ .. __ . Oct. 3,1923 I __ •.do .
26:j4 .<10 .__ ....do .... 1 Apr. 11,1924
25% .....do __ . __ .... .. .. ... __ .do [ Nov. 16,1923
26>4 __ . __ do ... .. Oct. 14,1923 Mar. 4,1924
30~ __ . __do .. __ __. __ . __ do ... __ . __ 1 Aug. 4,1925
28 .do __ . __ __ do ' I Feb. 14,1924
25% .dc'- .. . Oct. 16,1923 I Nov. 18,192,1

H.···fi..··.•••.•••••••..••••••·•••• I! ••••• ·III [ff~1m
26'}4 .do __ .. .. __ ....... ....... ... Oct. 17,1923 Oct. 28,1923

m~ :::::a~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::a~:::::::1 J~~e ~:i~~
m~ :::::g~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :a~::::~:: I ~~;~. 1~: m:
26>4 Hound Shoal buoy... __ .. __ .. __ May 26,1\)23 l<'eb. 9,1925
47 . do __ __ .. __ .. do __ .. June 29,1923
27~ .do__ __ ..do , Aug. 16.1923
30% __ do __ May 27,1'\l23 Oct. 24,1923
27~ do June 22,1923 Oct. 15,1923

~~% ~~~JL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~:~:: :~~J~~; ~~~: ~!; :H~
28 do do do __ .

~ •• :I!··:m:·:l'f~ ~!I
~~~ ::=~:a~:~:::::=~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:: .... ~:: ~~~'. 2~: m~
26% __ .do June 24,1923 July 1",1923

22 <10 _ June 25,1\12:1 .lilly 5,1924

~ ••••}i.: •••••••••••:••.•..:....••••••••:••••~•••••• ·I t~. ~1m
27H do June 26,19231 Sept. 12,1924

'...;~~ :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1:::Jg:::::::1 g~t :i: t!~
31~ do. """""" June 28,1923 Jan. 18,1924

~: ~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Jr~ ~~~~~I ~~:~:}!§
27)i ..•••do do Oct. 18;1928

Off Chatham.
Jeffreys Ledge, off Cape Ann.
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (26~).·
OII Chatham.
South Channel.
Ship Bottom, N. J. (29).
Jones Inlet, N. Y.
Block Island Sound, R. I.
Nantucket Shoals (34~)."

Block Island Sound, H. 1.
Do.

Jones Inlet, N. Y.
Do.

Wainscott, N. Y. (27~).
South Channel.
Rockaway, N. Y.
\)holera Bank, N. Y.
Block Island, H. 1.

Do.
Nantucket Shoals.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Cholera Bank, N. Y. (32W.
011' Chatham.
N antncket Shoals.
011' Chatham.
No data.
011' Chatham.
Nantucket Shoals (27)4).'
Cape Henlopen, Del. (31 >4).
Off Chatham.
Off Gloucester, Mass.
Nantucket Shoals.
NantUcket Shoals (27H).·
Nantucket Shoals.
No data.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Off Chatham.
Nantncket Shoals (2l!H).·
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
N antncket Shoals (23~).·
Nantucket Shoals (31~).·

Nantucket Shoals (24%).'
Nantucket Shoals.
011 Chatham.
Oull Island, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Block Island, H. 1. (30).
Cape May, N. J.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals (29)4).'
No data.
Oil Chatham.
Nantucket Shoals.
Hockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (38).'
Nantucket Shoals (31}~).·

South Channel.
Nantucket Shoals (25~4).·

Nantucket Shoals.
Do.

Ship Bottom, N. ,1. (31l.
Nantucket ShOHls.
No Mans Lan<l, 1\\"".
Fire Island, N. Y.
011' Chatham.
N antllckrt Shoals.
Narragansett, It. 1.
Nantucket Shoals.'
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (30l~),'

Nantucket Shoals (34)4).'
Cape May, N. J. (31~).
OII Chatham.
Bayhead, N. J.
No data.
Nantuoket Shoals."
NtKlluclk8t Shoal. (118).'
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southerll
New Jersey-Continued

[Those markeo with an asterisk (-) were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the lIalvon or the Albatr088 II]

=======================================:;=='
Tagged Hecaptured

LoealityDateDate-~-~~I ::g~h I Locality

--- ----\-- Nantucket Shoals-Continned

[nche., i I
~1 27H Round Shoal buoy June 28.192~ I Oct. 15,1923 Nantucket Shoals (98).-
232 28% do \ dO Oct. 24,1923 Nantucket Shoals.

~~~ II ~~!:::J~::::::::::::-:-:::::::::::::::::-::::: Jg:::::::l ~~t~· ~::l~~~ IS~~~:!~:H:S:~1~a~9r r.
277 29 do _ _ _ do_ -__ Oct. 4, 1923 I Do.-
277' 29 I do : do I Tall 5,1924 Rockaway, N. Y.

I. g~!:l!nl~j!.1 ~~·1!1 £~~~'!~1!~::

!~ i ~~i•••• I!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••··I.""I!' 't:.
l
·~~It11 ~~Iij~~;~loo

408 32 do Aug. 17,192~ AUI(.20,1924 Off Chatham.
420 27!4 00 00 Dec. 14, 192~ Galilee, N. J. (28).

1::& ~;H ::: ::~g::-_-_-::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::lg::::::: re~t.1J6, m~ ~~~:h'Ct~n;;'el:·
m ~g~ :::::~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g::::::: ~~;: 9:m~ ~~c6\,I:i~~~.R. I.
479 28% 00 - do __ - __ __ Mar. 20,1924 Off Barnegat, N. J.
513 39 __ .. __do do Nov.15,1923 Cholera Bank, N. Y.

~~~ ~~l:::::;:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::lg::: :::: ~~~~. ~: ig~:~ Nant~~ket Shoals.

E~ ~t :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J~::::::: t1r~'~: ~~~! NaJJ~ket Shoals (31).-

~;g ~~~ :::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::;i~::::::: ~~i. 1~: 19~ ~h~gt~~:;~Bh:i:._ (28H).

~~~ ~g).2 :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g::::::: ~~~k 17, l~~~ ~io~kuI~~;~hS~~;~~3r I.

l~i~~ ~m :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J~::::::: ~K ~t}g~i ::Jtl::::hso::d, R. I.

g:~~ ~% :::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\7,::::::: ~~;~: g~: g~~~hIB'i~~~;.R. I. (30).

H~r ~~~ :::J~::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::: :::J~:-::::: ~:f.' ~~: ~g~1 E~~tg~~r~'i't
g~~ ~~).2 :::::;1~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: __: :::::~~::: :::: tr~~·. 2~: l~~t ~ga~~i~t~;~~., N. J. (33).
12637 23\-0 do ._ .. do Nov.29,lna Rockaway, N. Y.
12651 29H do.- <10 Nov.20,1923 Atlantic City, N.J. (30).
12690 27 <10 <10 Sept. 20,1923 Nantucket Shoals.
12091 2.5H do - do_.- Mar. 23,1925 Barnegat, N. J.
12714 26 do 00. -- JaIl. 13,1924 Cape May, N. J. (27~).

,~ I~ ·.·~~!m.···.·••••••••••·••••···••••••• i.~"'!!" '''~.·r:r~~;; ;Jj:~~:~,. R. ,.

1163 34~ do I do Apr. 10, 19251 Nantucket Shoals.
1172 29~. <10 1 <10 Oct. 13,1923 I Off Chatham.
1229 28 do - -- - - -- - - -_ -- - - -- - __ do __ - - Oet. 4.1923 Nantucket Shoals (28~~).·

1240 24H <10________________________________ __ <10 __ . Oct. 9,1923 Nantucket Shoals.
1268 25~ ... <10 do Aug. 11,1920 Off Chatham.
1439 27% do <10 Nov. 1,1923 Block Is]anohR. I.
1471 31 do do S6pt.17,1923 Nantucket 8 oals.
1492 29 do do_. - Mar.24,1924 Off Chatham.
15G1 27).2 00 Aug. 19,1923 Dec. 1,1923 Rockaway, N. Y.
1623 27 -'10 do Oct. 28,1924 Manasquan, N. J. (28).
1662 31 00 • • do Allg. 20,192.5 Off Chatham.
1712 31 -'10 do .. Apr. 14,1924 Water Mill, N. Y. (32~~).

i~~~ ~~ __ :::::g~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::lg::::::: ~g~: 2~: l~~~ ~:~[~~~~t~h~als.
1866 ~3 00 Aug. 23,192:1 Oct. 3,1923 Do.-
1881 28).2 <10 (10 Aug. 20,1924 Off Chatham.
1954 1 27 do do Apr. -,1924 No Mans Land.
1958 2a dO ••• • • \ dO__ . Dec. 21,1923 Nantucket Shoal8.
1968 2li~ do do Sept. -,1923 South Channel.
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411LE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
New Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (.) were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Ilalyon or the Albutross II]

~==================;===============
Tagged

Locality Date Date Locality

Nantucket Shoals-Continued
1280812819 28 Round Shoal Buoy . Sept. 0,1923 Dec. 4,1923
12831 28 ... _._do. . . do . __ Nov. 20,1923
12840 29W do . . . . do_. ----- Nov. 2,1923
12847 29~' . do • do. . _ July 14,1924
13263 37 do .. __do __ . Sept. 8,1924
2028 •••... -- __ • __ do __ • . __ . .·_·_·_· · .do ._. Dec. 4, 1923
2037 28 do . ._ .. . · Sept. 9,1923 Nov. 16,1923
2044 '---.--- do ._ .. . ._·_. do Oct. 4,1923
2070 28l-> do . do._. Sept. 17,1923
2080 24}L do • .. -_ - -_._ ..do. - - - -- - Oct. 6,1923

~~: ~~H :::::~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g::::::: 8~f: ~~; m~
2129 30 do • __ . . . do • __ Sept. 17,1923
2197 26 do . __ . ._do ._ Oct. 3,1923

~m ~a ===J~=::::::::::=:=::::::::::::=::::::::: :~;~~l:O=;~;;:1 fJl~ ~~: l~~
2249 9,1925
2300 18,1923

1
2370 9, 1925
4021 1926

14025 16,1924
14084
14287
14303
14310
14349
14358
14383
14451
14489
14515
14525
14681
14735
14769
~~ 25H do . . __ Oct. 4,1923 July 14,1924

I ~ ::.::!!:/));;;•• :;::•• ::;.;••;:;:••;.::~:. ;;::: f£-~\i
15486 26 _•. __ do ._. • Oct. 5,192:1 Dec. 15,1\123

Ij---t :~.::I!·::; ••·;::~~:;:.:;:.;:·:~.::::::· ••• :O·i·'~':II!1
;~~ ~~~. -----~g----------------------.-.--------- .. g~~. ;1' ;~~~ {f~~ ;~, ;~~

~ I~ :;::11·;.::;:;::·;.:::.i·· ••:;:i••;:i.·:.i •••::11·. i····~ !fIi
15798 28H do . Oct. 17,1923 Dec. 21,1923
2421 28~. Great Hip buoy . Oct. 8,192.1 Oct. 16,1924

,I f.i·i.l!.i·.ii-i··i_·.::·.·••::.::••::•• ·::i,.i.·.!!··•••:. e~ ~ 1m
n~ ~~ BasBdRiP--------·----------------··-·----1 Ma~o 3,1923 1~~' ~~, ~~~

HU~ iH ~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~Ii~~~]~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~{ i~~ t~~i
11872 28 •• do__ ._ .• • • • • May 23,1923 Aug. 5,1923

-_.__do•• ' _. ••• • .' do__ • -- - - Mar. -, 1926

Ship Bottom, N. J. (28~').

Atlantic City, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (31H).·
Off Chatham.
Block Island, R. 1.

Do.
Nantucket Shoals (28).-2).'
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (25).'
Hlock Island Ii. 1.
Nantucket Shoals (27).'
N..ntucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (2li).·
Nantucket Shoals (25~').·

Nantucket Shoals (30H).'
South Channel.
Off Chatham.
Montauk, N. Y.
Off Chatham.
Block Island Sound, I\.
Nantucket Shoals.
Quonochontaug, H. I.
Coggeshall Ledge, H. I.
Nantucket Shoals.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Rockaway, N. Y.

Do.
Bradlcy Beach, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals (2\1).'
Beach Haven, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
Block Island, H. 1.
Rockaway, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
e'ape May, N. J. (2H).
Nantucket Shoals (27!,ij.'
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Nantucket Shoals (29%).'
Fire Island, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (24).'
nockaway, N.Y.
Nantucket Shoals.
A valoD, N. J.
Atlantic City, N. J.
RoekawflY, N. Y.
Block Island, R. 1.
Hockaway, N. Y.
Off Chatham.
Nantuckct Shoalg.
Capc May, N. J. (31).
Atlantic City, N. J.
Atlantic ('ity, N. J. (31h).
Lat. 40° 50' N., long. 70° ~O' W.
)/0 Man's Land.
Nantucket Shoals (29H).·
'l'ownsends Inlet, N. J.
Lat. 41° 57' N., lonl(. 66° 46' W.
Nantucket Shoals (33~').·
Nantueket Shoals (24).'
Nantucket Shoals (23h).·
Nantucket Shoals.
Montauk, N. Y.
Barnegat, N. J.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Nantueket Shoals (30~').'
Off Chatham.
Quogue, N. Y.
Cape May, N. J.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
I,a Have Bank.
Nantucket Shoals.
Off Chatham.
South Channel.
Cholera Dank, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals.
Atlantic City. N. J.
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoais region and southern
New Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (*) were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Halvon or the Albatross II]

=================~~~=~~=,=====~~-------~

Tagged Recaptured

LocalityDateDateLocality

-~--;---,--------~------------~-----I-------cc---------~-------

~~~ iLengthl

"--,------- -----------------1---"---1------- ----------------------

Aug. -,1925 No data.
Oct. 18,1924 Nantucket Shoals (20%). *
8ept. 12,1925 Nantucket 8hoals.
Oct. 16,1924 I Nantucket 8hoals (28).*
Oct. 27,1924 Nantucket Shoals (25~').*
Mar. 15, 1926 I 0 fI Indian Hi ver Inlet, Del. (37W.
Mar. 26,1925 ') Atlantic City, N. J. (31}2).
Dec. 11,1924 Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Oct, 16,1924 Nantucket Shoals (24}2).*
Aug. 5, 1925 I Nantucket 8hoals.
Aug. 4,1925 'I Off Chatham.
Oct. 27,1924 . Nantucket Shoals (23H).'
Fall, 1927 I Block Island Sound, R. I.
Mar. -,1926 I Atlantic City, N. J.
Nov. 29,1924 ! Rockaway, N. Y.
July 8, 1926 : South Channel.
Oct. 16,1924 I Nantucket Shoals (26H).*
Aug. 6,1925 INantucket Shoals.
Dec. 19,1924 . Barnegat, N. J. (27).
Oct. 1,1925 I' Nantucket Shoals (2572). *
Aug. 4, 1925 South Channel.
Dec. 1,1924 I Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Aug. 9, 19251 OlI Chatham.
Aug. 1,1925 Nantucket ShOals.
Oct, 17,1927 Nantucket Shoals (26}i).*

21369
21380

~~~ I
21434
21460
21488
21523
21539
21557
21586
21686
21695
21722
21728
21780
21785
21806
21817
21824
2Ul33
21858
211108
21912
21928

I
i Nantucket Shoals-Continued

12875 Inc~;~i Davis Bank Sept. 5,1923 Oct. 10,1923

\111~i.~ ••~!! •••••••• ~••••••• ~•••• ~ ••·.~~.~ •••••l.""'!l·· ,~•.!!"~ !m·
13499 2.1W do 1 do_ ______ Dec. 8,1923
13584 2772'- do J do _______ June 27, 1925

tiFJ ~J::Jg:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~it~~:7:i~i~: ~ftY -~: t!~
13791 29%' do Sept. 8,1923 ~'eb: -: 192.>
17702 2272, Round Shoal buoy July 13,1924 Sept. 12,1924

m~ ~:i:::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r:J~:: ::::: g~t.. 2~: ~!~
H!g ~~L:J~::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::t::Jg::: :::: _~e~~o~~; ~~~1
17853 24~L---.do-------- • do Oct. 29,1924
17866 23H'- do .do Dec. 31,1924
18043 26~f-----do------------------------------------ July 14,1924 Dec. 7,192418674 ? , do July 15,1924 Oct. 27,1924
18674 ? ' do " • do Dec. 7,1924
18708 23}2' ._do • July 16,1924 Sept. 12,1924

l~m ~jL:::~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::: _::::: :::::~~:: ::::: ~~~: 1~: l~~
18769 22 i do do Dec. 17,1924
19122 22%', .10 July 17,IU24 Nov. 28,1924
20991 26~2i-----do------------------------------------ Sept. 6,1924 June 22,1U2521047 32Hi- do do_ ______ Oct. 18, 1924
21070 24}2:- do Sept. 7,1924 Oct. 6,1924
21080 24}2! do do_ __ _ Nov. 15,1924

21216 22H
r

'-----dO------------------------------------ Sept. 8,1924 May 6,192521216 22H do do Aug. 7,1925

~g~~ ~~~i:::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~::::::: ~~y 1~: ~~~
m~~ ~HI:::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::I:::::~~::: :::: ~~t~.~; ~~~~
21331 21~. do • • do ; __ C:ct. 27,1924
26259 32 , do Oct. 1O,IU24 8ept. 9,1925

~~~~ ~~~I:::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::~~::::::: ~~:. ~U~~~
26647 25 1---.-dO-------------.---------------------- Oct. 18,1924 Nov. 22,192526696 29 do • do 8ept. 9,1925
26778 25~~ do do_ __ Nov. 29,1924
26785 19h do • do Oct. 3,1925
26851 19W do • do_ ______ Aug. 20,1925
26903 25H do • __ Oct. 22,1924 Mar. 27,IU25
21362 24H Between Hound Shoal and Hose lind Sept. 11,1924 Aug. 28,1926

Crown buoys.26 do do --
2O}2, - do • • do_ - _-_--
2O~i do • • . do_ - - - - --

~::I:::Jg::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:: :::::
~~I:::: :g~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I::: J~: ::::::
~a ~~~Jf~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J~~~~~?~ ~~~~30% do ._. • • 1_. __ .do _
21 do. • • • __ i do _

~g~ :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t:Jg::: ::::26 do • • • .do _
22% _. do • • • _. • • _. • __ .do _
24% do • _. • • do_ . _
25}2 ._do. • - •• • _. do _
25}2 - __ •_do. , __ •• _- -. - • • ._. • do _
26 •_do. • •• • - ••do_. ._
23}i -. _. _do••••• __ ••••• _••• _••••• __ "" _••• ,. __ •• _••do. _• __ ••

Nantucket Shoals.
No data.
South Channel.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Off Chlltham.
Nantucket Shoals.
Point JUdith, R. I.
Manasquan, N. J. (27}2).
Nantucket Shoals.
Anglesea, N. J.
Coney Island, N. Y.
South Channel.
Of! Chatham.
Block Island, R. I.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals (23).*
Nantucket Shoals (20%).*
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Newport, R. I.
Of! Chatham.
Nantucket Sboals (25H).'
Nantucket Shoals (28H).*
Beach Haven, N. J.
Amagansett, N. Y.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (2IH). *
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (24).'
Fishers Island, N. Y.
South Channel.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Jones Inlet, N. Y.
Off Chatham.
Nantucket Shoals (32%).*
Nantucket Shoals.
Rockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (24%).*
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (25}2).*
Nantucket Shoals (25).*
Nantucket Shoals (27~).*
Off Chatham.
Fire Island, N. Y.
Off Chatham.
Barnegat, N. J.
South Channel.
Narragansett Bay, H. I. (28).
Oil' Chatham.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (24).*
Nantucket Shoals.
Off Hace Point, Cape Cod.
Nantucket 8hoals.
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l'ABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
New Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (') were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the ITalcvon or the Albalross II]

==--====================c================

----------.------
'l'ag
No. Length

Tagged
---~---~-------I

Locality Date Date

Recaptured

Locality

Inchfs Nan/uckf/ Shoa/s-Continned

:::: _~~~o~~__~~~~_~ __~h~~: __~~~__~{~~_~~(:_'I_~~~:~0~2::~~4_
1
1

::t~' ::: ::: ::::u:~::'s:~a~~(~::~).,
25% do Oct. 16,1924 Dec. 3,1924 Cholera Bank, N. Y.
28~4 do 1 do Aug. 25.1925 Off Chatham.
24~ do do Aug. 27,1925 Do.
2514 do do Apr. 21;,1925 Montauk, N. Y.
25% do Oct. 17,1924 Oct. 24,1925 Nantucket Shoals (30Y,).'
22 do . do Jan. 10,1925 Nantucket Shoals.
33% do do June -,1925 Off Chatham.
28}4 do Oct. 25,1924 May 15,1925 Nantucket Shoals.
34% do do Apr. 18,-1925 Fir" Island, N. Y.

~~~ :::::~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _~~~'d02_7: ~~:4 _I ~~~. 1~: 1~~~ nl~I~t{~I1!fry, I~ Ii.

~a :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t:J~:::::::1 ~g2· ~: !g~~ ~~~1~f£t!~~~l ~PO).
26\4 -----do------------------------------------1 Oct. 28,1924 Jan. 27,1926 lVlontauk, N. Y.

~\4 _~~~~~~~_d_~'~~~~_~_~~:::::::::::::::::::::I_~~~~'do~7:~~:~_ ~~~: ~: 1~~~ ~~n~I~g~~fWhoals.
33}~ do .1 do June 21,1926 Georges Bflnk.
25H do ' do Dec. 12,1924 Belmar, N. J. (26).
23Y, 5 to 8 miles ESE. of Round Shoal buoy ' July 16,1924 July 6,1925 South Channel.
27Y, do . i do. ___ ___ Aug. 20,1924 Nantucket Shoals.

~~ :::::~g::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::~g::::::: ~';ii.·~: 1m IOff gg;"tham.
28 do ' do Mar. -,1926 AHa_ntic City, N. J.
27% do__________________ __.1 do Nov.l0,1924 Montauk, N. Y. (29)_
34}!l do . . .' do__ __ Nov. 12,1924 S. W. Georges Bank.
27\4 do ,___________ --, "ept. 8,1924 Dec. 7,1924 'I Cholera Bank, N. Y.
26}4 12 miles ESE. of Round "hoal huoy. : July 14,1924 Oct. 20,1924 Nantucket Shoals.
27}~ do. . ----I-----do AU~. 29,1925 OtT Chatham.

~~ :::::::~-:::::::::::::: -:: :::::::::: ::::: -:i-- --::ig:::: ::: ~~, 2:;41926- ~~~~\Ca~et "hoals.
2{j\4 <10 , do Oct. 20,1925 South Channel.
26 do .1 do Nov. 23,1924 AtlanticHi~hlands, N.J.
30% <10 , 1 .July 1[',1924 Aug. 20,1924 Nantuckct Rhoals.
2.'lH <10 1 <10 l\!lw 18,1925 Barnstable Bay, Mass.

~~~i :::::~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::3g: -::::- f,s;' 1~: 1~~: ~~~I~I~k~~~~h~nl~'
~~Y, :::::~~:::-_-_-_-::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ig:::::: ~~;r--'<i, ~~~~ ~~~~;~i~iikiio~/'
21~4 Davis Bank ._ Oct. 20,1\l24 Aug. 27,1925 Do.
25}~ do do Mllr. Hi,192.> Barnegat, N. J.
29 Round Shoal buoy May 5,192;' June 2.>,192{j South Channel.
19% do do Aug. 20,1925 Nantucket Shoals (21%).-
19% do do Oct. 27,1925 Great Point, Nantucket (22).
25 <10 , do July 20,1926 Nantucket Shoals.
36~2 (10 . l\Iuy 1i,1925 June 5,1926 Do.
25 do .. do __ __ ___ Mar. 19. 1926 Block Island, R. I. (2H).
2.5H do .1 do Sept. 14,1925 South Channel.
2,514 dO I dO____ Nov.21,1925 Bradley Beach, N. J.

~~~ :::::::g::_-_-_-_~~-::::::_:::::::::::::::::::: _:::::lg.: -: ::: ~I~;'- i~: 1~~~ ~~~~~ Il~~~h~·I.Y'
19\4 do do Oct. 3,1925 Nflntucket "hoals (20}4).'
394 <10 . <10 Aug. 14,1925 OtfRacePoint Cape Cod.
18}~ <Io .1 do May 20.1927 Ipswich Bay, irass.
23 do .. I <Io. Oct. 2,1925 Nantucket Shoals (25),'
2'>14 do <10 Oct. 19,1925 Block Islan<l, H. I (2Ii)
18% do do Aug. 17,1925 Nantucket Shoa1s'- .
~~ do do Oct. 2,1920 Nantucket Shoals (2Oh).'

27
- do do Oct. 3,1925 Nantucket Shoals (28).'
- do .. __ do Aug. 20,1925 Nantucket Shoals (27}2).'

~~ .do MflY 7,1925 Aug. 21,192,5 Nantucket Shoals (2{jH).'
26 do .. do .. Sept. 15,1925 Monhegan I.land, Me.

\4 - do do Nov.30,1925 Fire Island, N. Y.
~ do do Aug. 20,1P25 Nantucket Shoals (27}4).'

_____ do <10 Aug. 27,1925 Of[ Chatham.
25!.~ do do_ _____ _ Jan. -,192/1 Little Duck Island l\lount Desert l\Ie
~~ <10 ••do Oct. 9,1\l25 South Chan~el. ' , .

. ~ do do Dec. 19,1925 Georges Bank.
17% <10 do Aug. 20,1920 Nantucket Shoals (193t).'
~ - do. May 8,192;' Dec. 10,1925 Atlantic City, N. J. (20).

Y, - do do Aug. 11,192;' Off Chatham.
32 - do June 7,1920 Aug. 2,5, 1925 Do.

~14 :::::3g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g::::::: ~~I~i. 2~: i~~~ g~ t~he:lho~.N. Y.
~J4 do June 10,1925 Oct. 3,lQ2.5 Nantucket Shoals (24}t).-

----.do . • (to Apr. 4,1926 Portlan<l, l\1e.
I8~ ----_do do Aug. 20,1925 Nantucket Shoals (19)4).-
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
New Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (") were taken by one oC the taggIng vessels, the Halgon or the Albatross II]

Tag Length
No.

Tagged

Locality

Nantucket Shoals-Oontinued

Date Date

Recaptured

Locality

31857
31892
3190~
36886
36898
36901
36909
36933
36964
37041
37238
37965
39855
39870
39878
39885
39899
39922
39946
39968
40087
40102
40107
40117
40127
40135
40152
40444
40459
40473
40516
40529
40453
40556
40558
40581
40681
40710
40742
40763
40767
42263
42278
42295
42322
28599
28703
29194
40223
40246
40254
40255
40283
40336
40338
40340
40356
40359
40895
40928
40937
40960
40972
42123
42126
31915
31923
31956
31983
32040
32065
32072
32083
32108
32138
32184
32198
32214
32216
32327

Inches
18' Round Shoal buoy June 11,192.7
24% do • .do __ . _.. _
25~ do do _
23 do • Aug. 20,1925
22)& do. do_ - __
25)& do do __
25 do • do _
16)& do . .do __
21% do do __
20% do Aug. 21,1925
21)& do do. _
20~ .do Aug. 25,1925
28 do . Oct. 1,1925
25% do do _
26 do do _
26 do • do_ .. _. __

~~ti :::::~~: ~~-----..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~: ::::::
~~ :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~::: ::::
20H • do . Oct. 2,1925
19% do. do __ . _

~gH :::::~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::g~:::: :::31 do do . _
21 do do __ . _
27~ ..do . .do .. _
28 do .. .. Oct. 3,1925

~j :~~~~fi~:~:~~~~mm~~~~~-~~::m~~~~~~~Jl~:•• ~
20% do .. .. do __ .. __

M% :::=:~~:::=:: :::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::g~:::::::
~~~ :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _~~~'do~:~~~~_

~~ ===Jg==================================== =:=Jg=::: :::
~~i :::::~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _~~~'d;::~~~~_
~~~ :::::g~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~: ::::::
28H Rose and Crown buoy May 6,1925
31 do do .. __
28 do .. .. May 7,1925

~~H ::::J~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_~~~'do~: ~~~~_
~&~ :::::~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::g~::: ::::21 do .. .. do __ .. _

~~ ~~~J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~j~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~

~ ~~;~~ll~;~~~~;;~;;~~;:~;;;;;~~~~::;;~:;~;:;~f;~i;i [~~:
34% 6 to 12 miles ESE. of Round Shoal buoy.. June 11,1925

~~ :::::~~:::::::::: ::::=:::=::::::=:::::::::: :::::a~=: =::=:29 ..do .. do •__
23 do do .. __
27~ do do __
23~ ._do .. do_. _
27~ __ .._do_. __ .. ... .... .• do __ • _
28 .. do .. .. do __

~~~ :::::g~:::: =:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~: ::::::
~~~ :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 'jiiii"ed~2; i02S'
~m :::::a~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g:::: :::

Oct. 31, 1926
Oct. 12,1925

-,1925
Jan. 11, 1926
Oct. 3,1925
Oct. 5,1926
Dec. 7,1925
Sept. 1, 1927
Oct. 25, 1925
Aug. 28, 1926
Oct. 3,1925
Dec. 29,1925
Nov. 28,1926
Sept. 8, 1926
July 20,1926
Feb. 16,1926
Aug. i6,1926
Noy. 19,1925
Nov. 17,1927
Fall, 1927
Dec. 11,1925
Mar. 22,1926
June -,1926
June 5,1926
Mar. 19,1926
July 22, 1927
Apr. 9,1927
Nov. 22,1925
July 16,1926
Aug. -,1926
June 23,1927
Nov. 10,1925
Sept. 8, 1926
July 26, 1926
Sept. 21, 1926
May 11,1926
Oct.- 5,1926
July 26, 1926
Mar. 7,1926
Nov. 23,1925
Sept. 25, 1926
Oct. 5,1926
Oct. 4,1926
Jan. 3,1927
June 5,1926
Nov. 10, 192!;
Dec. 11,1925
Sept. 15,1925
Jan. 25,1926
Nov. 21, 1925
Oct. 6,1925
Mar. 30,1926
Nov. 29.1925
Dec. 8,1925
Dec. 15, 1925
Feb. 8,1926
-- -,1926
Feb. 8,1926
Noy. 10,1925
- -,1926
Feb. 9,1926
Oct. 15,1927
Nov. 4,1926
June 23,1927
Sept. 11, 1926
Aug. 7,1925'
Oct. 2,1925
July 31, 1925
May 12,1926
Oct. 18, 1925
Aug. 26, 1925
Aug. 25,1925
June 17,1927
July 26,1925
Aug. 17, 1925
Sept. 12,1925
Sept. 7,1926

-,1925
Dec. 14, 1925
July 6,1926

Coggeshall Point, R. I. (20).
Nantucket Shoals.
No data.
Oape May, N. J. (25).
Nantucket Shoals (23).'
Nantucket Shoals.
Off Chatham.
Nantucket Shoals (27%).'
Monomoy Point, Cape Cod.
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (22)4)."
Rockaway, N. Y. (21).
Oholera Bank, N. Y. (31).
Nantucket Shoals (27).'
Stellwagen Bank.
Boston Bay.
Off Chatham.
Galilee, N. J. (21%).
Rockaway, N. Y.
Mount Desert, Me.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Oape Henlopen, Del. (21).
Nantucket Shoals.

Do,
30 miles SE. from Atlantic City (3H,)
Off Chatham.
Barnegat, N. J.
Rockaway, N. Y.
South Ohannel.

Do.
Nantucket Shoals (2H')."
Rockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (19).2)."
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Off Ohatham.
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Montauk, N. Y.
Fire Island, N. Y.
South Ohannel (27).
Nantucket Shoals.
15 miles off Oape Ood Light.
Amagansett, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals.
Fisher's Island, N. Y.
Amagansett, N. Y.
N antuckp.t Shoals.
Watermll1, N. Y. (23).
Bradley Beach, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.'
Barnegat, N. J.
Rockaway, N. Y. (22).
Jones Inlet, N. Y.
Amagansett, N. Y.
Montauk, N. Y.
No data.
Atlantic Oily, N. J, (25\
Jones Inlet, N. Y.
No data.
Atlantic City, N. J.
South Ohannoi.
Rockaway, N. Y. (25).
Nantucket Shoals (23).'
Nantucket Shoals (24H) ,
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Do.

South Ohannel.
Do.

Off Ohatham.
Do.

Off Chatham (31M)."
Off Salem, Mass.
South Channel.
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
No data.
Atlantic City, N. J. (28~~).
No data.
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'1:'.<\BLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern

New J crscy-COl1tinued

[Those marked with an asterislt (") were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Hatcvon or the Atbatro88 II]

~======================j'=================
Tagged

-J-----.-------------- --.----
Recaptured

·_-------------1------1-----1 ----~-..~------_

'rag
~e. Length

--- Locality Date Date Locality

No Mans Land, Mass. (31%).
Nantncket Shoals.
South Channel.

Do.
Off Ohatham.
Nant.ucket Shoals.
Off Chatham.
Nantucket Shoals (25).
Rockaway. N. Y. (20~4).
Naut·ucket Shoals.
Marblehead, Mass. (28%).
Nantucket Shoals.
Sout.h Channel.
Off Chatham.
No data.
Barnegat, N. J.
Cape May, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
South Channel.
Nantucket Sh,oals.

Do.
Narragansett, R. 1.
Rockaway, N. Y.
South Channel.
Nant.ucket Shoals.
11')onomoy, Cape Cod.
Atlantic CIty, N. J.

Do.
Cape May, N. J.
Jones Inlct, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (22}4)."
No;\'[ans Land, 1\1 ass.
Cape jV[ay, N. J.
Georges Dank.
Block Island Sound, R. r.
Cape :May, N. J.
Muskeget Channel, Mass.
I"ire Island, N. Y. (22).

Rockaway, N. Y.
No oata.
Narragansett, R. r.
Off Bandy Hook, N. J.
Block Island Sound, R. I.
Nautuclwt Shoals (20~2)."
Monomoy, Cape Cod.

Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucl<et Shoals (32}')."
Block Islaud, R I. (20).
Nantuckct Shoals (2H4)."
Atlantic City, N. J.
OII Anglesea, N. J. (2H,,).
Nantucket Shoals (23')4)."
O"lilee, N.J.
Nantucket Shoals (22)."
llradiey Beach, N. J. (24).
OII Anglcsea, N. J.
Nail tucket Shoals (2M2)."
Nant.ucket Shoals (22')4)."
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantueket Shoals (18%)."
Nantucket Shoals (25)."
Nantucket Shoals.

Do.
Do.

ROCkaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (22)."
Atlantic City, N. J. (22~4).
Nantucket Shoals.
Long Beach, N. Y.
Nantucket Shoals (29'l4)."
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (20~4)."
Nautucket Shoals.
Nantucket Sho,tls (23)."
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (30)."
Nantllcket Shoals (20l2J.*

Nov. 30,1927
---,1927
Dec. 4,1926
May 10,1927
Dec. 10, 1926
Sept. 1, 1927
Nov. 25,1026

Apr.. 10,1920
Oct. 4,1926
Juiy 14, 192.,
Aug. 26, 1925
Aug. 29, 1925
Sept. 12, 1925
Aug. 25,192.1
Sept. 9, 1925
Dec. 20,1925
Nov. 4,1926
May 16,1920
June 18,1926
June 27, 192.,
Sept. 9, 1925
-- -,1927
Mar. 30, 1926
Jan. 17,1926
Oct. 3,1925
Aug. 14,1920
Sept. 27,1920
Sept. 24, 1926
Nov. 7,1925
Nov. 13,1025
July 31,1920
Oct. a,1925
Nov. 1,1925
Feb. 9,1926
Nov. 20,1925
Mar. 10, 1925
Jan. 23,1926
May 6,1927
Apr. 4,1027
Jan. 19,1927
May 1,1927
Dec. 15,1920
Mar. 7.1927
Aug. 13; 1927
Feb. 25.1927

Nantucket Shoal8-Continued
Inche8

30 6 to 12 miles ESE. of Round Shoal buoy_. June 12, 1925
30% ...._do .. ._ ... ..._.. _. do .. _. _
34 ..do ._. . . • • .. __ .._do _
27% . do.._ • do _
30% __ ...do __ .._..__ ....__ .._.._..__ .. _.. _..__ do _
44H __ .._do • .. __ • . __ . do. _
28}, .. __• do • .. ..do_ . __ • __
24% do. • __ • ._do . _
2(;}2 .. __• do • • •• __ ••_do .••• _
23H • do_ •• •_.,_. ..._. •• do. . __
26}, _. __ . do.. • • • __"" • do .. "
37 ••do • •_. .. __ . • ._do .. __ .._
38~2 do. : •_. _.. do . _
25h .. __ .do....... .... _. . ... do _
18}4 Great Rip buoy... • Aug. 23,1025
20}4 . do • __ . __ • • . _. . . __ . _. do •. _
20% do.. ....... _.. ._do.... _
28}4 .. do__ •__•• _.. . _. . .. •_.. do.• .
27% _....do.• • __ . •__ •• .. _. _•.• __ • do ._. __
28 • do•• • • .._•• ••• __ • __ •_. ._ do_. ..
22 __ • __ do_. • .. _. • • .• do.. _
20H __ • __ do_ • • __ . _. . __ •• . _•. ._. __ •__ • __ . do...... __
20% ..do • ..__ ... _._. .. _. Aug. 2·1,1025
10}, __ • __ do_. •. ••. •_' •. __ do_.... _
20 do.._. • •• .. • __ .do__ .. _
21\ ..do • __ •• .. _. Aug. 25,1925
30li • do__ . ••_...__ • •• • •,._. _. do_. _
23~4 .do • • •__ . do __ .. •
2! J4 .. do.. • • _.. • • __ . _••_do • __
21 •do __ . •. • .. do _
19}~ Hound Shoal buoy. • • • Sept. 6,1026
10~, _.. __ do.._•• __ • __ •• • • ._ .. Sept. 7,1920
18 _. do__•__ • _. • . .. do.. _
28~" :.do.. __•. • Sept. 8,1926
17}4 _. do •• .... • do.. __ . _._
2()~:! ~ do_~ • ~ ~ ~ __ .. do _
2" H . _. __ do.. _. • .. • .. do ..
20~~ Between Round Sboal and Hose and Sept. 7,1920

Orown buoys.17% do. " • • •_. •_. ._do.... '
18% . . do •__ • • •.•• __ ••_. • .do__ •__ • __
19}4 •• do.. __ • .. _._ " • do . _. __
25 .do_._. .. • •• Sept. 10,192(;
31 do_. •_. _. ••• •• do_. _
16~4 • do_. • ' __ •_. __ • __ .. • do '
20 Between Rose and Crown and Great Rip Sept, n,1920

buoys.21H do • ... •• •• ._do.. Oct. 1,1927
30 Great Rip buoy__•. __ •• • •• _. Sept. 0,192(; June 24,1927
25% do •__ ._._. • • Sept. 11, 1926 Oct. 29,1920
2J}4 Round Shoal buoy__ • •• __ • • May 4,1927 Sept. 3,1927
19')4 ._do_._. • • • do Nov. 2,1927
20~2 .. do • • •• • __ • do • • Nov. 20,1927
22H, do • •. . . do.._.. Sept. 3,1927
2n2 .do .. ... May H,1927 Nov. 15,1927
18~2 .•do.. . ._... • __ ._ .• do ... July 10,1928

~gi~ :::::3~:::~-_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::a~:::::::: ~~~: 2~; i~~~
20% ._do •__ ••_. • . .do Sel't. 1,1927
21% do • •• •• • do .. __ . Ju y 14,1928
19}4 do.. •• _. • • • do_. .. Nov. 16,1927
IS}4 .. do •• • __ .. __ • • do ._._. June 17,1927
2JH! .do ••_. __ • .. __ do ... July 21,1928

I~i; ::::: a~:::-:.::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::~~:::::::: .?:~·dO.~'_~~::_
23H __ •• _do_. •• • •• •_. '_do_. .. _••do • _

~~% :::::a~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g:::::::: ~~;,: 5~: m~
21H do..__ • • __ •__ • __ • • • .do •• _. Mllr. 7,1028
19)4 do_._. • • • • __ • .do.. __ • __ . Nov. 19,1927

I; ~~;~~!!;~!~~ ::~~[~~; i;~;~ [;~ [[!;[!~!:;~ ~~ [~[~~ ~!~~[!!![~~~ \1
105919-30---9
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southef'P
N ew Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (') were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Ilaluon or the Albalross II]

===='============~
Tagge<l Recaptured

Nantucket Shoal. (21l4)."
Hockaway, N. Y.
Nantucket Rhoals (22).'
Nantucket Shoals (20H).'
Nantncket Shoals (34).'
South Channel.
L.ong Beach, N. Y,
Nantucket Shoals (20-)4)."
Block Island Soun<l, H. I.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Amagansett, N. Y.
Cholera Bank, N. Y.
Manasquan, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.
Block Island, R. 1.
Cape May, N. J. (2RH).
Cape May, N. J.
Nantucket Rhoals (20%)."
No Mans Land, Mass.
Western part of Georges Bank.
Nantucket Shoals (22).'
South Channel.
Nantucket Shoals (21)."
Seabright, N. J. (21~).

No data.
Cape May, N. J.
Off Manahawkin, N. J.
Long Beach, N. Y.
Hockaway, N. Y.
Mana,quan, N. J.
Westhampton, N. Y. (21).
Off Spring Lake, N. J, (2.1-)4).
N nntucket Shoals (23%).'
Cholera Bank, N. Y. (2.5).
No Mans Land, Mass.
Nnhnnt, Mass.
Hockaway, N. Y .
Off Chatham.
Hockaway, N. Y.
Atlantic City, N. J. (27~i).

No data.
Seabright, N. J.
Cape May, N. J .
Georges Bank.
Cholcra Bank, N. Y. (22).
Atlantic City, N. J. (26).
Point JUdith, R. 1. (2:l) .
WildwoO<l, N. J. (26) .
South Chaunel.
Stellwagen Bank.
Coney Island, N. Y.
Nantucket Sho!lls (23-)4)."
Hockaway, N. Y. (21).
Nantucket Rhoals.
Beach lIaven, N. J .
Hockaway, N. Y.

Do.
Manasquan, N. J.
Wildwood, N. J. (24) .
Block Island, H. 1.
Hockaway, N. Y. (23H) .
Hockaway, N. Y .
Off Seaside Park, N. J. (21).
Hockaway, N. Y.
Spring Lake, N. J. (22~')'
Off Willis Wharf, Va.
Nantucket Shoals (22~l).'
Nantucket Shoals.
Seabright, N. J.
Jones fnlet, N. Y.
Long Branch, N. J. (25H),
Hockaway, N. Y, (2.~).

Hockaway, N. Y, (26'14).
Rockaway, N. Y .
Beach Haven, N. J.
(lalilee, N. 1. (24H).
Coggeshall Point, H. 1.
Bradley Beach, N. J. (25).
Nantucket Shoals.
Nantucket Shoals (23H)."

Tag
No.

4ROlJO
4HlIK
4HI41
4H15fJ
4HIr.O
4821;9
4K:124
4832H
4KW2
4SSrif)
48879
48887
4R9"O
4~9:iH

48984
400[i,t}
490()S
49jO;1
4912.)
49:27
49141
49222
49217
49270
49?,:1O
49~44

49!l2
4~42R

49.544
49.1(;2
4\lfJ7\l
49M'ifI I
4\1(;16
491,21
49/;49
49/;\17
.12H29
.128.~5
.12S:J(;
52~;)3

52H.16
fJ2Sr,3
.12K87
fi29,~.1)

5297a
5:ltX):l
•');{OI5
•1:101/)
[)a029
.1:109K
5:~2lfi

.1.12.14
5:12H9
fla:~05

.13;l08
5~~2:1

•1:132.1
f>3:·tHi
.1:l34IJ
5:laM
.1:l404
.1:l4RH
5:l58.1
5:l4:J9
[1;UH6
53f;;H
5:l7()7
b:l707
5:17lO
5anK
.1378.1
[,3&17
b3IJR7
•1:J9\)()
b4o:JK
51051
.540.13
·14 HJR
H221
\4257

1---------------------

Length Locality 1_ ~~D_i_\t_e~_I---D-l\-t-e--I------Loc~-a-li-t-y--~------
Nantucktt ShoalB~Continued I

Inches
21 Hound Shoal buoy . May 6,1927 June 18,1927
20 <10 do Mar. 7,1928
IIJH <10 do July IIJ,192H
2(; <10 . do Aug. 31,1927

~!jl.·••l! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~~,f:ili. ~1 ~ 1m
20H' dO do Nov. 17,1927
27W (\0 do Jan. 11,1928

~nL:::;:g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::3g:::::::: ~~;: I~: lm

~I ••••,j·••·••i••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••':'"~cml ~. ~Ii
21'41-----dO------------------------------------ do -- -,IIJ2820:14 do do Dec. 3,l!/2K
21,4 do . Jnne 22,IIJ27 Dec. 1,1927
21~4 do do Nov. 8,1927

~~~!~~:j~:~~~~~~~~~:~~~:~:~~~~~:~~~:~~~::~:~: :~~1]f~~~~7: mf ~~~ f~~
2:1': 4' __ - __ do - do__ __ ___ _ Rept. 3, 1927
21 do . do Dec. lI,192K
HI do do Nov. 10.1927
2!/!4 do .. _do______ Apr. 3,1\)28
20," do Aug. 31,IIJ27 Nov. 13,1927
22

'
,,, flo .. llo July 30,192K

22~:! <10 clo Nov. 26,1928
20 do .. Ao Jan. -,1929

~~ :::::;lg:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::3g:::::::: Dec. 3"1; 19~~
22 do <10 Jan. 1O,I92S
20 do do Oct. 18, 1925
21\, do do Nov.2Ii,1927
2.5!·" do .. do Nov. 6,1927
21 do do Nov. H,192g
2:lH do do Apr. 5,IIJ2g

~~"4 :::::;lg::._ ._:::::::::::._:::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::::::: ~~~. ~~; :g~
21>2 do Sept. 1,1927 Dec. 7,1927
2lH <10 - do July 2O,192R
21" do do Nov. 8,I92g
20,4 <10 do Nov. 19,1927
20:'4 do do Nov. 14,1IJ27

~i:12 __ :::~~::- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::3~:::::::: ~~~: l~: l~~~

~L -::=:3L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::J~:::::::: ~1~~. ~~: m~
22-)4 do - do Nov.2il,11J27
22" do do Nov. 18,1927
20:'4 <10 (10 Oct. 29,1927
20,4. do Sept. 2,1927 Nov. 14,1927
22 .<10 do Dec. 19,1927

~H :~)if:~~~:~::~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~j~~:~~:~:~ ~~~i. ~l}~
2.1 <10 do Dec. 1I,1IJ27
20% (10 do Nov. 14,1928
2IH/ lIO Sept. il,1927 Nov. 2,1928
24" do do_ ... Dec. 11,1927

i~l•••••,f·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••• ~j. ~Ii
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T"-IlLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
New J ersey-Contiuued

[Those marked with an asterisk (") were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Ilalcvon or the Albatroa, II]

~--====================;=================
Tagged Hecaptured

LocalityDateDateLocality

------------------------~---
1'ag
No. Length

...............

Block Island Sound, H. 1.
South Channel.
Nantucket Shoals (25~2)."

Delaware Bay.
Bradley Beach, N. J.
Nantucket Shoals.

Nantucket Shoala--Continued
Inch"

193" Between Hound Shoal and Rose and June 25,1927 Nov. 23,1927 Barnegat Inlet, N. J. (2O~~).

Crown buoys.21}<. do do Apr. 15.1928
2O}<. do Oct. 14,1927 Aug. 20.1928
21~\\ do .do June 10,1929

~3" :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _~~~·dol:: ~~::_ ~1~~: 21: l~~~
20)4 Between Hose and Crown and Oreat Hip June 24,1927 Sept. 15,1927

buoys.
27~ do do_. Feb. 24.1928 Wildwood, N. J.
22~\\ do do Oct. 25.1927 Nantncket Shoals.
18~" .do .do Sept. 29,1928 Do.
2.1% do do Apr. -,1928 Cape May, N. J.
30 do June 25,1927 Sept. 10,1928 Nantucket Shoals.

i;3" :::::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _~~~·d.;_5:~~::_ i~~;. ~: l~~ t~~~ ~:~~~~il~N\·. (23~\\).
29 do .do Dec. 3,1928 Cape May, N. J.
2(lH do do Apr. 5.1928 Wiidwood, N. J.
29H do do Apr. 19,1929 Atlantic City, N. J.
2O~~ do do Mar. -,1928 OtI Delaware Day (22~").

2:1% do do -- -,1928 No data.
22H do do Mar. 26.1928 Barne~at, N. J. (23%).
25\', do Oct. 16,1927 Jan. 1,1929 Wildwood, N. J.
32~\\ do . • .do Feh. 15.1928 No Mans Land, Mass.
25% do do ~'eh. 4.1\128 Beach Haven, N. J.
30 do • . do July 2,1928 South Channel.
35>4 do do Mar. 10.1928 Chesapeake Bay, Va.
24>4 do do Aug. 3,1929 Nantucket Shoals.
28% do do Mar.15,1927 Atlantic City, N. J.
23~" do do Sept. 14,1928 Nantucket Shoals.
23 do .. <10 Au~. 15,1929 South Channel.

~~H :::::~~:::::: ::::::::::::: ::: :::::::: :::::: . ~~~'<101_7: !~:: __ ~~~d';_6: ~~2: _ g;~l~~~a~(~;~~~c~. ~:. Ti5).
25~4 '10 do Dec. 4,l!J28 OtI llo~ Island, Va.
22H. <lo do . Apr. 3,1U28 Gay I1ead, Mass.
341 <10 .do Apr. 20, 19~9 Sakonnet Point, R. 1.
29 do do Sept.23,1928 Georges Bank.

243< do do {Winter, 19~- }Wildwood, N. J.

19~\\, Great Rip buoy May 7,1927 Sept. 15,1927 Nantucket Shoals.
2OHI <lo .. June 24,1927 Feh. 28,1928 Wildwood, N. J.
21 do do Sept.IO,1928 Nantucket Shoals.
24J.-2 do .. do Mar. 4,1928 Amagansett, N. Y.
20 do .. June 25,1927 {Winter, 19~- }Wildwoo<l, N. J. (24).

22% Davis Shoal. June 17,1927 Sept. 24,1927 Nantucket Shoals.
223< . do • do Nov. -,1928 Block Island, H. 1.
21 do .do Feb. 14,1928 Seabright, N. J.
19 do .. do -- -,1928 No data.
211"'; Round Shoal buoy July 14,19'18 Sprin~, 1929 Hlock Island, R. 1.
2OJ< do .do .1 Nov. 28,1928 Hockawa~', N. Y.
24 do .<10 1 1<'eb. 14,1929 Delaware Bay,
23% do do Feb. 20,1929 Hockaway, N. Y.
2aJ" .do • July 19,1928 Nov. 13,1928 Do.
27 do do Nov. 25,1928 Bal'l1e~llt, N. J.
24~~I llo .do Nov, 8,1928 Hockllway, N. Y.
23J<! dO do Oct. 21i,I928 Nantucket Shoals.
24 do do Nov.22.1928 Point JUdith, R. 1. (2f».
22~\\ do July 20,1928 Oct. 26,1928 Nlintucket Shtla1s (23)."
25H

i
do do Oct. 11.1929 Nantucket Shoals.

21HI do do Nov. 15,1928 South Chllnuel.
23 do .. do Nov. \9,1928 Hockaway, N. Y. (2M,,).
22H do .. .do Nov. la,1928 No Mans Land, Mliss.
20 do do May 18,1929 Siasconset, Nlintucket.
22 do .do . Nov. 19,1928 Fire Island, N. Y.
24 __ , do Oct. 24.1928 Dec. 1,1928 Rockaway, N. Y.
283< Between Hound Shoal and Rose and Oct. 26,1928 Jan. 2,1929 Seabright, N. J.

~L ~~~~IE~;:Ei~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~)~~~~~~: R;~· g~ !~~ ;~~~;~~;~;~:~:~6) ..
24~, Oreat Ripbuoy July 21,1928 Dec. 3,1928 ("lpe May, N. J. (26).
26 do ... .. Oct. 29,1928 Mar. 25,1929 "Old Ground," Cape lIenlopen, Del.

(26.'2)
Other point'

r~~\\ Woods Hole, Mass Jan. 6,1926 June 16,1926

30~\\ :::::3~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::3g::::::: i:~: ;;: l~~
Chatham Bay, Mass.
AmaganSl'tt, N. Y. (32H).
No Mans Land, Mass.
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TABLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the nantucket shoals region and so'Uthertl
New J erscy-Continued

[Those m3rked with an asterisk (') were taken by one of the tagging vessels, the Halcllon or the Albatro88 II]

~-------'_7P==='===============cc====================~

Locality

Recaptured

DateDute

Taggefl

Lomlity

._-------------!-------!------!_._---------------------

Other points-Continued

~T- I
No. Length

-=1
29;' Woods Hole Mass ~ Jan. 6,1926 Mar. 15.1926 Sea Girt, N. J.

1~I.ii••I!.;••;!.:•••"·i•••••••••••;•••i••••I;'"';li;"I IIIi 11!~Jr(~)·
~;I·i·.l ••i~•••••••iii••••ii.·•••iii.i.i,·.·~i~·· ii... ~. ~i!; !~tt~r~~~)·
~it~ ~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~;; ~;~~; m~ :f t~~~ ~~!~x!~~~: A~D~~:· 1.
22 do do Jan. 8, J927 Block Island, It. 1. (22).

;~~' I:::::~~::: -_~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::~~::::::: ~Jan.do
l-9: 1928- ~~~ihJ~~mh~ir1.

2:1% do do Jan. 24,1928 Amagansett, N. Y. (31).
27 do do Apr. 15.1927 Off Narral(ansett Hay, H. 1.
32;' do do Jan 8 1927 AlllaJ(ansett, N. Y.

~ .··.i~~·i~ii.i.;~;.;.~.;·•••••;·••;.·••il·'~jl'·'t ~r.) 1m ~}t~~~~t:(~~·
2fi~~ do do Jan. 18,1928 Block Island, R. T.
21% do do Mar. 25,1928 Nantucket Shoals (22).
28 do do Mar. -,1928 Cape May, N. J.
28 do do Apr. 15,1928 Newport, R. I.
23:ji do do Mar. 12,1928 Gay Head, Mass.
27H do do Jan. 27,1928 AmaJ(ansett, N. Y.
23H do do July 23, 19~8 South Channel.
28 do do Mar, -,1928 Block Islanfl, R. 1.
24", rlo do Sprinl(, 1928 OfT Rhode Island.
28h\ do do Jan. 18, J928 Block Island, H. 1.
28 No Mans Land Apr. 21,192:J June 1,1923 No data.
23~, rlo Apr. 24,I9'2:J Oct. 17,1925 No Mans Lanfl.
26;' do Apr. 26,192:J AUI(. 24,1923 South Channel.
28 do Oct. 28,1925 Feb. 8,1926 Block Island, R. 1.
27H do I do Oct. 28,1926 NOffo M(~ha!'tShLalann.d.
3,5 Off Chatham

1
May 27, HJ2:J Sept. 17,1923 . u

27 do May 3,1927 Mar. 27,1929 Sandy Hook, N. J. (32~)•
23H do do July 12,1927' Off Chatham.
21HI-----flo----------------------------------- do May -,1928' Ipswich Hay, Mass.29;' do do July 25,1927' South Channel.
29~' do do Mar. 28,1928 Wildwood, N. J .
27H do do July 10,1928 South Channel.
18H do May 4,1927 Jan. 12,1928 Jones Inlet, N. Y. (19).

~a :::J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::JL::::: _:~~o~~:~~:_ ~:p~~::~:. J .
23H .do June 16,1927 Nov. 21,1927 Barnegat Inlet, N. J. (24).
25H do do July 26,1927 South Channel.
22 do do Oct. 26.1928 Nantucket Shoals.
28 do do Jan. -,1928 Wildwood, N. J .
2H, rlo June 22,1927 July 26,1927 South Channel.
19H do do Sept. 10,1928 Nantucket Shoals.
23l-!l Cholera Hank, N. Y Nov. 14,1927 Dec. 27,1927 Jones Inlet, N. Y.
20H do do Nov. 17,1927 Do.
22',. do Nov. 15,1927 Feb. 17,1928 Off Long Beach, N. Y. (23~).

23~ do Nov. 16,1927 Nov. 21.1927 Bradley Beach, N. J. ht blP'
23H dO. I dO Dec. 11,1927 3 ~~l~. north ot Ambrose Ltg S

22 do Nov. 17,1927 May Ifi,19zg Nantucket Shoals.
2:1 do Nov. 20,1927 Jan. 15,1929 Delaware Bay (27).
28 do Nov. 21,1927 Dec. 26,1927 Easthampton, N. Y.
21~4.----_do , Nov. 21,1928 Jan. 19,1929 Cape May, N. J.

3Gl2
376.
3776
3805
3845
3862
3960
3969
3984
4036
4iHI
4051
4091
4098
4106
4184
4187
421:1
4220
4242
.329
43:14
43.5:J
441;0
4495
454t>
~51J9

.577
4605
4728
4756
4774
4818
.894
49:13
49.02
49t>4
7300
7407
7488
749fi
7509
7535
7M5
7.59r,
7599

11072
11114
11152
42348
42396
10012
• 7101
• 7108
H152
.718.1
• 7210
.7215
47287
• 7371
.7378
47384
48M2
48fi33
48610
•8628
49392
49398
57704
fi7706
57726
5773fi
57762

57787
57829

~m~ j
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'l'AliLE 49.-A list of all the recaptures of cod tagged between the Nantucket Shoals region and southern
N ew Jersey-Continued

[Those marked with an asterisk (.) were taken by one oC the tagging vessels, the lIa(cvon or the Aibatro8t 1I)

~=====================
Tagged Recaptured

·_---------1-----1 ------------

---------c-----
'I'1lg Length I Localitly'------__ J _ Date Date Locality

I,ightship,
Off long Beach, N. Y.
3 miles north of Ambrose

N.Y.
Nantucket Shoals.
Wildwood, N. J. (2M.;).
Wildwood, N. J. (23!4).
Delaware Bay.
South Channel.
Cape May, N. J.

Do.
Soutb Cbannel.
Nantucket Shoals.

July 22. 1928
Feb. 20, 1929
Jan. 23,1929
Jan. 27,1929
Aug. 1,1929
Apr. 14,1929
Mar. 21,1929
Aug. 2,1;>29
Oct. 12, 1929

Other pain/so-Continued
lnchc&

21]4 Cholera Bank, N. Y Nov. 23,1928 Dec. 18.192R
22 do do __ . Nov. 29,1928

61380
(1390

67887
61823 23 Atlantic City, N. L Mar. 25,1928
6186~ 25>~ Wildwood, Cape May, N. J Dec. 31,1928
61927 22'4 do Jan. 1.1929

61936 27)4 do Jan. 22,1929
61507 26 do do -..

61
569 24;~ do Eeb. 13,1929

62O!l5 22>~ do Feb. 16,1929

62125 ~>~ :::::~~::_-_~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~: ~~: m~
~--_._----~-----_._-------------- --

TABLE 50.-The following recaptures were reported too lat~ to enter into the records

~==================,.===============
Tagged Reellptured

-----------,,------_._- ---.--- ------ ------.--------------
'rag I
~ 14\ngth Locality __D_a_t_e__

I
--_I_)_Il_te

I
Lo_C_a_l_it_

y
_

7553 Inches
'2860 25 Woods Hole, Mass Jan. 13,1928 Oct. 12,1929: Nantucket Shoals.

~~~ ~%I_~~~~·d;1_0_~:~_~_.:_I~~~~~~:_:~:_~~::~::::::::_~~_~~01_3:~~~_ 1~~t 2;: :~~ i SOU\~o~:hanneL
18~!l1 Nantucket Shoals, between Hound Shoal June 10,1029 Nov. 24,1929 Rockaway, N. Y. (1B~·;().

62253 and Hose and Crown bouya.62247 21 do • do_. __ -__ Nov. 2,1929 Seabright, N. J.
62450 22Yz do do Nov. --,1929 Delaware Bay.

~~~ ~~~ :::::g~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_~~_~dol_l~~~~_ i~:~. 19;m~ ~~:;a~:e~~}.~~:
62581 26H do • • do Sept. 1.1929 South Channel.
62644 22 do • .do Oct. 11,1929 Nantucket Shoals.
62806 23". do • do Oct. 14,1929 Do.

62982 ~~Ji :::-_:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~: ~~', ~g~ ~~pnt i?, i~~ ~~~u~~~nS~~~IS.48R4662682 1O.V. Nantucket Shoals, Davis Shoals June 17,1927 Fen. 22,1930 Cape May, N. J.
56456 32',. Nantucket Shoals, Great Rip bouy June 1111929 July 16,1929 Do.
61248 281"2 do " (kt. 1tl,I927 Mar. 21.1930 Delaware Bay (34).
612:\11 29>;; do Oct. 29,1928 Nov. 23,1929 Calle May, N. J.
61748 18 Nantllcket Shoals, ROo'e and Crown buoy O<>l. 28.1928 Mar. 1,11130 De aware Bay.
61540 3ni Cape May, N. 1. Dec. 29,1928 Jan. 4,1930 Off Jones Inlet, N. Y.
61579 24Y.j do • • Feb. 13,1929 Oct. 31,1929 Elberon, N. J. (26Ji).
62049 20;<' do • Feb. 16,1029 Dec. 12,1929 I Off Fire Island Inlet, N. Y.
621 44 20H do Mar. 18.1929 Apr. 22, loaD I Cape May, N. J.

62182 ~~~ :::::~~:-_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~g~: kl~~ t~~~·l~: l~~ I~1~~II~I~~:t:,{a.
""--L.._....:.. ~ --_ _'___ _'_,_----'------_----_
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